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Section I

* TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

The work performed by Science Applications, Inc.

* (SAI) on this contract, "Geophysical Plasmas and Atmospheric

Modeling," Contract Number N00014-81-C-2038, SAl Project

Number 1-157-13-705-00, encompasses a wide range of topics in

space plasma physics and atmospheric modeling in support of

* the programs of the Geophysical and Plasma Dynamics Branch of

the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). This report covers the

period I December 1981 to 17 December 1982. In this section

we will summarize the various subjects studied and the

results obtained. Details will be included in Appendices

which will document reports and publications resulting from

our work.

In the following subsections we will describe the

major accomplishments in each of the following research

efforts: (A) magnetospheric computer simulations, (R) non-

linear saturation and " _nsport via the lower hybrid drift

instability, (C) the current driven ion cyclotron instabil-

ity, (D) tearing-mode stability properties of an anisotropic

plasma layer, (E) analyses of high latitude irregularity

phenomena, (F) auroral plasma transport, (G) the EXB insta-

bility, (H) the morphology of a multi-bubble system in the

ionosphere, (I) double layer simulations, (J) anomalous

resistivity of auroral electrons, (K) energy exchange in the

1o plasma torus, (L) uranium cloud modeling, (M) NRL Laser/

HANE experiment support, (N) fractal theory applied to

striating ionospheric plasma clouds, (0) elf/vlf wave genera-

tion, (P) ozone transport in the lower atmosphere and, (0)

stratospheric dynamics.
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(A) Magnetospheric Computer Simulations

During this contract year significant results have

been obtained both with our 2D and our 3D computer codes.

The two codes complement one another, the 2D code being

advantageous where higher resolution is required and the 3D

code where phenomena that rely on the three dimensional

nature of the solar-magnetosphere system cannot be neglected.

The 2D code was used to investigate the role of different

types of resistivity in controlling reconnection in the

magnetotail. Two different types of resistivity, - = con-

stant and n a j2 were used. In addition, runs were made both
with and without Joule heating included for both of these

resistivity types. A number of interesting new results were

found:

1) The form of the resistivity is of secondary

importance. What is important, however, is the

presence or absence of Joule heating. The

absence of Joule heating corresponds to the

case in which thermal conduction is so rapid

that all the resistive heat is immediately

carried away from the x-point. Unless there is

a large anomalous thermal resistivity alonq

field lines, the lack of Joule heatinq corres-

ponds to the actual situation.

0

2) For runs both with and without Joule heating,

the x-point tends to move about in the region,

-10R E > x >-25R , with a typical time scale

* 20 minutes. This time is typical of either

resistive or convective processes, as it is

roughly the period required for all the flux in

* 1-2



the tail lobes to be processed through the x-
point.

3) In the cases with no Joule heating, there were

events where the x-point moved tailward to

distances < -60 RE and later a new x-point

formed in the near-earth region. These events

are similar to the relaxation oscillations

observed in our earlier calculations. When

these events occur, the behavior of the plasma

• sheet is similar to that during substorm

recovery; the density and pressure gradually

build up from near zero to typical values just

as the new x-point forms.

The importance of this new work is that it shows

the importance of microphysics in determining the macroscopic

structure and behavior of the magnetosphere.

This work was presented as an invited paper at The

First International School for Space Simulations, Kyoto,

Japan in November 1982 and at the Fall 1982 AGU Meeting. The

paper presented at the former meeting is reproduced in this

document as Appendix A, entitled "Global MHD Simulation of

the Magnetosphere". An abstract of the paper presented at

the AGU meeting follows:

Reconnection in the Earth's Magneto-
tail: Resistivity and Thermal Transport
Effects*. J. G. LYON, Science Appli-
cations, Inc., McLean, VA., 22102, J. D.
HUBA and J. A. FEDDER, Naval Research

* Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375--We
present results from 2-D global MHD
simulations on the earth's magnetosphere
which use different dissipation mechan-
isms. Use of the N-S symmetry plane has
allowed us to eliminate numerical
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reconnection in the tail. Two different
types of resistivity (T)) are considered:
-= constant and 1 = n 0J

2 . The effects
of thermal transport are also studied by
allowing a variable thermal conductivity
parallel to field lines. As a limiting
case, simulations with no Joule heating
were performed. We find that with regard
to the initial x-point formation and
production of tailward flows the dif-
ferent simulations are similar to one

-another and to our previously reported
results1 . However, the presence of
relaxation oscillations in the recombina-
tion process (plasmoid formation) depends
upon the dissipation of the thermal

. energy of Joule heating. If the dissipa-
r-. tion is sufficiently rapid, relaxation

oscillations occur. Otherwise, only
changes in the interplanetary magnetic
field (shifts from S to N) produce
plasmoid formation.

* This work supported by ONR and NASA

1. Lyon et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 46,
1038 (1981)

The 3-D simulations during the current contract

year have been studied to determine the structure of the

electric and magnetic fields and current density during

reconnection events. These studies have provided siqnificant

new insights into magnetospheric processes durinq substorms.

Among the major insights are

1) The electric field from the solar wind does not

penetrate to the tail current sheet until

strong reconnection takes place. Then the

electric field does not cross the entire tail

but is localized to a relatively narrow region

near the midnight meridian.

• 1-4



2) When reconnection takes place the electric

field vectors show an arched pattern rather

than the purely dawn to dusk of the solar wind

field. This should be interpreted as a

cylindrical collapse of the magnetotail about

the plasma sheet.

3) The current shows an intensification and a non

cross-tail component during reconnection. The

current curves tailward on the dawn side and

earthward on the dusk side. This current pat-

tern is associated with strong y components in

the tail magnetic field.

This work was presented as invited papers at the

Yosemite '82 conference, "Origins of Plasmas and Electric

Fields in the Magnetosphere", the Spring 1982 AGU meeting,

and the First International School for Space Simulations.

*The first is reproduced here in Appendix B entitled "Global

Simulation as a Tool for Magnetospheric Research". The

abstract of the paper presented at the AGU Meeting follows:

Numerical Simulation of Magnetosphere
Processes*. J. G. LYON, S. H. BRECHT*,
Science Applications, Inc., McLean, VA
22102, J. A. FEDDER, and K. HAIN, Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C
20375--To illustrate the effectiveness of

* numerical simulation as a tool for study-
ing magnetospheric processes, we discuss
some results of the global MHD simulation
effort at NRL. In particular, we look in
detail at a 3-D simulation with a south-
ward IMF. This calculation started with

* a dipole field loaded with plasma. A
solar wind was introduced which gradually
modified the earth's dipole field to a
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magnetospheric configuration. The
presence of the southward field in the
solar wind produced an open magnetosphere
through reconnection on the nose. This
open magnetosphere reconnected in the
near (15-30 Re) magnetotail in a series
of separate events. Only in the last
event seen, had the density in the tail
dropped to a realistic level from the
initial value and high speed flows
accompanied the reconnection. The
behavior of this event was quite similar
to the neutral line model for substorms,
with one exception. An apparent insta-
bility caused the reconnection point on
the nose to shift duskward. This caused
the magnetotail and the reconnection
point to shift downward. The recon-

* nection then gave rise to strong fields
and velocities in the y direction.
Analysis of the electric field in the
magnetotail in this event indicate a
cylindrical collapse rather than a N/S
compression.

• This work supported by ONR and NASA.

•* Now at Berkeley Research Associates,
Berkeley, CA.

(B) Nonlinear Saturation and Transport by the Lower
Hybrid Drift Instability

The lower hybrid drift instability is driven

S unstable by the relative drift of electrons and ions in an

inhomogeneous magnetized plasma. Nonlinearly, the instabil-

ity causes transport of plasma across the maqnetic field,

which can be treated as an effective "anomalous" resistivitv.

* This instability is therefore important since it can stronqly

1-6
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influence the microscopic evolution of inhomogeneous plasmas

such as in the magnetotail where the "anomalous" resistivitv

enables the magnetic field lines to reconnect. The resultant

dissipation of magnetic energy leads to strong plasma

heating.
p

Our primary emphasis during this contract year has

been to understand the nonlinear saturation of the lower

hybrid drift instability and the associated plasma transport

and anomalous resistivity. A wave equation describing the

nonlinear "behavior" of this instability has been derived in

two dimensions (perpendicular to the maqnetic field B). This

nonlinear equation has been solved by modifying a spectral

method code developed by Fyfe, Joyce and Montgomery

(1977)(1). The important conclusions of this work are

that the instability saturates by transferring energy from

growing, long-wavelength modes to damped, short-wavelength

modes. The anomalous diffusion coefficient is calculated

self-consistently and is found to scale as (pi/Ln)2 , where pi

is the ion Larmor radius and Ln is the density scale length.

This work represents the first completely self-consistent

theory of any drift instability. A short paper on this work

appears in Appendix C and will appear in the Letters Section

of the Physics of Fluids in March (1983). It ha; also been

published as NRL Memo Report 5009, January 1983, entitled

* "Saturation of the Lower Hybrid-Drift Instability by Mode

Coupling". A larger paper is in preparation.

During the course of the work on the nonlinear

* saturation of the lower-hybrid-drift instability, we also

discovered that the effects of finite 8 on this instability
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were not properly understood. It was previously believed

that for sufficiently high p, the mode was completelv stabil-

ized by VB resonant electrons. We have shown, however, both

in analytic and numerical computations, that as 9 increases

the fastest growing mode shifts to longer wavelengths and is

driven toward marginal stability. This result is important

in understanding the nonlinear behavior of the instability

since long wavelength modes are always marginally stable

rather than damped. This work appears as a report in

Appendix D and has been submitted to the Physics of Fluids,

under the title "On the 'Stabilization' of the Lower-Hybrid-

Drift Instability in Finite 0 Plasmas".

(C) The Current Driven Ion Cyclotron Instability

The current driven ion cyclotron instability

(CDICI) plays an important role in both space and laboratory

plasmas. This instability has been widely invoked by space

plasma physicists to explain a number of observations.

Kindel and Kennel [J. Geophys. Res., 76, 3055 (1971)] were

first to study analytically, the electrostatic CDICI in the

context of space plasmas. This was subsequently followed by

a number of papers both analytical and experimental.

The Kindel and Kennel model, however, is, at best,

an idealization of magnetospheric conditions. Their model is

* based upon the assumption that the background magnetic field

is uniform, which is tantamount to ignoring the self-consist-

ent magnetic field generated by the field aligned current.

It is important to note that the inclusion of the self-con-

* sistent magnetic field (however small) will render the net

magnetic field non-uniform due to the introduction of a

T-8



magnetic shear in a direction perpendicular to the external
A

magnetic field, Bo z. The net magnetic field now becomes a

function of position i.e., B0  B + (x) z. Thus the plane

wave boundary condition is no longer valid. Now one has to

admit a wave packet in the x-direction and impose an outgoing

energy flux boundary condition in the x-direction. This is

called the nonlocal treatment and was provided by Ganguli and

Bakshi [Ganguli and Bakshi, Phys. Flds. 10, 1830 (1982)].

In the nonlocal treatment the drift velocity is

considered uniform over all space. This assumption, too, is

an idealization since the current observed in space (as well

as in the laboratory) always has a spatial profile, i.e., has

a finite extent. We have introduced a finite current width

(i.e., Vd + Vd(x) ) in the Ganguli and Bakshi model to make

the theory more inclusive and pertinent to the actual

physical situation [Bakshi, Ganguli and Palmadesso: Submit-

ted to Phys. Flds. Lett. and as an NRL Memo Report]. This

work is included in this report as Appendix E. The title is

"Finite Width, Currents Magnetic Shear and the Current

Driven Ion Cyclotron Instability.

With the introduction of the finite current width,

Lc, many interesting features are revealed. Now, there are

two length scales i) magnetic shear length Ls, and (ii) the

finite current width Lc; and depending on the ratio L c/L s the

nonlocal effects due to either finite current width (L c/L s <

0.1) or due to the magnetic shear (L c/Ls > 0.1) dominate.

The transition between the two nonlocal effects and the

influence of L and L on the growth rates (and, hence, thec s

macro parameters) have been studied in detail. Applications

of this formalism to both space and laboratory plasmas are

now being investigated.

1-9



(D) Tearing-Mode Stability Properties of an Anisotrooic
Plasma Layer

We have studied the tearing-mode stability proper-

ties of a field-reversed collisionless plasma layer in which

the temperature perpendicular (T ) and parallel (T11 ) to the

equilibrium magnetic field are unequal. The electrons and

ions are both described by Vlasov distribution functions of

the Maxwellian type. Using simplified particle orbits, we

have obtained the dispersion relations for various values of

(TI/TI1 )ion with isotropic electrons. It is found that

temperature anisotropy has dramatic effects on the qrowth

rate and the stability boundary. In particular, the case

with Ti/T 1 1 > 1 is more unstable while the case with TI/T 11 <

I 1 is more stable compared with the isotropic case. Moreover,

the maximum growth rate increases by one order of magnitude

as T,/T,, is increased by only . 30%.

Another new result is that the conventional tech-
nique of matching the exterior solution and the interior
solution at the distance d /2 where a electron

ee e
Larmor radius and 6 = plasma layer thickness has been found

to be inadequate, requiring significant modifications on this

account alone. The physical reason is simply that the

distance de is much less than the typical ion Larmor radius

so that the forces responsible for tearing that ions experi-

* ence beypnd the distance d is neglected in the conventionale
treatment. We have introduced a new intermediate reqion,

d < r < d./2, where d. = /7T778 with a. = ion Larmor
e 1 I11

radius. This is the region where the larqe ion orbits are

* dominant. It has been found that inclusion of this recion is

critically important for determining the stability properties

of the anisotropic layer.

* I-10
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This work is essentially complete and has already

( * oeen presented at the American Physical Society, Plasma

Physics Division meeting (November, 1982, New Orleans) and at

the American Geophysical Union meeting (December, 1982, San

Francisco). A more lengthy journal article manuscript is in

preparation. The abstract for the APS presentation follows.

IP 4 Tearing-Mode Stability
Properties of an Anisotropic Plasma
Laver*. J. CHEN, Science Appli-
cations, Inc., and P. J. PALMADESSO,
Naval Research Laboratory--in an
earlier paper [11, temperature
anisotropy (T11  * T) was shown to
significantly affect the marginal
state of collisionless tearing modes.
In particular it was shown that
temperature anisotropy with TII <
T1 is less stable. In the present
paper, we calculate the growth rates
of these modes for an anisotropic
(T11  * T.) collisionless slab of
plasma, using kinetic equations for
both ions and electrons. No external
guide magnetic field is assumed, and
the Harris-type equilibrium is used.
The results may be relevant to the
earth's magnetotail.

* * Work supported by Office of Naval

Research and National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.

1. Chen, J. and Davidson, R. C.,
Phys. Fluids, 24, 2208 (1981).

(E) Analyses of High Latitude Irregularity Phenomena

The auroral ionosphere is a region where various

sources of free energy co-exist and generate several plasma

instabilities. Recently, scintillations observed by the DNA

I-11



wideband satellite have been conjectured to be due to density

irregularities generated by the current convective instabil-

ity. The observations seem to suggest the scintillations as
being caused by L-Shell field aligned large scale irregulari-

ties colocated in the reqion of soft particle precipitation

and horizontal plasma density gradients with the source

region confined in latitude. The current convective

instability occurs in regions where the currents exceed a

certain threshold in the presence of plasma density qradients

transverse to the magnetic field. Strong convection electric

q fields do exist in the auroral ionosphere; these electric

fields are strongly inhomogeneous and cause the equilibrium

plasma flow velocity to be strongly sheared. During the

contract year, we have included the inhomogeneous electric

fields along the plasma density gradients and performed a

non-local analysis on the current convective instability in

the presence of velocity shear. Furthermore, we have also

included the self consistent magnetic shear generated by the

currents generating the instability itself.

Preliminary results, shown in the figure, irdicate

that velocity shear suppresses the short wavelenqth modes

beyond a certain kL For stronger shears, we see that the

cut-off wavenumber decreases and the mode that is preferen-

tially excited has a longer wavelength. The implications of

these results are under investigation. These results were

presented at the December 1982 American Geophysical Union

meeting in San Francisco. The abstract follows.

Effects of Velocity Shear on the
Current Convective Instability*. P.
SATYANARAYANA, Science Applications,
Inc., McLean, VA 22102, and S. L.
OSSAKOW, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C. 20375--Plasma density
irregularities with scale sizes around

1-12
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1 km, with complicated geometry, have
been observed in the auroral ionosphere.
The current convective instability (CCI)
feeding on the permanent field aligned
currents and plasma density qradients
transv6:se to the magnetic field, has
been invoked1  to explain some of the
features of these plasma density irregu-
larities. Also considerable data is
available 2 that indicate the existence of
strong velocity shears in the auroral
region. We incorporate this important
source of free energy in addition to the
field aligned currents and transverse
density gradients. We derive a mode
structure equation and solve the differ-
ential equation in various domains. We
discuss the results and apply them to the
auroral ionosphere.

* This work supported by DNA and ONR.

1. S. L. Ossakow and P. K. Chaturvedi,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 6, 332, 1979.

2. P. M. Kintner, J. Geophys. Res., 81,
5114, 1976.

We have investigated the effects of an electron

beam on the current convective instability (CCI) which is

believed to play an important role in generatinq irregulari-

ties at high latitudes. These irregularities cause scintil-

lations of satellite signals such as those from the DNA

wideband satellite. The analysis was prompted by the fact

that soft electron fluxes are nearly always present at such

latieudes. We find that the presence of such electron beams

has negligible effect on slow processes such as the current

convective instability in diffuse aurora. A more complete

analysis is contained in Appendix F. A manuscript is in

preparation.

1-14
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9

We have also looked into the possibility of para-

metric excitation and suppression of irreqularities at hiqh

latitudes by means of a powerful high frequency electromagne-

tic wave transmitted from the ground. This presents one with

the attractive possibility of carrying out controlled experi-

ments in the ionosphere so as to better understand and

identify the various physical processes occurring there. In

this work, we present threshold estimates for the electro-

magnetic beam power needed to either trigger the irregulari-

ties under subthreshold conditions, or to suppress them when

they have been excited naturally just above the marginal

stability level. For typical ionospheric parameters, powers

below 4 a few mw m- 2 at the local upper hybrid frequency

would be required to excite or suppress the CCI or the ExR

instabilities in the ionosphere. In Appendix G, this is

described in more detail in a paper entitled "Parametric

Excitation and Suppression of Convective Plasma Instabilities

in the High Latitude F-Region Ionosphere."

(F) Auroral Plasma Transport

We have developed a one-dimensional multi-moment

q multi-fluid model of the plasma along an auroral field line

in order to study the dynamic behavior of the auroral plasma.

This model was used to investigate the plasma dynamics and

electrodynamics both with and without anomalous resistivity

* and to study the effect of multiple ion species in this

region.

Initial simulations were performed in the presence

0 of a current parallel to the auroral field line. These simu-

lations indicate that the multiple time scales that exist for

interactions between the different plasma species allow larme

* 1-15



amplitide transients in density and temperature to exist on

time scales comparable to that for variation of the field-

aligned current. This suggests that the field line plasma

may only rarely be close to a steady state. This work has

been published as NRL Memorandum Report 4840, 1982, under the

title, "A Dynamic Model for the Auroral Field Line Plasma in

the Presence of Field-Aligned Current". It is included in

this report as Appendix H, and has been accepted in a revised

and extended form for publication in the Journal of Geo-

physical Research. This work has also been presented at the

Theory Institute in Solar-Terrestrial Physics at Boston

College (August, 1982), an abstract of which follows.

Electrodynamics and Transport
Processes on Auroral Field Lines*. P.
PALMEDESSO, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C. 20375, and H. MITCHELL,
Science Applications, Inc.--A one
dimensional, dynamic multimoment, multi-
fluid model of an auroral field line has
been developed in order to study trans-
port and electrodynamic processes
involved in ionosphere-magnetosphere
coupling. Plasma turbulence effects are
included by way of anomalous transport
coefficients. In particular, the model
is intended to test the dynamic con-
sequences of a number of mechanisms
proposed to explain the generation cf
magnetic field aligned potential drops on
auroral field lines. Early results
indicate the presence of large amplitude,
long lived transients followinq chanqes

• in the magnitude of field aliqned
currents. The transients decay on a time
scale longer than the time scale on which
auroral currents typically vary, suq-
gesting that the flux tube is rarely, if
ever, close to a steady state. Some

0 specific electrodynamic processes will be
discussed in this context.

• This work supported by National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
and Office of Naval Research.
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SimvL'tions have also been performed which include

* simple models of anomalous resistivity in the auroral plasma.

Parameters in these models were varied in order to judqe the

effect that heating due to such resistivity has on the

stability of the plasma distributions and the associated

electric fields parallel to the field line. The results of

this investigation were presented at the Spring, 1982 meeting

of the American Geophysical Union, and the abstract of this

talk follows.

A Simulation of Plasma Behavior along
an Auroral Field Line in the Presence of
Resistivity to Field-Aligned Current*.
H. G. MITCHELL, JR. Science Applications,
Inc., McLean, VA 22102, P. PALMADESSO,

* Naval Research Laboratory, Code 4780,
Washington, D.C. 20375--The existence of
large and relatively long-lived electric
fields parallel to the magnetic field
lines above the aurora imply the exis-
tence of a form of resistivity along the

* field in the plasma in this region. We
have investigated the response of the
auroral plasma to simple models of such
resistivity by using a dynamic simulation
model of the field line plasma which we
have developed. This model is a one-
dimensional simulation of a three species
plasma (e-, H+ , 0+ ) along about 4 Re of
field line above an altitude of 1000 km.
The simulation dynamically models the
transport of the moments of the spec-ies'
distribution functions up through heat

* flow. This allows a reasonable treatment
of the energy deposition and transport
due to regions of resistivity in the
collisionless plasma. Such energy trans-
port effects have a significant effect on
the response of the plasma to a field-

* aligned current and, therefore, on the
stability of electric fields parallel to
the field line.

• This work supported by ONR and NASA.
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As a direct result of our simulations, we have

discovered a mechanism for heavy ionospheric ion energiza-

Xtion. In a multi-ion plasma such as that present on auroral

field lines, low frequency electric fields resulting from

resistive friction between electrons and one ion species may

freely accelerate any ion species which does not participate

in the resistivity. For example, when oxygen ions are a

minor species, strong electron-hydrogen ion friction may

accelerate the oxygen ions and provide them with the high

energies they are observed to possess in the magnetosphere.

U This work was presented at the Fall, 1982 meetinq of the

Americal Geophysical Union, with the followinq abstract.

Oxygen Ion Acceleration Due to
* Resistive Momentum Transfer in the

Auroral Field Line Plasma*. H. G.
MITCHELL, JR., Science Applications,
Inc., McLean, VA 22102, and P.
PALMADESSO, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C. 20375--Low frequency
electric fields maintained in a plasma by
resistivity (either collisional or wave-
induced) imply a balance between the
momentum transferred to the eleutrons by
the electric field and that transferred
by the resistivity from the electrons to
other particle species. As a result, the
electrons do not experience a net
acceleration due to the electric field.
If the plasma contains only one ion
species, the momentum balance is the same
for the ions, and the ion species is not

* accelerated either. If a second ion
species is present which does not
participate in the resistive momentum
transfer, it may be accelerated by the
electric field while the participating
ions experience an acceleration opposite
to the field. This mechanism may be
applied to the auroral field line plasma
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in the presence of a current along the
magnetic field. Significant resistivity
between the electrons and hydrogen ions
may accelerate the oxygen ions provided
that the resistivity has the appropriate
characteristics. We have used an
existing auroral field line plasma
simulation to dynamically model this
effect. This simulation is a one-
dimensional multi-moment dynamic model of
a three-species plasma (e-, H+, 0+) along
about 4 Re of field line above an
altitude of 1000 km.

* This work supported by ONR and NASA.

(G) THE ExB INSTABILITY

*It has been conjectured that the ExB instability,

also known as the gradient drift instability, plays an

important role in generating density irregularities in the

high latitude F region ionosphere(2) and that it is

responsible for the early time structuring of barium plasma

clouds released into the ionosphere(3). This instability

is also an interchange instability which can occur in an

inhomogeneous magnetized plasma that contains an electric

field orthogonal to both the magnetic field and the density

gradient.

This collaborative work deals with the generalized

theory of the ExB instability with the ambient electric field

at an arbitrary angle to the density gradient and incorpor-

ates the self consistent inhomogeneous electric field alonq

the density gradient. This work, in fact, generalizes the

theory of Perkins and Doles(4), who have treated a

similar equilibrium configuration, for arbitrary collisional

and wavelength domains.
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Again, we treat the problem non-locally using a

differential equation rather than an algebraic equation for

the perturbed electrostatic potential. We solve a reduced

second order differential equation numerically using a shoot-

ing code for eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. The principal

results are the following:

(i) The basic conclusions of Perkins and Doles have
been verified. Specifically, the marginal

stability criterion they derive agrees well

with our numerical results. We also find that

the short wavelength modes (kvL>1) are

strongly stabilized by velocity shear.

(ii) The stabilization mechanism is associated with

the x-dependent Doppler shifted frequency, w-

kyVy(X), where Vy(X) = -cEx/B and not

with velocity shear terms proportional to

aVy/aX, 8 2 Vy/6X 2 .

(iii) When Ex(xo)/Ey>1, where x0 is the posi-

tion about which the mode is localized, the

most unstable modes have kyL<1.

This work has been accepted for publication in the

Journal of Geophysical Research. It has also been published

as NRL Memorandum Report 4901 (1982), entitled "Linear Theory

of the ExB Instability with an Inhomogeneous Electric Field",

0 and appears in this report as Appendix I.
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(H) The Morpholcgy of a Multi-Bubble System in the
* Ionosphere

The behavior of ionospheric plasma has been exten-

sively studied with the aim of understanding various iono-

spheric phenomena including equatorial spread F (ESF) and

plasma cloud striations. In this regard, the previous

theoretical and numerical works have investigated the

morphology and evaluation of single-bubble systems or uniform

arrays of bubbles, neglecting the intrinsic influence of

neighboring bubbles.

We have recently completed an analytical study of

the morphology of a multi-bubble system by solving the

Pedersen current conservation equation. We have obtained

exact solutions without any a priori assumption regarding the

separation distances between the bubbles. The qualitative

results show significant modification to the single-bubble

results in cases where the bubble separation distances are

moderately short. A paper describing this work has been

submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research and is

included here as Appendix J. An abstract of the paper

presented at the American Geophysical Union Meeting follows.

The Morphology of a Multi-Bubble
System in the Ionosphere*. S. L.
OSSAKOW, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C. 20375, J. CHEN and P.
SATYANARAYANA, Science Applications,
Inc., McLean, VA 22102--A multi-bubble
model is developed to study the
morphology of plasma density depletions
in the conte.ft of equatorial spread F
(ESF) irregularities. The Pedersen
current conservation equation with quasi-
neutrality is solved analytically usinq
an electrostatic analogy. The solution
is exact. It is shown that the influence
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of neighboring bubbles is moderately
short-ranged and that a small number of

C bubbles can adequately model a large
array of plasma depletions. The ExB rise
velocity is strongly affected and the
contours are deformed, significantly
deviating from the single-bubble models
previously developed. The implications
on the stability and dynamic behavior of
the bubbles are discussed.

* This work supported by the Defense
Nuclear Agency.

CI) Double-Layer Simulations

Continuing work begun under previous contracts, we
have developed further results from a continuing series of I-

D Vlasov simulations of double-layer (DL) formations. A

unique feature of these simulations is that the DL is part of

a self-consistent circuit, in which the circuit equation for

the current provides the boundary condition for the DL

evolution and is dependent on the evolution itself. Recent

progress includes the following:

(A) A post-processing program has been perfected

which provides time histories and or spatial

profiles (at selected times) of all field

and kinetic quantities which can be construc-

ted from the distribution function

fei(x,v,t). These quantities include

(among others):
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e (1) Spatial profiles of

(i) species densities;

(ii) charge density, electric field, and
potential;

(iii) current density;

(iv) species densities of kinetic energy,
kinetic pressure, kinetic
temperature, kinetic heat flux, and

* coarse-grained specific entropy;

(v) Joule heating and ele-ctrostatic
energy density;

(2) Time histories of system (integrated)
quantities:

(i) potential;

(ii) electrostatic and kinetic enerqy;

(iii) species content;

(iv) boundary flux;

(7) Joule heating;

* (3) Energy flow diagnostics in the external
circuit:

(i) battery power;

(ii) resistive loss;

(iii) inductor discharge.

The availability of these energy diagnostics is due

to the use of the circuit model, which conserves energy

globally and permits a detailed temporal study of the energy

flows.
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(B) A boundary condition for a circuit model under
"magnetospheric" conditions has been analyzed

but not yet implemented. The distinction

between the circuit used heretofore and a

magnetospheric circuit, besides the basic

description of the circuit itself (which is

currently under investigation) is that in the

former use the distributions of the external

source plasmas--necessary to maintain current

U continuity at the boundaries--may be assumed to

be unaffected by the DL itself, while in space

these distributions must be modelled such that

various constraints (e.g., charge neutrality,

momentum balance, etc.) are satisfied taking

into account the distributions of particles

which have passed through the evolving DL.

Development of this model is still in proqress,

and should lead to the first simulation of DL

evolution which may be applicable (in a model

sense) to the question of DL evolution in

space.

The major goal of this work is to provide a

description of DL evolution which may address the following

questions:

(a) Can DL truly form in space, notably in the

auroral zone and/or in the maqnetotail, and

under what conditions?;
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(b) What morphology (stability, etc.) would DL

* manifest in space?;

(c) What is the relation of DL to anomalous

resistivity?

It is hoped that such a description, which may ultimately

take the form of a dynamic circuit model, may be incorporated

into studies of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.

An article describing the simulation method ani

preliminary results has appeared this year (R. Smith, Physica

Scripta 25, 413, (1982)) and a detailed paper describing the

results obtained so far is in preparation. In addition, an

invited general review of DL simulations was presented at the

1982 International Conference on Plasma Physics, Go3teborg,

Sweden, and is in press (Physica Scripta: proceedings); this

article is attached as Appendix K, and is titled "A Review of

Double Layer Simulations."

(J) Anomalous Resistivity of Auroral Electrons

C

Rowland, Palmadesso and Papadopoulos have continued

to study the effects of anomalous dc resistivity on

the acceleration of auroral electrons. It was shown( 5 )

that conditions that exist along auroral field lines

(6ni/n 0 > 0.25, Qe/we > 1) act to break the adiabatic

invariance of the electron magnetic moment, cause anomalous

dc resistivity, and generate electron distributions in good

agreement with observations. The large amplitude ion waves

which have been observed in the aurora trap the bulk of the

electrons and lead to the formation of a runaway distribution

of electrons when an electric field is applied. The
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acceleration of the runaways is limited by an instability

involving pitch angle scattering of the electrons by lower

17 hybrid waves. Recently we have shown( 6 ) that the runaway

electrons can also be pitch angle scattered by the low fre-

quency ion waves providing another method to generate

anomalous resistivity. This work is continuing.

(K) Energy Exchange in the Io Plasma Torus.

We have brought to a successful conclusion a study

of energy exchange between electrons and ions in the Io

plasma torus (IPT). Ions are created in the torus by

electron impact ionization of neutral S and 0 emitted from

volcanoes on Io. In the frame of reference co-rotating with

* Jupiter, the newly created ions have speeds equal to the co-

rotation speed, and thus energies of order 300 eV (for 0) and

600 eV (for S); in the lab frame the acceleration mechanism

is seen as "pickup" by the rotating magnetic field. The

electrons gain less than 0.01 eV by this "pickup" mechanism.

From particle observations, however, the temperatures of the

various ion species (assuming -hey are Maxwellian) are

inferred to be of order 20-80 eV, while the electron

temperature is inferred to be 5-8 eV, based on the rate of

impact excitation of ions radiating in the EUV. The problem

originally posed was that several authors have concluded that

collisional excitation of the electrons by ions was too slow

to achieve this thermal balance within the inferred lifetime

of - 106s for the torus plasma.

We originally postulated (Smith, Palmadesso, and

Strobel, Trans. AGU (EOS), 62, 999 (1981)) that the ion loss-

cone instability driven by the nonthermal pickup ions could

effectuate the energy transfer via Landau damping to the

electrons. This hypothesis was investigated in detail hv
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be

solving a steady-state quasi-linear equation for an "averaqe"

ion species (average charge and mass) including the followinq

terms:

(a) a model Fokker-Planck operator for the ions;

(b) a Krook-model collision operator for the

electrons;

(c) charge-exchange (CHEX) source and loss terms

* for the ions;

(d) a pickup source term;

* (e) an energy-independent loss rate to model

diffusion out of the torus;

(f) a quasi-linear velocity diffusion operator

* based on the ion-loss-cone instability.

It was found that with the Krook model operator for

electron-ion collisions, a Maxwellian core formed in the ion

£distribution function and the pickup source feature was

broadened by quasi-mean diffusion, but energy exchange to

electrons was still insufficient (< 10%) to account for the

EUV radiation loss. Moreover, when the same Pokker-Planck

* model used for the ion-ion collisions was used for electron-

ion collisions, thus more correctly accounting for

collisional drag, the Post-Rosenbluth instability was

suppressed even though the plasma lifetime in the torus is

Svei - , the electron-ion collision time.

We then considered a multi-species set of quasi-

linear ~quations for S + , + , , + , and
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O++, incorporating ten CHEX reactions among the various

ion species as well as the above-mentioned Fokker-Planck

models for electron-ion collisions. In this formulation the

only free parameters are the densities of neutral 0 and S.

It is found that with these features included in the model,

collisional excitation is sufficient to account for the EUV

radiation, depending on the densities n(S), n(O). The

discrepancy with the conclusions of the authors is apparently

due to the inclusion here of the many CHEX reactions in the

multi-species set of quasi-linear equations, which is a more

detailed set than used by other authors: Charge-exchange

provides a net energy input to the torus.

The above results are obtained from moments over

the set of simultaneous quasi-linear equations. We have also

solved for the distribution functions f(vI ) of the various

ion species: These can be used to compare the model to the

instrumental response of the MIT Plasma Science Instrument.

The above results were reported in preliminary form

in an invited talk at the COSPAR symposium in Ottawa in May

1982: a paper (to be submitted to JGR) is in preparation.

(L) Uranium Cloud Modeling

Of the possible sources of long wave infrared

radiation (LWIR) from a high altitude nuclear burst that

might severely degrade defense optical detectors, the

emission from metal oxides is potentially most important,

particularly at late times. Of the metal oxides likely to be

associated with a nuclear device the uranium oxides appear to

be the most important LWIR radiators. In the orevious

contract year we performed a simulation of the structurina of
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a uranium cloud released at 200 km. This work appeared as an

NRL Memo Report #4659, (1981) entitled "Preliminary Numerical

Simulation of IR Structure Development in a Hypothetical

Uranium Release." This year we have expanded these studies

along two fronts: we have (1) developed an analytic model of

a structured cloud in an attempt to clarify the relationship

*between cloud structure and power spectral characteristics

and (2) developed a code to simulate the early time hydro-

dynamics, diffusion, and chemistry of a 2 kgm neutral uranium

cloud released at 200 km.

The analytical model we have developed incorporates

those properties of the cloud that our previous physics

simulations have uncovered. Where the structure and the

physics is not well understood, as at small scale sizes near

the diffusion limit, we have incorporated parameters enablinq

us to quantify the effect of our lack of understandinq of

the cloud physics on the spectral properties of the cloud.

In our studies we exhibit simple cloud shapes and

show what are the asymptotic spectral dependences that will

result from these clouds. In particular, we distinguish

* between those asymptotic properties of a cloud that are

observed in communications applications from what an optical

sensor, which records the line integrated emission, will

observe. In preliminary results we show that it is possible

in some parameter regimes, and looking along specific

directions in a cloud, to observe very low asymptotic

spectral indices, -2. This work is described in a paper

presented at the DNA Sponsored Uranium (Oxide) LWIR Meeting

at Los Alamos, N.M. in January 1983. A copy of the view-

graphs presented at that meeting including explanatory notes

is included in this report as Appendix L entitled
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"Structuring Studies for a Uranium Cloud." They will be

published in the Proceedings of the above meeting.

The other area in which our uranium cloud studies

have been directed is in the early time motion of the cloud

of uranium vapor and of the derivative oxides, neutral and

ionized, which rapidly are produced. These studies use a ID

hydrocode incorporating the chemistry and realistic diffusion

coefficients. Two cases were studied: (a) motion along the

magnetic field, in which the ions diffuse. Cartesian-like,

Iand (b) motion perpendicular to the magnetic field, in which

the ions do not diffuse. Under these assumptions it is found

that the conversion of UO + to U0 2+ can be delayed for

several tens of seconds. This result depends strongly on the

* capability of experimentalists to rapidly vaporize large

amounts of the uranium, a capability which presently appears

far off. This work was also presented at the meeting at Los

Alamos, N.M. A copy of the viewgraphs, including explanatory

Vnotes, is included in this report as Appendix M, entitled

"Simulation of Early-Time Uranium Cloud Development", and

will be published in the Proceedings of the above meeting.

(M) NRL Laser/HANE Experiment

Work has begun and is continuing to provide

theoretical support for the DNA laser-coupling experiment

* designed to tes" the physics of short-scale-length couplinq

in HANE. To this end, the followinq items have been

accomplished:

* 1) The KYLSMA code has been run for a set of

nominal design parameters of the experiment.

Preliminary results show no couolinq for thes-
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parameters, for reasons which are now under-

stood;

2) Based on existing theory (Lampe et al., NRL

Memo Report 3076, 1975), we have attempted to

define new nominal design parameters in which

coupling may be observed, and a sequence of

KLYSMA runs designed to investigate these

parameter regimes has been outlined and is in

progress.

An active dialogue with the experimenters has been estab-

lished and is continuing.

q

In a separate study it has been shown that ions

reflected from the coupling shell at early times and return-

ing to it after gyrating can provide an additional source of

energetic ions responsible for the debris patches. Their

energy can be more than 6-8 times the original debris

energy.

(N) Fractal Theory Applied to Striatinq Ionospheric
C Plasma Clouds

During this contract period we have begun an

investigation to attempt to clarify the relevance of the

* renormalization group theory of fractals to the behavior of

convecting plasma clouds in the ionosphere. These clouds,

being unstable under the ExB gradient drift phenomenon,

striate at late times. There is also a freezing-in process

* that has been observed. Our goal here has been to adapt to

this problem the theory previously developed to understand

Navier-Stokes turbulence. This work is still being
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developed and involves essentially a non-perturbative scheme
to implement the idea of the renormalization group to study

the late-time evolution of striating ionospheric plasma

clouds. Further details are contained in a preliminary

report included here as Appendix N and titled, "Renormal-

ization Group Theory of Fractals in Striating Ionospheric

Plasma Clouds."

(0) ELF/VLF Wave GenerationU
During this contract period several schemes for

ELF/VLF generation were investigated. Two of these involve

(1) absorption of the momentum of radio waves generated by a

* land based antenna by ionospheric electrons and (2) enhance-

ment of the magnetic moment of electrons by cyclotron

resonance in the polar region, giving rise to currents due to

magnetic mirror effects. This study is described in more

detail in a report entitled "ELF Current Generation in the

Ionosphere" which has been incorporated in this report as

Appendix 0.

In addition, analytic and numerical studies of

alternative mode coupling schemes for VLF excitation were

performed. For the lower frequency range a new reqime, the

semicollisional regime, was discovered, where pump depletion

* and efficient downconversion occur for pump power thresholds,

much below the collisionless regime. In this regime, the

important non-linear force, is due to the ohmic non-

linearity. Computations indicated that proof of principle

* experiments can be performed with reasonable power.
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(P) Ozone Transport in the Lower Atmosphere

Ozone transport has been investigated using steady

state and time dependent planetary wave models with a

prescribed diabatic circulation. NRL Memo Report 4969

(Appendix P) details the transport mechanisms that have been

investigated in this study. Two papers have been submitted

to the Journal of Geophysical Research (JGR) and one paper

has been submitted to Monthly Weather Review (MWR). A

description of the content of these papers will serve to

describe the completed research. A presentation of some of

the results was given at the Fifth International Symposium on

Solar-Terrestrial Physics in Ottawa, Canada, May 1982. More

results will be presented in March 1983 at the AMS Conference

on the Meteorology of the Upper Atmosphere in Boston.

Transport by steady, stationary, dissipative

planetary waves is discussed in "A Mechanistic Model of

Eulerian, Lagrangian-mean, and Lagrangian Ozone Transport by

Steady Planetary Waves" (Appendix Q, co-author M. R.

Schoeberl, accepted for publication by JGR). Two transport

mechanisms are described: one in which the waves "stir"

parcels through regions of highly varying photochemistry and

thereby enhance ozone transport, and the other where ozone is

advected by the Lagrangian-mean velocity in the lower

stratosphere.

The mean field chemistry counteracts most of the

eddy transport caused by the stirring with changes on the

order of one ppm possible at the polar right boundary and at

the bottom of the transition layer. The largest changes in

the model domain are caused by advection and occur in the

region where ozone is a passive tracer. Steady state
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planetary waves do not have vigorous enough north-south

transport to explain the springtime polar buildup of ozone;

Ctherefore, parameterizations based on steady state planetary

waves are unable to model the observed ozone transport.

Transport by the diabatic circulation and time

dependent planetary waves is discussed in "Ozone Transport by

Diabatic and Planetary Wave Circulations on a O-Plane"

(Appendix R, co-author M. R. Schoeberl, submitted to JGR,

Dec. 1982). Both circulation regimes are instrumental in the

accumulation of ozone at high latitudes durinq sprinq. The

diabatic circulation transports ozone downward from high

altitude source regions during winter to increase the column

density of ozone. Planetary waves then transport ozone to

* very high latitudes during stratospheric warming events.

The planetary wave transport is interpreted with

the theory of wave-mean flow interaction at a purely

absorbing critical line. The critical line is a region of

strong wave transience and there is a jet-like flow of ozone

to high latitudes during the initial phases of mid winter

sudden warmings. Mu i of the ozone transported to high

latitudes is returned to low latitudes as the mean flow

resumes its climatological state after the warming. It can

be concluded that the spring ozone maximum is strongly

related to the final warming, after which tnc mean flow

evolves into the summer climatological state. The transport

associated with the warming events is highly orgaenized and is

not conducive to diffusion parameterizations.

0 A third paper entitled "Another Note on Finite

Differencing of the Advection-Diffusion Equation" has been

submitted to NWR (Appendix S) . This paper discusses some of
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the numerical aspects of the advection-diffusion equation

* with regard to previously reported results.

(Q) Stratospheric Dynamics

A study which investigated the constraints imposed

by conservation of potential vorticity and hydrodynamic

stability on the amplitude of Rossby waves was completed.

The work has been published in the Journal of the Atmospheric

• Sciences 39, (1982) under the title "A Note on the Limits of

Rossby Wave Amplitudes."

Additional studies have been performed to estimate

0stratospheric mechanisms which generate turbulence. Startinq

with a theory developed in 1981 and published in J. Geophys.

Res. 86, 9707, which described the generation of turbulence

by unstable tides and gravity waves, we have extended these

*considerations to include the possibility that turbulence

could be generated by gravity waves that are not convectively

unstable. This work has been submitted for publication to J.

Geophys. Res. and is included in this report as Aopendix T.

The title is, "Turbulence Originating from Convectively

Stable Internal Waves."
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Global MHD Simulation of.the Magnetosphere

* J.G. Lyon - Science Application, Inc.

J.A. Fedder, K. Hain, and J.D. Huba
Naval Research Laboratory

Global MHD simulation of the magnetosphere is an extremely useful
tool for magnetospheric research. It is a tool that has only been
utilized in the past few years. However the presence of number of
active groups - particularly at UCLA [I] and Los Alamos [21 in addition
to ,XL - ensure its rapid development. More than any other method
global VDD simulation enables one to track the flow of energy through
the magnetosphere and study the coupling of the magnetosphere to the

solar wind. Topological relationships, such as magnetic field lines,
are also exceptionally clear. However, MHD is a limited description of
the physics of the magnetosphere and cannot model all the phenomena.
Within its limits MILD does provide a consistent physical picture which
can be used as a tool quite successfully, as we hope to show below.
First, however, we would like to discuss some of the numerical
techniques that make global modeling a going proposition. Then we will

% give some examples from the simulation work at NRL to underline their
utility. Finally, we will close with some comments on ionospheric-

magnetospheric coupling.

It is particularly important to use the best possible numerical
techniques for global magnetospheric simulations. The real

* magnetosphere has a number of relatively narrow regions where the
properties of the medium change discontinuously, e.g., the bow shock,

and the magnetopause. Use of techniques that fail to resolve these
structures or smear them over too large a region can affect even the
gross properties of the model. Refining the mesh spacing until any
given method will resolve these structures is simply not feasible. The

calculation is inherently three-dimensional. Computing time goes up

e roughly as N where N is the number of cells along one side of the mesh.

Hyperbolic systems of equations - as in the ideal MHD equations -
can have discontinuous solutions. Discontinuities present problems to
all accurate finite difference methods. Accurate in this context means
of second order accuracy or higher. These schemes generally do not
contain sufficient dissipation to damp out the numerical noise caused by
the combination of the discontinuity and the inaccuracies of the
method. The result is that discontinuities calculated by these methods
tend to give rise to a set of violent spatial oscillations in the

solution which can extend far from the actual discontinuity. First
order methods are free from such oscillations, but at a considerable

* price. The solution is smooth, but discontinuities in the best of these
schemes are now smeared over at least 3 computational cells. Both types
of nethods have severe drawbacks for magnetospheric simulation.
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The approach we have used is that of hybrid techniques. A hybrid
scheme is one which switches between an accurate solution and a first
order solution depending on which algorithm appears to give the best

_i results at a temporal and spatial location. This idea is to use an
accurate method where it gives no spurious oscillations and to use the
first order method where dissipation is necessary to prevent
oscillations. The methods we use at NRL are flux corrected transport,
FCT, [3,4] and the partial donor cell method, PDM [5]. Examples of
advection problems show that such techniques have resolutions many times
greater than first order schemes. On shock problems, where the
underlying physical process is self-steepening, the advantage is reduced
to about a factor of two. Because of the N dependence mentioned above,
however, the factor of 2 translates to a factor of 16 efficiency.
Actually, because the algorithm is more complicated the true increase in
efficiency is more like a factor of 8.

9Another computational problem is related to the fact that various
regions of the magnetosphere have very high Alfven speeds. This puts a
very stringent limit on the time step that can be used for explicit
schemes. This can be solved in a number of ways. The method we use is
simple, works well, has a physical basis, and to our knowledge has not
been generally disseminated. The trick is to keep the displacement
current in Maxwell's equations. Physically, this has the effect of
limiting the maximum Alfven speed to the speed of light. The speed of
light can then be chosen to be much faster than any speed at physical
interest but slow enough so that a reasonable time step can be used.
The major effect of this "Alfven correction" is to add a tensor mass to
the momentum equation. Motion along field lines is unchanged.
Perpendicular to ield iines the magnetic field appears to add a mass
density equal to B /4w c-.

Although the geometry limits the applicability of the results, 2-D
simulations can lead to insight into magnetospheric processes. In our
simulation of a substorm-like event [6], we found substantial agreement
with the neutral line model of substorms. As a southward Iff interacts
with the magnetosphere, it merges with the geomagnetic field. The
resulting reconnected field lines are convected tailward, increasing the
strength of the tail lobe field. After a period of time reconnection
commences in the near earth (x > - 20 Re) magnetotail. This x-point
stays where it formed for approximately 20 minutes while high velocities
build up in the anti-sunward direction. Finally the x-point moves

tailward at high speed, but is rapidly replaced by another in the near
* eacth region. The process repeats itself in a series of relaxation

oscillations. The period of these oscillations is about 20 minutes.
The entire sequence of events is strongly suggestive of the neutral line
model with one exception. There are no high speed earthward flows on
the earthward side of the x-polnt. We speculate that this is a
geometric effect. In 2-D there is no place for the displaced material
to go in the sunward direction.
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* The resistivity in those calculations was purely numerical because

of the particular way the equations were solved, and had no Joule
heating associated with it. To test the effects of other, potentially
realistic, resistivities, we have done a number of simulations using a
equatorial plane of symmetry. Numerical reconnection in the tail can
quite easily be eliminated for this geometry. We find that there is
only one striking difference between the simulations with numerical

* resistivity and those with some specific type of resistivity including
Joule heating. Only the numerically resistive runs show the relaxation
oscillations. For a resistivity with Joule heating, the x-point sets up
in the near-earth region and stays there, although it moves back and
forth over a narrow region in X. Using the same form of resistivity
without Joule heating produces the relaxation oscillations. The
numerical resistivity can be viewed, with its lack of Joule heating, as

* a limiting case where thermal conductivity is so high that the heat
generated in the x-point is immediately carried away.

The 3-D simulations give some of the most interesting results. Our
first 3-D calculation [7] studied the effects of an E-W IMF on the
magnetosphere. This field penetrated the magnetosphere and introduces

M' twisting distortion to the magnetotail. Even more interesting are the
results of our second simulation [8] where the effects of a southward
IMF were studied.

This simulation allowed a southward IF to reconnect numerically on
the nose in a similar fashion to the 2-D calculation. Once again the
results bear a strong resemblance to the neutral line model of
substorms. After sufficient stress is communicated to the magnetotail
an x-point forms in the near-earth regin and high speed flows stream
away from it in both directions. One important point to be noted is
that the speed of the flow away from the x-point appears to depend on a
sort of Alfven speed combining the tail lobe field strength with the
plasma density in the plasma sheet. Thus, for magnetotil field

* strengths, densities in the plasma sheet must drop below I cm-  in order
to produce speeds greater thabn 200 kz/s. A second point is that the
elLire reconnection event can be somewhat localized, so much so that a
spacecraft in the wrong part of the plasma sheet may see nothing unusual
while a dramatic reconnection event is ocurring elsewhere in the tail.
In contrast with the 2-D results onset of the event seems to be
extremely rapid. At 30 Re in the tall flow speeds go from a relatively
low value to one in excess of 600 km sec in less than 2 minutes.

The change in the field topologies during the course of this event
is quite striking. The electric field in the earliest stages reflects
the solar wind field, and is an essentially constant, y directed field
except within the plasma sheet. There, in the earliest stages the
electric field does not penetrate. As the reconnection event reaches
its maximuc, the electric field in the tail increases in strength and
penetrates the plasma sheet in the reconnection region. What is
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startling, however, is that the field is no longer simply a Y field.
The field vectors now form circular arcs around the reconnection
region. This implies that the convection pattern is attempting to
collapse the magnetotail in a cylindrical fashion, rather than the
commonly visualized planar one. The current patterns are also
striking. Early in the event the tail current is quite uniformly E-W
across the tail. As the reconnection event goes on, the current density
increases and executes a very pronounced tailward jog dawnward of the
reconnection area. Just after the reconnection area it jogs back
towards the earth. The picture is reminiscent of the idea of current
disruption with the major exception that the disrupted current, rather

P- than closing in the ionosphere, appears to be diverted tailward.

We have concentrated in our work and this talk on the
magnetotail. This is for two reasons. First, we have long been
interested in the processes leading to the substorms, and the tail seems
to be the* place where much of the action goes on. Second, the
magnetotail is a place where the deficiencies in our simulation would
seem to bother us relatively little. Twenty or more Re in the tail we
believe the action is controlled by the solar wind-magnetospheric
interaction and that ionospheric effects are at worst a perturbation on
the situation. However, substorms are not restricted to the tail. They
do produce aurorae where the ionosphere is not just a perturbation.

4 Indeed, modeling of the whole inner magnetosphere depends on doing a
good job on the magnetospheric-ionospheric coupling.

We are embarking on a program to simulate the magnetospheric-
ionospheric (MI) coupling using an MHD approach. The usual
electrostatic equations are contained in the MHD equations. In fact,Cthe electrostatic - J, E - picture is a different, though equivalent
formalism to the MIHD one. We are choosing an MD approach for two
reasons. First, the coupling of the MI code to the rest of the
magnetosphere is much easier if the formalisms used in both codes are
similar. Second, with an MHD formalism it is relatively easy to add the
effects of plasma inertia and magnetic induction. Our initial attempt
will be to simulate with a 3-D MI code the auroral zone and the inner
magnetosphere that maps to it. We hope to be able to use this code to
study MI coupling during disturbed times.
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Numerical simulation occupies a middle ground between theory and

experiment. It is theoretical in the sense that only an incomplete set

of equations or a limited physical model is studied rather than the

magnetosphere itself. However, simulation studies do not have to make

the extreme simplifying assumptions which are often necessary to make

problems analytically tractable. Numerical simulations i.re experimental

In nature because they have inherent errors exactly analogous to

* experimental errnos arising from instruvmental resolution, systematic and

random Instrumental error, and samplinR statistics. Therefore, a

researcher performing a numerical simulation must always ask himself if

his results are real. One additional similarity exists because the

results obtained from both work and simulation are not analytic

relarlons. The determination of physical relationships requires very

careful anivsis and variation of parameters.

It is precisely the experimental aspect of numerical simulations

that make ther an effective tool in areas of research, such as space

physics, where controlled experiments are difficult to accomplish.

Simnulationg can provide the link between a well considered theory and the

3
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vhenomena It is attempting to explain. Traditionally this link comes

I S fron precisely designed and controlled experiments. For example, we can

L[ do 3-D simulations to see how the magnetosphere responds if the IF is

rotated by 450 for an half hour. Nature Is not usually so accommodating.

Global time-dependent simulations of the magnetosphere have been

carried out for several years by two main groups, one at UCLA (LeBcuef et

al., 197R and Wu et al., 1981), and at NRL (Lyon et al., 1980 and Brecht

et al. 1981 (a)). The underlying physics in all of these simulations has

been reduced to an MHD description. On large scales considerations of

conservation of mass, momentum and energy ensure the approximate validity

of the MHD assumption. Granting the validity of 1HD, numerical problems

still limit the accuracy with which the simulation can be carried out.

It is our opinion that the ouantitative accuracy of global simulations

can be improved greatly in the coming years through judicious use of

modern numerical techniques.

However, at the current level of sophistication, global simulations

can provide insight into the physics of the magnetosphere. As examples,

we refer to some of our own 2-D and 3-D results. At the 2-Ti level we

have studied solar shock interactions with the magnetosphere (Lyon et

al., 1980). Here the magnetotail experienced energizatton through the

phenomena of shock focussing. Usin. the 3-T) code we have investigated

the effects of rotation in the IMF direction (hrecht et al., 19RI) and

found nodifications to the tail structure that are In agreement with both

theory (Cowley, 1981) and observation. Studies of tail reconnection have

been performed in 2-) and 3-T, (Lyon et al., 1QR1, and Brecht, et. at.,

1q9l(b)). They resulted in x-ooint formation near the point predicted by

the r3re or less phmnomenological neutral line model for substorns.
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T he 3-D simulation of a series of reconnection events exemplifies

the kind of comparison between simulation and experiment that can

occur. Hones and Schindler, 1979 and Ini, 1979 in their studies of the

P' IMP data have produced rather different categorization of the phenomena

associated with substorms. In our simulation virtually all of these

categories of plasma and magnetic field variation are found. This

indicates that perhaps location was as important in determining the

phenomena measureC as the behavior of the tail during the individual

substorms. What is missing from our simulation, and the data reported by

these researchers, Is the behavior of the solar wind during the events.

Fxperimental data is needed to make the simulation realistic in terms of

boundary conditions and initial conditions. In turn the simulation

results can provide a global picture of magnetospheric behavior upon

which to base analysis of satellite data taken at a given location. Just

as clearly, a realistic simulation can be further improved by amplifying

the physics embodied in the equations being solved; e.R., physical models

to provide anomalous resistivity coefficients the resistive term in the

MR?) equations.

In the future, we foresee a drama-ic increase in the ability of

simulations to give quantitative information about the magnetosphere.

Progress will come in two areas that are stumbling blocks at the moment -

the underlying physics an1 the treatment of boundary layers. At present

we can trace energy flov from the solar wind into and around the

magnetosphere in a semi-quantitative fashion. To do better, we need

three things: more interaction with experimental data, better theoretical

understanding, and better numerical techniques. The last Is probably the

easiest with which to deal. It is our oDinion that the state of the art



of numerics is such that global simulations could be carried out to the

order of accuracy of the physics models available. The quality of the

phvsical models depends on the level of the theoretical and experimental

effort in the space physics community. Computer simulation can be a

unique tool for making sense out of the magnetosphere, but only if it's

firmly grounded in theory and observation.
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Abstract

A nonlinear mode-coupling theory of the lower-hybrid-drift instability

is presented. It is found that the instability saturates by transferring

energy from the growing, long wavelength modes to the damped, short

wavelength modes. The saturation energy, mean square of the potential

fluctuations, and diffusion coefficient are calculated self-consistently.
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A first principles theory of the nonlinear saturation of the lower-

hybrid-drift instability and associated particle transport is presented. A

nonlinear equation describing 2-D lower-hybrid-drift turbulence is derived

which includes the nonlinear E x B and polarization drifts of the

electrons, adiabatic ions, and realistic sources and sinks of energy. The

equation is solved numerically to obtain the evolution and saturation of

the wave spectrum, as well as the self-consistent particle flux which

yields the diffusion coefficient.

The lower-hybrid-drift instability is a flute mode (k - B 0 0) which

is driven unstable in a plasma with strong inhomogeneities, p /Ln >

114(m e )/ i P where P and Ln are the ion Larmor radius and density scale

length, respectively. The linear behavior of the instability is well

understood., 2  In the weak drift regime (Vdi < vi , where Vdi v2/2S L is
in

the ion diamagnetic drift velocity and vi is the ion thermal velocity) the

mode is driven unstable by the resonant interaction of the wave with the

drifting ions when w/k y V * The growth rate maximizes at k -I es_1y di" y Pe =

P 1 (m /m e)1/ .  The mode is stable for k P >> 1, and approaches marginali i eyes

stability as k p e 0. 3  The wave frequency is such that Pi < < W < < R soy es e

that the electrons are strongly magnetized while the ions can be treated as

unmagnetized. In a finite a plasma the resonant interaction of VB drifting

electrons with the wave is stabilizing.

The nonlinear behavior of the instability is much less well

understood. Ion trapping has been observed to quench the growth of the

instability in particle simulations.4  The onset of stochastic electron

heating has also been proposed to explain saturation in these

si:ulations. 5  On the other hand, ion trapping is not a viable saturation

mezhanism when a broad 2-D spectrun of waves is excited, aind it has not
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been observed in recent simulations using realistic mass ratios where such

spectra develop.6  In this letter we focus on the nonlinear coupling of

stable and unstable waves to saturate the instability.

We consider a slab equilibrium of cold electrons and warm ions with a

density profile no(x) supported by a magnetic field BzO(x). The

equilibrium ion velocity distribution is taken to be a Maxwellian with an

average drift velocity V Because of the flute nature of the
Xi di y

instability (Ic B = 0), we self-consistently limit the spatial variations

to the xy plane (as contrasted with universal drift-wave turbulence which

is inherently 3-D). In the weak drift regime the ions respond to the

perturbed potential 4(x,y,t) adiabatically to lowest order since w << kvi

Thus,

ni = n0[ + - + Vdi ayjexp(-e

y + 
(1)

where the term proportional to r- in (1) is a small correction describing

the resonant ion interaction. The perturbed electron motion is simply

given by the E x B and polarization drifts,

V =-V x e c ! 7 (2)Ye B z Bi dtV e

where d/dt = a/at + V e-V. Using (2), the electron continuity equation can

be written as

d ln n = -P 2 d &(
t C es /t (3)

Finally, invoking charge neutrality (n. = ni) and co-abiniig (I) and (3), we

(-5
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obtain the nonlinear equation

(1 - 7 + y Y oIV- ( T . TY + Y.

ee

+ (V* x e .V) V * + 'oV; x e.. VI -iC* +~ ), - 0 (4)

where V - 0 esV  (es/Ln et,  - e/i(nPs and the subscripts

"- on * denote aderivative with respect to that variable. The quantity Te

represents the wave damping due to VB resonant electrons in a

finite 0 plasma. Equation (4) is only valid for y - Ir/V /v 4 1 since

0 di i

the adiabatic ion response can only be justified in this limit.

Linearizing this equation, we obtain the complex eigenvalue (in our

normalized units),

k a 2
W.= + -j + _ i e  (5)

k ^2 0 (l+j2)3 +k

In the limit y, Y0+ 0, (4) reduces to the Hasegawa-Mima equation in

which the nonlinearity arises from the nonlinear polarization drift.7 This

equation has two invariants, energy and enstrophy, neither of which is

preserved in the more general (4). When y0 is finite, the E x B

nonlinearity also appears in (4). This nonlinearity has been considered by

Horton8  and, more recently by Waltz, 9  in studying universal mode

turbulence. However, our equation differs from their work in that we do

not assume that # + y is replaced by it linear counterpart -i( k - k ).

Thus, our equation is second order in time rather than first order.

The direction of energy flow described by (4) can be understood by

calculating the stability of a single large amplitude wave 0 with 0

C'_(



and w0 satisfying (5). A perturbation of wavevector k is coupled through

the pump to modes with k + pk0 (p - 1,2,...). For simplicity, we consider

only the coupling of (w,k) with its nearest neighbors (w+k+) where

+ = W + W and k = S t )0, i.e., p=l. The dispersion relation for

this (k coupled system is

C(IS,) + 1 0 i 2[M 0 ,_ -;-o ), 0 - + 6 ko 0 - - 0 (6)

£ Cis+.w+)

where e(kw) w[ + k2 (l - 6)] - k + iy 6k y (k -w)/k3 and

M(klk 2 ) = kl x k2-e z (k1(l - 6 - k2( - 16 k2 When YO and Ye are

neglected in (6) and we take the limit w >> wk' the decay modes are purely

growing with a growth rate which peaks around k - k0 a 0 with lkI ( Ik 0.

A necessary requirement for instability is that one of the decay waves

(k,k+) has a longer wavelength than the pump. For this situation, in which

(4) reduces to the Hasegawa-Mima equation, the wave energy inevitably

cascades to longer and longer wavelength so that no stationary wave

spectrum can result.10  When y is included, this conclusion no longer

0rermains valid. Taking the limit 1 0 1 << Ik and again assuming w >> w k 3

the dispersion relation is given by

2 0 2  4 'wo(+k)
2 2II 01 x k0.e ) k(

12  [l + i "k3(l+k2)]" (7)
1 + k IkI (~

Equation (7) yields a dissipative instability which is driven unstable by

the E x B nonlinearity. This instability produces a flow of energy from

long to short wavelengths and, as will be demonstrated, enables the wave

spectrum to reach a steady state.

We solve (4) numerically by decomposing it into two co:)1ed, first-
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order (in time) differential equations which are advanced in time. These

equations are solved by a spectral method developed by Fyfe et al.,'1 based

12aon the work of Orzag. The potential 4 is Fourier-decomposed, i.e.,

*-exp(ik•x) where k - n/X and n =n e + n e with nx  and ny
x y ' y

integers, and X = 5 (which fixes the IZI for which IkI - I). The numerical'

results presented in this letter are nominally computed on a 32 x 32 mesh.

The electron damping Y econtrols the region of instability in k space

by stabilizing short wavelength modes. We have chosen

a7 2 2-
Y = Y01 k7(1 + k)-km4 (8)e 0 m

* with k = 1.6, which yields an unstable wave spectrum which is realistic
m

for the lower-hybrid-drift instability in finite 8 plasmas. The growth

rate peaks at (kx,ky) = (0,+i) and is stable for k > 1.6 and k > 1.
- y x

C The € spectrum is initialized with random noise with 4 10 2
- 10

and the system is allowed to evolve until the wave energy, given by

2 ^ 1 2) ~ 9
W/nT = (m e/mi ) I2 k 0 k (

k

reaches a steady state value. The mean square of the potential

* fluctuations,

P = <(eO/T)2>1/2 = [(2m /im ) Y2 E 1; 1211/2 (10)

e i 0 k

aF well as the nonlinear and quasilinear diffusion coefficients

Dn= Dn/V P = (2- /rm.)-/2y E (k 0k * k .

k y/ k ky



Dql Dql/vesPes (2m /rmi 1 /2 2 II 12 (1 +k) (12)q0 ql ie1 es e~ 11 0 k2- (12
k

respectively, are also omputed. The nonlinear diffusion coefficient Dnl

is derived by averaging the particle flux in the x direction over y, i.e.,

D = <nV > . The quasilinear expression is then obtained by approximating

a/aT -iWk and using (5) in (l).

In Fig. 1-we show instantaneous 2-D wave spectra in n space for

y. = .5. Figure la shows the spectrum during the linear phase of the

instability, and Fig. lb shows the spectrum after saturation. In the

linear regime, the wave spectrum is strongly peaked around the moste
unstable modes, (nx,ny) = (0,±5). The spectrum begins to saturate as these

modes couple through any = 0 mode (typically with nx - 4) to damped modes

with nx  ny A peak in the wave spectrum appears around (4,0) at this

time. This transient phase is completed as the total wave energy saturates

and spreads through most of the unstable, weakly damped volume of n space

as shown in Fig. lb. The spectrum typically remains peaked around nx - 0

with ny typically somewhat smaller than that of the linearly most unstable

mode [see Fig. lb for which the dominant modes are (nx,ny) = (0,±3)]. The

2-D wave spectrum exhibits substantial variability in time, even after

saturation, as the unstable and stable modes continue to exchange energy in

a dynamic manner.

The time evolution of the total wave energy (W), mean square of the0

potential fluctuations (P), and the nonlinear (D nl) and quasilinear

diffusion (D q) coefficients are shown in Fig. 2. All of these quantities

exhibit a similar temporal behavior. The initial decay (T < 4) is

associated with the rapid dissipation of energy initialized ia the damped

o-



modes, and is followed by a linear growth phase (4 4 T 4 20). Subsequently,

mode coupling occurs which leads to saturation of the instability, albeit

with some initial overshoot (T - 24). The levels of the total wave energy

and other parameters of Fig. 2 are quite stationary in time after

saturation. Also, the stationary values of all four quantities are

Lrelatively insensitive to the initialization of *.

We note that in Fig. 2, the quasilinear diffusion coefficient (Dql)

tracts the actual, nonlinear diffusion coefficient (DI) quite well during

the entire time evolution of the instability. An important point which

must be emphasized with regard to Dn is that both species, electrons and
nl

ions, continue to exchange both energy and momentum even after a steady

I state is reached; the electrons through the VB resonance and the ions by

direct resonant interaction. If the instability had saturated by ion

trapping and the electrons had no resonant interaction with the wave, there

Vwould be no diffusion in the steady state since the electrons could not

exchange momentum with the ions. Both species must have a dissipative

interaction with the waves to have diffusion.

A number of runs have been made for different values of y0, the drift

parameter. The saturation level of is found to be nearly independent of

Y0. Thus, from Eqs. (11) and (12), it is found that 2 * . Vdi/V 2

* Next, we compare our stationary values of P and Dnl with these

obtained from "wave energy bound" calculations. 1 3  The "energy bound-

results from equating the wave energy with the kinetic energy associated

w ith the relative drift of the electrons and ions, men(Vdi - Vde) 2/2. This

free energy bound is actually an extreme underestimate of the free energy

in a finite plasma, since the instability can also feed off the magnetic

* free energy, which typically greatly exceeds the drift energy. 14

C-10
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Nevertheless, this bound has been widely invoked and seems to yield

reasonable transport rates when compared with experimental observations.

The "drift energy bound" yields a potential Peb =(me/mi) where we

have assumed Te << Ti. The scaling of Peb is identical with that given in

(10) since * is independent of y For the case 70" .5 /eb 3 (from

Fig. 2) so that the actual fluctuation level obtained from our code is

slightly larger than calculated from the "energy bound". Finally we

compare D with that obtained from the simple formula D - (Y/k2 ) m/V esPes,
• whre Tand ' " 1/22

where y and kare evaluated where y peaks. We find D = (m 1 ) 1/2

which again has the same scaling as D but is a factor of 2.4 smaller for

Y0 . 0.5 (from Fig. 2).

Measurements of lower-hybrid-drift turbulence in a'e-pinch by CO2

laser scattering have been reported recently. 1 5 The observed wave spectra

were flute-like ( * B 0) with clear peaks around k Y 0.7 (a factor ofy

two smaller than the most unstable linear mode), and k X k . Data wasx y

taken for three different filling pressures, corresponding to three values

of Vdi/vi. Electron-ion collisions were apparently significant

[V ei ~( e ])1/2 ) for the two highest filling pressures so we can only

compare our results with the data from the lowest filling pressure, which

corresponds to Vdi/Vi = 0.52 (y0 
= 0.9). The measured density fluctuation,

i/n0 - 0.014, is quite close (smaller by a factor of 2) to our theoretical

prediction of n/n0 
= 0.025. In addition, the shift to long wavelength is

consistent with our calculated spectra (compare Figs. la and lb).

Computer simulations of the lower-hybrid-drift instability with

realistic mass ratios have also been performed recently uning a fluid-

kinetic numerical scheme. 6  Unfortunately, these conputatLous have been

carried out for Vdj/Vi > I, which is outside the range of validity of our
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present theory. Nevertheless, a broad spectrum of modes is observed in k

space in the simulations which is consistent with our calculations.

In conclusion, the lower-hybrid-drift instability can saturate via a

mode coupling process. The basic saturation mechanism involves a transfer

of energy from the growing, long wavelength modes to the damped, short

wavelength modes. The nonlinear E x B drift plays a crucial role in this

saturation mechanism by preventing the polarization drift nonlinearity from

driving the wave energy towards the undamped, long wavelength modes. The

saturation energy and diffusion coefficient associated with the wave

2turbulence scales as (Vdi/Vi)
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Figure Captions

1. Instantaneous 2D wave spectra of lower-hybrid-drift wave

turbulence. (la) Linear stage: The dominant linear modes

are (n xn ) (0, 5). (Ib) Nonlinear stage: The dominant modes

x yare(nx~iny) (0,+3). Note the shift tolne aeeghin the

nonlinear saturated state.

2. Time evolution of the wave energy (W), mean square of the potential

U fluctuations (P), and diffusion coefficients (Dql - quasilinear; Dnl

- nonlinear) for Y0 0.5.
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Abstract

*The stability properties of the lower-hybrid-drift

instability are re-examined for finite 8 plasmas. In contrast to

previous results, it is found that finite 8 does not stabilize

the instability in the sense that the growth rate becomes

negative. Rather, as a increases, the fastest growing mode

shifts to longer wavelengths and is driven towards marginal

stability.



The lower-hybrid-drift instability is a flute mode (k-B 0)

which can occur in magnetized plasmas containing density
1/4

gradients when Pi/Ln > (me/Min1) , where p is the mean ion

Larmor radius and Ln is the scale length of the density

gradient. 1 , 2 For density gradients such that pI/L > 1, the

instability arises because of a coupling between a negative

energy drift wave (w = w*i where w*i is the ion diamagnetic drift

frequency) and a positive energy lower hybrid wave (w w lh where

lh W p ( I + W2 / 22)-I/2 is the lower hybrid frequency). 1 On
lh p2. pe e

the other hand, for density gradients such that

1/41 > Pi/Ln > (me /m) , the instability is driven by an ion

drift wave resonance (i.e., inverse ion Landau damping). 2 The

mode is characterized at maximum growth by w - *i IC Wlh'

m and k -es (mi/me) / PI The electrons are

therefore strongly magnetized, while the ions behave as if they

were unmagnetized.

In magnetospheric and laboratory plasmas, where the

instabilty is believed to cause anomalous cross-field

transport, 8 8inT/B 2 -1 so that the mode is electromagnetic

* and the VB drifts of electrons must be included. Davidson et al.

(1977)3 have investigated the effect of finite B on the

instability and have concluded that above a critical value
2

* of S (8e = 8rnT /B ), VB resonant electrons completely stabilize
e - e

the lower-hybrid-drift instability. In the present note we show

that while the dispersion relation derived in Ref. 3 is correct,

thr conclusion that finite e  stabilizes this riode is not

C -



F , entirely valid. Rather, as 8 e is increased, the originally most

unstable modes with kp es- 1 are stabilized and the unstable k

* spectrum collapses towards long wavelength. The growth rate of

the most unstable mode decreases rapidly when 8 e 1, and falls

below the ion cyclotron frequency so that unmagnetized ion

approximation becomes questionable. Nevertheless, the long

wavelength modes are not stabilized by finite 8 . In the

limit kPes - 0, the stabilizing VB resonant contribution from the

* electrostatic portion of the equation is exactly cancelled by a

corresponding resonant contribution from the magnetic portion of

the equation. Thus, the well known fluid result that a plasma

cannot stabilize itself by digging its own magnetic well 4 , 5 also

applies to the high frequency limit w >> ni with resonant

particles.

* To demonstrate the cancellation of the resonant electron

contribution in the dispersion equation for the lower-hybrid-

drift mode, we first present the dispersion equation derived by

Davidson et al. (1977)3 for plasmas containing gradients along x

and B in the z direction. The charge neutrality condition, with

magnetized electrons and unmagnetized ions, is given by

De 0 eP) 0()

* where ; and B are the potential and magnetic (along z)

perturbations normalized to Te/e and Bz, respectively,

k. = 4Trn e2 /Tj, . (w-U*i)/v., Z is the plasma dis-persion

f UZIC t i 0oI ,
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_I.1 V 1  12 *e)
Hi =- 2 v fodv, (- 1 -)i+J+le -  -7J)i -

ee e

x (I -_ ...)-1 ji (4) j (u) (2)

-and

v e  (2T C/m e ) 1/2 " kvI/Jl e l

U

W = kVdj = (cT./q.B) d in n/dx

0 CaB (v 2 /2S2 e)d in B/dx,BI e

and JJ is the Jth derivative of the Bessel function J0 . The term
0

Cproportional to k 2  (k 2 ) is the ion (electron) density
Di De

perturbation. The equilibrium pressure balance relation relates

the density and magnetic field gradients via

d in B/dx - ($/2)d in n/dx

where the temperature T. has been taken to be uniform. The

dispersion equation is completed with the x component of Ampere's

law which yields an equation for B in terms of 9,

+ 26e(H/k2e - e (H 0 ke) = 0. (3)

h•e E - v is the mean electron Larmor radius. The terms

D-6
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proportional to 6e are essentially the electron current along x.

To solve the dispersion equation given by (1) and (3), we

* first consider the limit Te << T i and 6 e << I • In this limit

the velocity integral in the expression for Hij in (2) can be

evaluated analytically. Retaining the resonant contributions to

* these integrals and approximating Z(;i) a i/i for

Ci - w*i/Iklv i Pi/Ln < < 1, we obtain the dispersion equation

* D(w,k) = (I + 0i/2)(1 - wi/w) + k2 p2 (1 + V2/,2 e ) (4a)
*i es e pe

+ i- k -) + 17 - F s2 exp(-s 2 ) 0i4 Tlv r r

e

with

F r) - - J2(r)] 2  (4b)0 r ~

S2= 2w/0e w~ and u2 = (4k 2 p2 /i)(w /w * i ) . The real frequency
r e *i r es1

* and growth rate of the mode become

W = /(1 + k2 /k2) (5a)

k2 (1 + 0i/2)/[pe1 + 2/2e)] (5b)

-r I -- )F(w )s2 )1 (c)

W*i . I + Bi/2 Iklv i  e r r r

The ion resonant contribution, proportional to /- in (5c), is

dC2;,tabhi1izing since w < W*i" -Ihe resonant electron
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contributions from HO0 , H1 0 and Hll in (1) and (3) are all of the

same order and, when combined, are stabilizing since F( r ) > 0.

177 In low 8 plasmas, s2 , 0- 1 >> I so that the electron
r

stabilizing contributions are negligible and the mode is

unstable. By increasing 8e with kp e1 we reduce sr

until the electron resonant interaction stabilizes the mode [the

second term overcomes the first term in (5c)]. Thus, for kpe -l,

finite 8e stabilizes the lower-hybrid-drift instability.

However, while F - I for k2 p2  - 1, for Pr k 2 2 <<,es r es

F = k P4 . Even though the individual resonant electrones

conzributions from H0 0 , HI 0 and H1 1 are large, they exactly

0 cancel in the limit kp * 0. In particular, the destabilizinge s I,

ion contribution to (5c) scales as k2 es for small kp while

the stabilizing electron contribution scales as k4 p.4 For
es

small enough kP the mode is therefore still unstable.

To show that this conclusion is not a consequence of the

assumption ae, Te/T i << 1, we return to (1)-(3) and take the

limit kpes + 0. The dispersion equation for the lower-hybrid-

drift instability can then be written as

D(w,k) 1 I + 2 iz- e

(Si /2)12(1-w*e/W)2
+ 1 + (Be/2)(1-1)(w/- Bt)(1-W,/) = 0 (6)

wlie re

0 ds (I sw Cp(-S)

00

[p-8
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and wBt WB(Ve) "  This equation has been independently derived

using a guiding center equation for electrons and the Vlasov

equation for unmagnetized ions. Multiplying (6) by the

denominator of the last term and combining terms, we reduce (6)

to

W~ to W*wI 2,
+(,k (1 --- )z(l -[i- + -V

S w*i)z()[ w + --- = o (7)+ k iv i  W *-- (0* i 7

with the exact, marginally stable solution w = w*i" The

resonant electron contributions therefore exactly cancel in the

long wavelength limit.

We present a numerical solution of (1) and (3) for several

values of 0 to further illustrate the shift to long wavelength.

Figure 1 is a plot of Y/ni vs. kpes for Te/T i =1.0,

P./L = 2.0, w2 /S =2.0 x 105 and 0 = 0.0, 1.0, 1.7 and 2.0, in
* n pi "

a hydrogen plasma (mi = 1836 me). Although not shown in Fig. 1,

the growth rates for B 0.0 and 1.0 maximize at kp = 1.6 withes

growth rates of y m/R'. 13.3 and ym/ni = 7.4, respectively, where

the subscript m denotes maximum growth. For a = 1.7 the growth

rate maximizes at kPes 1.0, and the shift to longer wavelengths

is apparent. The mode is stable, i.e., y < 0, for kpes > 1.6.

Also, note that I /R < 1 in this case and, therefore, the

assumption of unmagnetized ions is no longer valid for a = 1.7.

The lower-hybrid-drift instability is effectively "stabilized" at

this value of 0 (this interpretation is consistent with Fig. 7 of
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Ref. 3). However, the plasma may still be unstable to the drift-

cyclotron instability since the lower-hybrid-drift instability

Cmakes a transition to the drift-cyclotron instability

when Y/fi < 1.6 ' 7 Finally, for 0 - 2.0 we still find instability

with Ym/i 9.0 x 10-5 at kP = 0.17, a significant shift to

longer wavelength. The mode is stable for kpe s > 0.19, but

approaches marginal stability as kp * 0.
es

In conclusion, we have re-examined the stability properties

I of the lower-hybrid-drift instability in finite 0 plasmas. In

contrast to previous results, we find that finite B does not

stabilize the instability in the sense that the growth rate

becomes negative (i.e., y < 0). Rather, as B increases, the

instability shifts to longer wavelengths and is driven towards

marginal stability (i.e., y + +0). This has been demonstrated

both analytically and numerically. To a certain extent, this

result is only of academic interest. In a magnetized plasma, one

with B finite everywhere, the lower-hybrid-drift instability is

"stable" when y < ni, i.e., it transforms into the drift-

cyclotron instability. 6' 7  In this regard, the critical 0 curve

(Fig. 7) presented in Ref. 3 should be interpreted as

the 0 required for this to occur, that is, I = 9 for 0 =cr

We also emphasize that this conclusion is based upon local

theory. For example, the spatial extent Ax of lower-hybrid-drift

nodes in a reversed field pla,.ma is given by Ax - (L /k) son

that long wavelength modes become global. 8 Also, in a reversed

field plasma, p + 4 in the vicinity of the reversal region, the
6e

cancellation of the electron VB resonant damping, which occurs

D}-10



when kp + 0, should not be expected. The long wavelength modes

should therefore be damped by resonant electrons near B 0 0. We

* are currently investigating this effect.

Finally, we comment that the stability properties of long

wavelength lower-hybrid-drift modes can be quite important in

*developing models to describe the nonlinear saturation of lower-

hybrid-drift turbulence. It has been shown that two dimensional

lower-hybrid-drift turbulence ( - 0) is described by the

*Hasegawa-Mima equation, where the roles of the ions and electrons

are exchanged in comparison with universal drift mode

turbulence. 9  This equation describes the inverse cascade of wave

energy from short to long wavelength so that the stability of

long wavelength modes is important in understanding the ultimate

dissipation of the wave energy.
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Figure Caption

. Plot of Y/ i vs. kpe for T /T. 1.0, P /L 2.0,

1. Pltofy1Z s.i es e 1 pn

i2 2 2, mi/me xf0 1836, and 8 - 0.0,1.0,1.7,
pi 1 im

2.0. Note that y/9 i < 1 for 8 = 1.7, and the significant

shift to longer wavelengths of maximum growth as 8 increases

from 1.7 to 2.0.
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Abstract

-c
Our earlier results that non-local effects due to even a small

magnetic shear produce a significant reduction of the growth rate of the

ion cyclotron instability driven by a uniform current are now generalized

to finite width currents. Externally prescribed as well as self-consistent

shears are considered. If the current width Lc exceeds the shear length

L., the previous results are recovered. Shear becomes less effective with

reduction of Lc, and for typical parameters, the growth rate attains its

(shearless) local value for Lc /L < 10- 2. Non-local effects of the finite

current width itself come into play if Lc is further reduced to a few ion
I

Larmor radii and can quench the instability.
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9

In our recent studyI on the effects of magnetic shear on the current

driven ion cyclotron instability (CDICI), we obtained the intriguing result

that even a small shear could produce a significant reduction in the growth

rate. The transition from the local to the non-local treatment essentially

induces a singular perturbation, (the small shear being the coefficient of

the highest - here the second - derivative term), and there is also a

change in the boundary -conditions, from plane waves to a bounded

solution. It was thus possible to understand and justify the sharp change

*in the growth rate from the local to the non-local treatment.

However, it was assumed in the treatment above that both the shear and

the current were uniform in space. In laboratory as well as space plasmas

on the other hand, one necessarily deals with finite width currents, so

that the scale length of the current profile is an additional parameter

which could play a role in determining the precise nature of the transition

* from the local to the non-local treatment. One can see, a priori, that if

the current width scale length Lc is much larger than the shear length L.,

the effects due to shear should prevail unhindered. In the other limit,

when Lc is much smaller than L., it is also clear that the total change In

the angle of the magnetic field vector in traversing the slab will be so

small that the non-local effects due to shear may not come into play, and

* the local growth rat,_ should prevail, apart from any non-local effects due

to the variation of the current profile itself. Thus a transition from the

iocal to the non- local results will occur as the current width is increased

* from a value much smaller than the shear length to a value larger than the

shear length; this transition can be expected to be primarily governed by

the ratio of these scale lengths, and a quantitative study of this

* pheronenon is the main objective of this Letter.
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An additional feature to be considered is the relationship between the

current profile and the shear. If the shear is entirely generated by the

driving current, we will call it the self-consistent shear. If the shear

is generated by (stronger) external currents which do not drive the

instability, we will call it the prescribed shear. These two cases could

lead to slightly different results. Examples of one situation or the other

can be found in various plasmas of practical importance, and there are also

situations where the total shear derives from both the mechanisms.

With the introduction of a finite slab, the problem can no longer be

translated to a convenient origin where the given wave vector is perpen-

dicular to the local field line. Instead, we will take the center of the

h0
slab as the origin and introduce explicitly kit, the parallel component of

the wave vector, as a prescribed parameter. One must maximize over all

possible k 0, even in the non-local theory, to obtain the optimal normal

mode solution. We introduce a finite current width along the x direction

by taking the electron distribution function to be a shifted Maxwellian

with a drift velocity parallel to the magnetic field to be

VdW ) = Vd 0g(xg/t ), g( ) e , x = X + -Y (1a)
d\X d g c g _T *Ia

e

The Vlasov equation is satisfied since xg, the guiding centre position is a

constant of the motion, vy being the electron velocity component

perpendicular to the magnetic field direction z and Se is the electrone

gyrofrequency. A very small correction in the constant of motion due to

shear can be ignored here. The current profile is then found to be

i(x) = neVCxpx c + P)]-n (-b)
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where P2 << L2 can be ignored; this is also equivalent to replacing xg by x
e .cg

in equation (1a). This current profile will generate a self-consistent

shear in the magnetic field, given in terms of L - by

c

47 x 4nnoe V L c

B4 f g(j)dd, (2)
y c c0o 0

By(X)/B z  (Lc/Ls) f g()d ,

CB

(11s) = L B (3)
s 4neV

S

and a corresponding variation of the parallel wavenumber,

k,,(x) = k° + k B (x)/Bz, (4a)

or

u(x) k (x)/ky u° + (Lc/Ls) f g( )dE. (4b)

The shear length is determined by the physical parameters in eq. (3).
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Following the usual procedure for introducing the non-local effects,1

we let kx + (i/i)d/dx, and assuming that the higher derivative terms are

less important, we obtain

[ 1 + Q(u(x), V(X))]= , ()dx2 d

or

!P
1 /2 d2  V0

Q(u, vd)] 

c dE2

where pi is the ion Larmor radius. Apart from the change in definitions

of k 1, u and Vd, to include the space variation of the current, Q is given

by

Q = - p2QIIA (6)

where Q, and A are described by eqs. (6) ard (7) of Ref. 1. In general, it

would be necessary to solve (5) by a numerical method such as the Numerov

shooting code technique. The case of pure shear, without any effects due

to finite current width (Vd(X) : Vd), was discussed in Ref. 1 by expanding

Q to second order around uo, the angle of maximum growth in local theory

given by Q(uo) = 0. The resulting Weber equation provides a dispersion

relation for the determination of the eigenmode frequency. When anharmonic

terms become important, the error involved in approximating Q by a

quadratic form around uo will become significant. An improved procedure is

to consider an expansion around the (complex) position -l where the

derivative of Q with respect to vanishes,
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p

Q(0, i) - 0. (7)

Then the dispersion relation (analogous to eq. (18) of Ref. 1), reduces to

1 1/2

Q(N, C) (29 + 1) (pi/L) [- j Q"(W, 1)] / (8)

where £ is the mode number. Equations (7) and (8) are two complex

*equations for the simultaneous determination of the complex eigenfrequency

w and the complex angle ul, corresponding to the complex position 1" We

have tested the results obtained from eqs. (7) and (8) against the

numerical shooting code solution of eq. (5) in a variety of cases, and the

results are in excellent agreement for the eigenfrequencies as well as the

solutions for the potential €.

*Considering Q(u, v) as a function of two variables u and v, each a

function of t, the explicit expressions for the derivatives are

Q' (L /Ls)g Qu - 2 (V'/v)QvS (9a)

Q" (Lc/Ls)2 g2Quu - 2(Lc/Ls) gQu (9b)

- 4 (L /L )(v /v ) g2Q

f - 2g(l-2 2)(Vl/Ve)Q + 4(V'/ve)2 2g2Qvv.

tie have solved eqs. (7) and (8) for a range of slab widths (LC/Pi) =

.0 10 to 107 and shear lengths (Ls/) 102 to 106. The results are
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displayed for the £ - 0 mode in Figures 1-5. The basic transition from the

local to the non-local results is evident in Figure 1, which depicts the

growth rate in units of ion Larmor frequency, (Yl~i) as a function of the

width of the current slab expressed in units of ion Larmor radius,

(L /p ). Typical parameters are the ion to electron mass ratio
ci

= 1837, th electron drift to electron thermal velocity rati',

V 0/v - 0.28, the ion to electron temperature ratio r - (Ti/Te) - 0.5 and

the transverse wave number given by b = (1/2) k2p2  - 0.6. Three different
y i

shear lengths are represented by (Ls/Pi) 106 , 105 and 10 . In each case,

when Lc is sufficiently large, one obtains the non-local growth rate y/ali

0.0127. Since the shear strengths considered here are all small, we find

" the same non-local value for y. For a stronger shear ( I/L) = 10- 2, (not

shown in Fig. 1), a lower non-local value is obtained, (y/i) = 0.0115, and

still lower non-local growth rates would be attained if the shear is

further increased. In the other limit, when Lc is sufficiently small, the

local growth rate prevails, (y/l) = 0.0296. The transition curves for

different shea - values look very similar, apart from a shift in Lc, and

indeed as shown in the next figure, possess a universal behavior as a

function of Lc/L s. Another interesting feature in Fig. 1 is the decrease

in growth rate for L. < 102p which arises from the nonlocal effect of the

O space variation of the current itself. The slab width is too small to

obtain any significant variation of the direction of the magnetic field due

to shear, and thus this reduction in growth rate is independent of the

* shear parameter. If the current width is further reduced to just a few ion

Larmor radii, the instability is completely quenched. We can call this the

E-10
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filamental quenching - current filaments only a few ion Larmor radii in

width cannot sustain the instability. This feature may be of practical

significance in Q-machine experiments.

Figure 2a represents the same information as in Fig. 1, but now

plotted as a function of (LC/Ls). Now the transition from the local to the

non-local result is seen to be universal, almost independent of the shear

parameter. Of course, shear values with (pi/Ls) Z 10- 2 will lead to lower

non-local values with corresponding, slight, departures from the universal

transition curve. For small (L c/L s) < 10 , the case of very small shear,

io6Pi/Ls = 10- , retains the local growth rate for the entire range

considered, but the case of larger shear, p /Ls 10 , falls in the domain

Lc/p i < 10 and the growth rate is reduced due to filamental quenching.

Figure 2b represents the same parameters, except for b = 1.2 and

essentially describes the same phenomena as in Fig. 2a. We note that both

the local and the non-local limit growth rates are lower than those for b f

0.6.

A typical solution for 0 is given in Figure 3, for the parameters of

Fig. 1 in the infinite slab limit, Lc/p i + . The shear parameter is

-2i
p./L = 102 and the solutions obtained by the analytical method described

here or by a direct numerical solution of the differential equation were

found to be identical. The solution is centered around u 0.09 and hasmo

a width of Au - 0.01. The angular width decreases for lower shear, without

any significant change in the center of 101. Figures 4a and 4b

respectively represent the variations in ul, the complex angle around which

the wave packet for the electrostatic potential * is formed, and Umo the

real angle where I 1 has its maximum along the real angle axis. The angle

uno is experimentally measurable in the sense of normal mode dominance at
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that angle as measured from the local magnetic field orientation. For the

typical case . b - 0.6, we note the progression of uI from 0.13 in the

local limit to (0.099) - i(0.043) in the non-local (shear dominant) limit

and a corresponding transition in Umo from 0.13 to 0.09. These curves are

- 6
drawn for / PilL 10 , but they represent quite accurately the results for

higher shears, because of the universality of the transition.

Figure 5 provides the variation of y as a function of b for various Lc

and Ls combinations. The top curve is the local result obtained directly

U from Q - 0; this corresponds to the case of a uniform magnetic field (zero

shear). If we introduce a small shear Ls/p i  106 and a comparable current

width LC/pi 
= 106, we essentially reach the shear dominant non-local result

*5 4discussed in Ref. 1. The transition is stiown, with L c/p = 10 and 10

the latter case is already good enough to almost approximate the local

result. Thus we make the transition from the local to the non-local result

as LC/Ls increases from 10-2 to I. The lowest curve is for Lc = Ls

102pi and the difference from the curve :bove essentially represents the

additional effect of the increased shear.

If we use a prescribed rather than the self-consistent shear, the

relation between the angle and the physical distance is simpler,

u(x) u0 + (x/L s ). (10)

= u + (L c/L)

E-12
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It can he easily seen that (4b) reduces to (10) if remains small, a

situation which is valid when Lc > Ls, the case when the shear effectsI.

dominate. We have also solved eqs. (7) and (8), using eq. (10), and the

results do not significantly differ from the case of self-consistent shear.

We have shown in this Letter that the non-local effect of shear is

tempered by the finite size of the current slab: (1) For Lc > Ls the

shearing of the magnetic field lines across the length of the slab is

sufficient to allow the non-local, singular perturbation effects to take

place, and the results of Ref. 1 are recovered; (2) For Lc < Ls on the

other hand, the finite slab size is smaller than that needed to provide

sufficient angular space to form a parabolic domain for Q1 , the imaginary
U

part of Q, of the type of Fig. 5 of Ref. I. Thus the shear dominated non-

local wave packet formation cannot occur unhindered and for Lc < 10- 2Ls,

the local results are recovered; (3) A new effect occurs for Lc < 10 Pi,

due to the variation of the current itself; thus filamental currents of

only a few ion gyroradii may not produce any instability.

The results obtained here are quite significant for space-plasma

Iapplications where small shear and finite width current channels obtain in

the auroral arc regions. Implications for various space and laboratory

plasmcs will be described elsewhere.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1 A plot of the growth rate (y) against the current channel
i

width (L /p i) for three different magnetic shear lengths.
ci

Here Vd° = 0.28 v , j - 1837, b - 0-6, and x - 0 * 5.
e

Figure 2a A plot of (Y/Qi) against (L c/L ) for three different Ls

values. Here b - 0-6 p = 1837, T - 0-5, and Vd 0 0.28 v.

The transition from the local to the nonlocal results are

universal, almost independent of the shear value.

Figure 2b A plot similar to Figure (2a) except that the value of b here

is 1-2.

Figure 3 *(u) against u for L / = , and (p = 10- 2 ,c'~i Pis)b =0-6

V 0  0.28 v and r = 0.5.
de

Figure 4a A plot for the complex angle uI for various values of

LC/Ls. Here b - 0-6, P - 1837, Vd° = 0.28 v e and

= 0.5.

Figure 4b A plot for the real angle Umo where 0(u)1 attains its

maximum, against L,/L s . The rest of the parameters are same

as Figure 4a.
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Figure 5 A plot of the growth rates against b.

Here T = 0-5, p - 1837, Vd0  0.28 v e The top solid line is

a solution of the local dispersion relation. The second

solid line is for L c - L - 10 p i* The dotted lines show the

transition from local to nonlocal values as Lc approaches

L. The lowest solid line is for Lc  Lps =10 2 .
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Appendix F

EFFECT OF ELECTRON BEAMS ON THE CURRENT
CONVECTIVE INSTABILITY

We have studied the effects of an electron beam on

the CCI with application to the diffuse auroral situation.

The weak field aligned currents, in association with trans-

verse density gradients, would result in exciting slow>-

growing large scale size irregularities in the medium. I

presence of such irregularities has been associated w.

scintillations of the DNA wideband satellite. Other mec

anisms could also play an important role in the generation

irregularities, in particular the ExB instability. It

generally known that high latitudes are characterized by soft

particle precipitations during diffuse auroral conditions.

Thus, it is of interest to investigate what effects such

precipitating particles may have on processes much slower

than their own time scales. We have found that, depending on

the relative directions of the precipitating particle beams

and the current (carried predominately by cold drifting

electrons), the growth of the CCI may be enhanced (when the

two are in the same direction) or reduced (when the two are

antiparallel to each other). But for the ionospheric situ-

ation at high latitudes, these effects are essentially neqli-

gible.

We consider the general equilibrium as follows:

the cold electrons drift with respect to ions with a uniform

drift velocity Vd along the magnetic field (B0z) and there

is a density gradient in the ambient plasma along the y-axis

(northwards). The homogeneous electron beam (soft particle

precipitation) has a velocity Vbz. Then, on following the

F-2



* linear stability analysis of Ossakow and Chaturvedi (1979),

one finds that the dispersion relation for the perturbations,

now, is

A
2 kz +i+ vin, + k vd k xz. n0

k 2 vin vecn Qi v k 2n

Q k 2  
Vin, n k2 Q-i kz innkvob w(w-kz d v Z

vin k oc i ebn

where w is the frequency and k the wave number of the mode.

Other symbols have their standard meanings, Qa is the
* cyclotron frequency, van is the particle collision fre-

quency with neutrals, subscripts z, and j, refer to parallel
and perpendicular with respect to the magnetic field, 7in 0
is the density gradient in ambient plasma and nob is the

* beam plasma density. In the absence of an electron beam

(nob=0, vb=0) , it can be readily verified that one reco'er%

the results of Ossakow and Chaturvedi [1979] for the linear

growth rate of the current convective instability.

e
Splitting w = wR + iy, one finds

nob vd  z
no d kz 2 ecn

kY = Yc o + n c b k  ebn

z 2 Qi vecn + ecnvin

k12 vin 7 ) 0epi
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where

k xz.7 n
Vec n i z 710c

k z vd(i- - "Qoc
d e k 2n

YcI oc

k 2 1 Vecn VecnVinZ-%-z 1 ec)+ Q
k 2  vin e e i

is the current convective instability growth rate in the

U absence of an electron beam. [Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 19791.

We find that if the beam velocity and cold electron drift are

in the same direction, the new growth rate for the modes is

enhanced. On the other hand, the reverse is true if the

* electron beam velocity were anti-parallel to the cold

electron drift direction. However, for typical iono-

spheric parameters at F-region altitudes at high latitudes,
nob -1

S 0- 2, vb -x8 cms (corresponding to electron energy

noc
fluxes of energy -100ev), vd - 105 cms - I, one finds that

y= Yc [1 + O(1O-)1

Thus we find that, for practical purposes, the presence of

high velocity electron beams leaves the growth rate of the

current convective instability in diffuse aurora unaffected.

References

S. L. Ossakow and P. K. Chaturvedi, Geophys. Res. Letts, 6,
332, 1979.
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PARAMETRIC EXCITATION AND SUPPRESSION

OF CONVECTIVE PLASMA INSTABILITIES

*IN THE HIGH LATITUDE F-REGION IONOSPHERE
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Parametric'Excitation and Suppression
of Convective Plasma Instabilities

in the High Latitude F-Region Ionosphere

e2
H.J. Keskinen,l P.K. Chaturvedi, S.L. Ossakowl

1plasma Physics Division
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20375

2Science Applications, Inc.
McLean, VA 22102

Abstract

Parametric coupling processes of a large amplitude electromagnetic pump

wave with convective plasma instabilities (E x B gradient drift and current

convective) in the high latitude F region ionosphere have been studied. We

find that a pump wave, with frequency near the upper hybrid frequency and'

with electric field component perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field,

can stabilize or destabilize the E x B and/or current convective

instability. For parameters typical of the nighttime high latitude F region

ionosphere we find stabilization/destabilization with a vertically incident

0 mode carrying a free space incident energy flux less than or equal to

10 W/m2 .
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1. INTRODUCTION/
/

Using a variety of experimental techniques, e.g., satellites [Dyson.

1969; Dyson et al., 1974; Sagalyn et al. 1974; Clark and Raitt, 1976;

Phelps and Sagalyn, 1976; Rodriguez et al., 1981], rockets [Olesen et al.,

1976; Ogawa et al., 1976; Kelley et al., 1980], scintillations [Aarons et

al., 1973; Fremouw et al., 1977; Erukhimov et al., 1981], and radar

backscatter [Weaver, 1965; Greenwald, 1974; Hower et al., 1966; Vickrey et

al., 1980; Hanuise et al., 1981], it is now known that the high latitude

ionosphere, from the auroral zone into the polar cap, is a highly structured

and nonequilibrium medium containing irregularities (plasma density0

fluctuations and structures) with scale sizes ranging from hundreds of

kilometers to meters. Aside from being an interesting scientific

phenomenon, ionospheric irregularities are of practical interest since they

can disrupt transionospheric radio wave communications channels (see recent

review by Davies [1981] and references therein).

Several theories, e.g., particle precipitation, plasma instabilities

and processes, and neutral fluid dynamics have been proposed to account for

high latitude ionospheric irregularities (see recent review by Keskinen and

Ossakow [1982a] and references therein). Recently, considerable

quantitative progress has been made, especially in the area of ionospheric

plasma instabilities, in identifying the physical processes that can lead to

high latitude irregularities. In particular, convective plasma

instabilities such as the E x B gradient drift instability [Simon, 1963;

Linson and Workman, 1970; Keskinen and Ossakow, 1982b,c] and current

convective instability [Lehnert, 1958; Kadomtsev and Nedospasov, 1960;

Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1979; Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1979; Keskinen et al.,

G-4
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1980; Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1981] have been invoked to explain large

scale (> 1 km) high latitude density irregularities in and near large scale

convecting auroral plasma enhancements [Vickrey et al., 1980]. In addition

Chaturvedi [1976] has proposed a long wavelength collisional ion cyclotron

instability [Drummond and Rosenbluth, 1962; Kindel and Kennel, 1971J to
U

account for irregularities with scale sizes of hundreds of meters to

kilometers perpendicular to the magnetic field.

However, it is well known [Silin, 1965; Dubois and Goldman, 1965;
0

Nishikawa, 1968] that under the influence of high-frequency long wavelength

electromagnetic fields electrostatic modes of oscillation in a plasma may

become parametrically coupled and may grow exponentially in time or space
S

before saturating at large amplitudes. These results have been used by many

investigators [see reviews by Perkins et al., 1974, Fejer, 1979 and

references therein] to study the role of parametric instabilities, induced

by high power ground based radars, in ionospheric modification. In

addition, parametric effects have been used to study the possible

stabilization or destabilization of plasma instabilities, e.g., drift waves

[Fainberg and Shapiro, 1967; Sundaram and Kaw, 1973] by high frequency

electric fields. For ionospheric environments near marginal stability Lee

et al. [1972] have shown that high frequency electromagnetic waves launched

from ground based radars might lead to stabilization or destabilization of

the Farley-Buneman and gradient-drift instabilities in the equatorial

electrojet E region ionosphere. In this brief note we show that the E x B

gradient drift and current convective instabilities in the high latitude F

region ionosphere might also be stabilized or destabilized by high power

G-5
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radio waves. In section 2 we outline the theory of the E x B gradient drift

and current convective instabilities in the presence of a high frequency

electro-magnetic pump wave with frequency near the local upper hybrid

frequency. We calculate the incident energy flux required to

stabilize/destabilize these instabilities. Finally, in section 3 we

summarize and discuss our results.

q2. THEORY

For wavelengths greater than the ion mean free path we use fluid

equations to describe the ion and electron plasma. The following geometry

is used: the y-axis is in the north-south direction, the x-axis points

west, and the z-axis is along the magnetic field. The set of equations, in

the frame of reference in which the neutrals are at rest, become

aN

a t e+V.(NP - 0()

av VP V xB

at - e m N c enr-e -
e e me c

aN1t+ V.(N ) - o(3)

VP, V.xBPV)i
-V +~(IL -) V- 4

at ;1 -- m1N~ i ZiC iri -i

7-E = 4e(N N (5)
0-1 e
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Here Na(a i or e) is the species density, E -E +E cos wt -V is the

* total electric field which includes the ambient electric field Eo, pump

field E cos wot, and self-consistent field V . In addition, R - -R

Svei(Ve - V ), VP - N , .Vei is the electron-ion collision frequency,

v is the electron or ion neutral collision frequency, c is the speed ofan

light, and T the species temperature. Production and loss terms have been
a

neglected. Since we will be considering perturbations with scale sizes much

less than the wavelength of the pump wave we take E to be spatially

uniform.

In equilibrium = o) we have

V-NoV +v o ) + (6)

m -_o c a-ao

V xB
- V + [E + 2 2  - v (8)

- m a p c a-p

a

where a = i,e and-ao' V refer to the drifts induced by the ambient and

--up

pump electric fields, respectively. Linearizing equations (1)-(5) by

assumingN N + 6n , n <<N o, V V +6V , E=E +E cosa ao a a o-a- ao -- - -p

w t + 6E we obtain
0

a6n
+ (v + v )7na + 6v -VN + N V-6v - 0 (9)

a6V 6v x B
+ v + v ).v v + s (6E + -a

at -o -p -a -m c

-6P 6 - V -6R (10)

ao
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. ....

V.6_- 4re6n - 6U e ) (11)

The equations (9)-(11) can be reduced to a single equation (dispersion

relation) for one 'scalar function in six different ways: one may work in

either the lab or oscillating frame; and one may eliminate the electron

density, eliminate the ion density, or (using Poisson's equation) eliminate

both densities in favor of the electrostatic potential. We will work in the

oscillating frame [Silin, 1965; Arnush et al., 1971; Lee et al., 1972] to

find the density perturbations, eliminate the electron density, and finally

transform back to the laboratory frame to use Poisson-s equation. The

oscillating frame (denoted by superscripts) is defined by

r _r - R a(t), with (d/dt) R(t) = U (t). 6n (rt) 6n r at),

6v (r,t) - 6v (r,.t), 6E(r,t) = 6E(r ,t ). Equations (9) and (10) in the

oscillating frame are identical to those in the lab frame except for the

substitutions-V +UpV V no 6 na 6 a , 6 6v, 6E + 6E, r + r.
Assuming v Q, 6n , 6E - exp[i(k-r - wt)] with k = k 2 + ky + k 2,

K -1
W = Wr + iy, kL >> 1, L = N (VN ), one can then define susceptibilities

Xi and Xe in the oscillating frame by 6ni =(-ikXi/e)SE and 6ni e

(ikX e/e)ZE giving

2 V 2l z k-VN'ia_ in _L + i S - 02
-i 4it[.~J+ 1 9 (12)

W-Wa i i k2  k2

and

W2 K k k2 Z2z Xk VNOY pe [1 e z e (13)47T'-W,. e 1 + 2 k 2  k 2  1+ ;2 ee k213* -e = 41 - a +~ 2  k2

e e e e
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where w2  
- 4rN e2 /m.,. = E x z-k + kOV + i(Djk__ +D k-)

pM o a B B-o. - -- oiz '

D*= (v in /.i) (T, /min) + (veilne)(C2 /nli) , D1 = / eB/C2c

e E 0 x zek+kV' /; ,e/e i "V - i, and k2 - k2 + k2 .
-- ei. ex y

-In deriving the above susceptibilities we have used ne /v > Si/V1 >> 1 (F-
e ei~ - J

region approximation). In addition, we have modeled weak cold auroral field

aligned currents to a relative drift between electrons and ions

V *z -(V -V--Vd oez - oiz
* Having found the susceptibilities in the oscillating frames we must now

transform back to the laboratory frame to use Poisson's eqn. (5). (Since we

will be considering high frequency pump waves with w >> w one can neglecto p1

the effect of the pump on the ions.) This transformation and resultant

dispersion relation can be found in Arnush et al. [1971] and Lee et al.

[1972] and can be written:

[1 + 41T (X + Xe)] = - J2 (c)4n X (1 + 4w x )x

1 1o e
• [.He~+(W+ W° e=.m) (14)

where Jn( ) =- f eic~cs cos n 6 de is the Bessel function of integral
0

order n, C is defined by k-R = 4 sin (w t + 0), and H - (47r Xe) -1

(I + 4n Xe)- In deriving (14), the approximation << 1 has been made,

i.e., the electron excursion length is small compared to the perturbation

wavelength.

In the absence of the pump Ep = 0, for low frequency modes,

e 6 n i . This gives
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0 . . . .;°

a.. a

&- c zxkVN in 1VN V
(W~~eJj ( . 0- k'j) --[ 0 j. + i _9n k

--l~ N ( 2) ] -- L]zxk.-

e Bo Vei o 0 N

(15)

L

with solution W + iyk given by the linear growth rate [Keskinen andwit soutin = kr .

Ossakow, 1982b]

L c
-S inE x z-k (16a)

'Ok oB -01

5k2 + vin vei3-1 Vei (vin 0

Ni 0

-k I i e J i ,I I 'c 2-k-d Nl

- D k2 - D k2  (16b)

n T C2  C2

with in T ei s s
D D i +e i Vin

For finite Ep we have

z x k1 -VNo  n z x -VN V, e --L 0i
N - i )F N V 2] -j e*)[ N + l Ik -
o ei z 0i

z x k.VN V l zxk-VN k2

()2  0 - 0 1 _ _
z ]

ipe I a1 N + k 1"  
2- -

1 0 -n kN o k

0 1 + (7
H (W + ] (17)e 0 e 0

Defining 12= W2 + R2 + V2 6 Z2 _W2, a measure of the frequency
U11 pe e e u1l 0

mismatch, 60 = v--( 2 - 2w2 ) we find from (17) the modified growth rate
o 0 pe
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/

L 2(k*+ V V
0 0

whernei-lr - N2(e_2 122pe2

-e2  {k2 E2  + k2 E2  + e (k2 E2  + k2 E2 )

x2 (2 g) XPx Y PY W2 YPx x

02 n0
+ 2E E [kxk cos 0I -- ') --S k2 sinPX p y 2 W 0

0

@0 e
oW2 - p2 f

+ 0 e k E [k E ek E sin + k E cos ]} (19)

2 z px W 0X py Y py
00

Here we have taken [Lee et al., 1972]

E E Ea
E P-- exp(-iw t) + - exp(-iw t - + + exp(-iw +j.z-
-p -2i 0 -2i -2i

(20)

and included Epz since we are considering modes for which k* 0.

When 6 > 0, i.e., when w < ZuH the pump induced term produces a

destabilizing effect whereas when 6 < 0 it produces a stabilizing

* influence. The physical mechanism responsible for stabilization or

destabilization of these convective instabilities can be understood as

follows: A nonlinear interaction between E x B and current convective

* perturbation electric fields 6E and the pump field E gives a new field E'.

The combined beating of the fields E' and E can produce a low frequency

ponderomotive force which can in turn affect 6E and modify the dispersion

* relation. We take k = k x + k z, an ambient electric field E x, and
- x- z 0-

N = No(y), i.e., a configuration unstable to the E x B and current

S G-11



convective instabilities. The growth rate in (18)'is maximized for

6 - + 6o - + (ve (J2  2w2 ). Inserting this value for 6, eq. (18)
/ max -0 - ei a pe 0

can be written as

k2 +i !-ei -1 ei -1 Vin c 2
k2  i .e "J  r kL)-[. ". kxE ° - kV d + '- CkL-

k2  0zd 4 x
x

to W2

(P ( pe ~..)W ]- D k2 - D 0k21e Vei Wo pe x z

Here the upper (plus) sign refers to the case when 6 > 0 (destabilization)

while the lower (minus) sign applies when 6 < 0 (stabilization). Eq. (21)

gives the approximate minimum required energy flux for destabilization or

stabilization

(0 v o 2  - kzVd) ,,°  e
cE2 W2 g eiW2o (L
I, Bi xo zd B2(W2 gk)2)2(

8' W 2 pe wo w2 pe ck2

e pe

where we have assumed a circularly polarized 0 mode with * =- u/2 in eq.

(19).

For typical ionospheric F region parameters at diffuse auroral

6 -1latitudes in the 300-400 km altitude range, we take -- 10 sec ,
e

(0e 16se-1 2 -1 Vi/i i-4
W - , Ve 5 x 102sec 10 E 10 mV/m,

pe aii

nV2 -1 -4,J n oeV d = 1 PA/m kL = 10, k -  km, kz/k, - 10 we find from (22)

2 -4 2the approximate energy flux for stabilization to be cE /81 = 10-W/m . Thisp

is an overestimate since we have not considered electric field enhancements

near the reflection point [Ginzburg, 1964]. From the coupling

parameter as given by (18) we see that there must be a component of E--p

perpendicular to B since kP/k I << 1. At high latitudes this can be

accomplished using a vertically incident 0-mode pump wave.
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3. SUMMARY

/

The effects of a large amplitude electromagnetic pump wave on

convective plasma instabilities (E x B gradient drift and current

convective) in the high latitude F region ionosphere have been studied

analytically. These convective instabilities have been invoked [Eskinen

and Ossakow, 1982a] to explain naturally occurring density irregularities in

and near large scale convecting auroral plasma enhancements [Vickrey et al.,

1980]. We find that parametric coupling effects associated with a pu---p wave

oscillating with approximately the upper hybrid frequency can stabilize or

destabilize the E x B gradient drift and/or the current-con7ective

instability. For parameters typical of the nighttime high latitude F region

ionosphere, we find that these modes can be stabilized/destabilized with a

free space incident energy flux less than or equal to 10-4W/m 2 . Since the

pump wave should have a component of its electric field vector perpenlicular

to the magnetic field, a vertically propagating 0 mode is suggested. Since

the aforementioned instabilities most likely occur in and near convecting

plasma enhancements, the heater should be turned on so as to illuminate the

plasma enhancements.

In our development we have made several approximations. We have

ignored heater (pump) induced temperature and density changes. The time

scales for these changes, to a first approximation, is longer than the

growth times of the instabilities studied here. In addition, we have

neglected D region absorption effects. Finally, we have assumed that the

instabilities studied here are at or near marginal stability. We reserve

thesce topics for a future report.
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A DYNAMIC MODEL FOR THE AURORAL FIELD LINE PLASMA IN THE PRESENCE
OF FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENT

Introduction

One of the key problems of auroral physics concerns the process by

which auroral electrons are accelerated along auroral magnetic field

lines. Early theories of the plasma along the field lines above the aurora

stated that the collisionless nature of this plasma implied an almost

infinite conductivity along the magnetic field so that the field lines

could support no parallel electric fields. This conclusion has since been

disputed by observational evidence of field-aligned acceleration, first in

the "inverted-V" events [reviewed by Frank, 1976] and more directly in the

S3-3 satellite data [reviewed by Stevn, 1979). It is now fairly well

established that at certain times an anomalously large field is present

along auroral field lines at an altitude of several earth radii and is

relatively slowly varying in time. This implies the existence of some

quasi-steady form of resistivity in the auroral plasma or some other

mechanism to maintain a large electric field in a plasma in the absence of

collisional resistivity.

A number of mechanisms have been proposed to account for these

* parallel electric fields. One avenue of research has been devoted to the

plasma instabilities which might disrupt the flow of the Birkeland currents

parallel to the magnetic field, causing a form of "anomalous" resistivity

by wave turbulence. This approach is supported by the observations of

o# terrestrial kilometric radiation emission from this region of the auroral

zone [Gurnett, 1974]. Reviews of the theory of plasma instabilities and

turbulence in this region can be found in Papadopoulos [1977] and Mozer

[1976]. Other mechanisms put forward for auroral acceleration include

double layers (Shawhan et al., 1978], electrostatic shocks [Kan, 1975, and

Swift, 1975], and magnetic mirror trapping [Lyons, 1980]. However, despite

the volume of work which exists on this topic in the form of observation,

theory, and numerical simulation, there is no general consensus as to the

correct mechanism. One reason for this is the fact that many of these

mechanisms are developed and demonstrated for the case of a homogeneous

plasma in a constant magnetic field. There are few clear predictions as to

their behavior when applied to the auroral plasma. Further, the details of

the energy balance are not well understood along the auroral field line

even in the absence of current, and these strongly affect the behavior of

Manuscript subnutted April 23, 1982.
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the particle distributions involved in any resistive mechanism. As a

result, it is often hard to say whether a specific process for maintaining

the auroral electric field agrees or disagrees with observation.

Clearly, a more global approach to the problem of field line

acceleration for the auroral plasma would be useful. The plasma

configuration along high latitude field lines has been investigated in the

hydrodynamic models of Banks and Holzer [1968] and Schunk and Watkins

[1981, 1982] and in the kinetic models of Lemaire and Scherer [1973] and

Chiu and Cornwall [1980], among others. These models tend to be static

models of steady-state auroral plasma configurations in the absence of an

auroral field line current. We will describe in this paper a dynamic model

we have been developing for the purpose of understanding the behavior of

the auroral field line plasma in the presence of field-aligned current and

auroral acceleration mechanisms. This model is a numerical model of a

segment of auroral field line beginning- in the topside ionosphere and

extending well out into the magnetosphere, encompassing the transition of

the auroral plasma from collisional to collisionless behavior and employing

a multi-moment multi-fluid approximation of the type developed by Schunk

[1977]. The details of this model will be given here along with the

results of our early simulations of the auroral plasma both with and

without field-aligned current. We intend in the future to investigate

particular mechanisms of auroral field line acceleration with this model by

adjusting the anomalous transport terms in the model's plasma transport

equations to simulate the effects of plasma turbulence and by introducing

modifications designed to model other proposed acceleration processes, In

this way we hope to gain a better understanding of the behavior of these

mechanisms in the context of the global behavior of the auroral plasma.

The Field Line Model

The field line model is designed to dynamically simulate the behavior

of the plasma in a flux tube encompassing an auroral field line. The field

line is assumed to be radial with no curvature and to extend from an

altitude of about 800 km in the topside ionosphere out to a distance of 18

earth radii. The actual region of interest in this model is the lower four

earth radii or so, the region in which the plasma changes from collisional

H-l



to collisionless behavior. The upper region of the flux tube is an

* extended boundary layer for the purpose of dealing with upper boundary

effects. The cross-sectional area of the flux tube diverges as r3 in the

near-earth region, where r is the geocentric distance, and becomes nearly

constant in the upper boundary layer. The model is essentially one-

pdimensional, with all quantities tunctions of r.

The flux tube plasma consists of three particle species: electrons,

hydrogen ions, and oxygen ions. In the present version of the model, the

oxygen ions are a static background population at a constant temperature.

* They are present in the model in order to approximate the behavior of the

plasma in the topside ionosphere by providing a thermal reservoir and the

correct electron scale height at the lower end of the flux tube. The

electrons and hydrogen ions are the dynamic species in the model. The

distribution functions for these two species are assumed to be gyrotropic

abou the field line direction and are characterized by five moments:

number density, temperatures parallel and perpendicular to the field line,

and species' velocity and heat flow along the field. Including the heat

* flow as a dynamic quantity rather than calculating it by means of a thermal

conduction approximation allows a reasonable treatment of thermal wave

effects in the collisionless region of the model.

The moments of the distribution function are treated dynamically using

a set of transport equations derived from the 13-moment equations of Schunk

[1977]. For a gyrotropic plasma, these equations are:

an an av n v 6ns s s s s A ss- v -- - n ----- 6 s (1)
at s ar s ar A ar 6t

Vs aav s k soT kTso ans k(Tsu'TSL) A

= -Vsar m r m n r m A ar

G 6v
+ - - r + (2)
m r 6t

aT T vs 6 qs 2 qs A T
* k - -- vk- - 2kT k --- +k- (3)

7t s dr s;: r r F 'or
s S
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S S

a qS 1 av n k2 aT saqs aqs 16 s 'll 8 n 2  Ts

V-- -v -- -L6 q sT +. ) S
at sr 5 sar '18 s 9 sL m arS

178 nak'ITS, 4k2 I

Ts TJ ( _ )2

s s

ns 2  1 4 7 1 aA 6qs
in so-- Tsis TSA - Ts -1 T Vsqs 1 x ' + 6-- (5)

where ns is the number density, vs is the velocity, T is the parallel

temperature, T is the perpendicular temperature, qs is the heat flow, ms

is the mass, and es is the charge of species s, A is the cross-sectional

area of the flux tube, E is the electric field parallel to the field line,

k is Boltzmanns' constant, G is the gravitational constant,- and M is the

mass of the earth. For a given moment F of the distribution function,

6F/6t is the change in F due to resistive and plasma turbulence effects.

The present version of the field line model includes only resistivity due

to Coulomb collisions among the three particle species in the model. Once

the behavior of this simulation is understood for this case, the turbulence

terms will be altered to reflect the behavior of the particle distribution

functions in the presence of plasma microproces!es. The specific resistive

terms used in the present simulation are Burgers' [1979] 'linear' collision

terms for the case of Coulomb collisions, given by

6n

5v

6v

6T 4SO M t r 4m t k

- - ~ -'2+- 3-kT + ,kT + k3t t 7M ) 4 .5m s. S 5 tS

5 t, s
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S st 2 2mt 8 2m kTk - (ms+mr) kTi + - kT + skT -2

3 mt

+ 2i m e(vt-ve)2 1

st M

6q n m 8 1 Mts. s s s [27 t-(3m +I-r 1 L
10tt s 5t 10 m

st~+ "t (m2s + s)t [---s+V tt) 2 i (10)

2St t s 6

S

where each sum includes all charged particles species in the simulation and

lt is the Coulomb collisiont frequency,

M32ir) y e2 e2n fo kT kThag nua t 3 /2V S t t (I+ -1) ( + _t)i n
St3+ 3 2 (12)

(in A is the Coulomb logarithm and s (Tl + 2T a)/3 is the total

temperature of species s).

The scale of this model is large compared to the electron Debye

length, so the transport equation (1) for electron number density may be

replaced by an expression for charge neutrality:

-ne - np + -i. (12)

e p i

(The subscripts e, p, and i represent electrons, hydrogen ions, and oxygen

ions respectively.) Further, the assumption will be made that the total

flux tube current remains constant at some fixed value I during a

simulation, which implies that the electron velocity transport equation (2)

is replaced by

v -n(nv -L (13)
e n 'pp eA
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This assumption reflects the fact that the auroral current generator is not

strongly affected by the behavior of the flux tube plasma. The assumption

of charge neutrality and constant current along the field line allows the

parallel electric field E to be calculated from a generalized Ohm's law

constructed from the electron and ion velocity transport equations (2):

m T T an
E ms a n 2A - n v 2A) d +Te Te, a

p p ee ear n r

(Tef-Te-L J A n_m eGM m 6v n 6v
+ - +e . [4 1 i -E rp 1 (14)

A Tr- nerr e nZ
• e

where terms on the order of me/mp have been neglected.

The field line model, therefore, uses equations (l)-(5) for hydrogen

ions and equations (3)-(5) for electrons to step the values of these

distribution moments forward in time, while calculating the electric field

and electron density and velocity self-consistently at each time with

equations (12)-(14). The simulation calculates transport using the simple

partial donor cell method (Rain, 1978) on an unequally spaced grid. The

segment of the field line being modelled is divided into about 100 cells.

The cell size at the lower end of the segment is small, around 50 km, in

order to properly deal with the transport in the presence of the large

density gradients due to the small oxygen scale height. The cell size

increases with altitude until it reaches roughly 1000 km at an altitude of

6 earth radii (RE). At this altitude, the upper boundary layer begins, and

the cell size begins to increase rapidly, reaching about one RE at the

upper boundary of the model. The time step for this simulation is

determined primarily by the transit time of a thermal electron in a cell at

the lower end of the field line and is set at about .06 seconds.

Preliminary simulations with the field line model indicated that the

behavior of the simulation could become unstable if the species heat flows

were allowed to grow too large. A subsequent wave analysis of the model

equations ()-(5) and (12)-(14) revealed that an unstable ion thermal wave

exists when the velocity of the ion heat flow exceeds roughly the ion

thermal velocity, i.e.,

H-1N
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1/2

(q I/n T > (kT /m 2 (15)
p p p p p

This indicates that the thermal velocity is a natural limit on the rate of

energy flux relative to the species velocity. The form of a distribution

function with a heat flow of this magnitude is highly non-MaxwelLian, and

it is to be expected that the instability would tend to reduce the heat

flow. As a result, the field line model limits the magnitude of the

species' heat flow by using the relation

Iq s1 nsTs (kTs/ms) 1 (16)

* This limit tends to have little or no effect on the electrons because of

their large thermal velocity, but can be a relatively stringent condition

for hydrogen ions. It slows the response of the hydrogen ion distribution

to large temperature gradients, allowing them to persist for longer periods

*of time.

The Polar Wind Simulation

The first simulations with the field line model were performed to

construct a steady-state configuration of the field line plasm in the

current-free case. We began by initializing the flux tube in a polar wind

configuration similar to that of Banks and Holzer [1968]. In the polar

wind, hydrogen ions are accelerated upwards in the flux tube to supersonic

velocities due to the flux tube divergence and the small partial pressure

of H+ at the upper end of the field line. The outward H+ flux depletes the

hydrogen ion population at lower altitudes, and, as a result, oxygen ions

are the dominant ion species up to an altitude of around 4000 km. The 0+-e

charge separation electric field in this region provides the initial H+

acceleration up the field line. In the model of Banks and Holzer, the

population of H+ is maintained against depletion by 0+-H charge exchange at

the altitudes below 1000 km, and the hydrogen ion escape flux is limited to

about 6x10 8 cm- 2sec - 1 at 1000 km. In the field line model, there are no

neutral species at this point, so the hydrogen ion flux is maintained by a

fixed density and upward velocity for H+ at 800 km, the lower boundary of

the model. As a result, the hydrogen ion number density tends to be

somewhat greater in the lowest few cells of the field line model than would

be expected in the presence of 0 +-H charge exchange.
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The model of Banks and Holzer assumed that the charged particle

species in the flux tube had uniform temperatures and, therefore, heat flow

was neglected. We assumed the same, initializing the three flux tube

particle species at a constant temperature of 3000 K with no heat flow. To

begin our simulations, the transport of temperature and heat flow were

suppressed in the field line model in an attempt to duplicate the results

of Banks and Holzer. The model achieved a steady-state polar wind under

these conditions, with the number density and velocity profiles shown in

Fig. la,b. Once this equilibrium had been reached, the temperature and

heat flow transport were "turned on", and the simulation was run until a

new steady-state was achieved. The lower boundary temperature was held

fixed at 3000 K during the simulation. This is a somewhat artificial

condition, but the actual thermal balance at this altitude involves

modelling the upper ionosphere in more detail than this simulation is

capable of at the present time. The upper boundary temperature was

determined by an outflow condition in that thermal gradients propagating up

the field line were allowed to propagate out of the simulation.

The temperature profiles from the new steady-state are shown in

Fig. 2. The primary effect displayed by the electron temperatures in this

equilibrium is adiabatic cooling due to the expansion of the cross-

sectional flux tube area with height. At the lower end of the field line,

the high rate of expansion causes rapid cooling, and the resulting

temperature gradient is maintained by low thermal conductivity due to high

particle density. The electron temperature profiles tend to flatten out

near the upper end of the tube as both the rate of expansion and the

particle densities decrease. In addition, the electron temperatures

exhibit a small anisotropy at the upper end of the tube due to unequal

rates of cooling in the perpendicular and parallel directions. This may

also be viewed as the fluid model manifestation of the mirror effect, with

perpendicular energy being transferred into par& -. energy as the

electrons are accelerated upwards in the diverging magnetic field.

The hydrogen ion temperatures, on the other hand, increase with

increasing altitude at the lower end of the flux tube, before beginning to

exhibit adiabatic cooling at an altitude of three-fourths to one Rr. The
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temperature increase is caused by the Joule heating of the hydrogen from

collisions with the oxygen ions, a process which heats in the parallel

direction more strongly than the perpendicular. The strength of this

effect decreases rapidly with altitude due to the small scale height of the

oxygen, allowing the adiabatic cooling to become dominant at about 4000 km

altitude. The anisotropy of the cooling is much more evident in the

hydrogen ions than in the electrons because of the supersonic hydrogen

velocities and the fact that, in the collisionless region, heat transport

along the field line is less efficient for the hydrogen than for the

electrons. As a result, the hydrogen temperature profiles maintain

significant gradients at higher altitudes than the electron profiles and

exhibit large temperature anisotropies at the upper end of the flux tube.

It is instructive to compare these results with those of Schunk and

Watkins [1981, 1982]. These works model current-free steady-state

configurations of the auroral field line plasma by integrating up the field

line the steady-state form of a set of transport equations for a three

species (e, H+ , 0+) plasma similar to the ones in equations (1)-(5). The

steady-state configurations which result are a function of the lower

boundary (1500 km altitude) conditions, specifically the values of the

species' density, velocity, temperature, and temperature gradient.

Comparing the results of our simulations with those of Schunk and Watkins

[1982] for the hydrogen ion profiles in the case of supersonic polar wind,

a number of similarities can be seen. For low electron temperatures, both

exhibit an anisotropic hydrogen ion cooling resulting in a larger parallel

than perpendicular temperature at the upper end of the field line. Also,

both have a region in which the parallel temperature increases with

altitude before adiabatic cooling dominates. The rate of cooling for the

hydrogen ions is less in our simulation, most likely because both the

oxygen ions and the electrons are hotter at the lower end of the field line

(3000 K in our simulation vs. 1000 K in that of Schunk and Watkins). The

highly anisotropic cooling of the hydrogen ions is also a feature of

another steady-state polar wind model, that of Holzer, Fedder, and Banks

[19711, which also attempted to realistically deal with the ion heat flow

in the collisionless region. The heat flow for hydrogen ions is upward and

monotonically decreasing in these models, implying that the polar wind

requires an outward flow of heat from the ionosphere. The magnitude of the
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heat flow is roughly an order of magnitude greater in our simulation than

that of Schunk and Watkins due to the smaller hydrogen ion velocity at the

lower end of the field line in our model. A smaller velocity implies a

smaller rate of advective heating, forcing a greater heat flow.

The electron profiles of Schunk and Watkins [1981] cannot be directly

compared to our simulation results. By assuming a positive, electron

temperature gradient at an altitude of 1500 km, they achieve an equilibrium

in which the electron temperatures are monotonically increasing with

altitude and the electron heat flow is down the field line. Further, the

temperature anisotropy is reversed in the upper region of the field line,

with the perpendicular temperature being the larger. Thus, the positive

temperature gradient boundary condition for the electrons forces the upper

boundary of the field line to act as a heat source for the flux tube. The

outflow condition in our model, on the other hand, treats the upper

boundary as an electron heat sink, resulting in a monotonically decreasing

electron temperature with altitude. As long as the electron species

velocity is less than the electron thermal velocity, the assumed electron

temperature of the upper boundary plasma has a strong effect on the

electron temperature profiles in the flux tube. The supersonic outflow of

hydrogen ions in the polar wind implies that the energy flux must be

outward for the hydrogen ions, with the result that only the ionosphere can

provide a heat source for H+ regardless of the assumed temperature of the

upper boundary protons. Schunk and Watkins [1982] "ote that, for subsonic

H+ outflow, the upper boundary plasma can provide a proton heat source.

A Field-Aligned Current Simulation

Preliminary simulations have been performed with the field line model

in the presence of current parallel to the magnetic field and we would like

to briefly describe one of these simulations. In this case, a constant

upward current of 5.4xl0- 6 A/m2 at an altitude of 800 km was assumed for

the duration of the simulation. This value was chosen to illustrate the

effect of a large downward electron energy flux on the flux tube plasma.

The initial state of the flux tube is assumed to be the steady-state polar

wind described in the previous section.

The behavior of the electron temperature profiles for the first ten

H-2 t
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minutes after current onset are shown in Fig. 3ab. Initially, Joule

heating due to the relative electron-hydrogen ion drift causes a rapid

temperature increase at the lower end of the field line in both the

parallel and perpendicular directions. The outward electron heat flow

increases in response to the resulting electron temperature gradient, thus

heating the electrons at higher altitudes. Note that the gradients are

opposite for the perpendicular and parallel temperatures in the 1 to 4 RE

altitude range, an effect caused by the transfer of parallel to

perpendicular energy of the precipitating electrons in the converging

magnetic field. Also, the upward electron heat flow has an anisotropic

* effect on the electron temperature, resulting in a cooling of the

perpendicular temperature at higher altitudes as energy is transported

upward. Eventually, a rough balance is achieved in the collisionless

region between upward heat flow and downward convecting electron energy

* flux. The location and magnitude of the maximum in the parallel

temperature profile for this equilibrium is very sensitive to the rate of

flux tube divergence in the collisionless region. As the electron

temperature rises in the lower end of the flux tube, the hydrogen ions are

* also collisionally heated in this region, as shown in the hydrogen ion

temperature profiles for the first ten minutes in Fig. 4a,b. Thus, a

thermal wave propagating up the field line is also created in the parallel

hydrogen ion temperature, although a much slower wave due to the smaller

ion thermal velocity. The increased electron temperature also results in

an increased ambipolar electric field in the lower regions of the flux

tube, causing an increased hydrogen ion outflow velocity (Fig. 5).

During the next twenty minutes of the simulation, the hydrogen ion

* thermal wave generated previously propagates into the upper boundary layer

as the temperature of the hydrogen ions continues to increase in the

collisional region below 1 RE altitude due to e-H+ collisions (Fig. 6).

These profiles of the parallel hydrogen ion temperature illustrate the

* difference between a treatment of heat flow by a thermal conduction

approximation and one in which heat flow is a dynamic quantity. In the

latter case, the heat flow has a finite response time to thermal

gradients. As a result, the flux tube plasma exhibits the large thermal

* oscillations shown in Fig. 6 rather than having the thermal gradients

damped out by the large thermal conductivity of a collisionless plasma. As
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F',
the simulation continues, such thermal oscillations are seen in both the

hydrogen ion and electron temperature profiles until, at about one hour

into the simulation, the electron thermal waves have propagated through the

upper boundary layer and affected the upper boundary cell. At this point

the simulation began to exhibit a form of thermal runaway due to the

interaction between the precipitation electron distribution and the outward

heat flow at the upper boundary, and the simulation was halted. We do not

view this failure of the upper boundary condition as a major restriction on

the validity of the simulation because the one-dimensional field line

plasma and constant current approximations would not be accurate for a

simulation which lasted much longer than this.

The point that we wish to stress here is that the flux tube plasma

seems to have a rapid initial response to the onset of current, one

affecting the electron temperature predominantly. After this response, it

is not clear that the plasma "settles down" to some equilibrium

configuration in a reasonable time. Large electron and ion thermal waves

can persist for relatively long times when the heat flows are treated

dynamically. The preliminary nature of our field-aligned current

simulations prevents us from describing these results in too much detail.

One of our future goals is to use this model to investigte the behavior of

these thermal waves for a range of currents and upper boundary layer

configurations.

Summary

We have described here some of the preliminary results of our model

for the behavior of the auroral field line plasma. Our results fore
equilibrium in the current-free case are in reasonable agreement with the

previous work in this area, illustrating the important role that the upper

boundary layer plays in determining the temperature profile of the electron

population in constrast to the relative insensitivity of the supersonic

hydrogen ion population to this layer. The early simulations with current

which we have performed suggest that, although much of the flux tube

dynamics depends on the energy transfer among particle species in the

collisional regions of the tube, the time scale on which the field line

plasma achieves equilibrium is highly dependent on the behavior of the
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energy transport in the collisionless region. In fact, there may exist no

cequilibrium on the field line in the presence of a current varying on the

time scale of interest in this problem.

The results presented here are meant to illustrate the kinds of

behavior the field line model manifests and to point the way for future

improvements in the model. Because of the importance of the co1llsional

regime of the topside ionosphere in the dynamics of the entire field line,

one of our first steps will be to investigate the manner in which changes

in the details of* this regime affect the behavior of the field line

simulations. Also, we feel that there is much more to be done in order to

understand the effect the upper boundary layer has on the flux tube

plasma. It is our intention to proceed in these areas in addition to our

main goal, that of investigating the effect of anomalous resistivity and

electric field mechanisms in the collisionless region of our model.
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A general linear theory of the E x B instability is developed which considers an ambient electric field
that is at an arbitrary angle to the density gradient and allows the electric field component parallel to
the density gradient to be inhomogeneous. A differential equation is derived which describes the mode
structure of the unstable waves in the direction of the inhomogeneities. The theory (1) includes ion
inertia effects. (21 allows for arbitrary density and electric field profiles, and (3) is valid in the long-
wavelength regime. i.e.. k,L. < 1. where L is the width of the boundary layer. The main results of the
analysis are as follows. First. the inhomogeneous velocity flow caused by the inhomogeneous electric
field can stabilize the instability. Second. short-wavelength modes are preferentially stabilized over
longer-wavelength modes. Third. the stabilization mechanism is associated with the velocity shear due
to an .- dependent resonance 1. - A, V,xi'. where V,lx) = -cE,x)B. and not velocity shear terms
explicit proportional to V,l/a or ht,/hx. Fourth. the marginal stability criterion is weakly

* dependent on the magnitude of i~i. Applications of these results to ionospheric phenomena are
discussed. viz.. barium cloud striations and high-latitude F region irregularities.

I. INTRODUCTION 11963] and Hoh [1963]. who applied it to laboratory gas

An important instability associated with the structuring of discharge experiments. Subsequent to these first investiga-
ionospheric plasmas (e.g.. high-latitude F region and barium tions. a considerable amount-of research has been devoted to

* clouds) is the E x B instability, also known as the gradient explaining ionospheric phenomena based upon this instabil-
drift instability. The instability is an interchange instability ity ILinson and Workman, 1970 and references therein:
which can occur in an inhomogeneous, weakly collisional, Simon, 1970: Volk and Haerendel. 1971: Perkins et al., 1973:
magnetized plasma that contains an ambient electric field Zabusks' et al., 1973. Shiau and Simon. 1972: Perkins and
orthogonal to both the ambient magnetic field and the Doles. 1975; Scannapieco et al.. 1976: Chaturvedi and
density gradient. A simple physical picture of the instability Ossakow. 1979: Keskinen and Ossakow. 1982]. Two areas of
mechanism is shown in Figure I. We consider a plasma such present interest concerning the instability are barium cloud
that B = Bi.. E= ,. n = nix) with in/ex > 0 and 'l, / striations (see, for example. the review papers by Ossakovi
A,/,/ I. where r,., is the collision frequency between [1979] and Ossakow et al. [1982] and the references therein
species a and neutrals, and fl, is the cyclotron frequency of and the structunng of plasma 'blobs' in the high-latitude F
species a. Upon this plasma we impose a density perturba- region [Vickrev et al.. 1980: Keskinen and Ossakoi. 19821.
tion bn - bn sin (k,v. as shown in Figure I. The influence of The purpose of this paper is to present a general theory of
E on the plasma is to cause (1) the electrons and ions to E x the E x B instability which considers an ambient electric
B drift in the x direction and (2) an ion Pedersen drift in the v field at an arbitrary angle to the density gradient and allows
direction. The latter effect induces a space charge perturba the electric field component parallel to the density gradient
lion electric field denoted by BE. The response of the plasma to be inhomogeneous. Some aspects of the problem have
to this perturbed electric field is to drift with a velocity '%. been treated by Perkins et al. (1973] and Perkins and Doles
cSE x B/B 2 . For the configuration shown in Figure I. A' 119751. Perkins and Doles 11975] made the important discov-
causes the 'heavy' fluid perturbation to fall into the 'light. ery that the sheared velocity flow (resulting from an inhomo-
fluid iregion 1 and the 'light' fluid perturbation to rise into geneous electric field parallel to the density gradienti can

* the 'heavy' fluid (region 1ll: the classic interchange phenom- stabilize the instability. Furthermore. short-wavelength
enon. Of course. if the direction of un/ox or E, were reversed modes are preferentially stabilized over longer-wavelength
then the density perturbation would be damped modes. The work of Perkins and Doles 119751 considered the

The original stud% of the E x B instabilit. was h% Sittit strong collision limit v >, w wl. assumed a specific densit.
profile amenable to analytical theory. and is valid onl% in the

Permanenthi at L niver,it% ot Marsland. ( ollege Park. MarsLund short-wavelength regime, i.e.. l,L >- I. where L is the scale
207.42 length of the boundar% layer. The present stud\ extends the

* theor\ of 'erkin% and Dolc.3 1!9"5];( h% removing these
or\ right 1983 h% the American Geoph' sica! L non restrictions Namel . \kc denve a, differential equation which

Parer number 2A I s'4 descri es the mode structure of the E x B instabiht Ion
(0tX.O22",83,002A-150 1)5 (41 inertia effect, are included so that the ratio i,, w i arbitrar
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KE, X field IA = 0) so that oni' the two-dimensminal mode
Ox B z Y structure in the . plane is obtain vi We retain ion inertia

effects. thereb. including the ion )olarization drift, nut
ignore electron inerta.

A ke% feature of our analysis is that a noi cal theor' i,RE developed. That is. the mode structure of the pol....'1 in the
6 x direction, the direction in which densJt and tht

6E2 Vn velocity are assumed to vary. is determined by a differen.A.

6V 6E equation rather than an algebraic equation obtained b,
Fourier analysis. This is crucial to the analysis, since Perkin.

REGION 11 and Doles [1975] have shown that a nonlocal analysis is
necessary to demonstrate the stabilizing influence of veloci-
ty shear due to the inhomogeneous electric field parallel to

Fig. I. Schematic of the physical mechanism of the E x B the density gradient.
instability. The fundamental equations used in the analysis are conti-

nuity and momentum transfer:

Moreover, we solve this equation numerically so that arbi- an. _ 7 •-I nV) = 0I)
trary density and electric field profiles can be considered and 81
the regime kJL < I can be investigated self-consistently.

The principal results of this work are the following: e I
1. The basic conclusions of Perkins and Doles [1975] are 0) E - V, x B (2)

verified numerically. Specifically. the marginal stability cri- c

terion they derive analytically agrees well with our numeri-

cal result. .Z V, V, = - E -- V, x B - ',,V. (31
O 2. The marginal stability criterion is weakly dependent m, c

upon the magnitude of vwe/.
3. The stabilization mechanism is associated with the where a denotes species (e. electrons; I. ions and other

velocity shear due to an the x-dependent resonance [w - variables have their usual meaning. Note that electron

k,V,(x)]J-'. where V,.(x) = -cE,(x)B. and not velocity shear inertia terms are neglected but ion inertia terms are included
terms explicitly proportional to 8Vx or -V/.and that the neutral wind is assumed to be zero. The

4. When E(xo) z E, where xo is the position about equilibrium drifts are

which the mode is localized, the most unstable modes have V, = -cE,(x)lBi, (4)
k,L s I.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we V, = I( ,IflcE(xhIB - tcE. 'txliBfl lcE/B} e,
derive the mode structure equation for the E x B instability. - [-cE,(x)1B - (v ,,,Il)cE,,,'BI e, (5)
In section 3 we present both ana!vtical and numerical results
based upon this equation. Finally. in section 4 we summarize where we have chosen a reference frame such that V., = V
our results and discuss applications to ionospheric phenome- - cEJB. fl. = eBimic and E,'(x) = aE. -x. The equlibrium
na. i.e.. barium cloud striations and high-latitude F region drift V, iequation (5)1 is valid up to first order in tne
irregularities, quantities v;,l, and cE,,Lf1,B. where E,' - E. L ano L

represents the scale length of the inhomogeneit% in L..
2. THEORY

The equilibrium configuration used in the analysis is
shown in Figure 2. The ambient magnetic and electric fields
are in the z direction and the xv plane. respectively, where

* B = Bi. and E = E,(x)L, - E,.,. The electric field in the v
direction is constant. while the electric field in the x direction B

is allowed to be a function of x. This gives rise to an
inhomogeneous velocity flow in the v direction, i.e.. VrX) =

-CErx)/B. The density is taken to be inhomogeneous in the
x direction In = nx)). and temperature effects are ignored.

The basic assumptions used in the analysis are as follows.
We assume that the perturbed quantities vary as 6p p
exp [ilk,v - w )), where k, is the wave number along the
direction and w = I), . implying growth for v > 0. The ,"'*
ordering in the frequencies is such that w << fl. and 1, ,, /

(the F region approximationi. where v,,, is the ion-neutral V/
c o llis io n fre q u e n c % a n d ., is th e io n g v ro fre q u e n c . W e - -------------=. /

neglect terms of order w'f. and ,.,,,.I!. but retain terms ot
order i.,,w. We ignore finite groradius effects bs. limiting
the wavelength domain to Ar, << I. where r, is the mean ion
Larmor radius. We neglect perturbations along the magnetic Fig Plasma and neld ,:oniwuraton us in the anal,is
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Terms of higher order [ , .,,.!f'1hcE,'Lf(LB). teE, and for the electrons.
LULB:] are safeI, neglected since the time scale for the
instability is on a fa-ter time scale. i.e.. w - cEIBL. kd, .c 1 .

A relationship between nx) and E,.x can be derived b. n B iw - A .,, I n
assuming J = 7 jn(V. 0 which reduces to where w = w - , ,. - it,,' and the superscripts tpnme.

7 n,') = 0 (6) double primes, and tnple primesi indicate first. second. and
Equation (6) leads to third derivatives with respect to x. respectivel.. We note

again that we have neglected higher-order terms in (14. i.e..
nix) [(t,,1f±)cEdixj/B - (cE,'(x/Bfl,)cE,/B] = const (7) terms of order L r,,j. )iclfAlcESLf1,. and IcE,/L,i .tc

where L is the scale length of the inhomogeneits in E,.
where we take the constant to be the left-hand side of (7) We assume quasineutrality and take , = bn,. The
evaluated at x = --. Thus. by specifying the density profile, following equation is then obtained from (121 and (13):
the electric field profile E,x can be determined from (71. Of
course, if there are sources and/or sinks in the plasma such n ( ' , n L ,[t
that 7 - IPA',) - 0. then (7) is not applicable. i 1" - I i -- - , i

05 n w5 n
We now consider a linear perturbation analysis of(I 1-431.

where 6 is the perturbed electrostatic potential. Using (2). -k-(~. ~ .~-l -,: (I
* we obtain fl, k, n &j - k,, nj. [ -- ,1

1'_, = -i, B) (8 k ,, n ,V,,' , V, fl, n"

51,, = 6'ic/B) (9) w n (D w - k,V,, ci n

The perturbed ion velocity is denved to first order in the
quantities a,l,. wIUL,. k,,,.lI1,. and t'Lfl,. We assume Sk,k' V,,' n', v; W

4 = S ' , - oW,. where oN'j is the lowest-order perturbed - V,, n ciw -k
velocity and 'j, is the first-order perturbed velocity. Using
(3 and assum ing e;,/Il, <¢c I and idId t li, <z 1. we find that _ , n' k, k, cE,,lB )1  h = 0 (16 1

C 05 n to - k, ,,
5 , = -V-~ vb x B (10)11

, =We simplify (16) by assuming the following ordering scheme:

• We now iterate on (3) to obtain a/dx :S k. v,,fl, C 1. V VIL. I' - VIL2. k,L r fil/',.
k,.L -c fl,4, where L is the scale length of the inhomogen-

', L _ V - V x B (11) eous plasma boundary' layer. Equation (16) can now be(L), B 1at ,written as

whereV = V, - SV,,. Makinguseof(5) and (10) in(ll), we , - I k ,

finalx armve at n 5 to _ - iv, 6

i,, = [- ikI - 1,, '/I,)6 - itc fl ,6' - (l,,!f?,)6 "l]clB ) - ) k,icE,.1B ) k,, tn' n . .

(12) w 05- ii',,, 05 n n - ii,,

61, = [-A,) c/l, -iV,,'/fl,)6b (1 - i,,,,!ifid,'}11/B'

(13) -- d 0 1171w1!0-i',L fl 1,, n

where =w -v,,-k, 1,,. V,,' =A,,./ox, V,,' = 6V,,/x.L
c 6' = eit6ix. and (" = ':6/r Substituting (8). (9). (121. and where 05 = w - IV, lxx = kjcE,(x)B]. Equation (171
(13 1 into I I). one can show that for the ions, describes the two-dimensional mode structure of 6 for the

E x B instability in a velocity sheared plasma for arbitrary

SQ) n n ;3. RESULTS

Analytical Result.s

I - - i,,- In general. (17) requires a numerical analysis for arbitrarN
n ! ndensity and electric field profiles. However. insight into the

nature of the E x B instabilit% can be gained b first

A' considering several limiting cases.d- - -4, -Local tt, or-v We first reduce the differential equation

tequation 1 I?1 to an algebraic equation b\ making use of
local theor. That is. we let , r,. - iA and a-,ume "L, ---

n , 1 - 1. ] and k -L,.- >- I. where L, = i 0, ' , thc ,:aic length ot
.. . . .-- (14, the densit, nhomogeneitt e\ aluatCd at i = k,. For simnvl-

t o5 n . ,jIt%. we also take E = L,t, - L cons. In this limit.l
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becomes taking

v,, k E(cB) n'tn = (I - ix - xo)2/D2]/L,, (25)
L, - - = 0 (181

u -Assuming k,2L,2 X I and k,.D2 I and by making several
where i = ,,- , and V, = -cESB. Equation (16) has variable changes, they solve (24) analytically. The importantthe solution conclusion of their theory is that the E x B instability isstabilized when

S=-i 1 + 4 k - (19) EUxo/E,. > 21kD (261
vjU Thus the influence of velocity shear, i.e.. an inhomogeneous

Instability occurs when E,, is to stabilize preferentially the short-wavelength modes.

k,. k • E those with kD _- i.
- > 0 (20)

k kL, Numerical Results

The growth rates of the instability in the strong and weak In order to solve f17) numerically and also to gain insight
collisiona limits are, respectively, into the nature of the solutions, we transform (17). First. we

k, k - E(c/B) note that (17) is of the form

k kL. , w (21) - p(x)O' - q(x)4' = 0 (27)

where pix) and q(x) are the coefficients of &' and (b.

y k • EcfB) tQV) respectively, in (17). We let

kL k4 Jb = t exp [-flps) ds] (28)
with a real frequency w = k.V,, in each case. Note that Substituting (28) into (27), we find that the transformed
instability can occur for E, = 0 as long as k, # 0 and E, :# 0 equation is
(equation (20)) [see also Keskinen and Ossakow. 1982]. For
k = k,. one obtains the usual E x B gradient drift instability -k - Q(x)4 = 0 (29)
growth rate [Linson and Workman, 1970] in (21). and the so-
called high-altitude limit [Ossakow et al.. 1978] of the E x I where
gradient drift instability in (22). Q(x) = -q(x) -- p'(x) - j[pux] (301

Nonlocal theory. In deriving (18) the local approxima-
tion is used. That is. the dispersion equation is solved based and
upon the plasma parameters at a particular value of x. say n' (I __,

= xo. usually where n'/n is a maximum which leads to p(x) = - i - - (31)
maximum growth, If we now assume E, = E(x) then a n W

sheared E x B velocity flow arises V, = V,,(x) = -cE (x)lB.
Applying local theory to this situation, one might expect that P'(X) F - 1 ______

(16) is still valid with V,, evaluated at x0. i.e.. V,, = V,.(XO). n nZ - i
Thus 21I and (22) follow accordingly, but the real frequen-
c., is now given by w, = k, V,,.(xo). However. Perkins and k I, iv k .V k, 1.,
Doles 119751 have shown, both analytically and using numer- - - . . 1. I 32)
ical simulations. that this is not the case. We do not n - iv,,, W, - ii,,,,

reproduce their detailed analysis here but rather point out
* the important result of their work. k.lcEB) V,, k,.n' n. k, V.

Perkins and Doles 119751 consider the strong collision limit t6x) = -k, d i i,, (I n n W - iv,,
(v,, x- w) so that ion inertia terms can be neglected.
Furthermore, they assume 7 " (nV) = 0 which leads to kvV.l IV,, I n" V,,'n

n(x)E,(x) - noEq, = const (23) c n V,, n u)

where no = nix = - -I and Ff = E,(x = - x). This is evident Equation (29) has a simple form. albeit Qx is a complicated
from (7) by noting that E,'(x) - E,!L, and v,, X, w - function of x, which allows physical insight into the nature of
cEJBL.. In this limit. (17) reduces to the mode structure. As an example. if Q is real and has Q > 0

1 for 1xj > xo and Q < 0 for ix- < x0, then one would expect a
- I'- F-, k, icE,.,B) bounded solution of i in the region ixi < to that exponential-

,,- n ly decays for xi > x.,. Equation (29) is solved numencally
using a finite difference scheme (i.e., Numero% method

S, -  IGladd and Horton. 19731) to obtain eigenvalues and etgen-
- 7 - 6) = 4 functions. The boundarx conditions used are

where u= w - k, 1. , = -icE,),.B)In, ,ni.j and t , (M xI = Xp ex dv Q , -I

-icEo,,8)(n(v.nxj'. Perkins and Doles 1975) expand 1'4) I :L.\-
about x = to. where to is the position of maximum n ;n by The sign of the WKB solution in the above equation is
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14 - profile since '7 • In(V, - A,)] = 0 but present results based
S" 0 00 upon it for comparison to the self-consistent case iequation

1.2- - 40)).

/ In Figure 3 we plot y' = "/(Vo/L) versus k,.L for 0 = 0' and
1.0- /90' and i, = WV(WdL) = 1.0 and 100.0. where E, is chosen to

* be constant (equation (39)1 and V0 = cEdVB. A general

0." comment on all of the curves shown is that j is an increasing
_"_function k .L. but -? asymptotes to a constant value indepen-

V-, / - dent of k-.L for k,2L2 :. I. This is consistent with the

predictions of local theory. The 'standard' case is 8 = 0.
o I that is. E = E,.i_ and there is no component of E parallel to

0.- " the density gradient. For this case. two values of i, are
S0chosen: strong collisions (P = 100.0) and weak collisions (0,

0. = 1.0). As is expected, the growth rate is larger for the larger
value of f, in the short-wavelength regime (kL. > I). Also.

10-' 10' 0 the growth rate for i= 100.0 at k- = 30 is = 1.39 and is1, 1 102 still increasing, although slowly, as a function of k.L. This

Fig. 3. Plot of -= -dWWL) versus ,.L for 0 =0' and 90' and for value of . agrees well with the value obtained from local
i, = L,,.I d LP = 1.0 and 100.0. The electc field E, is assumed to be theory (-y = 1.45 from (33)). The growth rate for the weak
constant lequation (39)1. collision case i3 = 1.0 asymptotes to a somewhat smaller

value of j, (y = 0.79). However. note that the difference

chosen such that a damped solution is obtained in the limit between the growth rates for the strong and weak collisional
cases becomes smaller as k,,L - 0 and that the growth rates

We now solve (29) numerically for a variety of conditions are. in fact. comparable for k,.L - 0.1. The 'nonstandard'
i c of acase is 6 = 900. or E = Ei,. and the only component of E isto better understand the influence of an inhomogeneous along the density gradient. The major result of this limit is

(t electric field on the E x B instability. In all of the casespeeted the llowin dnstbrfilitsn al e c simply that the instability can still persist even though E, =

presented. the following density profile is assumed 0. The overall influences of j3 and k.L on the instability are

I - r tanh (x/L) the same as in the previous case. 6 = 90'.
n(x) = no - (34) In Figure 4 we plot -' versus k,.L for 0 = 0' and 70 and , =

1.0 and 100.0. but consider E, to be a function of x as in (40)

where 0 :s E < 1. L characterizes the width of the boundary so that velocity sheared flows occur for & 00. The curves
• layer. and no = n(x = -- ). By varying z, the magnitude of for io = 1.0 and 100.0 and 6 = 0° are shown for comparative

the density gradient scale length L[L. = n'n "] can be purposes. The important results in this figure are as follows.
changed. That is. as E - 0. L0 -- = (a constant density First, the mode is stable for kL e 12 for both the strong and
profile). as E - 1. the value of L. - 0 (a rapidly changing weak collisional cases when 0 = 70'. This is in agreement
density profile). We assume r' = 0.95 for the results present- with the conclusion of Perkins and Doles [1975]: velocity
ed so that shear effects tend to stabilize the short-wavelength modes.

those such that k,2L 2 : I. The influence of shear on the
),,= 1.45L- at x/L = -0.9 (35 long-wavelength modes (k. < I) is weakly stabilizing.

The maximum growth rate of the instability is expected to be

-y, = 1.45(VL) (36)

where VW = cEoWB and we have used (21) assuming E = Ec,.. 14 1

The ambient electric field is chosen to be
1.2 L

* E(x) = Erlx)i, +'E,4 (37)

where 1.0 -

E =- E sin W, + E0 cos W, (38)

so that 6 = tan- (E1E,) at x= - . The influence of the x (V/L
component of the electric field is then studied by varying 6. 0.6-/

* the angle between E and e, at x = -m. Two forms of E,(x)
are considered in the analysis: 0.4- , - 7 M -

E,(x) = Ef sin 0 = const (390 " / R. V

E,(x) = E , sin Mn,vn(.x)l * const 401 .2 .

These allok us to contrast the effect, of no velocil shear
and velocit shear on the instahilit'. We comment that401 k,L
is an equilibrium solution which satisfies 7 ' n\,i = 0 in the 4 Plot of i v L i versus k L for = 0 and 70 and tor
strong collisional limit i,, - w ii.e.. equation iij Ne = ,. (i,, L, = 1 0and ltXI.o The electic field L, is asumed to be
emphasize that 0.91 i, not a sell-consistent electric field inhomogeneou, tequation 44(Ii,
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1.4 8. Second. for the case E, r const. the mode is stabilized at a
" finite value at 0 such that 0 < 90'. Note that stabilization of

1.2, the shorter-wavelength mode lk,.L = 10.0) occurs at H = 74'.
e - 100 while stabilization of the longer-wavelength mode (k, L

10- 1.0) occurs at 8 = 88'. Finally. similar qualitative results are
- obtained for the weak collision limit I- = 1.0). although

quantitative differences occur.
,y 0 As is evident from the preceding discussion, an inhomo-

IVo/U "0- 0 geneous electric field has a dramatic effect on the E x B
instability. However. (29) is rather complicated, and a
question that naturally arises is which term (or terms) in (291

0.4 is responsible for stabilization of the mode? To shed light on

/p/ i this question, we consider the following simplified equation:

8 W. e - [kv2 k,(cE0JB) ni6 (1
di" - ,- ik. - =0 (41)

10 110 102 [
k• That is. we consider the limit : 3> I and retain the x-

Fig. 5. Plot of jWVriL) versus k,.L for a=100.0 dependent. Doppler-shifted frequency fw - kV,,.(x)] as the
and 8 = 0. 100. 30', 50. 70'. and , = only contribution of the inhomogeneous electric field profile.i.e.. velocity shear. We neglect terms explicitly proportional

to V,,'. V.,.". and n". We emphasize that (41) is not the
Second. the difference in the growth rate curves for = 1.0 complete mode structure equation, but is solved and con-
and 100.0 is much less than that of the case of no shear (i.e.. trasted to the correct solution in order to isolate a single
0 = 0). And finally, since velocity shear can stabilize short- effect of the field inhomogeneity. viz. the .r-dependent

• •wavelength modes before long-wavelength modes, velocity resonance w - kVw. In Figure 7 we plot , versus k,.L for
shear causes a preferential wavelength to be excited based 0 = 70. and E, is given by (40). The solid curve is the
upon linear theory. For the case shown (8 = 700), the linear solution to (29) for b = 100.0. while the dashed curve is the
growth maximizes at k,.L - 2.0. Thus velocity shear can lead solution to (4 1). Although there is a small difference between
to growth of long-wavelength modes (k,,L - 1) rather than these curves for k,L < I. the important point is that the
short-wavelength modes (k,.L _o 1). mode is stabilized at k,.L - 13 in both cases. Thus the

Figure 5 is a plot of j, versus k,.L for i' = 100.0 and 8 = 00. stabilization mechanism is related to the x-dependent reso-
100. 300. 50*. 70'. and 80. It is clear that a peak in the linear nance [W - kV,(x)]- '. as opposed to velocity shear effects
growth rate occurs because of velocity shear. Moreover, as e associated with terms explicitly proportional to V_,' and
increases, the position of maximum growth decreases as a V,,". This is a key result of this analysis.
function of kL. For 6 = 10*, maximum growth occurs for We now turn our attention to the mode structure associat-
k,.L 20. while for 0 = 800. maximum growth occurs for k,.L ed with the E x B instability, and the influence of an

1.0. inhomogeneous electric field on its structure. Figure 8 is a
To illustrate further the influence of velocity shear on the plot of the density profile n(x)fnn (equation (341 with E =

E x B instability we present Figure 6. which is a plot of " 0.95) and the electric field profile E,xh)E,, (equation 1401
versus 0 for 1 = 100.0. k,.L = 1.0 and 10.0, and E, given by with E+ , = E0 sin 0) versus r1L. For 0 = 0'. the electric field
both (39) and (40). First, the case of E, = const shows that profile is simply E,(x)/Eo, = 0. We present plots of Q and 6
instability persists over the entire range of o (a = 0' to 8 = versus xiL for these profiles. In the subsequent plots ot Q
900) for kt,.L = 1.0 and 10.0 Also. j, is a decreasing function of and 6. the subscript r denotes the real part of Q or 6. and

* 1+4r ,_ _ 0.24

1.2'- '.0.201

1.0- 0.16P--

0.8, 0* /1

0.6- A'
0  L1.0 *., 0.08

04- /

E' s , 0 04 7' '
32- "

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 ,-r

Fie f) Plot of ,= "v 1',,L) % ersu t or .: = , L 11n Fi.. Phlot ,Le',ru,, .:or , IIII ,)
AL = 1 0 and t0.0 and E, = -onst .equation 014li and L :on-,; and " = -W usin. 291 -oid :ur, .ind 41. 'dae :ur\e 'h
tequation #401. electric fleid L, is aosumeo to e inhomoienecou ,eua;iior 4,
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.... ..... .... Figure 10 is a plot of Q (Figure IOo) and i (Figure 10b
", "versus x/L for the case of an inhomogeneous electnc field (it

-_ = 70' and Exw is shown in Figure 8). The eigenfrequenc.
for this case is ,,3, = 0.5307 and -; = 0.0716. Note that the

E,/ mode has a real frequency in contrast to the previous case
.- .51) and that the growth rate is smaller. Other important differ-

ences between this situation and the previous one are as
- , follows. First. the wave potential Q is shifted to a larger
0 i 2 value of x/L. The position of the minimum value of Q, is at

x1L =- -0.12. Also, note that Q also has an imaginary
component. Second. the wave function 46 is the lowest-order-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2-2 ,L mode and has considerably more structure in xIL than the no
shear case. Finally, the spatial extent of Z6 is somewhat

Fig. 8. Equilibrium density iequation (34)) and electric field (equa- narrower with Ax - 0. IL.
tion (40)) profiles for E = 0.95. A longer-wavelength mode is now considered. We choose

k,.L = 0.1 so that k,.L o 1. but still consider i = 100.0. as in
denotes the imaginary part of Q or i,. The parameters the short-wavelength case. Figure I I is a plot of the density
considered for the first set of modes are kL = 10.0, i = profile n(x)/n0 and electric field profile E,(x)1F_ for the same
100.0. and 6 = 0* (Figure 9j and & = 70' (Figure 10). These parameters as in Figure 8. However. the range of x/L is
modes are considered to be short-wavelength modes since expanded for comparison to the broadened mode structure.
k,L. 2 1. Figure 12 is a plot of Q (Figure 12a) and ;b (Figure 12b) for

Figure 9 is a plot of Q (Figure 9a) and i, (Figure 9b) versus the case of no electric field inhomogeneity (6 = 0' or E,(x) =
x/L for the case of no electric field inhomogeneity (8 = 0' or 0). The eigenfrequency is 6, = 0.0 and , = 0.0930. The
EIx) = 0). The eigenfrequency for the mode is 6, = 0.0 and character of Q is considerably different from the short-
e 1.329. The important points to note are the following. wavelength case (Figure 9a). The position of the minimum of

First, the wave potential Q is real and is such that Q < 0 for the potential well is shifted to x/L - 0.0. Moreover. a
-1.3 < xL < -0.5 and Q > 0 otherwise. Second. the wave 'potential antiwelr exists for -5.0 :s xIL s 0.0. which tends
potential Q achieves a minimum at ./L - -0.9. the position to inhibit mode penetration in this region. The corresponding
of maximum L. (equation (35)). Third. consistent with this eigenfunction 4 (Figure 12b) is also substantially different
form of Q. the wave function i is a bounded mode centered from the short-wavelength case (Figure 9b. First, the wave
about x/L - -0.9 that falls off exponentially for x/L > -0.5 function has a surface wave character in that o, " ii, exp
and x1L < -1.3. Finally, the wave function is reasonably (- cx). Second. the wave function is asymmetrical about the

* broad in that its half width at half maximum (Ax) is compara- position of minimum Q, lL - 0.0. The wave function falls
ble to the width of the boundary layer. i.e.. Ax L12. off very rapidly in the region -4.0 < x1L < 0.0, which is due

o0 a - 0 ........

25,- C.i/

O0

o.. .. ... .. .
- -2--- -2 -- -2

= -0F 1 - 1 0 Lr I I4 3 -2 I 0... ... 2
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40 .. .. _ _ __ 1.00 Finally. we present Figure 14. which is a marginal stabilit%
curve (i.e.. y = 0) of 0 versus ,,L. where we have taken iE,.

300.79 1.0 (dashed curvei and 100.0 1solid curve). Modes are %table

(-/ < 0) and unstable iy > 0) above and belo% each of the
curves, respectively. The ratio E,(,,iE, is for the case a =

E-2-- 100.0 and has the following meaning. It is the ratio of E, to E.
- . evaluated at x = v(,. where x, is the position of mode

localization. The position of mode localization is defined as
t0 - - o.25 the position of the minimum value of Q,. which corresponds

to the maximum value of dl. For the parameters chosen, it is
L found that x0 = 0. The marginal stability criterion is then
75 -W -25 0 26 W 75 given by

x/L

Fig II. Equilibrium density lequation (34) and electric field Ex(xo)lEy >-0.05 tan 0m. (42)
(equation (40)) profiles for E - 0.95. where 0.., is the value of 0 at marginal stability and we have

used (34) and (40) with e = 0.95. From Figure 14 we find that

to the 'potential antiwell' of Q in this region. For x/L < -4.0. e,,, 88 - 1.4k,.L 1431
d falls off more gradually. similar to its behavior for x/L >
10.0. Finally. the wave function is very broad, extending out where 0, is measured in degrees. Substituting (43) into (41).
to x/L = 50.0. we obtain

Figure 13 is a plot of Q (Figure 13a) and b (Figure 13b) , 0.05/tan 1.4/,L) 44
versus x/L for the same parameters as Figure 10. but now we

- take 0 = 700 so that the electric field is inhomogeneous (see or
Figure 11. The eigenfrequency is , = 0.0057 and " =
0.0314. Although both the wave potential Q and the wave
eigenfunction do now have imaginary components. Q and 4l for kvL C 36.0. Note that (45) is qualitatively consistent with
are quite similar to the no shear case. The wave function is the result of Perkins and Doles 119751 in that there is an
centered about xIL = 0.0. has an asymmetrical nature. and inverse relationship between E,(xo)IE, and k,. Also. (45) is
extends up to x/L = 50.0. Thus the influence of the electric also quantitatively consistent (see (26)) since D -> L for the
field inhomogeneity on the wave structure in the long- profiles used. Finally. as 0 approaches 90*. i.e.. E, - 0. the
wavelength regime (kL << 1) is much less pronounced than wave number of the last unstable mode approaches zero.
that in the short-wavelength regime (kL ;3 I). However. the There is no instability at 6 = 90'. this has been demonstrated
electric field inhomogeneity does reduce the growth rate of analytically by Perkins er al. (19731.
the mode significantly.
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= 01I and 0.09310 t i f) verwu L ,' , yersus iL. ersus % L
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9' ,considered other electric field profiles te.g.. E,).v -Y n.x and
E,Li :r tanh ixl'nx)l. We have found that the instabilit. is

a. STABLE -1.2 still stabilized b% the velocity inhomogeneit., again prefer-
entiall. stabilizing the shorter-wavelength modes but that
the marginal stabilit\ curves are different from Figure 13.

* 90- The mode is stabilized because of the velocit\ shear
\ .. ,, -4o.s contained in the x-dependent resonance , - in l,.(.)- iV'" _ // " .., : (17). Terms explicitly proportional to a V-.,.x and - 1 f, :

7. 
/

0.6 are not important for stabilization.
Perkins et al. 11973] have shown analytically that the mode

. 0 is stable for E, = 0 and E, given by (23). The numerical
results presented here are consistent with this conclusion.

* However. we add that as E, - 0 then k,.L - 0. This is clear
uNSTABLE -40.2 from Figure 14 by noting that k,.L - 0 as 0- 90-.

6In general. it is found that as &,,,, decreases. the growth rate
2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 2.0 14.0 of the mode decreases: this is expected from linear theory

kL (equations (21) and (22)). However. in the case of an

Fig. 14 Marginal stabilit. curve of 0 versus k,.L for il 1.0 inhomogeneous electric field, the difference in growth rates
dashed curve) and r = 100.0 (solid curve). The mode is stable I y < between the strong and weak collisional limits considered is
O and unstable i, > 01 above and belou each of these curves, not significant (see Figure 4). Furthermore. the stabilization
respectivelN The ratio Et.()r'E. versus k,.L is for the case i, = 100.0. criterion is not sensitive to v,, tsee Figure 14).
where .i,,'L 0.0 is the position of mode localization. In all of these These results are applicable to the development of the E x
curves. 140, has been used for E,.ri). B instability in both barium releases and the high-latitude F

region ionosphere. First, the important aspects of an inho-
4. DISCUSSiON mogeneous electric field on barium cloud striations has been

We have presented a general theory of the E x B instabil- adequately addressed by Perkins and Doles 119751. In panic-
it' allowing for an arbitrar. (1) density profile. (2) inhomo. ular. they note that (I I the back side of a plasma cloud must
geneous electric fiei ,' parallel to the density gradient, and (3) steepen sufficiently so that it is almost one dimensional to
ratio of the collision frequenc. to the eigenfrequency (i.e.. allou the mode to grow (i.e.. E = E..,) and (2) the
e,,,iwi. A differential equation is derived which describes the stabilization of the mode due to Ex) may explain why the
structure of the mode in the direction of the inhomogeneity. sides of a plasma cloud do not become unstable. Further-
which we have considered to be the x direction. The theory more. from our studies, we might hypothesize that the

* is restricted to wave numbers such that 4,.L - f1W;1),,, and k,.L 'freezing* phenomenon in plasma cloud striations [see Mr-
-c fLw: since it has also been assumed that ,,,/fl, -C I and Donald et al.. 1981] could be due to shear stabilization
dfl, ,c I. this restrction is not important. This work is effects, since shear stabilization acts preferentially on short-
basically an extension of the analysis of Perkins and Doles wavelength modes. i.e.. k,.. 3, I. but not on long-wave-
119751. whose theory is restricted to the regime L,,,iw -=, I length modes. i.e., k.. s 1. Second. the role of an inhomo-
and L,,.L :3) I. and considers a specific density and electric geneous electric field in the E x B instabilit. can be ver
field profile. The principal results of this stud% are as important in the structuring of plasma 'blobs' observed in

* follows, the high-latitude F region. Experimental observations I Vick.
1. For a constant electric field profile. instabilit. persists rey et al.. 1980: Tsunoda and Vickrev. 19821 indicate struc-

even when E, = 0 to = 90°1. In fact. instabilii. also occurs turing in both the east-west and north-south directions.
for E, < 0 (0 > 90'1 when iin.eax > 0: this is contrar. to the Moreover. small-scale structuring of the walls of the 'blobs'
simple one-dimensional result (i.e.. k = /,,. which requires have also been observed and is attributed to the E x B
E,ani.x > 0 for instability. Thus two-dimensional mode instabilit and/or the current convective instability. The
structure (i.e.. k = Ai, - k,,.4,) is crucial to the instability plasma configuration is not well known. but the morpholog

0 (equation (20)) ILinson and Workman, 19701. It is empha- of the 'blobs' appears to be very complex. Not only are there
sized that E, = const does not permit a self-consistent inhomogeneities anticipated in the electric field, but there
equilibrium in that 17 .J = 7 • in', - %,)I # 0. For such a are also neutral wind effects. field-aligned plasma currents.
situation to occur physically, a source or sink of charge is and possible coupling effects between the E and F regions. A
needed. complete theoretical treatment incorporating these effects is

2. For an inhomogeneous electric field, an inhomogen- beyond the scope of this paper. However. the results of this
eous E x B velocity occurs (V,(x) = -cEix)lB) which has a analysis strongly suggest that in order for the E x B drift
stabilizing influence on the mode. Moreover. the short- instability to be a viable candidate for structuring in the high-
wavelength modes (,,.L x, I) are preferentially stabilized latitude F region, then the ambient electric field must be
over long-wavelength modes (1L : I ). This result is consis- orthogonal or nearly orthogonal to the densit. gradient. A
tent with the work of Perkin.s and Doe.i 11975]. more complete discussion of this problem will be deferred to

The functional form of E,(x) is not critical to stabilization a later report in which the influence- of t field-aligned
of the mode. in the absence of an\ plasma sources or sinks, current and neutral %kind are incorporated mnto thi, anal', ,,'
the Ior continuit. equation gives the equilibrium relationship 4 't A i , .hi , k.o lk n- t.'cr upnw, '  

! 1 it"
between the denit', n ix) and the electri: held L-i. it, I , t he )th-
gi\en b (' talso, see Figure 81 P'rA. ' and .ow 1i , The" editor thank, I H [Oi,. .in,, s I' ;o, (tt ... nl
use this relationship in their anal ss. However. we ha\c in exalujune. thi, pa er
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Abstract

A multi-bubble model is developed to study the morphology of a finite

array of plasma density depletions (bubbles) in the context of equatorial

F-region irregularities during spread F. The Pedersen current conservation

equation with quasi-neutrality is solved analytically using an

electrostatic analogy. The solution is exact with no a priori assumption

regarding the separation distancei A two-bubble system with a piecewise

constant density profile is first analyzed and the technique is then

applied to multi-bubble systems to calculate the polarization electric

q field and the rise velocities. It is shown that the influence of the

neighboring bubbles is relatively short-ranged and that a small number of

bubbles can adequately model the essential physics in a large array of

bubbles. For moderately short separation distances, it is found that the

E x B rise velocity is substantially reduced in comparison with the

single-bubble case and that the rise velocity is strongly shreared

resulting in the deformation of the contours. The implications of the new

morphological results on the stability and dynamical behavior of the

bubbles are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of ionospheric plasma has been extensively studied with

the aim of understanding various ionospheric phenomena including equatorial

spread F (ESF) and plasma cloud striations (see the following reviews:

Ossakow, 1979; Fejer and Kelley, 1980; Ossakow, 1981; Kelley and McClure,

1981; Ossakow et al., 1982). In particular, ESF is thought to be initiated

by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability; first proposed by Dungey (1956). In

the context of this idea, the plasma density depletions resulting from the

instability acquire upward E x B drift velocities. A large body of

literature has since been developed to describe the linear and nonlinear

properties of plasma density depletions ("bubbles") under various

assumptions [Haerendel, 1975; Balsley et al., 1972; Chaturvedi and Kaw,

1975a,b; Hudson and Kennel, 1975; Hudson, 1978]. In particular,

considerable attention has been given to the morphology and motion [Ossakow

and Chaturvedi, 1978; Ott, 1978; Anderson and Haerendel, 1979; Ossakow et

al., 1979; Zalesak and Ossakow, 1980; Zalesak et al., 19821 of plasma

depletions in the equatorial ionosphere. Moreover, a number of

observations [Woodman and LaHoz, 1976; Kelley et al., 1976; Hanson and

Sanatani, 1971; McClure et al., 1977; Szuszczewicz et al., 1980, 1981] have

indicated the presence of rising plasma bubbles.

Another phenomenon of interest is that of the striations in

(artificial) plasma "clouds" (density enhancements). TU'>: effect has been

attributed to the E x B gradient drift instability [Linson and Workman,

1970; Volk and Haerendel, 1971] and appears to be amenable to treatments

similar to ESF [Scannapieco and Ossakow, 1976; Scannapieco et al., 1976;

Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1978]. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability and the E x

B gradient drift instability are both interchange modes that may occur in

the leading edge of plasma bubbles and backside of clouds respectively

* [Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1978]. In both cases, the resulting density

depletions and enhancements are thought to drift by the E x B drift. The

electric field is produced by the polarization of the plasma across the

earth's magnetic field. The essential ingredient is the small but nonzero

Ion-neutral collision frequency.
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As a result of the initial instabllity such as the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability, an array of density depletions are formed with the wave vector

J perpendicular to the earth's magnetic field. Moreover, the leading edge of

a bubble itself is Rayleigh-Taylor unstable resulting in further

"bifurcation" [Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 19781. Similarly, the E x B

instability causes the backside of an initial cloud to striate, forming

"finger-like" structures. Thus, the plasma depletions and enhancements

typically occur in multitudes. Indeed, McClure et al., (1977) and

Szuszczewicz et al., (1980;1981) have given evidence for multiple bubbles.

In the previous theoretical and numerical simulation works [Ossakow and

U Chaturvedi, 1978; Anderson and Haerendel, 1979; Zalesak and Ossakow, 1980;

Overman et al., 19821, the morphology and evolution have been studied using

one-bubble models or a uniformly distributed array of bubbles (clouds). As

a result, the intrinsic influence of neighboring bubbles on each other has

* not been well quantified. Because the bubbles rise due to the polarization

induced E x B drift, the electric field configuration in and around the

bubbles is of central importance.

In the present paper, we study the structure of electrically

interacting multi-bubble systems and seek to identify the nature and

effects of the mutual interaction. For this purpose, we start with a

simple two-bubble configuration in the context of a fluid description and

with the emphasis on identifying the basic physics. A simple piecewise

constant density profile is used and the electric field inside and outside

the bubbles is obtained analytically by the method of images. The method

is then applied to multi-bubble configurations.

The scope of the present paper is limited to discussing the morphology

of multi-bubble systems and the time-dependent evolution is not explicitly

considered. However, the implications of the results will be discussed in

the context of the behavior of bubbles consistent with the approximations

used in the analysis. Although we primarily discuss the ESF plasma density

depletions (bubbles), the technique developed here can be extended

straightforwardly to the treatment of plasma density enhancements (clouds).

In Section II, we develop a two-bubble model based on an electrostatic

0 (dielectric) analogy and solve the current conservation equation with
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quasi-neutrality for the electric field. Section III describes a multi-

bubble model and section IV contains the discussion.

II. A TWO-BUBBLE MODEL

A. Formulation

In the present paper, we consider the electric field configuration of

electrically interacting multi-bubble systems imbedded in a uniform

background plasma and neutral gas. In order to illustrate the basic

physics and the theoretical method, we first develop a simple two-bubble

model. For his purpose, we adopt a sharp-boundary density profile in which

the plasma density is piecewise constant, being uniform inside (nl) and

outside (n2 ) the bubbles and having a discontinuity at the bubble

boundaries [Haerendel, 1973; Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1978; Overman et al.,

1982]. The bubbles are modelled by two-dimensional cylinders at the same

altitude with circular cross-sections and the axis of the cylinders are

aligned with the earth's magnetic field. No neutral wind is included.

Figure 1 shows schematically the geometry and the coordinate system. The

bubbles are located at x - - xo and x = xo so that the inter-bubble

separation distance is 2xo . For reference purposes, we denote the

cylinders by Cl and C2, respectively. The radius of each bubble is a.

There is assumed to be a uniform magnetic field B along the + z-

direction. In the equatorial and low latitude regions, the x-axis is along

the east-west direction and the gravitational force is along the negative

y-axis.

The basic equations in our model are the particle conservation,

momentum conservation and current conservation equations [see, for example,

Ossakow, 1981]. In addition, quasi-neutrality can generally be assumed on

the time scales of interest. In the present paper, we study the morphology

of two- and multi-bubble systems by solving the current conservation

equation to obtain the instantaneous electric field perpendicular to the

magnetic field.
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The current conservation equation with quasi-neutrality is

V j- 0 (1)

where J is the plasma current density due to ion and electron drifts.

Neglecting the inertia terms in the momentum equations for cold ion and

electron fluids, the current density in the lab frame can be expressed as

(see, for example, Ossakow et al.,. 1979)

V

J - en [ i j +(-L], (2)

where R = eB/mic is the ion cyclotron frequency, z is the unit vector
along the earth's magnetic field, j is the gravitational acceleration, n is

the plasma density, and V in is the ion-neutral collision frequency. In

*O (2), we have used the fact that me/mi << 1 and have neglected the

electron . x z contribution. In addition, in arriving at (2), we have made

the approximation V in/0 i << I. *n the F region, vin/2i is typically of the

order of 10-2 or less.

The second term in the square brackets in (2) gives the force-

field (I and E) aligned drift currents due to the finite ion-neutral

collisions. It is convenient to separate the electric field E according to

mi
EE E e

The term (-mil/e) & is the component of E cancelling the drift along the

gravitational field so that the net drift perpendicular to the magnetic

* field is described by E. Then, the current J can be written as

- oE (3)

* where
nec

inBM

and

E E + g x z. (4)
in
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Here, B and j = - gy are assumed to be uniform. Physically, E can be

thought of as the electric field driving the current J perpendicular to the

magnetic field in the frame moving with the velocity V4 = - x z

relative to the lab frame and a may be identified as the Pedersen

conductivity due to Vin * 0.

Equation (1) can now be written in the equivalent form

- ._BV (cE) =-. c x (xz) - Vn. (5)
Vin

Perkins et al. (1973) obtained this expression and noted that (5) describes

a dielectric immersed in a uniform electric field E where-o

B
E -gxz. (6)
-o cVin

In an earlier work, Longmire (1970) utilized a similar magnetostatic

anology to treat the motion of isolated ion clouds. In this dielectric

analogy, E is the polarization (self) electric field of the bubbles in the

uniform field E and E corresponds to the total electric field (E

+ E) satisfying tae boundary conditions across the bubble boundaries,

(aE) 1  continuous

(7)0
(E = continuous

and at infinity (x,y +*m

E +E . (8)
--o

Note that we have implicitly chosen a reference frame in which the electric

field of the distant undisturbed ionosphere is E.

The symbols J and I refer to the directions parallel and perpendicular

to the boundary surfaces, respectively. In the present paper, we also

adopt the dielectric analogy and solve the current conservtion equation (I)

subject to the above boundary conditions (7) and (8). For this purpose, it

is illuminating to rewrite equation (1) as
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0I

V.(oE) - 0 (9)

- In the following section, we describe the method of image dipoles used to

solve this "dielectric equation". As a matter of notation, in the

remainder of the paper, we use E without the subscript J to denote the

solution of (9).

F. The Method of Image Dipoles

The problem of solving Poisson's equation (9) with multiple

disconnected 'boundaries is generally difficult. However, in the case

treated here with -circular cross-sections, the dielectric analogy allows us

to construct an exact solution. Consider first a single dielectric

cylinder of radius a centered at x = 0 and a line charge density q located

at x = b (Ibl>a). It is well known (Smythe, 1968) that the induced

* electric field outside the cylinder is that of a line charge q'=

- q(l-K)/(l+K) located at x - a2/b and a line charge -q' located at x=0.

The quantity K is the ratio of the dielectric constant (a1) inside the

cylinder to that outside the cylinder (02)

K E a- 1 (10)
a2

The induced electric field inside the cylinder is that of a single line

charge q- = 2q/(l+K) located at x - b. If we replace the line charge q by

a line dipole moment P = P x which is equivalent to two equal and-o o>-

oppositely charged line charges separated by a vanishingly small distance,

then we find that the electric field due to polarization of the cylinder is

* that of a single image dipole P given by

I-K a2  (11)

* located at x - a2/b. Note that no image dipole is present on the axis (to

be contracted with the line charge case) and that P and P are colinear,-O

pointing in the opposite directions. The induced electric field inside the

cylinder is that due to a dipole moment P* given by

S
2 P (12)

1+K -o
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located at x - b. In the remainder of the paper, the dipole moment and the

electric field inside the cylinders will be denoted by asterisks.

We now consider two identical dielectric cylinder of radius a centered

at x = -x o and x - xo (see figure 1) immersed in a uniform electric

field E . Suppose, for the moment, that the two cylinders are n,.n---o
interacting. Then, for the purpose of calculating the polarization

electric field outside the cylinders, each cylinder may be replaced by a

dipole moment P located at x = -xO and x 
- xo , where

* P0= . ( a - (13)

and K is defined by equation (10). The components of the self electric

field are

Ex = 2Po[f(x+xo,Y) + f(x-xo,y)], (14)

and

Ey = 2Po[h(x+xoy) + h(x-xoY)],  (15)

where
f(xy) - Y 

(16)f(X'y (x 2+y2) 2

and

* h(x,y) 2 x y (17)
(x2+y

2 )2

The electric field E* inside the bubbles is

* E* 2 E . (18)
1+K--o

In the remainder of the paper, asterisks will be used to denote the

electric fields and dipole moments inside the bubbles.

O We now allow the two cylinders to interact with each other. In

addition to th2 uniform external field E , each cylinder experiences the--o
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dipole field of the other given by (14) and (15). Iterating the method of

image dipoles described above ((8) and (9)), it is straightforward to show

that the total field outside the bubbles is given by

E = - E + E 2P [f(X4x y) + f(X-xY)], (19)
x o namO n P

and

E -nZ 2Pn[h(x+x ,y) + h(x-x ,Y)] (20)
y n0 n n n

where f and h are defined by (16) and (17). Here, for n 0,

C- a2

- ) P (21)n 1+ 2n-i'
b2
n

* b n x + x  (22)

and

x = x - a2 (23)
n o o 0 n-i

For n - 0, we have xn = xo and Po is given by (10).

Similarly, the total electric field inside each cylinder, say, (C2)

located at x = x0 , is found to be

E*= E + 2Pf(X+XY), (24)x - +-- Eo +  n 0 n~~x')

and

62
E* 2 O 2Ph( (25)
y T n Ph n

where P and xn are defined above. For the other bubble (Cl), the field is

obtained by replacing xo with -xo in the functions f and h.

It can be seen from (19) and from the field components that the

convergence properties of these series depend on the parameter s defined by

6 I-K a2  (26)
s +K (2x )2
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Each successive linear dipole moment is reduced by a factor of a and a

geometrical factor of order unity from the preceding one. Since Zo > a, we

have Is1 < 1/4 for any K. As a result, the series are generally rapidly

convergent except for very small center-to-center separation distances

* (x° - a).

C. Applications

In order to apply the above dielectric results to the ionospheric

bubble and cloud problems in accordance with the dielectric analogy

(equations (7) and (8)), we identify the dielectric constant a with the

Pedersen conductivity defined in Section II and recall that E is given by--o

equation (6). Note that the Pedersen conductivity is proportional to the

plasma density so that

n 2

where nI and n2 are the plasma densities inside and outside the bubbles.

With these identifications, equations (19), (20), (24) and (25) describe

the electric field of a two-bubble system in the frame moving with V -

-ii g x z relative to the earth. Note that our formalism guarantees that

the field components obtained above exactly satisfy equation (9) and the

boundary conditions (7) and (8), as can be verified easily. Thus, the

solution is unique. It is also worth noting that all the image line dipole

moments are aligned with the x-axis and no higher multipoles such as

quadrupole moment arise.

As a result of the polarization electric field, the plasma bubbles

(density depletions) E x B drift. The drift velocity relative to the

distant undisturbed ionosphere where the electric field is Eo is given

by V - c (E* - E ) x B/B 2 . In particular, the single-bubble rise* -- O -

velocity Vi is (see equation 18)

S(I-K) 1-j-:g. (27)
in

For bubbles, K < 1 and V is upward. This result has been obtained by
-_1

Ossakow and Chaturvedi [19781. Because g is assumed to be uniform, a
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single isolated bubble maintains its circular cross-section as it rises

with the constant velocity V The presence of a second bubble, however,

modifies the rise velocity significantly. In particular, it is no longer

uniform and the cross-sections do not remain unchanged. We have

numerically carried out the summations indicated in (19), (20), (24), and

(25). The results are depicted in figure 2. The solid lines represent the

self electric field lines or equivalently the Pedersen current lines while

the dashed lines correspond to the instantaneous E x B drift

velocity (Vj2) for a two-bubble system (2xo - 2.5a and K - 0 for 100%

depletion). This figure shows only one quadrant; the actual system is

Uspatially uniform in the z-direction and is symmetric about the y-z plane

and the x-z plane. The solid electric field lines are such that the line

density is proportional to the field strength. This figure clearly shows

that the electric field inside the bubble is significantly modified from

0 the uniform field of an isolated bubble (see (18)). As a general remark,

the interaction vanishes as K * 1 and the separation distance increases to

infinity.

In this example, the electric field strength at the point A (x - xo-a,

y - 0) is approximately 1/3 of that at B (x = xo+a, y = 0). The

prominently nonuniform electric field inside the bubbles has a number of

important implications for the dynamic behavior of the two-bubble system.

The drift lines (dashed) in figure 2 show that different regions of a

bubble undergo drift in the east-west (x) direction with respect to the

undisturbed ionosphere. This horizontal drift can be a significant

fraction of the vertical rise velocity at some points inside the bubble.

For example, IE*/(E*-E )I Z 0.55 at r - a_, and 0 = it/8 where r is the
*y xo0

radial distance from x-xo, a_ is just inside the bubble surface and 1 is

measured from the point A (e = 0). Here, xo - 1.25 and K - 0 have been

used (figure 2). The reason for the strong divergence in the field lines

is that the dipole field due to one bubble opposes the internal field of0
the other bubble.

Figure 3 shows the two bubble rise velocity (V y) at a number of points

inside the bubble (C2) relative to the uniform rise velocity V1 of a single

* bubble given by (27). The ratio R V /V is plotted for the interior

points A and B (figure 2) as a function of xo/a. ".e note that tho rise
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-velocity V is strongly affected by the neighboring bubble for center-to-

center separation distances (2xo) smaller than 5a to 6a. Moreover,

comparing V y at A and at B, we see that the E x B drift velocity is
sheared. This, together with the conclusions of the preceding paragraph,
implies that an initially circular cross-section would not remain circular
so that the two-bubble system described here does not correspond to a
steady-state system. This should be contrasted with single-bubble models

in which steady-state solutions are possible for piecewise constant density
profiles. Because a neighboring bubble generally introduces nonuniformity

in the electric field, it seems difficult to construct a steady-state two-

bubble system unless xo/a is large.

In interpreting the results, we note that our results do not include

the Lime-dependence. The above field configuration exists if the two-
bubble system as described is created at some time (say, t = 0). Thus, it
would be appropriate as a consistent initial condition for the purpose of

studying the subsequent time-evolution. In practice, the drift lines shown
in figure 2 are expected to closely approximate the actual evolution for
some period of time after t = 0 until the distortion changes the field
topology significantly. However, the general feature of the field with the
weakest x-component and hence the slowest rise velocity in the region
nearest to the neighboring bubble should remain unchanged in time.

III. A MULTI-BUBBLE MODEL

In the preceding section, we have discussed in detail a two-bubble

model. In considering a multi-bubble system that may be applicable to the
ESF phenomenon, the basic physics and the theoretical treatment remain
unchanged. However, as the number of bubbles increases, so does the number

of image dipoles. For an N-bubble system, the nth order expression must
include N(N-I)n image dipoles. Fortunately, the influence of a bubble

decreases as the inverse square of the separation distance. Thus, the
nearest and the second nearest neighbors are expected to have the dominant
effects. A consideration of equations (11) and (12) shows that the second
nearest neighbors have effects of the order of 4-2Eo  0.06 Eo and that the
third nearest neighbors have effects of the order of 6- .E0  0.03 for a
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given value of a/xo < 1. This means that the inter-bubble (and also inter-

cloud) interaction is short-ranged and that the third nearest neighbors and

SI beyond have no significant influence. Thus, only a small number of bubbles

are necessary to model an N-bubble system with N >> 1. Note that the

influence of the bubbles still vanishes at infinity, differing from systems

satisfying periodic boundary conditions.

The theoretical treatment described is exactly applicable to any N.

However, in the remainder of this section, we include only up to the second

nearest neighbors, a total of 5 bubbles. The mathematical manipulations

involved are analogous to those of the preceding section, resulting in

series expressions similar to (19), (20), (24), and (25). Since no new

insight is to be gained by examining the actual expressions, we give below

only the results. In figure 4, we show the electric field and drift

configurations of a system with three plasma depletions. The three

depletions are again modelled by cylinders of radius a, located at x -

2xo, 0, and 2xo . Only one quadrant is shown. The neighboring bubbles are

s-- 'rated by a distance 2xo as before. The "external" electric field is

E given by (6), and the density profile is piecewise constant. The solid

lines represent the polarization electric field without E . The* --o

quantity c (E - E ) x B /B2 is then the instantaneous drift velocity

relative to the dist-.rt undisturbed ionosphere and is represented by the

dashed lines. In the example shown in figure 4, we have used 2x, = 2.5 and

K - 0 (100% depletion). Although the three-bubble system is different from

a two-bubble system in that the former has a central bubble about which the

system is symmetric, the general features of the field and drift

configurations are similar as can be seen by comparing figures 2 and 4.

Indeed, a five-bubble and larger systems exhibit similar features to those

shown in figure 4. No detailed and separate treatment of such large

systems will be given here since, as we will show later, the second nearest

neighbors and beyond exert negligible influences. That is, a three-
0

bubble system such as the one shown in figure 4 describes well the basic

morphology of N-bubble systems even for N >> I. As before, only dipole

moments, not higher multipoles, are induced.

* Figure 4 shows the distortion in the electric field which renders the

F ystem non-steady-state, as in the two-bubble case. The drift velocity
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(dashed lines) has an east-west (horizontal) component that may be a

significant fraction of the vertical velocity. For example,

IE*/(E*-E )I : 0..3 at 8 - i/8 from the point B just inside the boundary ofy xo0
the central bubble and IE*/(E*-E )I Z 0.55 at - irI8 from the point x -

y xo0
Xo-a and y = 0 just inside the boundary of the side bubble. Thus, in the

neighborhood of these points, the bubble elements should have significant

horizontal drifts.

In addition to the distortion of bubble contours resulting from the

non-uniform electric field, the figure also shows that the electric field

is substantially reduced from that of a an isolated single bubble. This

fact is illustrated in figure 5 which gives R3  IVy/V I for the points A,

B and C corresponding to x = 0, x - a and x = 2x, + a, all just inside the

bubble surfaces. Here, Vy is the vertical drift velocity of the three-

bubble system relative to the distant ionosphere. The line D gives the

relative vertical rise velocity of a five-bubble system calculated at x -

a_. The curve D is to be compared with the curve B. This figure shows

that the reduction in rise velocities is increased as the number of bubbles

is increased. However, consistent with the previous expectation, the

influence of the bubbles beyond second nearest neighbors is small, as

confirmed by figure 6. This figure shows the relative vertical velocity R

= Vy/VI as a function of N, the number of bubbles, for several values of

C XO.

Figures 3 and 5 show that the vertical drift velocity of a bubble is a

sensitive function of the separation distance (2xo) except for relativly

large values (2xo/a > 6). In the context of the Rayleigh-Taylor

* instability this implies that the electric field configuration and the

drift velocities may depend sensitively on wavelengths (2xo). In

particular, the bubbles with smaller wavelength-to-radius ratio would rise

more slowly and be distorted more strongly. This conclusion may be

* particularly applicable to the initial linear or early-time non-linear

stages of the evolution.

Finally, in figure 7, we have plotted the vertical drift velocity

versus K E n1/n2 for a two-bubble (K < 1) and two-cloud (K > 1) system.
• +
The velocity is calculated at x = - (x 0 - a) (point A in figure 2) and is

upward for bubbles and downward for clouds. The velocity is normalized to
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V, (equation (27)) for each value of K. Note that the point with K = 1

does not exist for each line. For K 1, the ionosphere is not disturbed

U and there is no bubble or cloud drifting vertically. This is born out by

the fact that the drift velocity vanishes for a single-bubble (cloud) and

any multi-bubble (cloud) system. Clearly, the velocities vanish

differently for different separation distances. Mathematically, the ratio

of the vertical drift velocity Vy = C(Ex* - E0 )/Bo to the single-bubble

(cloud) drift velocity V, has the Limit

_Y 2 - a 2f(x + XY)]

as K 1. The circled points in figure 6 correspond to the absolute value

of the quantity. However, this quantity has no physical meaning.

* IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In the preceding sections, we have solved the current conservation

equation (1) with quasi-neutrality for a two-bubble and three-bubble

systems using a dielectric analogy. These two configurations incluce the

dominant near-neighbor interaction and can model the essential morphology

of the multi-bubble systems described. This is demonstrated by actually

calculating the field including up to five bubbles. The solutions are

exact, satisfying the specified boundary conditions on all the multiple

disconnected boundary surfaces and Rt infinity.

Equations (19), (20), (24) and (25) give the solution of the two-

bubble system as a superposition of image line dipole moments. Similar

expressions are obtained for three- and N-bubble (cloud) systems (N > 3).

In all cases, the interaction is dominated by the nearest neighbors and is

sensitive to the separation distance (2xo) between bubbles. An important

result is that the electric field inside the bubble, is generally highly

non-uniform so that the multi-bubble and multi-cloud systems are not

steady-state corfigurations even with piecewise constant density profiles

(figures 2 and 4). Moreover, the electric field inside the bubbles is

significantly weaker than that in a one-bubble system so that th.e vertical

drift velocity relative to the undisturbed ionosphere is slower than the

one-bubble case (equation (27) and figures 3 and 5). For moderately small
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center-to-center separation distances, 2xo0  6a, the reduction in the rise

velocity is substantial. This implies that the electric field

configuration and the E x B drift velocity may depend sensitively on the

wavelengths of instabilities causing the initial density fluctuations

(e.g., the Rayleigh-Taylor instability). It has also been shown that in

* some regions inside bubbles, the horizontal drift velocity may be

comparable to the vertical drift velocity with IE*/(E*-E )j as large as 1/2
y xo0

(Sections II and III).

A corollary that follows from the non-uniform electric field in the

*bubbles is that the polarization induced E x B drift velocity is sheared

and that a component of the electric field parallel to the local density

gradient is developed in the leading edges of the bubbles. For the simple

piecewise constant density profiles used for our analysis, the density

* gradient is not well defined. In a more realistic density profile,

however, some previous model calculations indicate that the electric field

component parallel to the density gradient has stabilizing influences on

the Rayleigh-Taylor instability [Guzdar et al., 1982] and the E x B drift

instability [Perkins and Doles, 1975; Huba et al., 1982). More

specifically, these calculations show that velocity shear preferentially

stabilizes the short wavelength modes. In light of these results, we

suggest that the bifurcation behavior of bubbles and clouds may be

tinhibited by the presence of nearby bubbles (clouds).

The emphasis of our analysis has primarily been on plasma density

depletions (bubbles). However, plasma density enhancements (clouds) can

also be treated in a similar fashion [Scannapieco and Ossakow, 1976;

Scannapieco et al., 1976; Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1978]. If a cloud exists

in the equatorial or low latitude regions, the preceding results are all

applicable with the replacement of K > 1 (K < 1 for bubbles) where K =

nl/n 2. In particular, as the backside of an initial cloud begins to

bifurcate, the small xo/a and small N results may be applicable. One point

to note is that the electric field inside a two- and three-cloud system

with a piecewise constant density profile is similar to that shown in

figure 2 and 4 with weaker field strength in the regions facing the

neighboring clouds. However, the boundary condition K(Ein) = (Eout)i

implies that (Ei) i is smaller than (EoUL) i by a factor of K-1  for

* J-19



clouds. As a result, the distortion in the electric field lines inside a

cloud is less pronounced than in a bubble.

J
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 A schematic drawing of two plasma density depletions and the

coordinate system. The depletions have circular cross-sections

and are infinite in extent along the z-direction.

Fig. 2 A drawing of the electric field lines (solid lines) and the E x B

drift lines (dashed lines) showing one quadrant of a two-bubble

system. The system is symmetric about the x-z plane and y-z

plane. The separation distance is 2xo - 2.5a and K - 0 (10OZ

depletion). The points A and B are inside the bubbles at x - xo-a

and x - xo+a, resp:rtively.

Fig. 3 The ratio R2 of the vertical rise velocity Vy of a two-bubble

system to the single-bubble rise velocity V, (equation (27)) as a

function of xo/a. The separation distance is 2xo - 2.5a and K - 0

(100% depletion). The curve A corresponds to the point A (x = xo -

a) and the curve B to the point B(x - xo+a) in figure 2.

Fig. 4 A drawing of the electric field lines (solid) and the E x B drift

lines (dashed), showing one quadrant of a three-bubble system.

The bubbles are placed at x - + 2xo and x - 0. The points A, B,

and C are inside the bubbles at x - 0, x - a, and x = 2x0 +a. The

separation distance is 2xo = 2.5a and K - 0 (100% depletion).

Fig. 5 The ratio R3 of the vertical velocity Vy of a three-bubble systemOy
to the single-bubble rise velocity VI, plotted versus xo/a. The

curves A, B, and C correspond to the points A, B, and C in figure

4. The curve D (dashed) corresponds to R5 = Vy/VI at x - a in a

five-bubble system, to be compared with the curve B.

Fig. 6 R - Vy/V I versus N, the number of bubbles, evaluated inside at x

Xo0-a for the two-bubble case and at x - a for all others. K -

0. The separation distances (2xo) are (a) 2xo - 2.4, (b) 2xo =

3.2, (c) 2xo  4.0, and (d) 2xo = 10.

Fig. 7 R2  V y/V i versus. K for two-bubble (K < 1) and two-cloud (K > 1)

systems. The separation distances (2xo) are (a) 2x, - 2.4, (b)

2xo  4, and (c) 2xo = 10.
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ABSTRACT

A critical review of numerical simulations of plasma double layers is

presented. Physical aspects of the double-layer problem are discussed,

together with numerical methods appropriate to treat them. Particular

emphasis is given to examining boundary conditions and their effect on the

physical dynamics. Some physical processes currently thought to be

important for double layers are discussed, and the simulation results are

described with particular emphasis on their relation to these concepts.

The review concludes with an interpretive discussion of the results,

together with comments on their applicability to laboratory situations and

* to double layers in space. Some suggestions for future directions in

double layer simulation are offered.
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S :. • IRODUCTION:

The past several years have seen a widespread resurgence of

experimental, theoretical and numerical investigations of plasma double

layers. One may think of several reasons for this. Although double layers

(DL) have long been observed in discharge tubes and are closely akin to

potential structures in wall sheaths and plasma diodes, much of the current0
interest stems from suggestions that DL may provide an acceleration

mechanism in many energetic phenomena in space, including such diverse

examples as auroral discharges, magnetospheric substorms, solar flares,

Jovian radio emissions, and extragalactic radio sources. Such suggestions

are stimulating and thought-provoking, but are nonetheless premature.

Parallel electric fields (E I B) have been observed in the auroral

ionosphere [l, and it has been shown [2,3J that if an electric

field E I B is applied (by V x B motions, ±j..) in a bounded region where a

closed circuit contains &ome portions of current flow parallel to 9, then

tthere must exist regions with parallel electric field components somewhere

in the circuit. There is nothing in these arguments to indicate the

physical mechanism which generates this parallel electric field, or the

* spatial structure of the potential. In fact, one of the major unsolved

problems in magnetospheric physics is whether the auroral acceleration

mechanism involves double layers or anomalous resistivity [4].

Observations have not been definitive on this question; recently, however,

observations interpreted as auroral-zone double layers have been reported

[5]. Our current knowledge of DL, while growing rapidly, is inadequate to

determine the conditions under

K-7
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which they might form in Nature. Indeed, recent studies have revealed the

dynamics of DL formation to be so complex as to provide several s:imula:ing

problems in nonlinear plasma theory.

The basic concept of the plasma double layer is that of a free-

standing potential structure (not in contact with material surfaces) in

which the electric field is maintained by electrostatic charge separation

confined in one or more spatial dimensions. In steady state, such DL

U structures are laminar Bernstein-Greene-Kruskal [6] equilibria, and have

been extensively studied in both fluid [7,8] and BGK-Vlasov [9-131

analyses. Such analyses relate the equilibrium state to the imposed

*Q boundary conditions, but are unable to address questions about the

accessibility of the steady state to a system in dynamic evolution or about

its stability. Several experiments [12-14] have provided tests of the

steady-state analyses, and others [15-21] have shown the complex dynamics

by which double layers evolve. These experiments reveal some fascinating

physics questions within the context of the laboratory conditions. But, to

the degree that they ..a influenced by such factors as grids with

externally controlled potentials, wall sheaths, and ionization of

background neutrals, they provide limited implications about the

accessibility of the double layer state under space conditions.

In many cases, and particularly in nonlinear fluid or many-body

systems, numerical simulations are useful for investigations at a level

intermediate between analytical and experimental modelling. Simulations

6 too, of course, have inherent limitations in the scale and complexity of

the descriptions they may economically provide, but subject to these they
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offer a means to do "experiments" with controls and diagnostics limized

* mainly by the ingenuity of the investigator.

A variety of double-layer simulations has already appeared in the

literature, and one may confidently expect more to come. The currentC
literature is marked by a diversity of approaches, parameter regimes, and

results, and it is outside the scope of this review to discuss each work in

detail. Instead, I have attempted to identify some key physical questions,

primarily regarding boundary conditions and evolutionary dynamics, and to

discuss the various works in the common framework of these questions.

Except for brief discussions in Section II intended to help orient readers

0inexperienced in computer simulation, I shall discuss numerical techniques

only in the context of their influence on the interpretation of the results

[22]. The emphasis in my discussion will therefore be on basic physical

* processes, with occasional comments on the applicability of the various

simulations to realizable experiments and to double layers in space.

£ A recent review of experimental work on DL has been written by

Torven [23], and reviews of various theoretical aspects have been made by

Block [24], Goertz [25], and Carlqvist [26]. In addition, a review of

simulations has been given by Goertz and Borovsky [27].

In Section I, I first give a brief overview of simulation methods.

The remainder of Section II discusses some theoretical points regarding DL

boundary conditions and describes numerical techniques used to treat

boundary conditions in DL simulations. Section III discusses some physical

concepts currently thought to be relevant to double-layer evolution.

K-9
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Sec:ions II and iI thus provide mo:ivation and background for Section IV,

where the simulation results are described. Section V presents a

concluding discussion.

Various authors, of course, use different notational and geometrical

conventions. As all double layers are topologically equivalent, I adopt a

standard Procrustean nomenclature to describe them. Its conventions are:

- all 1-D simulations extend from x - 0 to x - Z. 2-D simulations

cover the region 0 x ( £x, 0 ' y y

- The high-potential end of the DL is toward x - X; the sense of

electron drift is always in the + x-direction. (In 2-D

simulations, the periodic coordinate is y.);

The electric potential 0 is always equal to zero at x - 0, and the

potential at x - L is designated as j(L,t) DL(t);

It is useful in the discussion to distinguish between the

macroscopic fluid velocities of a species s, on the one hand, and

the drift velocity for a drifting Maxwellian distribution of

species s, on the other. The fluid velocity is denoted by U,

while the drift velocity of a shifted Maxwellian is denoted VDs.

K-10
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The thermal velocity of species s is denoted Vs; its plasma

frequency and Debye length are denoted by w and .s , respectively.

Finally, note that the fluid velocity moment of a distribution defined on a

half-space in velocity may be very different from the drift velocity of its

kinetic description. For example, a half-Maxwellian

1
f - (2rvl) 2 exp(-v 2 /2v1), (v > 0)

s s

has a drift velocity V Ds 0 and a fluid velocity moment Us - V /,i.
Ds11s
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!!. SIMULATION METHODS At THE DOUBLE-LAYER PROBLEM

a) Simulation methods and general constraints.

In general, plasma simulation methods may be categorized into four

distinct types: (i) particle-in-cell (PIC) codes, in which the motion of a

large number of discrete mass points is followed by applying Newton's laws

Sdv x (xj)

dt j m E(j )+ c

to each particle j; (ii) Vlasov simulations, in which a distribution

* func:ion fs for each species s is advanced in (XV) phase space by

integrating the Vlasov equation

.. .,t)+ Zx i(,t)] fLI f ,,t) -0 (2)ox ms8

along the phase-space characteristics given by Eq. (1) [where the subscript

j is replaced by a set of subscripts, e.g. (i,j) in one dimension, which

index the discretized phase space]; (iii) fluid (MHD) simulations, in which

macroscopic fluid quantities are advanced by the ordinary MHD equations, in

either Eulerian or Lagrangian descriptions; and (iv) hybrid codes, in which

one species may be treated as a MHD fluid while the other is described

kinetically (in principle by either PIC or Vlasov methods, but usually by

rg PIC).

K-12
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Because the DL evolution involves microscopic phase-space phenomena

such as particle trapping, only the PIC and Vlasov methods are appropriate

';or studying its dynamics, and both methods have been employed. Al:hough

some techniques differ in applying the two methods, there are in principle

no essential differences in the physics which may be extracted from them,

and the choice of which to use is primarily a matter of taste. Certain

practical considerations, however, lend different relative advantages to

each. Whatever the method employed, numerical stability requires that the

• space and time steps be related so as to constrain the speed at which

information may propagate on the grid. (In PIC codes, the particle

coordinates are continuous, but the fields are calculated on a discrete

grid.) The space and time steps are also constrained by the physical

scales of the problem; for DL simulations, spatial resolution < Xi and

temporal resolution << w-I are required, where X and we are the ion Debye
e i e

length and electron plasma frequency, respectively. In PIC codes many

particles per Debye "volume" (Xe in 1-D, X2 in 2D) are needed to minimize
e e

kinetic effects such as those contained in the Balescu-Lenard equation,

which describes a weakly interacting gas rather than a collisionless

plasma. Vlasov codes are not affected by such phenomena, but instead must

limit phase-space graininess by incorporating high resolution in

velocity. The result of such considerations is that the Vlasov codes

generally manifest finer phase-space resolution at the expense of bein

limited to shorter physical system lengths. Although the longest DL

systems simulated to date have been 4056 Xe in 1-D PIC [28] and 400 Xe in

1-D Vlasov [421 codes, the more typical range is < 1000 Xe in PIC

and < 100 Xe in Vlasov simulations; 2-D codes are generally limited to the

order of 100 X in either dimension.
e
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Sytems of such size are adequate to explore the essential DL dynamics

but this limitation in scale does place special importance on :he boundary

conditions employed in the simulation. In general, both the definition of

the boundary conditions and the way in which they are implemented may

affect not only the observed dynamics and their interpretation, but also

the applicability of the simulation model to different situations of

physical interest. Before discussing such questions in detail, let us

consider some current ideas on DL formation.

U%

B) The Bohm and Langmuir criteria; Buneman and ion-acoustic flow

regimes.0

Consider first the classic steady-state 1-D solution (Figure 1),

in which the DL exists in the transition region 0 < x < L where the

potential varies monotonically between *(x 4 0) B 0 and

q)(x > X > 0. The charge separation in the DL is maintained

principally by flux continuity of the "free" particles, those which

traverse the entire DL. If the DL is in some sense "strong", i.e.,

if 0DL is sufficiently large, the free particles consist essentially of

electrons streaming from = 0 towards = %D, and counterstreaming

* ions. Outside the DL, charge neutrality is maintained by "trapped" or

reflected populations of ions of density nit(O) on the low-potential end

and electrons of density net(') at the high-potential end. Supposing for

* simplicity that the densities nef(O) and nif(t) are approximately equal

(where subscript "f" indicates free particles) we see that as the free

particles are accelerated through the double layer, their density decreases
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such that n.f(0) < n.(G) and nefZ() < re:(C), giving a charge densi:y

rofile consis:ent with the potential structure. Kinema:ic ana2vsls

reveals that such a monotonic solution is possible only when the influxes

of free particles are sufficiently strong. This leads to a condition known

as the Bohm criterion, as it is similar to a condition written by Bohm '301

for wall sheaths. The Bohm criterion is usually written in the form given

by fluid analyses [7], in which the free particles of species s are assumed

to have temperature Ts and macroscopic drift velocity Us into the double

* layer. Then for strong double layers, the Bohm criterion is written as

T. 1 !
+ 1j2l > 17 z2 (3N

e

where s T ,/m CZ = T /m and where e - 3 for adiabatic accelera-
5 s S' e ie,i

tion.

By definition, the electric field E vanishes at x r 0 and x > L, so

that the DL must be charge-neutral overall. In an analysis similar to

that which yields inequalities (3), this requirement leads to the LangmuirC
condition

This is of course an idealization, inspired by the laminar-DL

analysis. In actuality, the regions exterior to the DL are probably
turbulent due to beam-plasma interactions, and the condition that
E(0,t) - E(L,t) - 0 should rigorously apply only averaged over the
time scale of the oscillations.
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The Bohm and Langmuir conditions, in their usually cited forms (3) and

(4), are asymptotic conditions in the limit -DL I. D [note that ODL does not

appear in (3), (4)]. In the context of fluid analysis, somewhat more

rigorous conditions, which contain (3) and (4) as asymptotic limits, are

given by Levine and Crawford [8]. Equations (47) and (48) of Ref. [8]

yield bounds on the influx boundary conditions for finite values of ;DL* A

result of this modified Bohm criterion is that there is a lower limit to

the flow velocities, given by

UZ ; Y T /m ,(5)s s s/s S'

which is generally only slightly less stringent than inequalities (3).

Consideration of the Bohm conditions (3) has led several authors,

including the present one [2], to note that plasmas with relative drifts

satisfying (3) are unstable to the electron-ion two-stream, or Buneman [31)

instability, and to propose that the Buneman instability plays a crucial

role in triggering the formation of the double layer, or that the DL is a

nonlinear state of the Buneman instability. It was early pointed out,

however, that auroral currents are rarely, if ever, strong enough to

satisfy (3), and some authors suggested that DL formation could be

triggered by ion-acoustic instability when IUe-UiI < Veand Te >> Ti [32].

This is indeed the case, although the dynamics and phenomenology of these

D. are rather different from the case where (3) is satisfied. in
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particular, as is expected from the violation of the Bohm criterion, the

potential in these DL is non-monotonic (Figure 2).
0

We are thus led to distinguish two regimes for the boundary condition

on the electron and ion drift velocities:

(i) The Buneman regime T2  > J
2z

* and

(ii) the ion-acoustic regime U2 < 1,2  T >> T

s s e iSS•

I shall occasionally speak of DL formed in the two regimes as Buneman

double layers or ion-acoustic (IA) double layers, respectively.

0

C) An Operational Definition of the Double Layer

0
As I have noted above, DL potential structures in the ion-acoustic

regime have the form shown in Fig. 2, rather than the monotonic variation

found in the Buneman regime (Fig. 1). As is implied by the discussion of

Sec. II-B, however, in the ion-acoustic regime the regions of positive

electric field E in Fig. (3b) are a necessary part of the DL structure. As

will be clear later on, it is useful to make a conceptual definition of the

DL which does not force us to distinguish between the monotonic and

tripartite structures in the two regimes. For the purposes of my

discussion here, it will be sufficient to define the DL as the region
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outside of which E C over an extended region. The usefulness of this

definition is tha: it enables us to speak of the DL boundaries

(unambiguously as the points where the plasma state is implicitly uniform.

It will turn out that in simulations, the boundaries of ion-acoustic DL

thus defined are coincident with the boundaries of the simulation region,

while for Buneman DL they may, but need not, be coincident. When they are

not, i-e., when the DL is detached from the system boundaries, it may

sometimes be necessary to distinguish between physical boundary conditions

qat the DL boundaries and numerical boundary conditions at the simulation

boundaries.

D. Boundary Conditions for DL Simulations

I. The potential

All DL simulations to date have been done in the electrostatic

approximation, in which the electric field is derived from a potential

which has an infinite propagation speed on the simulation grid. The

boundary conditions (BC) on the potential have generally been of two types:

(i) fixed potential, in which one boundary (x - 0, say) is held

fixed at 0 - , and the other boundary is held fixed

at 0 E 9DL * 0;

(ii) floating potential, in which 0(0) S 0 and O(L,t) - %DL (t),

with 0DL(t - 0) - 0.

Fixed-potential BC have been applied in some cases with the simulation

K-IS
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region [0, ] initially empty of plasma, which is subsequently injected

:roc the boundaries [33], or with the simulation region initialized with a

unifor plasma state 134,35J. In neither case is the initial state an

equilibrium, and the subsequent evolution of the DL shows the dynamics by

which the plasma adjusts to the imposed potential.

Fixed-potential BC are most appropriate for simulating experiments,

generally in double- or triple-chamber devices, in which the potential is

* held fixed by a system of grids. Such boundary conditions are not

appropriate for studying DL formation under magnetospheric conditions, in

which no transient mechanism exists to apply the potential

electrostatically along the magnetic field. A parallel potential drop may

be applied electrodynamically by a mechanism such as that proposed by

Goertz and Boswell (36), who investigated the propagation of kinetic

Alfven pulses in which the potential drops in a thin non-neutral sheath

travelling at the Alfven speed. Simulation of such a process is possible

in a 2-D formulation with non-radiative electrodynamics [G. Joyce, private

communication], but has not yet been attempted.

Floating-potential BC simulate experiments, either in discharge tubes

or in triple-chamber devices, in which a current is drawn from the

I plasma. In principle, such BC are also appropriate to study auroral DL,

but no simulations have yet been performed with a complete set of BC

properly formulated to apply to the auroral problem, although one paper

* [37) has attempted to address it with a novel, but not wholly satisfactory,

formulation
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2) Charge Neutrality and Particle InJection in PIC Codes

49 In accord with the definition of Sec. Il-C, the DL must be charge-

neutral overall. This condition may be maintained in simulations by

various techniques, all of which require injection of charges into the

system by some means. In simulation of a fully ionized system, the only

physical method is to inject charges at the boundaries, as is done in most

of the cases we discuss below. Some authors, however [38,39], employ a

combination of boundary injection and random numerical creation of charges

within the simulation volume; this latter method simulates volume

ionization of neutrals in a partially ionized plasma such as in the triple-

chamber experiments of Coakley and Hershkowitz [133. For the remainder of

the present discussion, we consider only boundary injection.

For simplicity I shall discuss the 1-D case; the arguments generalize

immediately to 2-D. For an initially charge-neutral system to remain so

for all time, it is necessary and sufficient to have

J(O,t) - J(L,t), (6)

where J is the current density. A variety of techniques have been used to

* ensure Eq. (6), but different techniques may have different effects upon

the interior dynamics of the DL. It is also important to recognize that a

DL is necessarily part of a closed circuit, and the method chosen to

* implement the boundary condition (6) should be consistent with the relation

of the DL to the part of the circuit external to the simulation region.

This point is often not discussed explicitly, and some DL simulations have
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applied :he B= in a manner whose physical relation to an external circui:

is dubious.

All methods of boundary injection involve source plasmas external to

the simulation region; in general, these sources include both ions and

* electrons with some assumed velocity distributions. In PIC simulations, a

simple method is to count the number of particles of each type leaving the

system at each time step, and to replace them by particles drawn from the

* source plasmas by a variety of prescriptions. These may include:

(1) A particle exiting at one boundary is replaced at the appropriate

boundary by an incoming particle with the same initial velocity as

the outgoing one;

(2) An outgoing particle is replaced by one of the same type and same

sense of initial velocity, but with a speed drawn

probabilistically from either the flux function or the

distribution function of the source plasma at the appropriate

boundary;

(3) Similarly to (2), except that the incoming particle may have

0 either sense of velocity, chosen randomly, and is introduced at

the appropriate boundary;

(4) Periodic injection, in which an outgoing particle is replaced by

one of the same velocity at the opposite boundary.
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Most of these methods have been employed in the DL literature. Provided

that the charge-sharing and placement schemes are such that each particle

contributes its total charge to the system, they each conserve both overall

neutrality and the total number of particles of each type in the system.

Before discussing charge injection in Vlasov codes, it is useful to

consider the relation of the injection scheme to the concept of the DL in a

circuit.

E) The Double Layer as a Circuit ElementU
A physical double layer is necessarily part of a closed circuit,

and the interaction between the DL and the rest of the circuit is

manifested in the boundary conditions at the double layer. With one

exception [40], DL simulations up to now have not explicitly considered the

circuit in their formulation of boundary conditions. With proper

implementlon, however, most BC can be related to some circuit model;

possible examples of such circuits are shown in Figure 3.

There are sophisticated algorithms, involving the use of auxiliary
cells outside the system boundaries, in which charge neutrality
may be preserved by the influx of particles which lie partly in
the auxiliary cells. To the best of my knowledge, such algorithms
have not been employed in DL simulations in the current
literature.

S
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Tne essential point is that the boundary current density in Eqn. ,6)

should be determined by the circuit model. Ir models (a) and (c) of Figure

* 3, the determination of the boundary current density is affected by :he

evolutionary dynamics of the DL. In a model circuit containing an applied

current source, the boundary current densiry is not affected by the DL but

should be consistent with the current source.

The DL dynamics are affected not only by the value of the boundary

current density but also by the plasma distributions which comprise it.0
Because the current density at each boundary contains contributions from

both the interior of the simulation region and the external sources, it is

important to consider how the implementation of the BC affects the source

distributions. This is especially germane to an interpretation of the

interior dynamics, because the sources are generally not considered to be

part of the (implicit or explicit) model circuit,* and so the question

arises of the physical consistency of a simulation in which the BC

implementation significantly affects the source distribution in practice.

6Consider for the moment that the circuit, external to the DL, is a

known function Jo(t) (it is not necessary here to distinguish between

current and current density, as the cross-sectional area of the plasma may

For this reason, such simulations cannot be directly related to

the auroral problem: c.f. Sec. V.
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always be absorbed in the circuit equation). Then in the electrostatic

approximation, we have

- E(x,t) + J(x,t) - Jo(:), (7)

and thus, to maintain E - 0 at x 4 0, x - L, Eqn. (6) must be supplemented

to read

J(0,t) - JoL,'t) = Jo(t). (8)

(again, for simplicity I am speaking of the 1-D case, and the argument

generalizes straightforwardly to 2-D.)

In floating-potential simulations, if the boundary current is not

determined by an explicit circuit model, then the implicit model which is

physically most consistent with the simulation is one containing a constant

current source, such as in Fig. 3(b), with Jo M const in Eqn. (8). If we

assume for simplicity of discussion that the simuation is initialized with

plasma carrying a current (not all aimulations are so initialized), then JO

must be the value of the initial current.

* In principle, none of the PIC injection techniques (1)-(4) of Section

II-D are capable of satisfying Eqn. (8) throughout the DL evolution. This

is because during the evolution, as the conduction current is being

interrupted in the interior of the system, the interior contribution to the

boundary current varies. Therefore, an injection algorithm which replaces

particIes one-for-one as they leave the system, while maintaining charge
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neu:rali:y, is incompatible with constant-current BC. Because such an

4mplementa:ion in either fixed- or floating-potential models also conserves

* :ne total number of charges of each species in the system, it is

incompatible too with the evolution of the DL from a uniform plasma state;

as the bulk plasma is accelerated through the DL, its density diminishes,

and the average density - and thus the total mass - in the simulation

region should therefore decrease in time. Evidently, then, the PIC

injection schemes (1)-(4) all act to increase the effective boundary

current.

This discussion illustrates another point usually overlooked in the

interpretation of simulations: even though the plasma sources are not

visualized as part of the DL circuit, the flux of plasma the DL must draw

from the sources must vary in time in order for the evolution of the DL to

be self-consistent with a circuit-type boundary condition. This comment is

* general; it does not apply only to constant-current BC.

Thus, the evolution of the double layer affects the source plasmas at

(J least up to their apparent normalization, and the applicability of

simulations even to idealized versions of such experimental configurations

as triple-chamber devices must be considered with this in mind.

One may also ask whether, apart from normalizations, the injection

methods affect the apparent form of the source distributions f (j - ie).

In fact, only methods (2) and (3) are capable of preserving the form

of f , and then only providing that the probabilistic selection of

particles drawn from the sources is velocity-weighted. In this case, with
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the number of injected particles varying in time to satisfy (8), the

injected flux function will preserve its form up to normal probabilistic

fluctuations. Anticipating the discussion below of results of particular

simulations, we may state that method (1) can preserve the form of fs only

in the time-asymptotic state of DL evolution, when the potential structure

is well-established and the flows are laminar and tending to steady

state. This is because the mechanism of current interruption is particle

trapping in potential wells, which principally affects particles in some

given velocity range. Thus method (1) biases the injected flux towards the

U entry velocities of untrapped particles.

With floating-potential BC, the periodic injection method (4) clearly

* tends to accelerate the apparent source distributions of all species as the

DL evolves.

In discussing individual simulations below, I shall consider further

the possible effects of the injection scheme on the DL dynamics.

F. Injection Algorithms in Vlasov Simulations

Injection algorithms in a Vlasov code involve a prescription for

the distribution function of injected plasma, and so must consider both the

assumed source distributions f5 and, to determine the normalization, some

Sj
moment over the f . To preserve overall charge neutrality, this moment must

be the injected current density.
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Vlasov simulations have been presented by Singh and his -e-workers

::4,29,32, -, , Johnson [43], and Smith [40]. As the methods differ

*among these authors, we discuss them individually.

Smith [40] employs the model circuit of Fig. 3c. At each time, he

calculates the circuit current Jo(t) and the interior contributions to theC
boundary current. In Smith's work the distribution function is defined as

constant over a grid cell and is discontinuous at the cell boundaries.

Thus an injected distribution function finj . a s is loaded into an

auxiliary cell, with a chosen at each boundary such that (8) is

satisfied. The influx occurs as the fj are advanced in space on the

characteristic - . v. Although the fj, and thus the charge density

4-9 P - r dv(fi - fe ), are not summed at the boundaries in Smith's algorithm,

his numerical implementation is such that BJ/ax - 0 at the boundaries and

so formally P retains its initial zero value at the boundaries at all

S times. This is a by-product of the numerical algorithm, however; it is the

satisfaction of BC (8) which guarantees overall charge neutrality.

£In the work of Singh and his co-workers, fixed-potential BC are

employed and no model circuit is considered. Singh instead adopts as an

injection criterion that the charge density vanish at the boundaries; i.e.,

ne (O,t) - ni(O,t) - n(O); ne  (X,t) -In (L,t) - n(t). (9)

This is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for DL. As the f in

Singh's algorithm are calculated explicitly on the cell boundaries, he sets

the normalization of finj as a boundary condition to ensure Eqn. (9).
1
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Johnson '43, also uses (9) as the izjection condition, but his method

U of implementing it is unclear from :he context.

However implemented, though, the condition (9) does not guarantee

overall charge neutrality, and the system does not remain neutral in Refs.

[29,33] and [431. I shall discuss this further below.
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::I. SOME CURRE!N NOTION'S RELA-E' TO DOU3_-LAYER EVOLUION

in :his section, : introduce some concepts that have been proposed to

be importan: in DL evolution. In general, the roles of such processes have

not been analytically demonstrated, but they help provide a conceptual

framework to bridge the gap between steady-state theory and the0
interpretation of simulations. The principal sucn ideas concern the roles

of (i) linear wave instabilities and their nonlinear evolution, and (ii)

intrinsically nonlinear plasma states such as solitary pulses, and their

accompanying phase-space signatures.

A) Solitary Waves and Phase-Space Holes

In the steady state, the DL is a particular class of solitary wave,

* one which is non-periodic in electric potential 0. Analysis of such

structures often proceeds from use of the pseudo-potential V (sometimes

called the Sagdeev potential), where Poisson's equation is written in 1-D,

• e-S., as

d2c 4up - dV(o) (10)

dx2  do

Equation (14) has the first integral

-) + V(O) - 0,

where the choice of zero as the integration constant limits the physical



range of V to V 4 0. Electric potentials and their corresponding

pseudopotentials are shown for various cases in Figure 4. One sees that

solitary waves in general comprise a class of V such that V(0) - 0, while

DL are further restricted by the condition V'D)- D . i shall henceforth

refer to cases such as Figs. 4b,c, in which V'(o) - 0 but Vo(q ) 0, as

periodic solitary waves (PSW)*, as they satisfy periodic BC on the

potential 0.

As seen in Figure 4, PSW may have either positive or negative

polarity; the corresponding phase spaces for the plasma contain vortices,

or "holes", in the electron or ion distributions, respectively. Such

vortices have been extensively discussed in the literature [45-48].

Consider for definiteness the case of an ion hole (Fig. 5) in a negative-

potential PSW which results from a negative charge density in some

region. The vortex in the ion phase space results because ions from the

left are attracted to the excess electron charge and accelerated to higher

speeds in the x-direction until they pass the minimum potential of the PSW,

then are decelerated. Similarly, ions from the right are first

accelerated, then decelerated as they pass over tne PSW. For both ion and

electron holes, therefore, the "circulation" of the vortices in phase space

is clockwise.

Many authors, including the present one, have sometimes referred

to PSW as solitons, but this term is more properly reserved for a
subsclass of PSW which retain certain self-similarity properties
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Existence conditions for both ion and electron holes have been

determined by analysis of the pseudopotential [46,47 . For various

reasons, however, the pseuoopotential method is ill-sul'ted :o sab;:y

analysis, and the stability of the holes has not been extensively

investigated (see, however, [491). As may be seen from the electron phase

space diagram of Fig. 5, however, a negative PSW reflects some of the9
electrons streaming towards from the left; if the PSW is growing in time,

this reflection implies an increasing interruption of the current, which is

the fundamental mechanism of DL evolution. Thus, Hasegawa and Sato [461

have proposed that the existence of a negatively-polarized PSW is a

necessary intermediate stage in DL evolution; interruption of the electron

flux (here taken as being in the + x-direction) leaves an ion-rich region

P (an electron hole) on the downstream side of the ion hole, raising the

potential there. Broadly stated, therefore, the hole concept is a useful

one for understanding double-layer dynamics, not necessarily because the

* plasma passes through a succession of quasi-stable hole equilibria, but

rather from the more general possibility that one may recognize in the

dynamics localized, persistent structures which correspond to this concept.

B) Wave Instabilities

In principle, wave instabilities are relevant to the DL problem (i) as

a mechanism for triggering the DL evolution, (ii) as a possible

destabilization mechanism in the evolved DL, and (iii) as consequences of

the DL, manifested in the regions exterior to the DL itself.
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With regard to aspect (i), we have already noted (c.f. Sec. II) that

current-driven instabilities are a seemingly inevitable concomitant of the

boundary conditions necessary to suppor: the DL*, and _ is thus natural to

inquire into what role these instabilities may play in the evolutionary

dynamics. As indicated by Hasegawa and Sato [461, the negative PSW that

they postulate as a starting point for DL evolution does not arise

spontaneously, but must be created "adiabatically". This requires the

localization of electron space charges. Wave instabilities may accomplish

this in at least two ways:

(1) In the case of a convective instability propagating away from a

defined boundary, spatial growth of the wave envelope leads to a

ponderomotive force on each species s,

< -E (12)
p m ax 81

We spoke in Sec. II of the Buneman instability, which requires !Ue

- Uj Z re and is independent of the temperature ratio Te/Ti , and
of the ion-acoustic instability, which occurs with IUe - Ui < e

but requires Te >> Ti. Simulations in the IA regime but with Te -

Ti show no DL formation. These simulations are I-D unmagnetized,
however, and in principle there seems to be no reason why the

electrostatic ion-cyclotron instability, where JUe - Uij < Ve but

Te/Ti is arbitrary, may not also lead to DL. Such a case must be

investigated in multi-dimensional magnetized simulations, however.
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where ... > indicates averaging over the wave period. being

proportional to -S :he force r'2) acts -c brake zhe elec:ror.

* motion if the turbulent envelope grows in the direction of

electron drift. This mechanism for triggering DL evolution was

proposed by Smith and Goertz [2];

q
(2) As will be discussed further below, in simulations where the BC

E(Ot) - E(It) - 0

is enforced, the possible wave modes are limited to a discrete set

of standing waves with wavenumbers kn given by

k i - nr (n - 1,2.n

* In this case, it is improper to speak of convective growth, but

constructive interference between two or more adjacent modes may

lead to what appears to be convective growth [40], with attendant

particle trapping and apparent ponderomotive force effects. This

possibility was first noted by Berk and Roberts [45].

Aspect (ii), the influence of interior wave instabilities on the

stability of the DL, has not been directly addressed in the analysis of any

simulation but has been addressed theoretically by Knorr and Goertz [10]

and by Wahlberg [50]. It appears that, in I-D at least, the DL is stable

against electrostatic instabilities because the sharp density gradients in

the interior of the DL mitigate against the growth of unstable waves, the
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density gradient scale length being shorter than the growth length.

Aspect 'ii-) relates most directly to particle heating ir :ne exterior

regions and to possible disruption of the double layer by :rapping of the

current influx. This aspect will be discussed more fully below.

C) The Ion-Acoustic Caviton

Another possible triggering mechanism was proposed by Carlqvist [5 1 )

and further investigated by Raadu and Carlqvist [52) and Belova et al.

153]. The concept is similar to the PSW, but differs in that it applies to

slow, quasi-neutral motions in which the electrons may be taken to be in

* steady-state over the (adiabatic) time scale.

The central idea here is that quasi-neutral density perturbations may

be driven unstable by a sufficiently large current density. When the

electrons carry a steady flux Ie - neve, the momentum equation relates the

slow-time-scale electric field to the electron density n (a n) by
e

m 12
E ~ e e (3

ax 2en 2

e

Belova et al. refer to the quantity in parenthesis as a "negative

pressure", in the sense that it is increased as the density decreases.

A local perturbation with depressed density may thus be driven into a

*caviton, as the quasi-static field E forces plasma out of the region

(compare Eqns. (12) and (13); the ponderomotive force is the mechanism of
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the oscillating twc-stream, or modulational, instabili:y). Raadu and

Carlavist performed a Vlasov simulatio of the early development of :he

* instability and Belova et al. offer a self-similar analytic solution; both

papers find the caviton growth to be explosive. The exact connection to DL

evolution is not clear. Carlqvist [51] suggests that as the density is

decreased, the quasi-static approximation breaks down and the current is

interrupted, charging the downstream side to positive potentials. This

suggestion seems to be borne out in recent simulations by Belova et al.

[53].

It should be remarked that in general one would expect a threshold

depth for the density perturbation to develop into a caviton; this

threshold would presumably be a function of the current density and the ion

and electron temperatures. If a threshold criterion has been derived,

however, I am unaware of it.
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IV. SLMtLAT1ON RESULTS

Table I categorizes the simulations 1 shall discuss. Because of the

diversi:y of the simulation models, and because some results seem to be

influenced by - if not artifacts of - the boundary conditions and numerical

techniques employed, I shall discuss various works in distinct groups.

These are:

- Group A: I-D, fixed-potential simulations;

- Group B: I-D, floating-potential Buneman regime;

- Group C: 1-D, ion-acoustic regime, floating and periodic

potential;

- Group D: 2-D simulations.

0

I remind the reader that I have adopted a standara notation and

geometry to describe the simulations (c.f. Sec. I).

A) l-D, Fixed-potential Boundary Conditions

The works in this group include those of Joyce and Hubbard [34],

Hubbard and Joyce [35], Singh [29,33], and Johnson [43). These simulations

share two common features. First, the applied potentials qDL are -strong":

ODL > > Te/e.' Second, they are initialized in a nonequilibrium state; the

transient response of the plasma to the initialization is violently

nonlinear and dominates the entire evolution.
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The results of Refs. '34-35J are typical. The plasma is initialized

with a uniform electric field superimposed or. a Maxwellian plasma. In

contras: to other works, there is no drift in either the initial plasma or

the external-source distribution functions, which are taken to be half-

Maxweilians; injection algorithm (3), described in Section II, is employed.

At the start of the run, a large-amplitude positive solitary pulse

forms near the low-potential end and propagates toward the high-potential

end (Fig 6). The pulse is nonlinear even at very early times, and during

its propagation its maximum amplitude may far exceed the applied

potential 0DL" The pulse forms because the applied electric field induces

a current in the plasma; as accelerating electrons leave the system at the

*high potential end, t ose injected at the low-potential end are slower on

the average than the outgoing particles. Thus the interior electrons tend

to separate from the boundary electrons, leaving an electron hole which

* propagates towards the high-potential boundary as plasma inflow tends to

neutralize the low-potential side.

This pulse is the characteristic dynamic feature of all the fixed-

potential simulations. The pulse relaxes into a monotonic DL as it

traverses the system; the relaxation dynamics are not fully understood.

The motion of the pulse is due to current interruption [54], the net force

on the pulse being produced by the combined applied and self-consistent

electric fields (55]. Tnus, the motion stops when the overall charge

density in the DL is zero.
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In the fixed-potential Vlasov simulations, there are indications that

during at least part of the evolution, the entire sytem is no" charge-

neutral (c.f.: 43J, Fig. 1; [3J, Fig. 4; [297, Figs. 5,9); 1 have already

noted (Sec. I1) that the Vlasov injection algorithms of Singh and Johnson

are incapable of preserving system neutrality. It is unclear whether, and

how, system non-neutrality may be affecting these results. It is possible

that excess charge may reside in boundary sheaths, which would at least

affect the Vlasov injection algorithms but may not affect the qualitative

dynamics or structure of the DL itself, provided that it is surrounded by

field-free regions between it and the sheaths. It is also possible that in

the asymptotic state, charge neutrality tends to be restored [N. Singh,

private communication].

A central result in DL simulations is the existence of a scaling law

relating the width L and potential of the double layer:

I" e DL L 2
-- _ 

,  (14)
e eo

where X is the upstream electric Debye length. The form of (14) iseCo

readily obtained from dimensional analysis; the physical content resides in

the constant a, and is essentially determined by the necessity that the

distribution function of reflected particles be positive definite 156].

Varying definitions may be used for L, but general agreement exists

that a is of order 0.1, and all strong I-D double layers obey this scaling.

• When the system is long enough so that the double layer, whose length

L is given by (14), is well detached from the system boundaries, plasma
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waves are observed in the static-field-free regions at the high- and low-

potential ends. These waves are generated by beam-plasma instabilities cf

the accelerated electrons and ions with the ambient plasma. To observe

them, the field-free region on either side must be larger than some

critical length which depends on the wave mode. This is because the beam-

plasma resonance conditions determine a range of unstable wavelengths which

must be contained within the system. As the boundary conditions reflect

waves, the observed waves are standing modes, and so the instabilities are

absolute. As expected, on the high-potential side Buneman [34,35] and

• Langmuir [29,33] modes are identified, and ion modes [29) on the low-

potential side. On the high-potential side, these waves may cause

turbulent heating of both the beam and trapped electrons [41].

In general, the fixed-potential simulations in long

systems (Z > 200 e) observe the DL to be cyclically unstable; the DL is

disrupted and replaced by a new DL which forms from a solitary pulse in the

same manner as the preceding one. The disruption and regeneration of the

DL occurs over several ion plasma periods, as it is the ion inertia which

dominate the dynamics. The dynamics of this cyclic instability are not

well understood. Hubbard and Joyce [35] suggest that the disruption is

triggered by current blockage due to electron trapping in ion-driven

oscillations on the low-potential side; such trapping is clearly evident in

the electron phase space (Fig. 7). Thus, new electron holes and solitary

pulses may form there, driven either by the self-consistent dynamics or by

the applied electric field demanded by the fixed-potential BC. Singh [29]

suggests that the regeneration is related to the formation of ion-acoustic

cavitons, which may be seeded by large-amplitude slow oscillations. These
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may be excited either by the ion beam, or by the bounce motion of the

trapped electrons 743].

U B F-DFloating-potential Buneman Regime

This group includes the papers by Goertz and Joyce [56], Smith [40],

and Belova et al. [53], which are quite different from one another both in

their approaches and in the observed dynamics.

Goertz and Joyce did a PIC simulation, using injection algorithm (1)

of Sec. II, and with the plasma initialized to include stationary

Maxwellian ions and drifting Maxwellian electrons, Te - Ti, with VDe - 0.5

Vep Ve, and 1.5 Ve . No DL formation was observed at VIe - 0.5 Ve , but they

obtained DL in the cases VDe - Ve, 1.5 Ve. In an infinite plasma, the case

VDe - Ve  would be stable; thus the triggering mechanism in these

simulations must be the excitation of an oscillation mode that depends on

rthe finite system length. The evolution of the DL is marked by the

appearance of a solitary pulse near x - 0, which propagates toward x - L in

attempting to neutralize. The potential is exhibited only for t >

6w. -I when the pulse is already nonlinear, and so it is difficult to
1

deduce the pulse components; no wave spectra or phase spaces are shown.

The pulse exhibits strong overshoot before settling into a stationary DL.

I

By varying the system length, Goertz and Joyce first obtained the

scaling law (18).

I
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Smith [40] employed the circui: model of Figure 3(c) ir. a "asov

simulation. In this model :he current density at the boundary" i

determined by solving the equation for the circuit including the simulation

region. In dimensionless units, the boundary current density is thus give.

by

SJo(t) - R- - + e. O'(g)exp(e'-e)}, 15)

where 6 = Rt/L. Equation (15) includes an important feature: evolution of

*the DL self-consistently determines the circuit current.

The boundary reservoirs are taken to be drifting Maxwellian for both

electrons and ions, with fixed drift velocities V - 2Ve and Voi - 2 Vi;

Ti - Te .  Injection is accomplished as described in Sec. II, guaranteeing

charge neutrality (which is monitored) both overall and on the boundaries x

* -OL.

The evolution of the DL clearly depends on wave instabilities; the

linearly unstable wave mode as the finite-system analog of the Buneman

mode, which is unstable for a discrete set of standing modes which are

nearly aperiodic. In the linear phase the wave envelope, which is composed

mainly of the neighboring most unstable modes, appears to gr)w 2'n the sense

of electron drift. (This is not convective growth per se, however, as the

waves are standing modes.) As electrons become trapped, the potential

rectifies and quasi-stationary solitary pulses develop, with alternating

ion and electron holes. As this happens the k-spectrum changes, so that

instead of the four to five linearly unstable wavelengths the system is
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dominated by the smaller-k structure of the pulses. This transition is

clearly associated with the onset of ion trapping.

The circuit model conserves energy and so is suited to study energy

flow and conversion during the evolution. Figure 8(a) shows the time

history of qDL and Jo for a run in which the inductive time constant L/R is

equal to an ion crossing time at the drift speed VDi. The time history of

the quantity

UP -fJ 0 dx E[J(x,t) - Jo(t)],

which is the volume dissipation of the interrupted current, is shown in

* Figure 8(b). The inductive overshoots and undershoots are marked by strong

relaxations between current dissipation (field storage) and heating (field

dissipation). In Figure 9 are shown the potential, electric field, and

phase spaces during the inductive overshoot and recovery between we t - 85

and w t - 125; the dynamics are dominated by the coalescence of two ione

holes and the subsequent destruction of the hole by jetting of the ions

toward the high-potential end.

An interesting consequence of the self-consistent determination of :he

circuit current (15) is that as the DL evolves and the magnitude of the

current density decreases, the DL sees an apparent decrease in the density

of the plasma sources (this is a consequence of the implementation of the

injection keeping the drift velocities of the source distributions

* constant). For this reason, the scale length of the grid cells changes

with respect to the upstream Debye length Xe*(t), and the DL eventually
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OCcuDies the entire system according to the scaling law (i4), with a -

C.17, approximately the value found in Refs. 1331 and r56,. Tnus, w4ith

this injectior. implementation no waves may be observed outside the DL, and

it is stable.

Belova et al. initialized the simulation in the ion frame, as did

Goertz and Joyce, but with VDe - 1.8 Ve and in a slightly longer system

(e ). They injected a constant influx of both electrons and ions, and

maintained system neutrality by random creation of charges within the

* simulatiuon volume [Yu. Sigov, private communiction). In contrast to the

continuous development of the system potential observed in Refs. [40], and

[56), Belova et al. observed recurrent explosive development of the

potential, the explosions occuring within a few ion plasma periods and

recurring on the time scale of 360-400 w 1 (Figure 10). They attribute

these phenomena to the explosive instability of the ion-acoustic caviton.

The explosive potential develops to approximately the level given by Eqn.

(14) before the first collapse; subsequent explosions are weaker, probably

being modulated by vestigial turbulence.

C) 1-D, Ion-Acoustic Regime

PIC simulations of IA double layers have been performed by Sato and

* Okuda [28,32], Kindel et al. [57], and Hudson and Potter [58). The

phenomenology and dynamics they exhibit are quite different from the

Buneman DL discussed above.

The original IA simulations of Ref. [32] were performed in a periodic
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system, with 0 - 0 at both ends. Properly speaking, this feature would be

inconsistent with the concept of the DL as giving a net potential drop. As

we have seen in Section I, however, in the IA regime the potential must

have a non-monotonic structure such as in Fig. 2; In the context of the

generalized definition of a DL (Sec. II-C), the DL comprises this entire

tripartite structure, but all of the authors cited above define the DL as

the central region where the potential rises sharply. Sato and Okuda argue

that the dynamics of this central region should not be greatly affected by

the periodic boundaries, because they are far enough from the central

potential step that the dynamics are not contaminated by particles from the

boundaries, owing to their long traversal times. By this argument, the

periodic BC would simply exaggerate the decreasing slopes in the boundary-

adjacent regions. In a run in which the potential at x - Z was allowed to

float [58], the qualitative features of the DL were not greatly changed

from the periodic case. It must be noted, however, that in this case, and

in the applied-field cases of Kindel et al. [C. Barnes, private

communication], the periodic injection algorithm (4) of Sec. II was used,

and this is physically inconsistent with any implicit circuit concept. The

exact effect of these various BC cannot be weighed.

In the floating-potential cases of [28], Sato and Okuda also discuss a

circuit model for the simulation, where the external elements are a

potential source and a resistance. It is unclear what use is actually made

of this concept, although some slight differences in the time histories of

the total electron field energy density and the current density are noted

when the exzernal potential is varied by a factor of 20 [28; Fig. 7].

However, it appears from "his discussion [28; p. 3361] that the circuit
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model was not exploited to control the simulation; in particular, the

boundary current is again controlled by the periodic injection algorithm.

1: is found that long systems, of the order of 1000 ' are required

in order to observe the formation of IA double layers, and that in contrast

to the Buneman DL they require very long times to form; the typical time

-scale is 1000 we about an order of magnitude longer than the Buneman

case. A time sequence of potential profiles from the floating-potential

("bounded model") case of Ref. [28] is shown in Figure 11. A profile from

0 an intermediate time in this run, together with ion and electron density

profiles, is shown in Figure 12. These illustrate the general

phenomenology of the IA regime. A long, gentle potential drop is seen in

the leading region, which is interpreted as being due to anomalous

resistivity developed as the drifting electrons lose their momentum to the

excitation of ion-acoustic waves. All the data are quite noisy, as a broad

inherent wave spectrum is developed. Near the middle of the simulation

region the central potential step, or DL, is formed. The striking

characteristic, which is always evident, is the existence of a sharp

negative potential spike immediately preceding the DL; this is an ion hole.

When the system is much larger than 1000Xe, periodic DL are observed

[28], each evolving on approximately the same spatial scale. In terms of

the schematic potential structure of Figure 2, the descending potential

ramp downstream of the central potential step serves as the leading region

for the succeeding DL. In the floating-potential case, the successive DL

P' give a cumulatively increasing potential use across the system.
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The ion-acoustic DL observed in these simulations are all "weak", the

central potential jump being of the order eq < T • They are also unstable;
e

Sato and Okuda 726 interpret their decay as being due to emissior of ion-

C acoustic solizons.

D) -2-L Simulations

Comparatively little work has been published on 2-D simulations; in

this brief discussion I shall concentrate on qualitative differences in

techniques and physical implications between the 1-D and 2-D cases.

DeGroot et al. [59] considered a periodic model with VDe ( Ve, which

is Buneman-stable but may be unstable to ion-acoustic waves if Te >> Ti, or

to Pierce modes because of the periodic BC on the potential. They find

that when Te >> Ti, IA turbulence leads to anomalous resistivity but

prevents the formation of DL; in light of the I-D IA regime simulations,

this is consistent with the fact that DeGroot et al. used a short system

(141 X e). In contrast, when they initialized the plasma with a localized

density fluctuation, as in the ion-acoustic caviton concept of Raadu and

Carlqvist [52j, the DL formed in the manner of the long I-D IA simuations.

Wagner et al. [37] attempted to simulate auroral DL with novel BC.

* The external sources at the high-potential end were modelled to simulate

upstreaming ionospheric ions and backscattered electrons. At the low-

potential (plasma sheet) boundary, a current sheet with high-energy ions

* and neutralizing electrons is introduced. There is a uniform magnetic

field Bex, and no potential is applied across the two boundaries. When
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the current sheer, of thickness << £, enters the simulation region, the

ions gyrate outside of the current sheet, while the electrons are rightly

magnetized. This causes a potential drop perpendicular to E wnich, because

of the conducting boundary at the high-potential end, cJ:ses in the U-

shaped structure characteristic of 2-D double layers.

*Several aspects of this model are unclear. First, the relation of the

plasma injection to the Birkeland current system is problematic; the

potential is equal to the kinetic energy of the injected ions, which are

*representative of the distant plasma sheet population, not the auroral

acceleration region. Second, although it is stated that there is a

background plasma, its effects are not discussed. The physics modelled

most closely resembles that of a bean with self-fields injected into a

drift tube [60), the principal modifications being that the self-fields are

generated by the finite ion Larmor radius, and that the electric field is

. accelerating due to the presence of the downstream conducting boundary.

Kindel et al. [57] note that in 2-D unmagnetized simulations, DL do

not readily form because electrons are free to scatter around localized

potential fluctuations instead of being trapped. In the presence of a

magnetic field, DL develop independently on neighboring bundles of field

lines with a perpendicular correlation length of about twice the DL

thickness.

Borovsky and Joyce [38,39] performed a series of 2-D simulations with

fixed potentials in the boundaries x - 0, £ and periodic BC in y. Whenx

the high-potential boundary was at constant potential in x, plasma DL
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- developed with results similar to those in 1-B fixed-potential

simulations. When the high potential boundary was of the form

0, 0 (y ra

(X'y ) = DL' a 4 y 4 b

0, b 4y Xy

U-shaped 2-D structures formed. An interesting result of these structures

is that both parallel and normal to the magnetic field, and regardless of

q the magnetic field strength, they scale with the Debye length and not with

ion gyroradius as might be expected.
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V. SLOIARY A :L DSCLSSIO"

In the preceding discussion i have concentrated on describing the

* essentia: physical processes revealed by simulations of DL formation, and

have indicated to some extent the general influence of numerical methods or.

the interpretation of these phenomena. In this Section, I shall briefly

*discuss some interpretive conclusions, and shall conclude with some

suggestions for future exploitation of simulations.

* In the simulations utilizing fixed-potential boundary conditions, all

the observed dynamics are controlled by the intrinsically nonlinear initial

response of the plasma to the applied potential. The strong double layers

developed in these simulations are driven by the boundary condition,

although in the asymptotic state they obey the scaling law (14) found in

Ref. [56].

In the floating-potential Bunemari regime, the results of Ref. [40]

clearly show evolution of the DL progressing through a linear phase of wave

instability, followed by nonlinear phases dominated by trapping, first of

electrons and then of ions. The DL development is marked by highly dynamic

interactions of nonlinear electron and ion hole states, again with the ion

holes persisting longest and dominating the final evolution. Detailed

* studies of these dynamics are in progress.

0
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Belova et a!. [531 find recurring, explosively unstable DL. Their

results are in marked contrast tc those of Re-. [40). The principal reason

for this is that :heir treatment of the ions does not provide sufficient

(A influx for stability; there may be other reasons as well.

The ion-acoustic double layers offer some important and difficult

questions. Most authors [57,58,59,iJ interpret their results at least

partly in terms of anomalous resistivity. I have avoided this term in

describing the simulation phenomenology. The most elementary concept of

anomalous resistivity is in terms of an anomalous collision frequency

arising from turbulent wave-particle interaction; in general, there is no

simple relation implying a constitutive relation between current and

electric field, and definitions of the resistivity may be based on

different considerations and may involve spatial averages, global energy

dissipation, and other situation-dependent factors. It seems to me that in

the context of the highly complicated IA double layer, this concept needs

clarification.

'he same basic physical phenomena, involving current interruption by

particle trapping, seem to be important in both the strong Buneman DC and

the weak ion-acostic DC. The very different phenomenology between the two

types indicates important differences in the underlying dynamics,

• however. The principal reason seems to be that in the Buneman cases of Ref

[40], the inertia of the drifing ions causes them to be trapped later than

F0_



the electrons; the nonlinear phase of the evolution is controlled firs: by

the electrons, while the intermediate and final stages are dominated by the

ions. In the ion-acoustic regime, the ion inertia dominates the dynamics

*throughout.

It is also quite interesting to note with Sato and Okuda [28,32] that

* periodic simulations of short systems have generally been used to study

anomalous resistivity from ion-acoustic instability, and that the IA double

layers appear in the same simulation codes when the system is made

longer. This implies that the essential state of ion-acoustic turbulence

may be one involving recurring DL, and that it is necessary to consider its

description in terms of statistics of inhomogeneous turbulence. A major

question involves the conditions for development of the ion hole state.

It is regrettably outside the scope of this review to comment in

detail on comparisons between simulations and the many experiments that

have been and are continuing to be performed. Some comparisons have

already been made [14]. Much fruitful work could be done in this regard.

As one example, there are striking similarities between the cyclic

* instability of the fixed-potential simulations and the fixed-potential

experiment of lizuka et al. [19]. Novel experiments, for example that of

Stenzel et al. [20], would be interesting subjects for simulation.

Many fundamental questions could also be addressed by further

exploitation of circuit-model simulations. The circuit model has a

particular advantage in being globally energy-conserving, so that energetic

constraints appear naturally.
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There has as yet been no simulation truly applicable to double layers

in space. -he principal reason concerns the plasma reservoirs, which may

be assumed to be unaffected by the DL in present simulations in which

current closure is implicitly at the system boundaries. In space, however,

the true plasma reservoirs are far from the immediate vicinity of the DL,

and so the distributions of the injection sources must be modelled in such

a way that they depend on the evolution of the DL itself.

In addition, much attention should be paid to aspects of double layers

which have observable consequences in space; some work of this sort has

begun [42]. The magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling model of Goertz and

Boswell [36] would also be an interesting subject for simulation.

Finally, of course, simulations may eventually be exploited to study

some of the fuudamental paradigms which seem to be important for double

layers, such as the development of ion-acoustic cavitons and ion holes.

0
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Note added i. proof

A: the 1982 international Conference on Plasma Physics (Gotebor-),

results of a new simulation, by G. Chanteur, J.C. Ada=, and R. Pellat, were

presented. This simulation is I-D IA with periodic boundary conditions on

the potential. The plasma is initialized witl a density depression,

similar to Ref. [59]. A potential depression forms and propagates in the

sense of electron drift at about 0.8 Cs and decelerates when ion trapping

occurs. The authors interpret the initial growth of the potential as being

due to electron reflection by the potential well.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

I. Schematic of the classical double layer concept: (a) the potential

profile; (b) the ion phase space; (c) the electron phase space. After

Smith and Goertz [2]).

2. Schematic of the potential when the Bohm criterion is violated.

3 Possible models of circuits containing double layers. The double

layer is in the simulation region between the dashed lines, which

represent grids connecting the plasma to lumped external

elements.External plasma sources (see text) are symbolized by the

*• arrows: (a) fixed potential source; (b) fixed current source; (c)

potential source with external resistance and inductance. In all the

diagrams, the double layer may be pictured as a nonlinear, leaky

capacitor between the grids.

4. Electric potential 0 (x) and corresponding pseudopotential V(¢ ) in

various cases.

5. Potential and phase spaces of an ion hole.

6. Initial propagation of a pulse driven by fixed potential boundary

conditions. Top left: the potential profile. Top right: Electron

distribution function at the high-potential boundary. bottom left:
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electror phase space. Bottom right : ion phase space. tAfcer

Hubbard and Joyce [3511).

7. Same as Fig. 6, but at later time. The double layer has evolved, with

the potential modulated by downstream waves at the high-potential

end. Note wave trapping of the incoming electron flux. (After

Hubbard and Joyce (35]).

8. Time histories of the potential and current density (a) and dissipated

current (b) in a double layer in the inductive circuit of Fig. 3(c).

The points A,B,C of an inductive overshoot are at times we t - 85,

100, 125 (After Smith [401).

9. The potential, electric field, and phase spaces corresponding to

points A,B,C of Figure 8. (After Smith 140)).

10 Recurrent explosive develuoGment of the double-layer potential in a

Buneman-regime simulation. (After Belova et al[53]).

1U. Time sequence of the potential in a floating-potential ion-acoustic

double layer (After Sato and Okuda [28]).

12. Same run as in Fig. 11, at t - 960 w e (a) potential; (b) electron

density; (c) ion density. Note the sharp density spike at the foot of

the potential rise.
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Table - Double Laver Simulation Characteristics

Ref. Dim Type System length Boundary Boundary

(Xe) Flow Condition on

Regime Potential

34,35 1 PIC 30-360 N/A Fixed

29,33 1 V 50-100 Buneman Fixed

* 43 1 V 50 Buneman Fixed

56 1 PIC 3 7-100 Buneman Floating

40 1 V 20-5 7 Buneman Floating

53 1 PIC 100 Buneman Floating

32 1 PIC 512-1024 Ion-acoustic Periodic

28 1 PIC 1024-4096 Ion-acoustic Periodic, Floating

57 1,2 PIC 1024 (!-D) Ion-acoustic Periodic, Fixed

128 x ? (2-D)

58 1 PIC 1024 Ion-acoustic Periodic

* 59 2 PIC 141 x 141 Buneman Periodic

37 2 PIC 128 x 32 N/A Floating

38,39 1,2 PIC 3t 60 3 D p. Z N/A Fixed

64 x 40 (2-D)

K
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Structuring Studies for a Uranium Cloud

The following description provides some elaboration on the material

illustrated in the viewgraphs. Viewgraphs 1 and 2 are self-explanatory.

Viewgraphs 3, 4, and 5 are extracted from "Structure-Models: Definition

and Comparison", by R.D. Hake, Jr., and J.E. Casper, Tech. Memo #1, January

* 1982, SRI International. They are that document's Figures 4, 5, and 6. These

viewgraphs are shown to exhibit recent studies that have been carried out with

motivation similar to ours, though with a more simplistic model for striations

than is predicted by physical theory. Viewgraph 3 shows the specific model

realization involving "lucite rod' striations of various sizes as viewed

perpendicular to the magnetic field. By a lucite rod is meant a cylinder of

constant emission/area inside the rod, zero outside and a sharp edge at the

surface. All rods are assumed to have this same emission density. Viewgraph

4 shows the surface radiance that would be observed by a sensor

at z = - -, directed along a line of constant x, (i.e., parallel to z), as the

sensor is moved in x over the central 30 km region. Viewgraph 5 shows the

power spectral density (PSD) of viewgraph 4, which has an asymptotic
-3

dependence - k . Now, this dependence is a direct result of the model -

uniform density cylinders with infinitely sharp edges.

In viewgraph 6 we illustrate the development in time of striations in a

uranium cloud as suggested both by theory and observation. The development of

fingering and the pinching off of little blobs can be seen. Neither the

fingers nor the blobs have cylindrical symmetry. They are characterized by

very steep gradients on the 'backside' of the cloud and more gradual gradients

elsewhere. Precisely how steep the gradients are is a subject of current

* research at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and cannot now be

satisfactorily predicted by theory. The steepness, in turn, influences the

high k cutoff of the PSD, the so-called inner scale size, which is an

important parameter for systems designers.

Viewgraphs 7 and 8 are self-explanatory. Viewgraph 9 differentiates

between 2 kinds of power spectral calculations; those useful in communications

studies, where we deal with transmission through a structured medium, and

those useful in emission calculations, as here, where LWIR is emitted from all

portions of the cloud. In the first case, the relevant PSD is obtained by

L-5
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doing a 2 dimensional Fourier Transform, squaring the results, and summing

over one or the Other of the mode parameters. We have called this a 2D power

spectrum. In the second case, we sum over one of the spatial parameters

first, calculate the Fourier Transform of the other, and square the results.

We call this a ID power spectrum, or a scan power spectrum. In this latter

case, the initial summing introduces a smoothing which often, but not always,

results in a larger (numerical) value (smaller when you account for the minus

sign) for the asymptotic index of a scan power spectrum.

The distinction between these two types of asymptotic dependences is

illustrated in Viewgraph 10. Consider first, the first four columns. The top

row shows four different idealized clouds in which the emission is a constant

inside and zero outside, with an infinitely sharp boundary. All four will
k-2

give rise to a k dependence for the 2D PSD. Each will have a different

asymptotic dependence in the scan PSD. The differences arise from the

different scan radiance profiles (row 3). In the first column we observe a

very sharp edge, and this gives a k -2 dependence for the scan PSD. The third

column illustrates a linear profile which gives k- 4. By varying the curvature

between the jump in column 1 and the linear in column 3 we can obtain any scan

PSD index in the range- 2 (2 + c), where - I < c < 0. The curvative arising

from a conic surface (column 2) corresponds to c = - 1/2. Column 4

corresponds to a curvature more gradual than linear and gives an

index - 2 (2 + c), with c > 0.

Columns 5 and 6 illustrate idealized clouds with non-sharp boundaries.

In the figure in column 5, row 1, the emission is maximum at the center and

falls off linearly to zero at the edge. The 2D asymptotic index is -4 and the

scan index is -5. Column 6 shows a slightly more complex situation, the

frustum of a cone, where the emission is constant in a central region, and

then falls off linearly to zero at the edge. Here there will be two distinct

asymptotic regions. For the 2D PSD there will be a k -2 ,alloff followed by a

region where the falloff is k- 4 . For the scan PSD, each region has an index

4 one higher (numerically). That is, there is a k -3 region followed by a k -5

region.

In these studies we are concerned with LWIR emission and are therefore

interested in the scan power spectral indicies that may occur in a real

situation. Viewgraph II illustrates the fact that even with complex clouds,
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where fingering has occured, if the finger edges are sufficiently sharp, a

scan power spectral index at or near 2 will occur if we happen to be looking

* along an edge.

In viewgraph 12 we exhibit the analytic model that we have constructed to

incorporate the essential results of NRL numerical simulations. We currently

have limited our studies to a 2D model corresponding to a detector an infinite

distance away, and looking along the magnetic field. Later we will generalize

this to a 3D model, where parallax effects can be studied. The figure shows a

model with 4 fingers but this can be varied from none on up. Region I on the

left is the frontside and is characterized by an elliptical shape. Region II

simulates the backside and has the cosine dependence shown. There is an

intermediate region which blends the two smoothly, along a parabolic curve.

The radiance from a particular point x, y is determined by the Heaviside

function shown. The parameter A determines the sharpness of the cloud edge.

*It is taken to be a very small constant on the backside (sharp edge), but to

increase with angle on the frontside, giving a smoothed edge in this region.

In addition to what is illustrated in viewgraph 12, additional smoothing is

incorporated in the model, by performing-a weighted average of each mesh value

* with nearest neighbors. In preliminary studies the smoothing factor has been

varied from a value of 2, corresponding to a high degree of smoothing, to 10,

corresponding to very little smoothing. Also, additional flexibility can be

obtained by applying the smoothing repetitively.
C

Starting with the above model we can obtain a radiance profile as would

be obtained from a detector at an infinite distance. We can scan along x with

a detector at y - ± - (X SCAN) or along y with a detector at x = + - (Y SCAN)

or, more generally, at some intermediate angle. Viewgraph 13 illustrates a

typical radiance scan obtained, scanning along x. There is a fairly sharp

rise in radiance on the right as we move into the finger region, and a more

gradual fall on the left side. How much smoothing has been applied is not

clearly evident in these plots due to lack of plotter resolution. But it

shows up clearly in a PSD plot by the rate of falloff of power at high k

values.

Viewgraph 14 shows a similar profile as we scan along y. Here the effect

of the fingers is clearly evident. Viewgrz-h 15 shows a scan in which the

detector is rotated 90 off of a true y scan. Distortion of the fingers from
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looking of f-angle is obvious. More important, at 90 we happen to be looking

very nearly along edges of the fingers as was illustrated in Viewgraph 11.

In Viewgraph 16 we present some preliminary numerical results

illustrating the variation in the power spectral index that results as a

function of variation of the cloud smoothness and as a function of variation

of off-angle axis of the detector. There are 3 groups of 3 conditions, each

for both an (approximately) x power spectral index and an (approximately) y

power spectral index. The first group of 3 fixes the angle at 00 but

increases the smoothing from almost none to very smoothed. The y scan has, in

all cases, a (numerically) large spectral index which increases with

smoothing. The x scan shows a very low spectral index which increases

somewhat with smoothing.

The second group of 3 again maintains a constant detector angle, here of
90, and again varies the smoothing as in the first group. Now the y scan

gives a very low spectral index when the cloud is sharp but increases

appreciably as the cloud becomes smoother. The x scan is characterized by a

relatively large and insensitive index. Finally, the third group shows the

variation with angle at a fixed smoothness. Here the y scan varies from a
large value at 00 to a relatively small value at 90, even with a fairly

smoothed model. The x scan varies in the opposite way from a very low index

at 00 to a quite high value at 90.

In the future our plans are to do some careful studies with a few

carefully chosen cloud shapes, varying cloud smoothness and detector angle.

Then, we plan to generalize to a 3D cloud to study off-angle (of the magnetic

field) effects and parallax, varying the detector cloud separation. Some more

detailed theoretical studies of the effect of specific curvature shapes on

observed spectral indices are also in process.
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Uranium Cloud St.ructurin Simulations

Goal: To predict the spatial power spectral

characteristics of ir emission from an

ionized uranium cloud.

Method: Construct a 3D analytic model which

U simulates the essential features of a

striating cloud, based on the results

of NRL physics simulations.

Features: The model will have very steep gradients

on the backside with temporal growth of

fingering, but gradual gradients on the

frontside. Striations will not have

cylindrical symmetry.

0

0

Vi ewgraph 2
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STRIATION SIZE AND LOCATION
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W Yhy not a physics model for these studies?

.Our knowledge of the physics processes required

to proceed to smaller scales is incomplete at

this time.

s Increasing the resolution of the physics simulation

to determine parameters such as the inner scale

size will not work until we have incorporated the

correct physics to simulate these small scale

processes..

* Current NRL simulations do not incorporate a

complete front side. Thus, view directions are

limited.

e Increasing resolution significantly is not

possible in any case because of computer core

limitations and cost.

L -15
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!hat advantages are there to an aralytic model?

e. Resolution can be greatly increased.

* When viewing off-angle, no interpolation between

grid points is needed. (Interpolation results in

a numerical, non-physical smoothing.)

e We can incorporate in the analytic model the

properties that the physics model has established

and, where the results of a physics calculation

are not yet determined, we can introduce parameters

in the model.

* By performing parameter studies we can establish

which parameters and parameter ranges are

important, so that future physics simulations

can address these problem areas.

4
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Power Spectral Indices of Scans ~-Parallel to CloudFingers

k ngle (Deg) Smoothing ni (Y) n (X)

0010 twice 5.8 .0

* 00 -twice6.2.

00 2 4 times 862.4

90 10 twice 1.9 .4.7

go9 2 twice 2.7 5.0

9o 2 4 times 3.8 5.4

00 2 twice 6.1 2.2

50 2 twice 3.5 3.5

96 2 twice 2.7 5.0

Y SCAN

L-24 X SCAN
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APPENDIX M

SIMULATION OF EARLY-TIME

URANIUM CLOUD DEVELOPMENT
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LSimulation of Early-Time

Uranium Cloud Development

NRL

J. Fedder

K. Hain

E. Hyman

U
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Viewgraph #I" describes the physical model used at NRL to simulate a large
uranium vapor release at 200 km altitude. We follow the species N2, Q2 ,0, U,
U0, U02, U0+  and U02

+  in their temporal evolution as influenced by
hydrodynamics, diffusion and chemistry via the first equation.. The
hydrodynamic transport assumptions and equations are described. On lb the
treatment of diffusion is shown. We choose K in the last equatin to lead to
a nominal diffusion coefficient at 200 km altitude of 0.1 ka /sec. For a
gradient scale of 100 m the diffusion velocity would be 100 m/sec in the
ambient atmosphere. This value is about 17% of the sound speed at that
altitude. We have also studied the evolution of a release for diffusion
coefficients 1/3 and 3 times the nominal value. The slower diffusion rates
lead to very slow oxidation of the cloud and are therefore uninteresting. In
the following graphs we show results for nominal diffusion and faster
diffusion.I

Viewgraph #2 presents chemical reaction rates and the properties of the
ambient atmosphere and uranium vapor release. It is assumed that the vapor
release takes place quickly (within I sec).

Viewgraph #3 shows initial cond-tions for the neutral gas perpendicular
* to_. The vertical axis is logarithm to the base 10 of the number density in

cm . The horizontal axis is distance from the center of the release in km.
The following slides show the evolution of the release perpendicular to B for
a nominal diffusion.

Viewgraph #4 Ion densities at 2 sees.

Viewgraph #5 Neutral densities at 2 sees.

Viewgraph #6 Ions at 5 sees.

Viewgraph #7 Neutrals at 5 sees.

Viewgraph #8 Ions at 10 sees.

Viewgraph #9 Neutrals at 10 sees.

Viewgraph #10 Ions at 20 sees.

Viewgraph #11 Ions at 30 sees.

Viewgraph #12 Ions at 40 secs.

Viewgraph #13 Ions at 50 secs.

Viewgraphs #14, #15, and #16 show contours of the densities of UO+, U02+
and 02. The vertical axis is time atter release; the horizontal axis is
radius from release point.

Comment: The above results shot, that suc> a large relese Initially burns
out tlf 0 anl 02 rof the neutral atnosph-,. The 0 is- able to fairly rapidly

C iff L1& ito thc U vapor and oxIdiz , it to "'. iowc r, C2 takes, much longer
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to oxidize the U0+ to U02+. This slower oxidation results because 02 has a
smaller ambient density than 0 and is chemically consummed as it tries .to
diffuse into the release region.

* Viewgraph #17 shows the initial conditions for the simulations. parallel
to B. The diffusion is nominal for the following set of graphs. The
horizontal axis here covers a range to 15 km.

Viewgraph #18 Ions at 2 sees.

Viewgraph #19 Neutrals at 2 secs.

Viewgraph #20 Ions at 5 secs.

Viewgraph #21 Neutrals at 5 secs.

* Viewgraph #22 Ions at 10 sees.

Viewgraph #23 Neutrals at 10 secs.

Viewgraph #24, #25, and #26. Contours of UO+; U02+ and 02 number
densities in time parallel to B.

Comments: The evolution parallel to B is quite similar to that
perpendicular to B with the exception that the ion cloud becomes considerably
larger as it diffuses outwards. Again ambient 02 is burnt out in the release
region and oxidation of U0+ to U02  is allowed to take place only in a shell
around the release.

Viewgraphs #27 and #28 show results perpendicular to B for diffusion 3
times nominal. Comparison of these results to #8 and #9 show that oxidation
is taking place more rapidly. However even for this very rapid diffusion
ambient 02 is burnt out in the release region and most of the oxidation takes
place in a shell.

Viewgraphs #29 and #30 show results parallel to B for fast diffusion.
They can be compared to #22 and #23. The comments about shell oxidation and
02 burn out still apply.

Conclusions: These simulation results demonstrate clearly that for a
large, rapid uranium vapor release in the atmosphere at about 200 km altitude,
the oxidation of U to U02

+ can take a fairly long time (a few 10s of
seconds). The long oxidation time is caused by the dense U vapor burning out
the atmospheric molecular oxygen. Although the 02 attempts to diffuse into
the release region it continues to be chemically consumed by the uranium
vapor. Only after oxidation is complete in a shell surrounding the release

* point can 02 finally reenter the central region of the release. For smaller
releases or for slower releases where the uranium vapor is spread along the
rocket trajectory, these conclusions may not apply. In particular for
releases where the uranium vapor density is less than the ambient molecular
oxygen density complete oxidation would take place promptly. Moreover U02

+

would not be formed in a shell-like structure around the relase point.
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Physical Model

-a=:g+ +Th
't Bt hydro at di ff t chain

Transport ions and neutrals separately

Two cases

parallel to B spherical transport of

* neutrals - cartesian

transport of ions

perpendicular to R spherical transport of

neutrals fixed ions

Transport Equations

C)t

vs qYt
- (v . v) , - "- + . (vs  -
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Diffusion Equations

r (V, - 7 ?7 = a/

*foro :z - constant
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Chemical Reaction Rate Coefficients

(1) U + 0 - U0+ + e- 5 x 10-10 cm3/sec

(2) U + 02 - U0" + e 3.8 x 10- 12 Cm3/sec

(3) U + 02 -U0 + 0 1.8 x 10-10 cm3/sec

(4) UO + 0 --'U 0+ + e- 4 x 10-10 cm3/sec

(5) UO + 02 -> U02. + 0 2 x 10-9 cm3/sec

(6) UO+ + 02--+U 0+ + 0 4 x 10-9 cm3/sec

Ambient Atmosphere- Altitude = 200 km.

M* [0] o = 4.4 x 109 cm-3  To = 0.1 ev

[N2]o = 4.2 x 109 cm
-3

[023 o = 2.6 x 10
8 cm-3

S

Release of 2 kg of atomic uranium -'-5 x 1024  atoms

at a temperature of 0.276 ev.

0

MV- 8
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Appendix N

RENORMALIZATION GROUP THEORY OF FRACTALS IN STRIATING
*IONOSPHERIC PLASMA CLOUDS

In trying to understand late-time striation

Lphenomena that occur in ionospheric clouds, it has been

suggested1 that convecting plasma clouds, being unstable to

the ExB gradient drift instability, nonlinearly fractalize

through multiple bifurcation processes. In an entirely

different physical context, fractals have been used by

Mandelbrot 2 and by Frisch, Sulem and Nelkin 3 to explain the

intermittency in self-similar cascades of fully developed

Navier-Stokes turbulence. Loosely speaking, a regular

fractal is a contoured structure whose shape remains un-

changed locally by a rescaling of spatial scales by a fixed

proportion. By its very nature any contour curve in a finite

region should have infinite length. It is highly unlikely,

however, that the fractal structure of either the striating

ionospheric plasma cloud or a fully developed fluid turbul-

ence could be regular. Much more likely fractal structures

in both cases are of random irregular character, such that a

rescaling of spatial scales reveals a new structure which is

statistically similar to the original one but not identical

in details. This kind of self-similar structure is closely

related to the multiple scale-length structures in statisti-

cal systems near critical transition. The mathematical tool

required to study critical phenomena has been introduced by

Wilson. Known as the renormalization group technique, it was

first developed by Gell-Mann and Low to study the scalinq

symmetry that occurs in Quantum Electrodynamics. The

renormalization group addresses the rescaling symmetry of a

N-3



statistical system. It therefore describes the symmetry of a

random fractal. As a result, it would seem that the

renormalization group technique would be the ideal tool to

study both self-similar striations in ionospheric plasma

clouds and self-similar cascades in fully developed fluid

turbulence. Unfortunately, while no work on the application

of the renormalization group approach to plasma clouds has

been done, attempts to study fluid turbulence using the

renormalization group in a dynamical setting have not been

very successful. The lack of success in the renormalization

group approach to turbulence can be attributed to the fact

that the renormalization coefficients appearing in the
"renormalization group equation" can only be calculated by

perturbation theory. In critical phenomena where the

correlation length goes to infinity as the critical transi-

tion is approached the renormalization group transformation

is performed by integrating over large wavenumber deqrees of

freedom. Since, in general, the renormalized coupling

constants decrease as more and more large wavenumber degrees

of freedom are eliminated, the perturbation expansion

actually improves with repeat applications of the renormali-

zation group transformation. A similar procedure is also

applicable for fully developed fluid turbulence. In fact,

the effective coupling usually goes to zero as one goes to

larger and larger spatial scales. This property is called

infrared stability of the renormalization group transforma-

tion and it makes the perturbation treatment essentially

exact in the long wavelength, long time limit. From the

point of view of inertial range spectral cascades in fluid

turbulence, however, one is interested in the physics which

governs small spatiatl scales. Since the effective coupling

increases with the decrease of spatial scales, the renormali-

zation group transformation is possibly ultraviolent

N-4



divergent, rendering the perturation expansion approximation

* totally ineffective. It is unclear at this moment whether a

perturbative renormalization group analysis would be useful

in the study of small scale fractal behavior of ionospheric

plasma clouds at late times.

C
We shall describe, in the following, a nonperturba-

tive scheme to implement the idea of the renormalization

group to study the late-time evolution of striating iono-

spheric plasma clouds. Our starting point is the Fourier

representation of the nonlinear ExB equations:

v • (Nv ) = 0 " VN (1)

atN + vv [N z x = 0 (2)

where N is the plasma cloud density, * is the polarization
B

potential, z = f is the direction of the magnetic field, and

*E0 is the applied bias zeroth order electric field, which is

assumed to be spatially uniform. It has been shown that the

approximation that N is nearly constant on the LHS of Eq. (1)

leads to the following equations in Fourier space

A A

icE 0  z . [_ x (k-q)](k-) •E 0  0
-tN + BNc (k-_) 2

A
where E 0 = E0 /E 0 , Nc is the constant unperturbed cloud

density, and 1k is the Fourier transform of the perturbed

density.

* Because Eq. (3), being diffusion free, is invariant

under dilatations, it is convenient to make the followinq

change of the independent variables k:

N-5



a

k e k (4)

A
where k is a unit vector pointing in the direction of k and

s = ink. Eq. (3) now becomes

(s-s')A A A (S'-S)A A A (s'-s)A
U e z.[x(k-e q)jx.(k-e g)

S A 
-s A, A-S )'q +e2(s'-s) - 2k . (s'-s)

U AUA.A (sI-s) A

Usq Us+n /'+e2(S'-S) 2k qe (5)

where

cE0  = A (s'-s)A

s,k BN e k q. and ( k-A
2(s'-s> eS'S)

A (s'-s) A
is a unit vector pointing in the direction of k-e q.

Eq. (5) can be further rewritten as

A A A~~~~) 6
whsk A = s's, k q

where s'-s, f(k.q,) = /1+e 2 l- 2k.qe
A A

Skeg and

f(k. q, )

A I A A A A
e [gxk-etq)] J.(k-e q) (7)

Eq. (6) clearly displays the translational symmetry, as can

4 be seen from the fact that (6) is invariant under the

transformation s + s + constant. The advantage of qoinq to s

4 N-6
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* variables is immediately evident, because the dilatation

transform k - xk is just a translation s + s+lnk! Hence the

translational symmetry of Eq. (6) simply corresponds to the

dilatational symmetry of the original Equations (3). Note

that k - Xk induces a transformation R + IM which leaves
k x k

Ui,k invariant.

Since we are dealinq with a k-space which is con-
tinuous rather than discrete, it is more convenient to work

with Fourier density 14(k,t) nstead of k and replace the

summation Z, by integration fd 2 k. The resulting equation is
k

i) A = ffMddeA, (8)
s'k I s+jE,q s+Znf k q t)p kfq.k) q

where m(k,q ) = k kq{)/2 e U A s, and 9A
,, q, s,k Usk C

is the angle associated with the unit vector q. Eq. (8)

* displaces the mathematically desirable property that the

mode-coupling is essentially local in s. To see this, we
note that kq) has the following asymptotic bhavior:

A A A A. A 3 0
A A z qxk x q e-3 0,=~ ^ q^. (9)

z .xk x.k eR 0, + (9)

Hence couplings to 1 J significantly greater than one are

unimportant. However, Eq. (9) does allow direct couplinq to

very long wavelength modes (s * -- ) through the zero of
A A

f(k-q,), which occurs for 1=0 and k=q. The reason for the

direct long range coupling is clear: the zeroth order

* uniform electric field E0 represents a k=0(s + - ) energy

N-7



source for the ExB gradient drift instability whose linear

growth rate for short wavelength perturbations is essentially

independent of the magnitude of the wavenumber. More

generally, any long wavelength electric field perturbation

could be considered as a pump for shorter wavelength ExR

gradient drift instabilities.

We now consider the possiblity that the energy

cascade from long wavelength to short wavelength, i.e., from

- - to z + c, can result in a steady state flow with

bt=O, which, for Eq. (8), becomes

m(k, qj) US+ZA ^ deA = 0.fq s+inf(k"q)p k q .q

* Without attempting to find the most qeneral solution to the

above equation, (which seems impossible in any case). We

note that Eq. (10) is no longer scale invariant in s, but

instead, has an internal scale is which is of order 1.

This opens up the possibility that Eq. (10) admits solutions

of the form

USA = eaS p(s,k), (11)
s'k

where p(s,k) is a periodic function of s with period T-1,
A A

i.e., p(s+T,k) = p(s,k). Transforming back to k-space

A BN
representation, we find that (k,k) - N(k) satisfies the

relationship c

A 3 A

( xk,k) = % q{(k,k), (12)

N-8



A

where x eT. In other words, the function X(3-)m (%mk,k) =
A A

(k,k) is independent of m for any integer m. Hence, ((k,k)

is self affine with respect to the variable k.

A
The function ((k,k) is closely related to a class

of functions known as Weierstrass functions. In fact, if we
A

take d,(k ,k) to be

CO(-3n n A
Z ~ -3)6(k- k 0)f(k), (13)

n=0

then the Fourier transform of p becomes

CO n AA k(a_3) n  e k k^  A

(e) = n f e k'f(k)de A (14)
n=0

Eq. (14) is a two-dimensional generalization of Weierstrass

• functions, it has the property of being continuous but no-

where differentiable provided that 2 < a < 3. Physically,

p(x) describes a fractal structure.

A

The function j(k,k) given by Eq. (13) only serves

as an example of the kinds of functions satisfying Eq. (12).

It does not, however, solve the time-independent Equation

(10). It might be possible to find a solution to Eq. (10)

* which is a slightly modified form of Eq. (13). (For example,
A

by making k0 a function of k). This possibility is still

under investigation. It should be pointed out that we have

found model dynamical equations in one dimension which admit

* of time-independent solutions of the Weierstrass variety.

N-9
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The existence of time-independent fractalized solu-

tions to the scale-free Equation (3) can obviously explain

U the phenomena of shape freezing. However, time-independent

solutions are interesting only if they can be approached

time-asymptotically. The simplest way to include time depen-

dence is to take advantage of the translating invariance of

Eq. (8) and assume that Us,k is of the form

A
U = O(t-os,k). (15)

(15) describes a travelling wave in s-space. The cor-

responding equation is

A AI A A A A-i&-U = fm(k,q{j) u(t-ps-ox,q) U[t-ss-pZnf(k-q,j), p(k,all))

* dide . (16)

To see the physical meaning of (15), we note that

in k-space, the perturbed charge density R k has the form

A

k a k-3U(t-Olnkk). (17)

If we define kc to be the characteristic wavenumber for

short-wavelength substructures, then we see that kc evolves

in time according to

dk kc (18)
dt

Thus, the cloud develops a spectrum of finger sizes which

become smaller and smaller as time progresses, and it does

this at an increasing pace. This cannot, however, happen in

• a finite time, as predicted by Cornwall. Instead, it still

takes an infinite time to approach the infinitely detailed

bifurcation structure.

\-l{1



In a physically more realistic situation, one will

£ have to take into account the effects due to particle dis-

creteness, large-scale deformation of plasma clouds, and

other random disturbing forces, all of which could be

regarded as noises, as well as viscous, diffusive effects.

The result will be a statistical dynamic process toward a

statistical time-asymptotic equilibrium rather than the more

coherent processes alluded to before. A simple model which

takes into account both the random noise (force) and the

* viscous diffusion is

z., [_qx (k-_q) I (k-_) " xtNk + v~k2Rk + iX0E - R q R k- (19)

-- v --k_ (k-q)2

where v0  is the (unrenormalized) viscosity, ±k is the

random force function, and X 0 is a parameter which measures

the strength of the nonlinear coupling. X0 will eventually

* be set to unity. For simplicity we will assume that .k

obeys Gaussian statistics and consists predominantly of long

wavelength fluctuations. Rewritten in s = lnk space, Eq.

(19) becomes

2s A x!( AqA AU A Ai~tve)s' k  X fmkrq i £)Us+ , Us+knf (A.,) A

d~d9A + F A (20)
q -s,k'

where F A 
= e- 3s f and is accordingly even more peaked at

-s,k -k
small k(s + - ) than fk The presence of v 0 and F A-- ' "-s,k

destroys the translational invariance enjoyed by Eq. (8).

For our interest, we will consider the limiting behavior of

v 0 and FsA + 0 for any finite s, corresponding to the
V0 s ,k
inertial range having an infinite extent. In the inertial

N

N-il
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range, the translational invariance of the equation is pre-

served.

As explained by Ma and Mazenko, the dynamic

renormalization group procedure consists of basically two

parts. First, the modes U> A such that A - A < s < A (A
s,k

being a finite number) are eliminated from Eq. (20) by
formally solving the equations for U> A as a power series n

s,k
X F whose coefficients are functions of the remaining modes

< A as well as the forcing function F> A These formal
sk s,k

solutions are then inserted into the equations for U< to
> A u s en,k

eliminate their explicit dependence on Us k . Subsequently,

the reduced set of equations is averaged over the part of the

force that acts in the shell A - A < s < A, partially

renormalizing the coefficients which enter the reduced

equations of motion. The remaining fluctuating part is added

to the noise forcing function F< A
sk' again partially

renormalizing the coefficients characterizing its spectrum.

Second, a rescaling of space (translation in s), time,

viscosity, remaining U< A and forces is done to make the newS,k

set of equations look as much like the original equations as

possible. The resulting equations are differential equations

for the renormalized coefficents as functions of A which can

be integrated to eliminate a larger and larger part of the

high-k degrees of freedom.

0 As has been demonstrated by Forster, Nelson and

Stephen, the above procedure works well for the large-

distance, long-time behavior of velocity correlations

generated by the Navier-Stokes equations with random stirring

force. However, running the recursion equations backwards to

attempt to study large wave-number properties -eads to an

\-12
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increase in the renormalized mode coupling strength )(A),

invalidating weak-coupling perturbation schemes which are

crucial for the success of the dynamic renormalization group

procedure.

In our case, we note that the random stirring force

acts primarily in the small wavenumber reqime, whereas the

viscous diffusion term tends to smear out the large wave-

number modes. Furthermore, the perturbative renormalization

theories of the DIA-type tend to support the physical

0 intuition that short wavelength fluctuations contribute to

renormalization of viscous diffusion, while long wavelength

disturbance generates random Galilean transformation as well

as adiabatic pumping of energy to shorter wavelength modes.

It follows from these intuitive ideas that one should intro-

duce both an upper wavelength and a lower wavelength cutoff,

instead of eliminating only the high-k spectrum, as in Ma and

Mazenko's original formalism. Specifically, let us introduce

*A and A such that the s-space is divided into three parts:

A A A As < A - , A - I < s < A + -, s > A + .- (21)

Likewise we separate U P into three corresponding groups:s,k
U< A ~ A > , s > A +P1 and U. , (A A< s<
Us  (s < A I;U >

s,k s 7U s,k s,kA + U Us , kand Us,k are subsequently eliminated followinq

the procedure outlined by Ma and Mazenko. By making A >> 1,

only modes with wavelenqth much larger or much smaller than

the wavelength of interest are eliminated. As a result, the

elimination of Us< an-i -"an be done seoarately and

independently, since the it)rPi"' , hpween UV , and U can
s k s,k

be expected to be sma.. Ir N. r approximatioon, we will
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assume that only the mean squared spectrum of U and the

C' fluctuating part of U A contributes to renormalization of

viscous diffusion and the fluctuating forcinq function,

respectively. Corrections to the above approximation can be

evaluated in a perturbative manner.

One obvious advantage of the approach taken here

over the popular DIA scheme is that only partial renormaliza-

tion of the random stirring force together with viscous

6diffusion is performed, rendering low-order perturbation

expansion more accurate. In addition, the absence, in lowest

order, of contributions to viscous diffusion from modes with

k smaller than the k retained, as well as from modes with

comparable k, removes the long-standing difficulty associated

with the non-diffusive random-Galilean - convective effects

due to long wavelength fluctuation. The effects due to

random - Galilean - convection, as well as adiabatic pumping,

are restored by renormalizing the flucutating force throuqh

the nonlinear coupling due to the coupling singularity at
fk. ) = 0.

The renormalization group procedure just outlined

gives rise to two compatible sets of Pfaffian differential

equations in A and A, respectively. Their properties are

still under investigation.

0 Finally, it may be possible to qet around the

technical difficulty inherent in the semi-perturbative

approach we have just described by solving Eq. (20) directly

in the viscous-free limit using the following numerical
scheme: First, we assume that F A is only important at

s,k
s . - and can hence be treated as simply a boundary condi-

tion at s - ; likewise the diffusion term v0 can be treated

N-14
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as an energy sink at s + . Second, we can take advantage of

the translational symmetry to assume that, apart from some

simple rescaling, different s modes essentially have the same

statistical properties. Thus we can solve the Equations (20)
in the range A - < s < A + where A is sufficiently large

that there is hardly any statistical correlation among modes

separated by more than A in the s space. Any modes needed in

Eq. (20) which lie outside of the range defined above can be

approximated by the following "pull-back" formula:

e UA 22)
s,k e SA, k.

a is an eigenvalue determined in the following way: pick an

arbitrary a and run the numerical code until U A settless,k
down to a stable-temporal behavior. If Us, is growing

steadily in time change a in the direction so as to reduce

the growth rate to zero; likewise, for damped modes. When

U s A reaches a steady statistical state, the corresponding a

is the eigenvalue sought. To relate a to the power spectrum

of 14(k), we note that Eq. (22) corresponds to

<I(k)i2> k2  3) (23)

From the argument immediately following Eq. (14), it is

expected that a will be between 2 and 3, making the spectrum

somewhat sharper than k- 2 .

S

S< 1
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*• ELF Current Generation in the Ionosphere

George Schmidt

Abstract

Two mechanisms for current generation in the ionosphere are

investigated. In the first, momentum of waves generated by a land

based antenna are absorbed by electrons. In the second the magnetic

* moment of electrons is enhanced by cyclotron resonance in the polar

region, giving rise to currents due to magnetic mirror effects. The

two effects are additive with the first one dominating in the highly

* collisional ionosphere. Order of magnitude estimates indicate that

with a land based antenna of 100 MW power, significant currents can

be generated.
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Introduction

In order to produce ELF electromagnetic waves for communication, the

use of an ionospheric antenna has been suggested. Various mechanisms for

low frequency current generation in the ionosphere have been proposed, in

particular parametric excitation of such waves from a land based antenna

1 mdlto 2
structure , and electrojet current modulation

* Here we wish to point out two other possible avenues to reach the

same goal.

1) A land based antenna radiating into the ionosphere produces waves

that can easily be absorbed by ionospheric plasma electrons. Regardless of

the absorption mechanism, the momentum of photons is converted into the

momentum of electrons giving rise to a current3. If the wave is pulsed this

gives rise to current pulses, that can be used as an antenna. If the wave is

reflected rather than absorbed a factor of two is gained in the current.

2) The earth's magnetic field forms a magnetic mirror. If the energy

of the electromagnetic wave in the polar region is absorbed by electrons via

cyclotron resonance, the magnetic moment of these electrons is increased, resulting

* in increased acceleration of these particles along the magnetic field toward

the equatorial plane. Now the background magnetic field provides the source

of momentum to produce the desired current.

Momentum Absorption

Consider electromagnetic waves propagating along the earth's magnetic

* field carrying energy E, momentum p = [-k/u;. For simplicity we take w/k c,

0-5



so p : s/c. This momentum is absorbed by a cylindrical column of plasma,

cross sectional area A, length L. If the free electron density is n, the

current generated is

I = - enA6v (1)

where 6v is the velocity increment of the electrons due to photon absorption.

From momentum conservation

E/c = ALnm6v (2)

* Substituting 6v from (2) into (1) results in

IL = eE _ 586 c (3)mc

Note that (3) does not depend on the size of the absorption volume, electron

density, or any other details of the absorber. A more elaborate calculation,

integrating over a nonuniform plasma yields the same result.

If the wave, instead of being absorbed, is reflected, the electrons take

up twice the wave momentum p = 2 c/c, and one has

* IL = - 1172 E (4)

So far we have not considered the interaction of the electrons with the

environment. The effect of electron-neutral, electron-ion collisions is easy

to account for. If the collision frequency is v, the effective acceleration

time is , so in (3) and (4) £ pv- , where p is the radiated power. Since

0-6
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* v is sensitively dependent on light over the ground, this results in a

strong dependence on the number of Amp meters generated. Good results

can be obtained above an altitude of 100 kms, where v < l04 sec-1 . With

a power of 100 MV, v = lO4 sec-1 , one obtains from (3) IL = - 5,86.106 Am,

which is quite respectable. The drawback is the higher altitude than the one

used in the electrojet generation scheme.

The electromagnetic interaction with the background magnetoplasma is

more difficult to calculate. The push on the electrons due to photon absorption

is equivalent to an electromotive force, driving the current. One expects

that this current will close outside the absorption region, creating a dipole

type current configuration. So the problem boils down to the investigation of

the following model.

An electromotive force is generated in a closed region. Calculate the

current pattern in a tensor dielectric with V.1 = o (I is the current density).

This calls for a numerical calculation, similar to the one by Chang and

Papadopoulos2 for the electrojet modulation problem.

The equivalent electric field E0, due to power absorption is easily

estimated

E IV__ (5)

Eo cven

where p is the power absorbed in volume v.

Mirror Acceleration

-• Consider now the situation where an electron in the polar region

0-7
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picks up the energy 6W , perpendicular to the magnetic field B by cyclotron

acceleration. This results in an increase of its magnetic moment 6pm = 6WIB-I.

In consequence there will be an incremental acceleration along the B field

- 1 mdB
6v i m , where B is the coordinate along the magnetic field. The

particle (without interaction with others) arrives at the equatorial plane with

the incremental velocity

6v f - - dx (6)
HI M B dx vil

I For an order of magnitude estimate we replace vl1 with some average <v ,>,

and integrate to obtain

6v 6W.L B1

vl zn Fo (7)m<v l> 0

where B1 is the magnetic field at the polar, B0 at the equatorial region.

For n electrons per unit volume, this leads to the current in the equatorial

plane, using (1) and (7)

6W B1
•I -en A m<v- 1 > zn ,

The energy absorbed by all electrons is c LAn6W, to yield

eE B1
-n (9)

since n !- is of order unity, it seems that the current generated is

<V W> times larger than the one obtained by momentum absorption, an enormous

increment.
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* The fly in the ointment is our neglect of collisions. In reality

electrons collide many times in their passage from the polar to the equatorial

region.

A more realistic approach is the calculation of the equivalent elcctric

field from - eE - 6m B or

6WI dB

S Be dx (0)

This is to be compared to the equivalent electric field from momentum absorption.

n WSince -P L , where T is the mean collision time, from (5)
vn T

6WE0  c (11)

So finally

I 7,1.10-3 (12)

where L is the characteristic scale length of the earth's magnetic field. This

ratio is typically larger than one so the first process is more effective.

It should however be emphasized that these two mechanisms are not competing

but cooperating. As energy is being absorbed by the electrons to increase

their magnetic moment, momentum is simultaneously absorbed.

The next task is d numerical study on collective effects in an anisotropic

lossy dielectric to determine the current pattern.
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MECHANISMS OF STRATOSPHERIC OZONE TRANSPORT

Chapter 1

U

INTRODUCTION TO THE OZONE TRANSPORT PROBLEM

1.1 IntroductionS
Due to the complex nature of ozone photochemistry and

atmospheric dynamics it has been difficult to discern the mechanisms

most important for the maintenance of the ozone distribution. To

simultaneously model both the photochemistry and the dynamics is a

prodigious task as each system involves a variety of temporal and

spatial scales. One goal of atmospheric scientists is to understand

transport dynamics so that they may be simplified and then

meaningful predictions of ozone perturbations by pollutants can be

generated for a considerably reduced computational cost.

£ The oxygen photochemistry (Chapman, 1930; Craig, 1965) predicts

that the maximum amount of ozone should be observed in the tropical

stratosphere and the minimum amount observed in the polar

stratosphere. However, even as early as 1930 it was known that the

maximum amount of ozone occurs at extratropical latitudes (Dobson,

1930), and it thus was postulated that atmospheric transport

* redistributes ozone from its tropical source regions to polar

latitudes.

Manuscript approved October 7, 1982.
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Simple mean cell circulations were proposed by Brewer (1949)

and Dobson (1956) which were capable of transporting ozone from

tropical to polar regions. Planetary wave mechanisms were also

suggested that were capable of producing polevard, downward

transport (Newell, 1961, 1963). As more data became available and

dynamical theory developed, it became obvious that the transport of

qminor constituents was a complex interaction of planetary waves and

the mean circulation (Mahlman, 1969). An excellent review of the

history of stratospheric circulation and transport studies is given

in Hsu (1980).

Since the classic study of Craig (1950), the photochemical

models of ozone have become progressively more complex. The

remeasurement of rate coefficients by Benson and Axworthy (1957)

indicated that oxygen-only photochemical models would predict more

ozone than is observed (Hunt, 1966). Catalytic destruction cycles

involving hydrogen oxides, nitrogen oxides, and halogen oxides have

been added to the photochemistry models. With the addition of these

reactions it became obvious that anthropogenic pollutants might

cause serious degradation of the ozone layer (WHO, 1981). Complete

photochemical models now require the use of over 100 chemical

reactions (Johnson and Podolske, 1978). Use of the complete set of

photochemical equations requires that the dynamics be simplified in

order to make the problem tractable. The most common

parameterization has been to treat atmospheric transport as if it

were diffusive.

p-12
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6 1.2 Diffusion models

The dynamics in photochemistry models have been parameterized

with both one-dimensional (1-D) and two-dimensional (2-D) schemes.

The 1-D models represent transport by vertical diffusion from high

altitude source regions to the lover stratosphere where ozone is

observed to accumulate (McConnell and McElroy, 1973). Hunten (1975)

pointed out that vertical diffusion models are useful because of the

tendency of the atmosphere to be horizontally stratified. Upward

motions are always associated with compensating downward motions;

therefore, the atmosphere "looks like just another big eddy"

(Hunten, 1975). Strobel (1981), however, has shown that 1-D

diffusion models are only strictly valid when the horizontal

gradient of the constituent is small, a condition not valid for

ozone.

Two-dimensional models attempt to model the atmosphere more

realistically by approximating both vertical and latitudinal

transport (Hidalgo and Crutzen, 1977; Harwood and Pyle, 1977; Miller

et al., 1981). In 2-D models a mean advective field is usually

prescribed and wave motions are modeled by a diffusion scheme. Such

diffusion parameterizations are often based on the empirical theory

of Reed and German (1965) which has been shown to be inconsistent

with the hydrodynamics of planetary wave transport (Matauno, 1980).

Hidalgo and Crutzen (1977) and Harwood and Pyle (1977) use an

Eulerian mean formulation where ozone is advected with a zonal mean

velocity and the zonal mean effects of the planetary waves are

* modeled by diffusion. In another 2-D model Miller et al. (1981) use
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the concepts of the Lagrangian-mean circulation, as discussed by

Dunkerton (1978), to derive a Lagrangian-mean circulation for the

stratosphere. Miller et al. use this Lagrangian-mean field instead

of the Eulerian velocity for the mean field advection.

The problems of applying diffusion models to atmospheric

dynamics has been discussed by Hahlman (1975), Tuck (1979), and Pyle

and Rogers (1980a). These authors have pointed out the inadequacies

of diffusion parameterizations when trying to model countergradient

transport, the spatial variation of chemical sources and sinks, and

* the diffusion of different chemical species. These processes are

important for ozone in some parts of the atmosphere and should be

properly represented in ozone models.

Matsuno (1980), Clark and Rogers (1978), Dunkerton (1980), and

Plumb (1979) have shown that the nature of planetary waves is

advective rather than diffusive for an inert tracer. This means

that the diffusion tensor should be antisymmetric rather than

symmetric as is generally assumed. Matsuno (1980), Strobel (1981),

and Holton (1981) show that there are also diagonal components in

the diffusion tensor which are associated with chemical source terms

and wave growth and decay.

The manner in which diffusion parmeterizations have been

applied to the atmosphere is a source of uncertainty in the results

of chemical models. Pyle and Rogers (1980a), however, argue that a

dynamically consistent reformulation of the diffusion coefficients

might allow for the continued use of diffusion models. Strobel

(1981) has formulated such a consistent theory for linear waves with

P-14
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* complex frequencies. This theory demonstrates the strong coupling

between the magnitude of the diffusion coefficients and

photochemistry. Because of this strong coupling, a simple diffusion

model can adequately predict ozone dynamics only under special

circumstances.

Even with all the shortcomings, diffusion can improve the

results of chemical models. A recent study by Pyle and Rogers

(1980b) shows that the addition of diffusion generates more

realistic ozone distributions than those produced by the diabatic

circulation alone. Since it is difficult to fully model both

photochemistry and dynamics, such parameterizations are desirable

and necessary. In the next section attempts to study ozone with an

accurate representation of the dynamics and a simplified chemistry

will be discussed.

1.3 General circulation models

Several general circulation models have been used to study

ozone transport and the interaction of radiation, dynamics, and

photochemistry (Clark, 1970; Cunnold et al., 1975; Schlesinger and

Mintz, 1979; and Hahlmau et al., 1980, and the references

therein). These models emphasize an accurate representation of the

dynamics, but the chemistry is modeled in a simplified manner.

S General circulation studies have met with some success in modeling

the large scale features of the ozone distribution, but no general

circulation model has ever reproduced all of the large scale

S features of the ozone distribution.
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- For example, the quasigeostrophic model of Clark (1970)

established the usefulness of the Chapman photochemistry in modeling

ozone and demonstrated that the stratospheric circulation was able

to perturb the radiative equilibrium ozone distribution to a

distribution that approximated observations. In particular,

planetary waves were found to transport large amounts of ozone from

equatorial source regions to high latitudes. By increasing the

horizontal gradient of temperature, Clark was able to generate high

latitude warmings; however, these model warmings do not accurately

represent the observed characteristics of stratospheric warmings.

Therefore, while the dynamics in this model do indeed cause an

increase in ozone at high latitudes, the mechanisms that lead to

this increase are in doubt due to the inability of the model to

accurately represent observed dynamical features.

Using the same dynamical equations of Clark (1970), Cunnold et

al. (1975) generated more accurate zonal mean circulations than

Clark; however, the model did not generate stratospheric warmings.

In their formulation of the ozone continuity equation Cunnold et al.

used a large vertical eddy diffusion coefficient, based ongA

diffusivities of 1-D chemistry models, which dominated the vertical

transport in the model. Although Cunnold et al. did calculate a

polar spring ozone maximum, the accumulation of ozone at high

latitudes was underestimated.

Mahlman et al. (1980) used a 3-D primitive equation model to

perform two ozone transport experiments. In the first experiment

the ozone was specified at 10 mb (the upper boundary) and was not
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* allowed to deviate from this climatological value. In the second

experiment, ozone was calculated at 10 mb using a simple oxygen,

hydrogen, nitrogen photochemistry. Hahlman et al. predicted the

vertical structure in the lower stratosphere quite accurately using

either of the specified photochemistries. This indicates that the

ozone distribution in the lower conservative region of the

stratosphere is to a large degree independent of the details of the

photochemistry.

The most serious discrepancy encountered by Mahlman et al. was

in the calculation of the total ozone field. Their spring maximm

was too large, occurred too far south, and too late in the spring.

The model of Mahlman et al. (1980) did not produce midwinter

stratospheric warmings and, indeed, none of the general circulation

models accurately represent warming events. It was suggested in

Mahlman et al. (1980) that the transport during a stratospheric

warming might be important in improving their results.

General circulation studies are so complex that transport

mechanisms are difficult to isolate and describe. The dynamics are

a combination of diabatically forced circulations and wave regimes,

and it is difficult to pinpoint the dominant transport mechanisms.

Therefore, the use of simple models to study the transport

associated with specific dynamic mechanisms might be useful not only

for application to chemical models but for interpreting general

circulation model results.
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1.4 Lagrangian-mean models

CIn general the constituent and dynamics fields in atmospheric

studies are formulated as a mean field and a deviation field. The

mean fields are generally formed by taking averages around a

latitude circle in what is called the Eulerian formulation. An

alternative to the Eulerian zonal mean and deviation method is the

Lagrangian-mean method (Andrews and McIntyre, 1978; McIntyre, 1980),

U in which averages are taken over particular fluid tubes. As the

averaging operator is defined, the Lagrangian-mean velocity is the

center of mass velocity of a particular ensemble of fluid particles

* and is zero when the conditions of the noninteraction theorem (Boyd,

1976; Andrews and McIntyre, 1978, Dunkerton, 1980) are met.

With the above attributes it may seem natural to study tracer

transport in the Lagrangian-meau system. However, it turns out the

Lagrangian-mean transform is complicated and is easily formulated

only for the most simple flows (McIntyre, 1980). Furthermore,

dispersion of the particles about their center of mass may render

the location of the center of mass of little use in the actual

location of the tracer (Hsu, 1980). McIntyre (1980) has suggested

that some sort of continuous reinitialization of the Lagrqngian-mean

*A
model might solve this problem, but no practical scheme is currently

available.

Much of the work concerning the application of the Lagrangian-

mean to the transport of tracers in the stratosphere is based on the

concepts of Dunkerton (1978). Dunkerton shows that for steady, non-

dissipating planetary waves, the Lagrangian-mean circulation of the

stratosphere is to first order the zonal mean circulation first
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estimated by Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961). This circulation is

specifically the radiatively forced circulation (diabatic

circulation).

Planetary waves are dissipative and not steady and have a

significant effect on tracer transport; therefore, the diabatic

circulation is not sufficient to describe all the large scale

transport processes. Schoeberl (1981a) has calculated the

Lagrangian-mean circulation associated with steady, dissipative

planetary waves. Schoeberl found that planetary waves transport

ozone from southern to northern regions, and that strong downward

transport can be obtained with "realistic" mean zonal wind profiles.

It is found that in the lower stratosphere the Lagrangian-mean flow

associated with planetary waves is dominate over the diabatic

circulation.

The 2-D model of Miller et al. (1981) used a modified version

of Dunkerton's diabatic circulation and a diffusion tensor based on

the coefficients of Luther (1974) and Bunten (1975). Since the

Lagrangian-mean circulation as calculated by Dunkerton (1978) does

not include the effects of dissipative planetary waves, the use of

the Luther and Bunten diffusion coefficients does not accurately

represent planetary wave effects. The large scale transport by

waves in this model are advective, and any diffusion

1parameterization must include an antisymmetric component.

In another approach to the diffusion problem Holton (1981) and

Strobel (1981) use the residual circulation defined by Andrews and

McIntyre (1976) to calculate tracer transport. Holton's model
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incorporates both planetary wave and diabatic effects. A diffusion

model is then used to calculate the small scale correction to the

advection by the residual circulation. This formulation involves an

antisymmetric tensor that represents an advective correction to the

residual circulation which is assumed to be negligible. If this

antisymmetric component is indeed small then the diffusive part of

the model should truly represent subplanetary wave effects.

1.5 Objectives

* The global scale transport of ozone can be divided into two

circulation regimes: transport by the diabatic circulation and

transport by large scale waves. Each of these transport regimes is

important and both must be modeled in a complete study. There are,

of course, important smaller scale processes that significantly

affect the ozone distribution. These small scale processes are

particularly important in the lower stratosphere and in the

troposphere. No attempt will be made here to study these small

scale processes.

In this dissertation steady state and time dependent planetary

wave models are used to investigate ozone transport by the diabatic

circulation and the planetary waves. The steady state model is

formulated in both the Eulerian and Lagrangian-mean systems and0

results from the two formulations compared. The Lagrangian-mean

circulation is also compared to the residual circulation. Using the

Lagrangian-mean displacement fields a Lagrangian parcel model is

developed to study the interaction of photochemistry and dynamics.
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* The simplicity of the steady state model makes it easier to use than

the time dependent model to understand the fundamental transport

mechanisms; however, the steady state model has the disadvantage

* that potentially important transient effects are neglected.

In the time dependent model quasigeostrophic waves are

calculated on a midlatitude B-plane. This model is the same as used

in Schoeberl (1982a, 1982b) to study vacillation and wave

saturation. A diabatic circulation based on the flow calculated by

Dunkerton (1978) is superimposed on the planetary wave circulation.

With this model it is possible to identify the transport

characteristics of the planetary waves and the diabetic circulation

and, therefore, measure their relative importance.

The use of these simple models aids in the understanding of the

specific mechanisms involved in the 2.ateraction of photochemistry

and dynamics. With this understanding it is possible to make a

rational approach to the development of dynamic simplifications
S

appropriate for chemical models.

In Chapter 2 the dynamic and transport models are described

with particular attention given to the transport scheme. In Chapter

3 the transport by steady, dissipative waves is covered and the

Eulerian, Lagrangian-mean, and residual circulations are compared.

The transport by the diabatic circulation, the planetary wave

circulation, and the two circulations combined is presented for the

time dependent B-plane model in Chapter 4. Finally, the results of

the various models are discussed and interpreted in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

MODEL DESCRIPTIONS AND THE OBSERVED OZONE DISTRIBUTION

1 2.1 Transport model

A general transport model has been developed that is capable of

interfacing with a variety of dynamic models or a specified time

dependent data set. The transport model runs in an off-line

fashion; that is, the constituent distribution does not affect the

dynamics. Since ozone is radiatively active, with the use of an

off-line model it has been tacitly assumed that the change in

radiative forcing associated with the changes in the ozone field is

small. This assumption is valid as most of the transport in this

model takes place during winter when insolation is small, and in the

infrared, ozone cooling is much smaller than carbon dioxide cooling

(Apruzese et al., 1982). Mahlmn and Moxim (1978) discuss in detail

the differences between on-line and off-line models.

For the transport model, the constituent continuity equation

(Eq. 3.1) is written in discrete form using fourth order centered

finite differences in the meridional and vertical directions. The

longitudinal dependence is represented by zonal harmonics, and the

time derivatives are estimated with second order centered

differences (leapfrog). The spatial differences are written in the

4
general form
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Cl(iil- O iil) C2 (Ii+2 - i-2
1 A - + 2 (2.1)

where C1 - 2/3 and C2 - -1/12 for fourth order accuracy (Ames, 1977;

Haltiner and Williams, 1980). Purther details of the numerical

scheme are given in Appendix B.

Mahlman and Sinclair (1977) review in some detail the

difficulties of modeling fluid advection. They tested several

transport algorithms using a one-dimensional model with a steady,

uniform flow and cyclic boundary conditions. The most serious

deficiency encountered by Mahlman and Sinclair was the generation of

nonphysical negative mixing ratios which had to be removed. This

removal process is called "filling" (Mahlman and Moxim, 1978).

Filling is a subjective process that usually involves borrowing mass

from surrounding grid points in a mass conserving fashion so that

negative mixing ratios are increased to zero.

Mahlman and Sinclair found that the pseudo-spectral method

produced the best results when a large number of waves and a short

time step were used. However, the pseudo-spectral scheme requires a

large amount of computer time and memory. Of the other schemes

* tested the fourth order derivative scheme worked well and is

computationally efficient (see also Ireiss and Oliger, 1972).

Clancy (1981) has suggested that the advection-diffusion

* equation can be efficiently integrated for a wide range of

parameters using second order spatial differences and a forward time

scheme. A comparison of the current model with Clancy's scheme

* illustrates the computational gain of the fourth order differences.
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Following Clancy, the advection-diffusion equation,

as - as+ -2
at a x+Da2

is integrated with At - 3600 sec, Ax - 105 m, u .6 a sec - l , and D

10 3 M 2 sec-'. The initial condition is

S - Sosin(kx) (t - 0)

and the boundary conditions are

S W -Soexp(-k 2 Dt)sin(kx-ukt)

for x - 0 and 10 9 a, where k - 2Y(108 M) - 
. The results after 30

*days using secc ,d order spatial differences and forward time

* differences are shown in Fig. 2.-la (same as Clancy Fig. 2). In Fig.

2.lb forward time differences are still used, but the second order

differences are replaced with the fourth order estimates. The phase

error in Fig. 2. lb has been reduced to nearly zero, but as in Fig.

*O 2.la the amplitude is overestimated.
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In Fig 2.1c the same problem has been redone using centered

time differences and fourth order spatial differences. Both the

phase error and the amplitude error have been reduced to the point

that the numerical solution and the analytic solution are virtually

indistinguishable. The use of forward time differences, as in Fig.

2.1a and 2.1b, leads to an unstable solution when the diffusion is

zero (Haltiner and Williams, 1980, p. 130). The incorporation of

diffusion by Clancy serves to stabilize his scheme. A more detailed

analysis of this problem is presented in Appendix B.

Using second order differences without diffusion to model ozone

transport leads to unrealistic results because 2Ax waves generated

in regions of large gradients propagate throughout the domain and

dominate the computed transport. Only with the incorporation of

very large diffusion can this effect be countered for long

integrations. The inferiority of second order transport models is

well illustrated in Mahlman and Sinclair (1977).

Besides filling, there are other nonphysical processes that

must often be incorporated into transport models in order to obtain

reasonable numerical results. Diffusion is commonly introduced to6
represent subscale effects (Mahlman and Moxim, 1978). As indicated

above, diffusion generally increases the numerical stability of a

finite difference scheme and reduces the occurrence of negative
U

mixing ratios.

At the boundary some technique must be used in order to close

the finite difference scheme. In this model either the ozone

density or flux is specified at the boundary, and the derivative at
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* the first interior point is represented by second order centered

differences (C1- 1/2, C2- 0 in Eq. 2.1). With this closure system

the boundary points and the first two interior points are directly

affected by the prescription of the boundary.

The closure method chosen generally affects the ability of the

model to conserve mass due to the uncompensated difference terms at

each boundary. In a problem where there is no flux through the

boundary and no source or sink terms, it is possible to calculate

the mass change caused by these uncompensating terms and then

distribute an appropriate mass correction over the model domain. In
9

a problem with boundary fluxes and sources, mass correction becomes

more complex.

Closure at the boundaries has another effect which particularly

manifests itself in the ozone problem. Since the mixing ratio

estimates at or near the boundaries are less accurate estimates than

at the interior points, transport into the polar region, a region of

special interest, will be inaccurate.

The philosophy taken in this study is to incorporate as little

subjectivity as possible, so that important transport mechanisms

will be revealed. Neither diffusion nor mass correction have been

incorporated into this model, and it has not been necessary to

incorporate filling.

* The omission of diffusion means that the lower regions of the

stratosphere and troposphere are expected to be poorly modeled. In

particular there is no mechanism for tropospheric-stratospheric

* interaction and there are no subplanetary scale dynamics to produce
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tC small scale mixing effects. As a result, there is sometimes a

tendency for ozone to build up to unrealistic levels in the lower

stratosphere. In certain instances an ozone "shock front" develops

and the finite difference estimates of the derivatives become very

poor, ultimately leading to the failure of the model in all

regions. Strong ozone fronts do not develop with the dynamics used

here.

The ability of the model to conserve mass has been studied

using an inert tracer. The model does not conserve mass exactly and

the entirety of the mass correction can be attributed to

noncompensating finite difference terms. The mass discrepancy

remains small for the integration times considered here. When ozone

chemistry is included the total ozone in the model domain never

differs unrealistically from the initial total ozone. For these

reasons it was judged that the incorporation of any mass correcting

techniques would contaminate the model results at least as badly as

the uncorrected mass. Therefore, the results presented here have no

mass correction added.

2.2 Chemistry model

The chemistry used in this study is extremely simple, namely:

Q - (A > o) (2.2)

where Q is the photochemical source term (see Eq. 3.1), X is the

photochemical relaxation rate, and 0 is the constituent mixing
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ratio. This formulation requires that the perturbations relax back

to zero, while changes in the mean field relax to the mean

equilibrium. The rate of relaxation is inversely proportional to X,

which is assumed to be a function of height only. The X values are

based on those of Hrtmann and Garcia (1979).

The chemical reactions that the X values are based on are the

oxygen-only reactions (Chapman reactions) with a modified ozone

* destruction rate to represent catalytic destruction. Ozone

chemistry is temperature dependent; however, the temperature

dependence is weak (Hartmann and Garcia, 1979; Garcia and Hartmann,

.* 1980) and will be neglected here.

It is convenient to divide the atmosphere into three regions in

order to discuss ozone transport (Fig. 2.2). The lower region is

*the region in which ozone is assumed to be a conservative

tracer (X << ku). In the upper region ozone photochemistry is so

fast (X k ) that the transport is unimportant. The middle

£region is defined by the ratio .1 < X/uk < 10 and is called the

transition region (Hartmann and Garcia, 1979). The interaction of

the photochemistry with the dynamics is expected to be greatest in

the transition region.

P
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Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of the atmosphere divided

into photochemical, transitional, and conservative

* regions based on the ratio of the dynamical to the

photochemical time scale.
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2.3 Dynamic models

The planetary waves are represented in all the dynamic models

by the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equation. The governing

equation is

+x ai )q aq ao'-. F' (2.3)

* where q' is defined as in Holton (1975). The mean flow equation is

ai - a (TV',) - -- )+F
at ay a(q - q0 ) + F (2.4)

is the wave induced change in the background potential vorticity

*0" Damping Is modeled as Newtonian cooling and Rayleigh friction,

which are assumed to be equal, &nd is represented by a. F is

diabatic forcing other than Newtonian cooling. Other nomenclature

is given in the Appendix A.

a. Steady state model

In the steady state model L is assumed to be zero and 0-plane
t

geometry is used. The damping is a slowly varying function of

height except in the uppermost regions where it is assumed to

increase at an exponential rdte. This region of increase provides a

sponge layer to reduce reflections from the upper boundary and is

well above the region where ozone transport is being studied. The

time scale of the damping below the sponge layer is approximately 10
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days, which is representative of the physical processes in the

middle or upper stratosphere (Schoeberl and Strobel, 1978;

Dickinson, 1973). The diabatic forcing, F, is assumed to be zero;

therefore, only the steady state planetary wave transport is

modeled.

Equations (2.3) and (2.4) are solved for a vavenumber one

perturbation with forcing analogous to a mean zonal wind of 10 m

sec - 1 flowing over a 1 km mountain. The mean zonal wind profile and

the geopotential amplitude are shown in Fig. 2.3. The mean zonal

wind Is pscaumed to approximate the polar night jet. The

geopotential reaches a maximum amplitude of about 1 km in the

mesosphere and does not exceed the steady state saturation limit

(Schoeberl, 1982a). The magnitude of the geopotential is in rough

agreement with observation (van Loon et al., 1973). The eddy

geopotential field is used to calculate the wave forced mean

meridional and vertical velocity.

It is assumed in the steady state model that wave effects on

the mean flow are not so large that the wave field needs to be

recomputed with the perturbed mean flow. This restricts the

validity of the steady state model to small amplitude waves and is

consistent with the transport approximations to be made later

(Section 3.2). This model is the Eulerian analogue to the

Lagrangian-mean model of Schoeberl (1981a).
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Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.4. Initial mean zonal wind profile

0 for the time dependent 8-plane model.
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b. Time dependent O-plane model

* In the time dependent O-plane model the diabatic forcing, F in

Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), is assumed to be zero, and the Newtonian

cooling and Rayleigh friction are similar to that of the steady

* - state model. mtabatic effects are modeled by adapting a circulation

from Dunkerton (1978) and Hurgatroyd and Singleton (1961) and

superimposing this circulation on the calculated planetary wave

* circulation.

The waves are forced by zonal flow over a mountain. The basic

state mean zonal wind profile is shown in Fig. 2.4. This model is

quasilinear in that after every time step the wave perturbed mean

field is calculated; the waves are then recalculated using the

updated mean fields. The mountain height is a model parameter and

the behavior of the model varies depending on the mountain height.

The planetary wave model is described in Schoeberl (1982b).

For small mountains equilibrium is reached in which westerlies

are present everywhere. For mountains in an intermediate range the
0

model produces at least one stratospheric warming and then is

observed to reach a steady state with a permanent layer of

easterlies. For large topography the model produces a series of
(A

warmings, i.e. it vacillates. For the transport experiments two

mountain heights will be used: 600 m and 900 m. Both of these

mountain heights are in the intermediate range where there is a

warming and the eventual onset of a permanent layer of easterlies.

The 8-plane transport model is centered at 600 N and has a

horizontal extent of 5000 km. This corresponds to a latitudinal
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extent from 37.50 to 82.50. The domain extends from the ground to

100 km. There are 20 grid points in the horizontal and 40 grid

points in the vertical and a perimeter of points around the grid at

which the boundary values are prescribed.

At the top and bottom of the model the constituent flux is set

equal to zero. This boundary condition is accurate at the top

since the ozone is in photochemical equilibrium. At the northern and

southern boundaries the flux associated with the planetary waves is

assumed to be zero. At the southern boundary, where ozone is

observed to have relatively little annual variation, the flux by the

* diabatic circulation is calculated assuming that ozone is

constant. The flux associated with the diabatic circulation at the

northern boundary is assumed to be zero.

The closure of the finite difference scheme directly involves

the prescribed boundary point and the first interior point. The

second and third interior point are directly associated with the

first interior point at each time step. Because of this possible

direct contamination by the closure system, results will be

presented at horizontal grid points 4 (460) and 17 (740) as

representative of the northern and southern regions of the model.

Table 2.1 lists the grid points, the corresponding distance from the

southern bondary of the O-channel , and the latitude for the time

dependent model.

P
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Table 2.1

Horizontal Distance Scales for the Time

Dependent 8-plane Model

Grid Point Y (km) Latitude 0

1 235 39.6

2 476 41.8

3 714 43.9

4 952 46.1

5 1190 48.2

6 1428 50.4

7 1667 52.5

8 1905 54.6

9 2143 56.8

10 2381 58.9

11 2619 61.1

12 2857 63.2

13 3095 65.4

14 3333 67.5

• 15 3571 69.6

16 3810 71.8

17 4048 73.9

18 4285 76.1

19 4523 78.2

20 4761 80.4
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2.4 Observations of ozone

In order to evaluate the success of the transport model it is

necessary to compare the calculated results to the observed ozone

distribution. In this section a brief review of the observed

behavior of ozone will be given. Some mention should be made

concerning the units used in reporting the observations. The

transport calculations will be done using the mixing ratio (ppm) as

the basic unit of measure. Many of the observations have been made

in other units such as ozone partial pressure or absolute density.

Due to the variation of atmospheric density, the ozone distribution

appears quite different in the various units. Kreuger and Minzner

(1976) present conversion factors in their Table 2. Much of the

general review of the ozone distribution is taken from Craig (1965)

and Ditsch C1974).

The ozone distribution in the Southern Hemisphere is less well

known and considerably different from that in the Northern

Hemisphere. The distribution in the Southern Hemisphere will not be

discussed here since the dynamics are more appropriate for the

Northern Hemisphere. There will be some comment made about transport

mechanisms in the Southern Hamisphere based on model results in

Chapter S.

At extratropical latitudes the ozone density reaches a maximum

* in the lower stratosphere between 15 and 30 km. The mixing ratio

maximum occurs at somewhat higher altitudes between 35 and 45 km.

Above and below the ozone maximum the average state shows a

monotonic decrease of ozone concentration; though, at any time an
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ozone sounding might show considerable vertical structure due to

* small scale transport. There is ozone of stratospheric origin in

the troposphere, but the amounts are quite small; and there is no

attempt made here to model tropospheric ozone.

* The absolute maximum amounts of ozone in the Northern

Hemisphere occur at polar latitudes in the lower stratosphere during

late %nter and early spring. This is in complete disagreement with

* photochemical theory which predicts maximum amounts in the tropics

at high altitudes in the middle and upper stratosphere. Figure 2.5

shows a March/April pole to pole cross section of ozone in both

ozone density and ozone/air number mixing ratio. The predominant

maximum seen at high latitudes in the density field is not clearly

seen in the mixing ratio field since this maximum occurs in a region

of relatively high atmospheric density. Two important features to

note in the mixing ratio field are the positive horizontal gradient

at high latitudes in the lowest part of the stratosphere and the

negative horizontal gradient at high latitudes in the middle and

upper stratosphere (TItsch, 1974).

In the photochemical region the variation of ozone is quite

small. In the lower statosphere, however, the variation is large on

both daily and seasonal time scales. Much of the daily variation is

due to the infusion of synoptic size weather systems into the

stratosphere and will not be modeled here. The seasonal variation

is due to the diabatic circulation and planetary wave transport and

will be investigated in this dissertation.
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Figure 2.5. Latitude-height cross section of ozone for

March/April in partial pressure

and ozone/air number mixing ratio

(from Doitsch, 1974).
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Figure 2.6 shows a time cross section of vertical ozone over

Arosa, Switzerland. The most important feature to note is the

strong increase between 30 and 50 mb (21-25 kin) which begins in

December and reaches a maximum in late winter. By the first of

" April there is a definite decreasing trend. Since this maximum

appears in the conservative portion of the stratosphere, it can be

deduced that transport is responsible for the ozone buildup.

* Another notable feature is the minimum concentration that occurs at

the level of the tropopause.

In Figure 2.7 is shown the vertical distribution from three

soundings in late winter and early spring. In the polar type

sounding (b) there is a pronounced secondary density maximum in the

lowest part of the stratosphere and a primary maximum around 21

Skm. In the Arctic type (a) there is just one broad maximum centered

at 100 ub. In the subtropical tymK profile (c) there is only one

large maximum, and there is relatively little ozone in the lower

stratosphere.

Retrieval of vertical profiles in general requires the

inversion of remote sensing observations which involve strongly

overlapping contribution functions. Consequently, there are

significant inaccuracies in the determination of the vertical

profile. Ozonesondes have been used to directly determine the

vertical structure, but these observations are limited in both space

and time. Total ozone has been studied longer and is known with

greater accuracy than the vertical structure; therefore, total ozone

will be used in many of the comparisons of the model results to
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observation. Using total ozone for comparison has the disadvantage

that model errors might be masked during the integration to form the

total amounts.

Many of the features of the behavior of total ozone have been

known since the early days of ozone observations. Using a network

of only six instruments, Dobson (1930) deduced that both total ozone

and the temporal variation of total ozone increased with increasing

latitude. Perhaps the most extensive documentation of analyzed

total ozone observations is the atlas of London et al. (1976) which

contains ten years of data from 1957-1967. The average latitude-

time cross section of total ozone in Dobson Units (DU) is shown in

Fig. 2.8 and is not greatly different in the Northern Hemisphere

from the cross section published by Gatz (1951). This figure shows

a rapid buildup of ozone at middle and high latitudes during

winter. The maximum is reached at polar latitudes around the first

of March. During early winter the maximum amount of ozone is found

to between 600 and 700 N. There is q lack of data north of 800 so

that the results in the extreme north are of dubious quality.

The regularity of the total ozone field is demonstrated 'i Fig.

* 2.9 taken from Hilsenrath et al. (1979). These data from the NI14BUS

4 BUV experiment show some fluctuation in the annual variation of

total ozone, but the large scale features remain quite constant

* during the time series.

Figure 2.10 from Zullig (1973) further demonstrates the extent

of the interannual variation in the total ozone field. In this

figure the average amount of total ozone in the Northern Hemisphere
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north of 400 for three winters is shown. Even with the large amount

of averaging involved in the formation of these graphs, there is an

obvious temporal wave evident in the data. In the two winters

during which warmings occur (1962/63, 1967/68), the maxlim amount

of ozone is approximately 62 larger, and the increase is more

sudden, than in the winter during which no major warning occurs.

Even though Zullig's observations are a rather limited amount of

*data on which to base transport theories, it is safe to conclude

that major stratospheric warmings have a strong influence on the

ozone distribution.
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The basic features of the ozone variabilty that will be studied

* here are the total ozone amount at extratropical latitudes and the

transport of ozone into the lower stratosphere during winter. Total

ozone increases at all latitudes during winter with the magnitude of

the increase being largest near the pole. During early winter the

maximum is in subpolar latitudes. Much of this increase in total

ozone is associated with the injection of large amounts of ozone

* between 21 and 25 km. There is little change in the ozone above 40

km and the observed changes in this region can be explained

photochemically. The total ozone reaches a maximum in early March

at polar latitudes and decreases uniformly until it reaches a

minimum in the fall.

The time dependent $-plane transport model will be used to run

- simulations from mid-December until April. In order to facilitate

comparisons to observations a reproduction of the appropriate

portion of tie average total ozone field given by London et al.

(1976) is presented in Fig. 2.11.

P
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Chapter 3

TRANS PORT BY STEADY STATE PIAINETARY WAVES

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter steady state transport by stationary planetary

waves on a $-plane is presented. In Section 3.2 the continuity

equation is developed for small amplitude waves in both the Eulerian

* and Lagrangian-nean formulations, and the relation between the

residual circulation and the Lagrangian-mean velocity is derived.

In Section 3.3 model results are presented and a LAgrangian model

based on particle trajectories is given. The results are discussed

and summarized in Section 3.4.

3.2 Constituent dynamics

The ozone continuity equation is formulated in both the

Eulerian and Lagrangian-mean systems. In general) the constituent

continuity equation is

0

DV . Q(3.1)
Dt

where Q represents the source term. By decomposing the fields into
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zonal averages and deviations and linearizing, the Eulerian

* formulation is obtained:

" + iT +u" . " (3.2)
i i

and

+. a,' + u
t a ax - "(3.3)

where repeated indices indicate summation. It is pertinent to note

that the zonal mean equation contains eddy flux terms which

represent the effects of wave transport. The tendency for the eddy

transport to be counteracted by the advection by the mean flow has

been discussed extensively, and represents a major difficulty of

atmospheric transport problems (Dunkerton, 1980; Mahlman and Moxi,

1978).

Using the Lagrangian-mean formulation (Andrews and McIntyre,

1978) it is possible to redefine the averaging operator such that

wave forcing does not appear in the mean equation. Using this

concept the mean continuity equation is written as

a~ + u L .a UL . QL (3.4)

In this system the time rate of change of the Lagrangian-mean ozone

distribution is equal to the advection by the Lagrangian-mean

velocity plus a source term.
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The difference between the Lagrangian-mean and the Eulerian

zonal mean is defined as the Stokes correction

s L _=1k- ii

Relating the Lagrangian-mean transform to the Eulerian zonal mean by

q the premise that the unperturbed fluid would be described by the

Eulerian flow, it is possible to define the Stokes correction to

second order as

s 1 a2 -

- where - ( i1 2, 3) " (., ) are the displacements from the

equilibrium position of the fluid.

The displacement fields are related to the Eulerian

perturbation velocity fields by the following equation (Matsuno and

Nakamura, 1979):

t- u i I u + ... (3.6)

The mean meridional circulation is forced by the waves and is

assumed to be second order in wave amplitude (O(a2)). Therefore,

the changes in the mean ozone field are O(a2) and the terms

involving ;, i in (3.3) and (3.6) can be ignored. The perturbation

equation can now be written to O(a 2 ) as
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ir -+ u -+ v' -+ w " -a - - (3 7)

*b Using the mass continuity equation, (3.2) may be written as

A+ ( + 7-) + p(; u- + 7--) - (3.8)

where ; now represents changes in the mean field from the

equilibrim value U0

The relation between the perturbation velocity fields and the

displacement fields (Eq. 3.6) can be rewritten for steady waves as

iok - u' + au+ a

ion - v , ik - W

These are the equations used to calculate the Lagrangian-mean

displacements.

Under the assumptions above, the following relationships

between the Eulerian and the Lagrangian-mean quantities can be

written for steady waves:

Sa O(a (3.9a)
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v - + O(a4) (3.9b)a=i

C -+ 0 (a ) (3.9c)

+ (3-9d)

Therefore (3.4) can be written to the same accuracy as (3.8) as

311 -L 0 (3.10)
ati £ .

The first term on the right hand side of (3.10) will be referred to

as the advective term; the second term is the "stirring" term; and

the third term is the mean chemistry. The stirring term represents

the effects of the planetary waves moving ozone parcels through a

region of varying photochemistry. This term will be discussed in

detail later. Equations (3.7), (3.8), and (3.10) are the ozone

continuity equations used in this study.
0

A number of authors have suggested that the Lagrangian-mean

velocity may be a suitable quantity to approximate the large scale

transport of ozone in chemical models (Dunkerton, 1978; Miller et

al., 1981; McIntyre, 1980). However, since the Lagrangian-mean

velocity can be difficult to calculate, it has also been suggested

that the residual circulation defined by Andrews and McIntyre (1976)
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might be an adequate approximation for the Lagrangian-mean velocity

(Holton, 1981). Strobel (1981) has derived a general linearized 2-D

transport model using the residual circulation for waves with

complex frequencies. The relation between the residual velocity and

the lagrangian-mean velocity for steady, dissipating planetary waves

is outlined below.

The eddy mass continuity equation can be written in terms of

the parcel displacement fields as

+ an 01 ap (3.11)

Using (3.11) and the definition of the Stokes corrections it is

possible to write

vL - v TZ- (3.12)

and

w . v (3.13)

The residual circulation for the current problem is

• * - 1 az -,-- (3.14)
v

pN2 z z

and
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Using the eddy thermodynamic equation

(a + uik) *-fv' y + uikN2  -0

and multiplying by v' and averaging, it can be shown that

2 iku 7C - fv- 2 -"N21j- - 3z (3.16)
Z (a + iku)

Using (3.16) and comparing (3.12) and (3.13) with (3.14) and (3.15)

it is clear that the Lagrangian-mean velocity and the residual

velocity are equal only when a - 0. When a - 0, however, both rhe

Lagrangian-mean and the residual circulatioL are zero and the

transport by the waves and the mean flow exactly counterbalance each

other. Since a is an order of magnitude or more smaller than kiu

below the sponge layer in this model, the Lagrangian-mean and

residual circulations should be similar. When transience or

external heating and cooling processes are allowed, the relationship

between the two circulations becomes more complex. In Holton's

(1981) parameterization, the difference between the lagrangian-mean

and residual circulations is contained in the antisymmetric part of

the diffusion tensor and is assumed to be negligible.

In the next section the Eulerian velocities, the Lagrangian-

mean quantities, and the residual circulation will be presented for
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steady, dissipative planetary waves. Zonal mean ozone cnanges can

* then be calculated and the various transport methods can be

compared.

* 3.3 Results

The zonal mean ozone distribution used in the steady state

model is shown in Fig. 3.1. This distribution is based on the

* October/November values given by Dfitsch (1969) and is similar to the

distribution used by Hartmann and Garcia (1979).

a. Dynamic quantities

The V and i fields are shown in Fig. 3.2. These fields, as

expected, show rising motion in the northern regions of

the $-channel and sinking motion in the southern regions. The

meridional velocity is from north to south. This flow is forced by

the northward eddy heat transport of the planetary waves.

The Stokes drifts as calculated with (3.9b) and (3.9c) are

shown in Fig. 3.3. These drifts can be viewed as the effective

velocity fields associated with the wave. The Stokes drifts are

directed in an opposite sense to the Eulerian mean velocity and are

of approximately the same magnitude. This demonstrates the tendency

for the wave fields to counterbalance the mean fields.
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The Lagrangian-mean velocity fields, which are the sums of the

Eulerian zonal mean and the Stokes drifts, are shown in Fig. 3.4.

The sense of the circulation is rising motion in the southern

regions and sinking motion in the polar regions. This motion is the

same as indicated by Schoeberl (1981a). Furthermore, this motion9
would tend to enhance the diabatic circulation as calculated by

Dunkerton (1978). The Lagrangian-mean velocity is o f much smaller

magnitude than either the Stokes drifts or the Eulerian mean

velocities.

The residual circulation is shown in Fig. 3.5. It is

geometrically similar to the Lagrangian-mean velocity but the

meridional component is approximately 302 larger than the

Lagrangian-sean meridional velocity. The largest differences

between the two circulations occur in the region where a/ az is

largest. Similar increases are calculated in the vertical residual

velocity field.

4
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b. Eulerian transport

(The continuity equations (3.7), (3.8), and (3.10) are solved

using the appropriate dynamic quantities. Since the mean chemistry

appears in the same form in both (3.8) and (3.10) it is ignored in

order that it might not obscure the differences between the two

formulations. The effects of the mean chemistry term will be

considered separately.

The horizontal ( v- v ) and vertical ( w + i )

fluxes as calculated by the Eulerian method are shown in Fig. 3.6.

The vertical flux is upward in the northern region of the model and

downward in the southern region. The vertical flux is confined

primarily to the conservative region and reflects the Eulerian-mean

vertical velocity field.

The horizontal flux field is quite complicated showing two

regions of northward transport separated by a region of southward

transport. Once again the flux is largest in the conservative

region. The lower region of northward flux is dominated by eddy

flux as described by Clark and Rogers (1978). The region of

southward flux is dominated by the mean meridional velocity. The

upper region of northward transport is once again dominated by the

* eddy flux. In the upper most regions of the model both the

horizontal and vertical fluxes are very small due to rapid

photochemical relaxation.

* •The rate of change of the mean ozone field is calculated as the

divergence of the fluxes. This field is shown in Fig. 3.7. There

is an increase of ozone in the northern section and a decrease in

P
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the southern section. Despite the fluxes* being largest in the

conservative region, the mean field change is concentrated almost

entirely in the transition region in agreement with the results of

Hartmann and Garcia (1979>.

P
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c. Lagrangian-mean transport

The Lagrangian-mean results are shown in Figures 3.8-3.10. The

advective term as defined in Eq. (3.10) is shown in Fig. 3.8. In

the extreme polar region there is a decrease of ozone above the

ozone maximm- and a buildup of ozone in the lower stratosphere. In

the southern regions there is a decrease in the lower stratosphere

and an increase in the upper stratosphere. These changes are

primarily due to the vertical advection. There is a strong

transport of ozone northward by the meridional Lagrangian-mean

velocity in the midlatitudes. The Lagrangian-mean velocity

associated with planetary waves advects ozone poleward and downward.

The advective term calculated using the residual circulation

shows increases and decreases in the mean ozone field in the same

regions as the Lagrangian-mean calculations. In all regions the

magnitude of advection by the residual circulation is larger.

Differences as large as 30% are calculated reflecting the increased

magnitude of the residual circulation.

Comparison of Figures 3.10 and 3.7 show that the mean field

changes are the same when calculated by the Eulerian or Lagrangian-

mean methods. Substituting the residual velocity for the

S4 Lagrangian-mean velocity causes no significant changes in the

I

i calculation of the mean field changes.
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d. The "stirring" term

The mag-,Atude of the stirring term is shown in Fig. 3.9. This

field quite accurately represents the ozone time rate of change

shown in Fig. 3. 10. The advection by the Lagrangian-mean velocity

is less than 1% of the stirring term in regions where ozone is

* photochemically active. The stirring term is identically zero when

the photochemistry is zero.

In order to understand the physical meaning of the stirring

* term and its analogy to the Eulerian problem, it is helpful to

compare the stirring term to the eddy flux. Assuming that the wave

is steady and stationary (3.7) becomes

X -ika (3.17)

X2 + (ku)2  ax i

The change in the zonal mean ozone field due to the divergence of

the eddy flux (DEF) is

DEF p IX u t

1 a {I+X Re(u-)Re(u-) o ku Re(u-)Im.u 0

x+(kZ) 2  1 X2-+(kZ) 2

(3.18)

7
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The stirring term (ST) is

STiUucinal eysmia oDF I re oinetgtah

ST- -- ;--AYj aj

W. Im(uj-w) j 0wRe(up +Re(u )i
~j x4.(0)2 i x4-I-' i

* (3. 19)

ST is functionally very similar to DEF. In order to investigate the

0 precise similarities it is useful to consider the limits

of X relative to the dynamic frequency ku.

For X/ku < 1,

1 1 (_ _,2_7) (3.20)

)3+(ku) 2  (ku) 2  (

Using (3.20), (3.18) and (3.19) can be rewritten to lowest order as:

-a 0

*DEF - - {- Re(u-)Re(u-) -Z Re(u-)Im(u-) .jj (ki) 2  a i (k)) I

(3.21)

and
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ST " a Pxjk) Re(u ')Re (u ) (3.22)
P aXj (0u) 2  17a

Thus for small A the divergence of the eddy flux can be divided into

a purely chemical and purely conservative part. The conservative

* part, the second term on the .HS of (3.21) is the conservative flt

described by Clark and Rogers (1978). The chemical part of DEF is

identical to ST; therefore, for small A it can be explicitly shown

* that the stirring term represents the chemical contribution of the

divergence of the eddy flux.

For large A DEF approaches zero, while ST approaches some

finite value. In fact, as A becomes large ST loses its explicit

chemistry dependence and becomes

ST - uI  (3.23)

At this limit both the Eulerian mean, (3.8), and Lagrangian-mean,

(3.10) continuity equations become

U- U - (3.24)

at xi

Eq. (3.24) indicates that, when the photochemistry is strong, the

wave effects become small so that the mean field changes are

governed by the mean chemistry and the advection by the Eulerian-

mean velocity.
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e. Lagrangian model

While the analysis above reveals the relationship of the

stirring term to the divergence of the eddy flux, the physical

nature of the stirring term remains obscured in the mathematics.

Hartmann (1981) showed how pure oscillatory motion of a fluid parcel

could produce changes in the mean ozone density in a fluid tube. A

similar Lagrangian approach can be used here to investigate the

effects of the planetary wave and to further %coalesce the

Lagrangian-mean and Eulerian viewpoints.

The Lagrangian model is based on the particle trajectories as

determined by the Lagrangian-mean displacement fields. Using (2.3)

and assuming that u is constant and F' is zero, it can be shown

that for harmonic disturbances the horizontal displacement

field, q, and the vertical displacement field, C are given by

n - nocos(az + kx) (3.25)

and

- o cos(caz + k%) + ;isin(Qz + kx) (3.26)

00

*0 where a is the vertical wavenumber. The coefficients, %o, o' and

CI are functions of height, meridional distance, and the dynamic

parameters. For a particular value of y and z, the projection

* of ri and ; on the y,z plane is an ellipse (Fig. 3.11). These

displacement fields are similar to those calculated by Matsuno

(1980) and Danielsen (1981).
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The displacement fields provide a model of the parcel motion

associated with a planetary wave. The planetary wave displaces a

particular parcel from its equilibrium position and causes the

parcel to move in a helical trajectory around the globe. The

Lagrangian-mean velocity is the velocity at which the axis of the

helix moves. For the small amplitude, steady state waves of this

model the vertical extent of the ellipse is on the order of 1-3 km

and the horizontal extent is on the order of hundreds of kilometers.

First consider a parcel in the absence of chemistry. The

equilibrium density of the parcel, ip, is P 0(0,0). If the parcel is

displaced to (n,C), then the perturbation density 1i is equal to

the parcel density minus the background density. If the

displacements are small, then

*ay T

Assuming that o is a function of z only and that it increases with

• height, then positive ozone perturbations are generally associated

with northward motion and negative ozone perturbations are

associated with southward motion (see Fig. 3.11). This is

equivalent to northward eddy flux of ozone. Hence this is the

Lagrangian description of the conservative flux as defined by Clark

and Rogers (1978). This conservative flux is largely cancelled by

the wave induced mean circulation.

In the case when C1 in (3.26) is zero, which corresponds to an

evanescent wave, the trajectories then become lines instead of
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ellipses. Then the perturbations are equally correlated with both

northwrd and southward velocity and the conservative eddy f luz is

identically zero.

as.

* +

C on th y, z pln (p p

as-m - m
'1 -e

Figure 3.11. Prcectoiiong frug diat feildof

dicotiuos hooceistry in>mm
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When chemistry is present vo still chsnges due to the varying

background field, but the chemistry tries to bring the parcel's

ozone density towards the background value. The constitmnt density

for the parcel is determined by

a: M_ S - XU, (3.27)
dt

where S represents the effective source caused by the parcel mnving

* through the varying background density. For elliptical trajectories

S is a harmonic function In time, proportional to the situde of

the velocity and the background constituent gradients. In general,

* as the parcel orbits the ellipse, it goes through varying

photochemistry so that I Is also a function of time. In a reference

frame moving with the zonal velocity of the parcel, (3.27) can be

* rewritten s

- Soms at - (t)P" (3.2)

where w -

If I is constant, then the solution to (3.26) for large t can

be written as

S

11 SO (I coo at + a sin at) (3.29)
,%2 +*2

For large 1, jia approaches zero which is equivalent to the previous

result that the eddy fluzes disappear in the fast photochemical
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- region. For X -0 the solution reduces to the ozone density

appropriate to the conservative problem. Note that the average

C of P' over one period is zero.

In the regions where I varies strongly over the extent of the

ellipse, the perturbation can take on a different character. Such

regions would be expected to exist in the lover parts of the

transition layer and at the polar night boundary where the chemistry

is nearly discontinuous. Figure 3.12 shows an extreme example where

the chemistry is discontinuous across an ellipse. As the parcel

travels through the conservative region the perturbation density

varies as S. In the transition region (X/k - 5) the perturbation

is decreased by - 802. Assuming the background density increases

with height, this behavior means that the negative perturbations are

selectively damped while the positive perturbations are not..

Therefore, the average value of u' over one period, which wes zero

when A did not vary, may become nonzero In the presence of extreme

chemical gradients. Such regions would be expected to have a great

effect upon transport calculations. This effect is analogous to

mean density changes in a fluid tube as calculated by Bartmann

(1981).

P
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• Figure 3.13. Solution, at large t, of perturbation ozone

density for an elliptically orbiting parcel.
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Figure 3.13 demonstrates this effect for a more realistic

problem. Figure 3.13a shows (3.29), the steady state solution to

(3.28). This is a harmonic function with zero average. Figure

3.13b shows the numerical solution to (3.24) for an ellipse situated

at the bottom of the transition layer with the model

photochemistry. The steady state solution has a non-zero time

average, as expected.

U f. The effects of eddy transport on the mean field

Since the changes in the mean field have been assumed to be

O(a2), the calculation of the steady state forcing by the eddies on

O the mean field is independent of the mean constituent density.

Therefore, at any point in space it is possible to write the mean

field equation (3.8) or (3.10) as

A- -U + F (3.30)a t

where F is the eddy forcing which represents the divergence of both

the horizontal and vertical fluxes. F is independent of time;

therefore, the solution to (3.30) can be written as

- (1 - e- t) (3.31)

where it has been assumed that M, the change in the equilibrium

field, is zero at time zero. As t + - the change in the mean field

is F/X..
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In the conservative region the mean continuity equation can be

written as -. - F which yields

- Ft (3.32)

In order to investigate the effect of the steady state waves on the

mean field the appropriate equation (3.31) or (3.32) was solved at t

- 90 days. This calculation would represent the effects of the

waves if they persisted for the entire winter. The forcing is taken

from the line in Fig. 3.7 through the region of maximum ozone

increase.

Figure 3.14 shows the change in U. The large rates of change

that are calculated in the transition region are almost completely

counterbalanced by the mean chemistry. At the altitude of maximum

increase In Fig. 3.7 the actual change in the mean field is only .5

ppa for 90 days.

The largest changes in the mean field are in the lower

stratosphere where changes of 1.4 ppm are seen at 90 days. These

changes are comparable to those observed in the northern

hemisphere. Immediately below the transition region is a region of

depletion caused by the advection. This vertical structure of the

changes in the mean field is unrealistic and due largely to the

simplified representation of photochemistry and dynamics in the

lower stratosphere.
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Figure 3.14. 90 day zonal mean ozone change, with the

mean chemistry included, at the latitude

of the maximum ozone increase in Fig 3.7 (ppm).
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The relatively large positive changes in the mean field at the

bottom of the transition layer are in the region where the

_ photochemistry gradients are large. This is the region where a

parcel takes on a non-zero average during a parcel orbit. The

equlibrium values at this altitude are reached after 5 days of

integration. This region of large increase just above a region of

decrease demonstrates an important model sensitivity to the chemical

structure.

Since the advection tern is responsible for all of the change

in the mean field below the transition region it is worthy of

further investigation. Mean field tendencies for 90 day periods

*1 were calculated 400 ka from both the northern and southern

boundaries using both the residual and Lagrangian-sean advection

(Fig. 3.15). The large changes in the midlatitudes caused by

I meridional transport are largely negated by the pbotochemistry.

In the southern region the change in the mean field by

advectiou is unlike that observed in the stratosphere. There is a

depletion of nearly 4 ppm at 24 km and an enhancement of almost 2

ppm at 40 ki. In the northern region the changes in the lower

stratosphere are not unreasonable showing a 1.5 ppa increase at 24

km. Ebwever, at 36 km a 1 ppm depletion occurs. It is obvious that

the modeling of the lower stratosphere is inadequate. Both small

scale dynamics and photochemistry which my act to counter the

tendencies shown here have been neglected. The advection calculated

using the residual circulation produces larger changes in the mean

field than that calculated using the Lagrangian-mean velocity. This
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means, that in this model, the antisymmetric part of Bolton's (1981)

diffusion tensor is not negligible.

3.4 Conclusions

The changes in zonal mean ozone as forced by steady state

planetary moves have been calculated using both a Lagrangian-msan

and Bhlerian formulation. Although the calculated results from the

two methods are the same, the use of the two methods all ow for

increased interpretation of the results.

In the Fulerian formulation the tendency for the eddy and mean

fluxes to cancel is well illustrated. Both the horizontal and

vertical flu fields are complex and largest in the conservative

region. Bovever, the changes in the mean field in the absence of

the mean photochemistry are largest in the transition region as

found by hkrtmmnn and Garcia (1979).

The problem of compensation by two large terms uhich appears in

the Enlerian framework also appears In the calculation of the

Lagranglan-mean velocity. If the Lagrangian-mean flow could be

calculated directly, then it might be possible to avoid the

numerical difficulties of compensation. 7here seems to be no

computational advantage of the Lagrang an-mean method to calculate

planetary uave transport as it requires the formulation of Enlerian

quantities, their conversion to Lagranglan-mem quantities, and thm

the calculation of the transport.

In the Lagrangian-mean formulation the stirring term is

dominant in the absence of mean chemistry. The stirring is equal to
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the chemical contribution of the divergence of the eddy flux

when ./uk < 1. When X is large the stirring term is equivalent to

(1 the Stokes advection. Using particle displacement fields it is

possible to predict the type of eddy transport that is to be

expected in a certain region. It was found that m' has a non-zero

time average in the presence of strong chemical gradients.

Calculation of the mean field changes shown that the mean chemistry

is able to compensate for the eddy chemistry changes except where

u the chemical gradients are large. This indicates that the

interaction of steady planetary waves and photochemistry need only

be modeled in the presence of large chemical gradients.

For seasonal integrations the largest changes in the mean field

are caused by advection by the Lagrangian-uean velocity in the

conservative region. The advection is so weak that in the chemical

regions its effects are negligible. Using the residual circulation

instead of the Lagrangian-mean circulation overestimates the

advection by the planetary waves. In this particular model the

largest differences occur between the Lagrangian-mean and residual

circulations in chemically active regions. Hence, the difference

between the ozone field changes calculated with Lagrangian-mean and

residual circulations is small. This would not necessarily be true

for constituents with different chemistry.

The transport mechanisms investigated here are probably not

adequate to model planetary wave effects in the stratosphere.

Sudden warmings, which are highly transient, will certainly have a

great effect upon the ozone distribution (Garcia and Hartmann,
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1980). Therefore, steady state planetary wave transport models are

probably only relevant in the late fall and early winter. The

* planetary wave transport would have to be supplemented by transport

due to the diabatic circulation and small scale dynamics in the

lower stratosphere. Transport by planetary waves during sudden

* warmings, transport by the diabatic circulation, and the relative

importance of the two circulations will be presented in the next

chapter.

P
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Chapter 4

TRANSPORT BY TRANSIENT PLANETARY WAVES AND THE DIABATIC CIRCULATION

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter the transport of ozone by time dependent

planetary waves on a 8-plane is discussed. In Section 4.2 the

results of the dynamic model for both 600 m and 900 m topographic

forcing are presented. In Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 the transport

of ozone by the diabetic circulation alone, by planetary waves

alone, and by the combination of the diabatic and planetary wave

circulations is discussed. The results are analyzed in Section 4.6.

4.2 Dynamics

Equations 2.3 and 2.4 are solved on a $-plane centered at 600 N

for zonal wavenumber one perturbations. The wave is forced by zonal

flow over a wavenumber one topography with a height of either 600 m

or 900 m. With forcing of this magnitude there is at least one

sudden warming accompanied by a reversal in the zonal mean wind

field. For long integrations a steady state solution is reached

with permanent easterlies at some level. Schoeberl (1982b) presents

a detailed analysis of the model dynamics.

During winter it is common to see distinct pulses of wave
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amplitude and either major or minor warmings (Labitzke and Goretzki,

1982). After a major or minor warming the stratosphere usually

* returns to its winter climatological state. If the warming occurs

late in the winter, then the zonal mean circulation after the

warming evolves into the summertime regime where easterlies are

(present throughout the entire stratosphere. This type of warming is

called a final warming. The dynamical model used here does not

attempt to represent all of the features of the winter stratosphere

* only to simulate warming events and their corresponding circulation

patterns.

The details of the numerical scheme were given in Section

2.3b. Results will be presented as time-height cross sections at

the center of the channel and at a northern and southern point,

corresponding to 600 N, 460 N, and 740 N on the B-plane.

a. 600 m topography

Time series of 60 days for i, the zonal mean wind, and the

magnitude of * , the planetary wave geopotential, are shown at the

channel center in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 for the 600 m orography. The

wave amplitude increases at all altitudes until day 22 when it

reaches a maximmu of about 1.6 gpkm. After day 22 the wve

amplitude decreases rapidly until day 30 and continues to decrease

more slowly until day 47. On day 47 the wave amplitude starts to

increase at high altitudes and is still increasing at the end of the

time series.
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Figure 4. 1. Zonal mean wind for 600 m topography

at the channel center (m aec').
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Figure 4. 2. Geopotential amplitude for 600 a topography

at the channel center (gpdm).
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Coincident with the maximium in the wave amplitude field is the

appearance of easterlies in the zonal mean wind field. The presence

of easterlies prohibits further vertical propagation of the

stationary wave (Charney and Drazin, 1961) and, hence, the rapid

decrease of the wave amplitude. The easterly zonal wind reaches a

maxinum velocity of 53 a sec- 1 on day 29 and then decreases in

intensity until day 45 when westerlies begin to appear again at the

edges of the channel. The reappearance of westerlies permits

vertical planetary wave propagation subsequently leading to the

second increase in wave amplitude at day 47.

Since it has been predicted that transport in the vicinity of

critical lines might be large (Schoeberl, 1981b; Matsuno and

Nakamura, 1979), the descent of the zero wind line (critical line

for stationary waves) is of particular importance to the study of

tracer transport. For the 600 a topography the critical line in the

center of the channel has descended to 48 ka on day 25 and reaches a

minimum altitude of 36 km on day 35. The critical line remains in

the neighborhood of 36 km and then starts to rise on day 40. This

rise is related to the reappearance of westerlies at high and low

latitudes. The critical line ascends to 50 km on day 45 and then

starts to descend again as the wave amplitude increases.

9
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b. 900 a topography

The man zonal mind field and the wave amplitude field

* associated with the 900 a topography are showr in Figures 4.3 and

4.4 for a 120 day integration. These fields are similar in many

ways to the 600 a topography fields. The wave amplitude increases

rapidly until about day 20 where it reaches a maximm of 1.6 Spir.

The fact that the forcing has been increased by 502 but the wave

amplitude reaches the same maximam amplitude is consistent with the

wave saturation theory of Schoeberl (1982a). The man effect of the

Increased forcing is to cause the wave mazimum to be reached

somewhat earlier. The wave amplitude rapidly decreases between days

20 and 30 after which it slowly decreases umtil day 50. There is

another rapid increase in wave amplitude after day 50 which

maximizes on day 65. The wave amplitude decrease following this

m unim is not as rapid as that following the Initial warming event.

Coincident with the firt move mazimam is the rapid

deceleration of the mash zonal wind and the formation of easterlies

which reach a maxia velocity on day 26 of 57 a sec- 1 . The second

mw o mm on day 65 is not instantaneously associated with the

onset of high level easterlies. The wave forcing of the mean flow

from days 55-65 decelerates the mean sonal wind restoring the low

level easterlies wiich than prohibit propagation of the wave into

the stratosphere. The low level easterlies ultimately disappear

about day 100 which allows the wave to once again propagate

vertically. The zonal mean westerlies are so weak at this time that

even the relatively weak forcing associated with the wave pulse at
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day 100 is capable of producing easterlies throughout a deep portion

of the atmosphere.

( The zero wind line reaches minimum altitudes of 26 km on day 37

and 24 im on day 76. Between days 45 and 55 the critical line rises

and the wave propagates and rebuilds the low level easterlies. The

low level critical line is absent for a brief period beginning at

day 100.

c. The diabetic circulation

As mentioned in the introduction, early theories of

stratospheric circulation postulated a direct cell with rising

motion in the equatorial region and sinking motion in the polar

region. This circulation was thought to describe the dryness of the

stratosphere and the buildup of ozone at high latitudes (Brewer,

1949; Dobson, 1956). Observations during the 1960's showed,

however, that the northern hemisphere stratospheric mean circulation

consisted of two cells with rising motion over the pole and the

equator. Dunkerton (1978) pointed out that in the absence of waves

the diabatically driven zonal mean field is a good approximation to

the Lagrangian-iean velocity field and is consistent with the

Brewer-Dobson circulation. Bance, the large scale mass transport

4 associated with radiative forcing is described by a one cell

circulation as originally postulated.

The diabatic circulation used here is derived from Dunkerton

4 (1978) and the more detailed calculations of Murgatroyd and

Singleton (1961). The circulation appropriate for the winter
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solstice is shown in Fig. 4.5. The time variation is assumed to be

harmonic such that the intensity of the flow reaches a maximum

shortly after the winter solstice and then decreases and reaches a

minimum in the spring.

d. Initialization

The zonal mean ozone field used to initialize the transport

model is shown in Fig. 4.6. This field is derived from the data of

Nitsch (1969) and is representative of mid-November. Data north of

* 700 and above 45 km are scarce and of low quality. In these regions

the prescribed ozone field is based on the vertical profile derived

by Kreuger and Minzner (1976) and the ozone field used by Fels et

al. (1980). The eddy ozone field is initially assumed to be zero.

A review of stratospheric warming data indicates that there is

either a major or minor warming during the first or second week of

* January. Since the model armInga occur about three weeks after the

planetary waves are turned on, December 15 has been chosen as the

initialization date. In order to properly correlate the ozone field

*with the planetary wave dynamics the initial ozone field is advected

with the diabatic circulation until Dec 15.

4
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4.3 Transport by the diabatic circulation

The change in the mean ozone field (anomaly) due solely to the

diabatic circulation is presented in one year time series in Figures

4.7 and 4.8. In general there is a positive anomaly in the lower

stratosphere (20-30 km) for much of the year and a negative anomaly

in the autumn. Since the ozone is in near equilibrium above 35 kin,

a positive (negative) anomaly is associated with an increase

(decrease) in total ozone. Using this correlation it is seen that

the total ozone reaches a maximum in early April and a minimum in

October as opposed to an observed March maximum and October minimum.

There is a strong latitudinal dependence of the anomaly. The

wintertime increase is larger and reaches lower altitudes at high

* latitudes. In the northern region (Fig. 4.8) a maximum increase of

3.5 ppm is centered around 26 km, and increases greater than 1 ppm

are seen as low as 15 km. At the center of the channel (Fig. 4.7)

an anomaly of 3 ppm is centered at 30 km, while in the southern

region (not shown) a maximum increase of .5 ppm is centered around

32 km. The largest increase in the entire domain, 4.25 ppm, occurs

at 700.

The computed total ozone field (Fig. 4.9) differs considerably

from observations. The time series for Dec.15-Apr.15 shows a

* maximum of 538 DU, an overestimate of 20%, which is reached about

the first of April at 700. Observations of ozone in the

stratosphere (Fig. 2.11) show a maximum near the pole about March 1

of approximately 450 DU.
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The changes in ozone above 45 km in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are

negligible due to the strong photochemistry. Therefore, where the

diabatic circulation is strongest no changes in the ozone field are

* found. The transport effects by the diabatic circulation are most

notable in the transition and conservative regions and are due

primarily to the vertical velocity which is dowfward at all

latitudes and constantly advecting ozone into the lower

stratosphere. The maximum anomaly occurs about 500 km north of the

maximum vertical velocity indicating the relative ineffectiveness of

* the meridional velocity (<.3 m sec - 1) at transporting ozone

northward.

Because insolation is weak during the winter the ozone

photochemistry is much slower than modeled here at high latitudes.

The overestimation of the photochemical source term may be

responsible for the unrealistic buildup in the northern region. The

results from two experiments where latitudinal variation of the

chemistry is included are shown in Fig. 4.10. In the first

experiment the photochemistry is given a cosine of latitude

dependence such that the chemical relaxation weakens and disappears

at the northern boundary. This is the same latitudinal dependence

as used by Garcia and Hartmann (1980). Comparing Figures 4.8 and

4.10a indicate there is no significant difference in the results

from the case with Ao latitudinal variation of the chemistry.

Apparently, the diabatic circulation is so weak that even with much

slower photochemistry the ozone never varies much from its

equilibrium value.
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In the second experiment (Fig 4.10b) the photochemiatry Is set

exactly equal to zero north of 67.50 for the entire time

integration. The positive anomaly in the lower stratosphere remains

the same as in the other experiments, but there is a negative

anomaly around 50 Im of more than 1 ppm. This region of depletion

is due to the inability of the ozone to return to its equilibrium

state. Since the increase in the lower stratosphere remains the

same, some other process besides the latitudinal variation of the

photochemistry must be responsible for prohibiting the excessive

buildup of ozone at 700.

In summary, the diabatIc circulation during winter is directed

such that transport is poleward and downward. The northward

0 component of the velocity is too small to effectively transport

ozone to polar regions; however, the vertical component acts over a

considerable depth of the stratosphere and transports significant

amounts of ozone Into the lower stratosphere. The total ozone

calculated using the diabetic circulation alone is too large in

magnitude. In additLon, the maximum amounts occur too far south and

about 1 month too late.
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4.4 Planetary wave transport

Transport by steady, stationary, dissipative planetary waves

was discussed in Chapter 3. It was found that in the conservative

region of the stratosphere planetary waves tended to advect ozone

from low latitudes towards the pole. In the transition region it

was found that stirring of parcels by the waves across regions of

widely varying photochemistry could produce changes in the mean

field that the mean chemistry could not completely counterbalance.

In this section the results of transport by transient planetary

waves will be presented. In order to study transport mechanisms it

is useful to study both conservative transport (chemically inactive)

and chemical transport.

a. Conservative transport

The changes in the mean ozone field for conservative transport

by planetary waves forced with 600 s orography is shown in Figures

4.11 and 4.12 for the southern and northern points. Centered around

40 km is a zone of poleward ozone transport and just above this

zone, centered at 50 km, is a region of equatorward transport. With

the 900 m orography (Fig. 4.13), similar structure is evident with

the northward transport centered at 35 km and the southward

transport centered at 50 km. The maximum positive change at the

northern point for the 900 m case is 2.2 ppm and occurs on day 32;

for the 600 m case a maximum of slighlty more than 1 ppm occurs on

day 35. For both cases there is relatively little change at the

center of the channel.
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6 Superimposed on Figures 4.11-4.13 is the location of the

critical line at the appropriate latitude. For all cases the level

of maximum northward transport is coincident with the minimum

• descent of the critical line. The layer of southward transport is

above the critical line. The transport calculated here supports the

theory of Schoeberl (1981b) which predicts that a wave energy

absorbing critical line will produce a jet of northward transport at

the critical line. This transport mechanism will be discussed

further in Section 4.6.

@

b. Chemical transport

The transport of ozone for both 600 m and 900 m orography with

4P photochemistry is presented in Figures 4.14-4.16. There is the

general tendency for the upper region of equatorward transport to be

significantly reduced in all cases due to the photochemistry. With

photochmistry the transport appears to occur in a thin layer in the

conservative region and at the bottom of the transition region.

For the 600 a orography at the southern point (Fig 4.14) the

magnitude of the depletion at 40 km has decreased by 352 with the

addition of photochemistry (compare to Fig. 4.11). This might be

expected since the chemistry would tend to moderate large

differences from equilibrium. The magnitude of the positive anomaly

at the norther grid point (Fig. 4.15) on the other hand has not

moderated with the addition of chemistry but has increased by 14Z.

At the northern point, with the 900 m orography (Fig 4.16), the

anomaly field is once again more jet like than without chemistry,
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but the magnitude has remained the same. The transport calculated

at the southern point shows similar behavior with the low level

negative anomaly maintaining the same magnitude with the addition of

photochemistry. The level of maximum northward transport for the

900 m case occurs significantly lower in the stratosphere than with

the 600 m forcing; therefore, the addition of chemistry would be

expected to have relatively little effect on the transport.

It is of interest to examine the extended time series of the

900 m forcing (Fig. 4.16). In this figure the solid heavy line is

U the critical line at the latitude of the figure and the heavy dashed

line is the critical line at the center of the channel. While the

critical line at high and low latitudes ascends and dissipates,

* there is still intense south to north transport centered around 35

km. This transport is obviously associated with the critical line

at the center of the channel The anomaly decreases and increases

coincident with the ascent and descent of the critical line.

The largest northern anomaly during the entire time integration

occurs on day 70 when the critical line reaches its lowest altitude

at the center of the channel. At this time there is no critical

line present at any altitude at the northern point. This result

shows that the horizontal extent of the transport associated with

the critical line at the center of the channel is significant.
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*4.5 Transport by both waves and the diabatic circulation.

The change in the zonal mean ozone field associated with the

diabatic circulation superimposed on the 900 m topography dynamics

* is shown in Figures 4.17-4.19. The 900 m topography was chosen for

these experiments since this amplitude forcing is more consistent

with the terrestrial topography (Berkofsky and Bertoni, 1955), and

the critical line for this case descends below 32 km. One of the

WHO criteria for the classification of a major stratospheric warming

is that the wind reversal descends below 10 mb which is

approximately 32 km. The transport by the combined circulations is

much different from the transport by each individual type of

circulation indicating that both the wave and diabatic transport

." regimes are important in the lower stratosphere.

At the center of the channel (Fig. 4.18) there is a maximum

increase between 25 and 30 km of 1.25 ppm in late March. There is a

series of short term decreases around 40 km with the most intense
S

decrease of 1.25 ppm also occurring in late March. The region of

steady increase is due to the downward transport by the diabatic

circulation. The intermittent nature of the ozone depletion at 40
4

km is associated with the wave transport. With the combined

circulation the increase in ozone at the channel center is reduced

by more than 50% when compared to the changes caused by the diabatic

circulation alone (Fig. 4.7), which indicates that the planetary

waves are transporting ozone out of the center of the channel.
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-( At the northern latitude (Fig. 4.19) there is a uniform

increase of ozone at all levels with the maximum increase of 3.12

ppm occurring close to 30 km, about 4 km lower than the maximum

associated with the planetary waves alone (Fig. 4.16) and 4 km

higher than that associated with the diabetic circulation alone

(Fig. 4.8). An anomaly of 1 ppm is evident at 25 km, which is 10 km

higher than a similar anomaly calculated using only the diabetic

circulation (compare to Fig. 4.8). The largest anomaly occurs in

early March and is coincident with the lowest altitude of the

critical line. Following the maximum in early March the positive

anomaly remains relatively stable at a maximum value somewhat

greater than 2 ppm.

At the southern latitude (Fig. 4.17) there is a region of

relatively strong poleward transport between 35 and 40 km and below

this layer is a region of increase. As at the center of the

channel, the region of increase is associated with the diabetic

circulation and the decrease is associated wit' the planetary

wave. Such large depletions are not observed at this latitude (440)

in the stratosphere.

The total ozone time series (Fig. 4.20) shows much better

agreement with observation at high latitudes than the total ozone

field calculated with the diabatic circulation (Fig 4.9). A late

winter maximum of almost 440 DU occurs during early March at the

most northern latitudes. There is an earlier maximum of slightly

more than 420 DU coincident with the initial descent of the critical

line. This earlier maximum produces a wave like feature that is
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similar to the wave structure shown in Fig 2.10. Both maxima are

associated with the critical line descent after the first warming

event (Fig. 4.3).

In the southernmost section of the model there is too little

ozone from the beginning of the combined planetary wave-diabatic

integration (Dec. 15). Furthermore, during the initial descent of

the critical line there is excessive transport out of the south.

The excessive transport occurs at the time that the critical line

descends to low altitudes at the northern and southern points.

1
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Figure 4.20. Time-latitude cross section of total ozone

as calculated with the combined planetary wave-diabatic

circulation (DU).
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* 4.6 Discussion.

The transports associated with the diabetic and planetary wave

circulations are fundamentally different from each other and of

*equal importance. The diabatic circulation is primarily responsible

for transport of ozone downward from the photochemical source region

while the planetary wave circulation is responsible for north-south

transport. The combined circulations do a particularly good job of

reproducing the features of the total ozone distribution at high

latitudes.

The vertical structure of the winter ozone field is not as well

simulated as the total ozone distribution. The computed increase of

more than 3 ppm at high latitudes -s concentrated at 30 km which is

larger than observed at this altitude. The increase between 20 and

25 km is significantly smaller than is observed. The increase in

ozone at high latitudes is due largely to the downward transport of

ozone out of the photochemical region by the diabetic circulation at

700 and the subsequent northward transport of this ozone to high

latitudes by the planetary waves.

Enough ozone is transported out of the source region to high

latitudes to model the total ozone maximum; however, redistribution

of ozone within the conservative region is needed to accurately

reproduce the ozone distribution. Synoptic scale disturbances are

probably instrumental in determining the vertical structure of ozone

within the lower stratosphere.

In the southern region of the channel and to a lesser degree in

the middle of the channel the vertical structure is more poorly
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represented. There is excessive transport out of the south by the

planetary waves between 35 and 40 km which leads to unrealistic

vertical profiles. This excessive transport is also evidenced by

the underestimation of total ozone at low latitudes during aid-

January. The overestimation of transport out of the southern region

might be due to an inadequate representation of chemistry at low

altitudes; the underestimation of the transport by the diabetic

circulation into the south from either high altitudes or lower

latitudes; geometric effects of the 0-plane transport; and/or to the

neglect of small scale dynamics.

In order to understand the particular nature of the transport,

it is necessary to further analyze the transport mechanisms

involved. It ws mentioned in Chapter 3 that even for steady,

stationary, dissipative planetary waves, there were computational

difficulties in calculating Lagrangian-mean quantities. In the

presence of highly transient dynamics these difficulties are more

severe, and the calculation of Lagrangian-mean velocities is time

consuming with the result being uncertain (Mlntyre, 1980).

Furthermore, in the vicinity of the critical lines, the displacement

vectors are nearly singular and their calculation is difficult.

Dunkerton et al. (1981) also experienced difficulty in the

calculation of Lagrangian-mean quantities with realistic dynamical

models. Therefore the transport will be analyzed in the Eulerian

framework with comments made on the Lagrangian-mean interpretation

where it is appropriate.
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a. Diabatic circulation

At all times during the winter at extratropical latitudes the

flux due to the diabatic circulation is northward and downward. The

northward transport is quite weak and does little to change the

ozone distribution. The vertical transport is effective at

transporting ozone from the photochemical and transition regions

into the upper part of the conservative region.

While the diabatic circulation does transport ozone northward

and downward it is inadequate alone to explain the wintertime polar

ozone buildup. The meridional component of the diabatic circulation
q

is large enough to cause significant transport only at high

altitudes where the photochemistry is dominate. Therefore Brewer-

Dobson circulations, which involve the upward transport of ozone at

low latitudes; northward transport at high altitudes in the

aidlatitudes; and subsidence at high latitudes, cannot explain ozone

transport.

C4

b. Planetary waves

The planetary wave transport is more complex than that

presented in Chapter 3 for steady-state transport. Examination of

Fig. 4.16, for instance, shows that the transport is highly time

dependent with strong pulses of northward transport. The planetary

o wave transport was demonstrated to be directly related to the

descent of the critical line in the previous section.

According to theory (Charney and Drazin, 1961), it is

* impossible for stationary planetary waves to propagate vertically in
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an easterly mean zonal flow; that is, through a critical line.

Therefore, when a propagating wave is incident upon a critical line

the wave energy must be absorbed, reflected, or possibly

overreflected if the critical line is in a region of negative qy

(Lindzen et al., 1980). In general, the vicinity of the critical

line is a region of strong wave transience and dissipation (Matsuno

and Nakamura, 1979).

In this model the critical region is generally a region of

partial if not full absorption of wave energy. This fact is

demonstrated by the persistence of the critical line. The Rayleigh

friction incorporated into the model tends to force the mean flow

back to its equilibrium state. Since the critical line remains

persistent for such long periods, as is evidenced in Fig 4.3, some

wave energy must be absorbed at the critical level in order to

maintain the critical level.

Matsuno and Nakamura (1979) and Schoeberl (1980, 1981b) have

discussed the Eulerian and Lagrangian-mean circulations associated

with an idealized absorbing critical line oriented at various angles

with the vertical. In Fig 4.21 are shown the mass stream functionsI
associated with the two different formulations as taken from Matsuno

and Nakamura (1979) for a horizontal critical line. In the Eulerian

mean formulation there is rising motion in the north with descending
,4

motion in the south and a general southward transport. This flow

regime is viewed as the mean field response to the northward heat

flux of the planetary waves.
I
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The Lagrangian-uean stream function is much different with

singular northward flow at the critical line and weaker return flow

both above and below the critical line. Schoeberl (1981b) found

that, except for vertical critical lines, there is always singular

flow at a purely absorbing critical line. These authors use these

idealized models to explain stratospheric warming phenomena and

commented on the consequences of critical line flows on the

distribution of minor constituents in the stratosphere. Schoeberl

(198 1b) predicted that where the critical line changes its

orientation with the vertical, the constituent flux will be highly

divergent and these regions will be an area of large constituent

density changes.

In Schoeberl's study it was assumed that the critical line

movement was so slow that it was not necessary to recalculate the

zonal mean wind field. Nevertheless, it is possible to calculate

the acceleration of the mean zonal wind which was found to be

negative. That is, for the case of an absorbing critical line there

is a tendency for the critical line to descend. Therefore the

transport described above occurs when the mean zonal flow is being

decelerated at the critical line and the critical line is

descending.

For the case of an ascending critical line the flow is

accelerating rather than decelerating at the critical line. This

being the case the sign of Eq. (7) in Schoeberl (1981b) can be

changed to indicate that the critical region is forcing the mean

• flow to become more westerly. With this sign change a strong
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southward Lagrangian-mean jet is found at the critical line.

Both the models of Schoeberl (1980, 1981b) and Matsuno and

Nakamura (1979) assume the interaction of the wave with the critical

line can be modeled as a step function so that the Eliassen-Palm

(EP) flux is discontinuous across the critical line. With such a

functional dependence of the wave forcing, the EP flux divergence is

proportional to a delta function and, therefore, the Lagrangian-uean

• flow is singular at the critical line. The delta function

dependence is equivalent to putting all of the wave transience at

the critical line. In the real atmosphere and in numerical models

* the forcing is not so abrupt; hence, the effects of the critical

line are spread out over a thin layer of the atmosphere.

In the Lagrangian-mean framework one would expect to see large

* northward fluxes at the critical line with the changes in the mean

field being proportional to the divergence of the flux. n the

Eulerian formulation, since the mean velocity is generally

southward, the strong transport at the critical line should manifest

itself as strong eddy flux oriented with the critical line. The

direction of the eddy flux will depend on the background constituent

0' density.

In the following, the transport for 900 m planetary waves will

be discussed for both chemical and conservative transport. It is

desirable to study the transport for conservative tracers because

the chemistry tends to counter any changes in the upper stratosphere

and might conceal transport mechanisms which would be important or

incorrect for other chemical species. The transport will be
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discussed with regard to the time scale in Fig. 4.3 measured from

the beginning of the model integration.

The mean flux is shown at day 25 in Fig 4.22. At all times the

Eulerian mean flux is from north to south with upward flux at high

latitudes and downward flux at low latitudes. This flux field is

consistent with that expected for a wave interacting with a critical

line.

The eddy horizontal flux at day 25 is shown in Fig. 4.23 for

conservative transport by the planetary waves alone. At this time

the critical line has descended to approximately 40 km and is still

descending. Centered at the critical line is a region of strong

northward transport which has a strong meridional derivative in both

the north and the south. This region of northward transport is

responsible for the positive anomaly centered at 40 km seen in Fig.

4.13. The region of southward transport centered at 50 km is

responsible for the negative anomaly at 50 km in Fig. 4.13. The

transport shown here is consistent with the transport as predicted

by Schoeberl (1981b) and Matsuno and Nakamura (1979) with strong

northward transport at the critical line and return flow above.
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By day 31 (Fig 4.24a) the eddy transport has changed

considerably with the formation of several layers of northward and

southward flux above the two layers that existed on day 25. The

lowest level of northward transport has decreased in magnitude by

half and is still centered at the critical line which is now near

its maximnm descent. At 50 km where there was strong southward

transport on day 25 there is now predominately northward

q transport. This reversal of transport is responsible for the

decrease in the magnitude of the anomaly at 50 km around day 30 in

Fig. 4.13. It is obvious from Fig. 4.13 that the eddy flux at high

altitudes has relatively little effect on the mean constituent

field, indicating that the eddy and mean fluxes are nearly

compensating away from the critical line.

In order to understand the mechanisms that are responsible for

the formatiou of this layered transport structure it is useful to

consider the following form of the horizontal eddy flux which can be

derived from the perturbation continuity equation (Eq. 3.6) assuming

that the perturbation experiences exponential growth or decay and

that the chemistry is zero.

c A B
- ci v -- 2 1,, + ~ _c" r + " 2 2 X a + e(v-)Re(w-) T-)v ci + (ku)

au}

2 . (Re(v-)I(w) T (4.1)
ci + (ku)

C

This equation is useful for diagnostics away from the critical line.
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At the critical line many of the terms in the denominator are nearly

* zero so that (4.1) would be singular. c i is positive for a growing

wave .

The transience at day 31 is shown in Fig. 4.24b. Positive

Ctransience is associated with a growing wave and negative transience

is associated with a decaying wave. There is a strong correlation

of the sign of the transience with the correlation in term C in Eq.

* 4.1. When the wave is growing (decaying) the correlation

of Re(v')Im(w') is negative (positive); the vertical gradiant of

ozone is negative above 40 km, and the sign of kui in the region of

the layering is negative. The horizontal eddy transport in the

region where it is layered is dominated by term C. The horizontal

eddy flux in this region is proportional to the vertical constituent

derivative. This dependence is proven by an experiment where the

horidontal gradient of ozone was reversed and the vertical gradient

held constant. In this experiment the layering structure remained

the 'same while the eddy flux at the critical line reversed
to

direction.

The meridional gradient of the zonal mean potential vorticity,

y, is shown in Fig 4.24c A necessary condition for baroclinic

instability is that this gradient changes sign (Charney and Stern,

19 2). The potential vorticity gradient is negative in a large area

above the critical line, but there are three regions where it

changes sign within the zone of easterlies. The positive

transcience in Fig. 4.24b is localized near these gradient

changes. Thus, the layered structure appears to be due to the
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transport by an unstable mode in the zone of easterlies.

The positive anomaly in the ozone field is persistent until

about day 47 when the anomaly begins to decrease and nearly

disappears (Figures 4.13 or 4.16). This feature is coincident with

the rise in the critical line which occurs around day 50. The

horizontal eddy flux shown in Fig. 4.25 indicates that there is

large southward flux associated with the rising critical line. As

the critical line descends again after day 50 strong northward flux

is once again associated with the critical line.

In actuality the critical line rises slowly for two weeks

0 before rising rapidly on day 47. During the time the critical line

is nearly stationary and rising slowly, there is a small flux in the

southward direction. This explains why there is not enormous

buildup in the northern region while the critical line Is nearly

steady.

The forcing of the mean flow in the vicinity of the critical

line is show in Fig. 4.26 where the EP flux divergence and critical

line at the center of the channel is shown for a dynamics run

similar to the one used in the transport study. Different dynamics

• were used here merely to conserve computer resources and all of the

essential features of the transport dynamics are represented. While

the critical line is rising there is convergence in the critical

* region which tends to accelerate the mean zonal flow in a westerly

fashion. When the critical line is at its peak on day 42 the EP

flux divergence is small and as the critical line descends the EP

flux divergence becomes positive indicating absorption of wave
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energy and a deceleration of the mean flow.

* The effects of photochemistry are clearly exhibited in Fig.

4.27 which shows the horizontal eddy flux at day 31, the same time

as Fig 4.24a. The multilayer structure which was present in the

conservative experiment is not present due to the strong

photochemistry above 40 km. This indicates that caution must be

exercised if the current dynamics were to be applied to other gases

* with different chemistries. If, for instance, the transition layer

were located in the region where the unstable mode was present large

unrepresentative mean field changes might be calculated.

The strong poleward transport at the critical line is enhanced

by the photochemistry because the weaker equatorial return transport

is largely countered by the photochemistry. the photochemistry

limits the transport largely to the conservative region and the

lower part of the transition region for the 900 a topography. The

importance of the critical line descending below the transition

region is demonstrated by the transport with the 600 m topography

which is only a third of that associated with the 900 m

topography. The mechanism of transport when photochemistry is

included is consistent with the critical line transport discussed
e

above. The high latitude maximum in Fig. 4.20 on March 1 is

associated with jet like transport of -ozone as the critical line

descends on day 70.
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4. 7 Summary

The effect of the planetary waves during a sudden warming is to

transport ozone poleward. This transport is explained by the

mechanisms revealed by Natsuno and Nakamura (1979) and Schoeberl

(1981b). The transport by such strongly transient waves is much

more vigorous and confined to a smaller vertical area than transport

by steady state waves.

U Northward transport coincides with a descending critical

line. Southward transport occurs when the critical line ascends.

The magnitude of the transport varies with the rate of ascent or

- descent, an indicator of the wave absorption properties of the

critical line. When the critical line is stationary the transport

is small.

Photoche utry enhances the buildup of ozone near the pole by

reducing the return flux associated with the Lagrangian-sean jet at

the critical line. The magnitude of the poleward transport is

highly dependent on the critical line descending from the

photochemical region into the transition and conservative regions.

The diabatic circulation transports ozone northward and

g downward but the northward transport is relatively ineffective. The

downward transport produces increases in ozone in the lower

stratosphere and replenishes the ozone in the southern region that

* is transported northward.

The B-plane model predicts a total ozone distribution at high

latitudes consistent with observations but is less accurate at

reproducing the vertical structure of ozone. Much of the discrepancy
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can be attributed to the lack of small scale dynamics in the model

* lower stratosphere. In the next chapter the effects of the

simplifying assumptions on the calculated transport as well as the

applicability of the steady state and time dependent model to the

real atmosphere will be discussed.

1

6

4
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY AND A POSSIBLE OZONE TRANSPORT SCENARIO

5.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters ozone transport by the diabatic

circulation and both steady state and time dependent planetary

waves on a B-plane has been described. The results simulate many of

the large scale features of the wintertime ozone distribution with

surprising accuracy. In this chapter the effects of some of the

simplifying assumptions incorporated into the model will be

evaluated, and the results will be interpreted with regard to their

applicability to the atmosphere. It should be remembered that the

purpose of the study is primarily to investigate transport

mechanisms, not to accurately model all aspects of the ozone

distribution.

Many simplifications were made both tacitly and explicitly in

order to facilitate both the execution and the interpretation of the

models. These specifically include the omission of small scale

dynamics in the lower stratosphere; the lack of temporal and

realistic latitudinal variation in the photochemistry; the
e0

specification, rather than the calculation, of the diabatic

circulation; and the many assumptions incorporated in applying
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quasigeostrophic planetrary waves on a $-plane to a spherical

* atm ._here. The effects of these assumptions on the final results

are varied and difficult to evaluate quantitatively but in some

instances their qualitative influences can be described.

5.2 Low latitude ozone

One of the most serious inadequacies of the model is the

overestimation of planetary wave transport out of the southern

region of the model during sudden warmings. This excessive

transport is exacerbated by the underestimation of the total ozone

south of 500 on Dec. 15, the time when the planetary waves are

turned on.

a. The diabatic circulation and the initial ozone distribution

0The problem of too little ozone on Dec. 15 might be attributed

to the initial ozone distribution being in error either with regard

to total amount or the specification of mean gradients (see Section

4.2d). If the initial distribution is assumed to be correct, then

the underestimation of ozone on Dec. 15 might be due to the improper

designation of either the horizontal or the vertical diabatic

0 velocity in the southern region. If the vertical velocity is too

small, the transport from high altitude source regions to low

altitudes would be underpredicted.

0 At the southern boundary there is a northward flux of ozone

associated with the meridional component of the diabatic velocity

during fall and winter. If this component is too small, then the
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flux across the southern boundary may be underestimated.

C Furthermore, the ozone has been assumed to be constant at the

southern boundary point (37.50); when in fact, there is a 10%

increase of total ozone mixing ratio during the winter (see Fig.

2.8). The specification of a constant mixing ratio at the southern

boundary is, therefore, not strictly correct.

The inclusion of planetary waves in forming the Dec. 15 ozone

field would tend to increase the total ozone error at low latitudes

since both steady state and transient waves cause a depletion of

ozone in the southern part of the B-channel. Even with an improved

estimate of the ozone field, the transport of ozone out of the south

during the initial warming is too strong. There is a large poleward

transport out of the southern region associated with the initial

warming which causes a more than 20 DU decrease in total ozone. Any

decrease of ozone at 400 N during winter is unrealistic.

b. Geometric effects

The geometric effects of the $-plane would also contribute to

the overestimation of transport out of the south. Figure 5.1 shows

a spherical atmosphere divided into cells and the corresponding

cells on a $-plane. The high latitude cells on the sphere contain

less volume than the low latitude cells; in fact, a latitude band

2.150 wide (the approximate horizontal grid length) at 82.50

contains less than a third the volume of a similar cell centered at

600. Likewise, a cell at 600 contains only 64% of the volume of a

cell at 37.50 .  Since the $-plane geometry assumes a constant cell
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volume, the constituent divergence at low latitudes is overestimated

* while the constituent convergence at high latitudes is

underestimated. In other words, the ozone transported north should

be distributed over a smaller volume than it is, and the ozone

fj. removed from the south should be drawn from a larger volume than it

18.

In order to understand the nature of this error consider the

merldional ter, of the man constituent divergence

1 3 1e (V.cos) av. tans (5.1)

In the -plane approximation cosO is replaced by cos6 0 , where 60 is

the latitude of the center of the channel, and (5.1) becomes

a Coss I (vueosO) 0 W vU (y-a6) (5.2)

So it is seen that the 0-plane estimate is exact only at the center
0

of the channel. The error due to the geometric effect is related to

the second term on the right hand side of (5.1), and is proportional

to the tangent of the latitude and the magnitude of the flux. At

very high latitudes the tangent term would become very large. In

this model both the mean and eddy horizontal fluxes approach zero at

the northern boundary (82.50); so that, the errors remain small. At

low latitudes, the tangent term is smaller than that at the channel

center; therefore, the divergence would be overestimated on

the 8-plane. The fluxes associated with the planetary wave dynamics

P
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are small at the southern boundary because the wave amplitude is

C assumed to be zero. However, the flux associated with the diabatic

circulation at the southern boundary is relatively large and could

contribute to the underestimation of the ozone in the south.

c. Photochemistry

he photochemistry is noL truly conservative in the lower

stratosphere, and sufficiently rapid photochemistry might exist at

southern latitudes to affect the transport. Figure 5.2 from Gille

et al. (1980) shows an observational estimate of the transition

* region based on the phase between the geopotential and the ozone

wave (Hartmann and Garcia, 1979). In the southern parts of this

figure the transition region descends to nearly 20 km. Inclusion of

'C chemistry between 28 and 30 km would help to alleviate the severe

reduction calculated in the southern part of the model by generating

new ozone to replace that tran iorted northward.

IP
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d. Planetary waves

The excessive transport out of the southern regions of the

model during sudden warmings is influenced by all of the processes

discussed above; however, the problem is exaggerated by the

simplicity of the planetary wave dynamics. The critical lines in

many of the figures in Chapter 4 (Fig 4.23 for instance) are nearly

horizontal and extend from the northern boundary to the southern

U boundary. During stratospheric sudden warmings, the critical line

generally does not extend south of 500, which is close to the center

of this model (Fig. 5.3). Furthermore, the critical line is rarely

0• perfectly horizontal and is likely to be in the photochemical region

at midlatitudes and in the conservative region at high latitudes.

Therefore, much of the excessive transport out of the south exists

because the model distorts the horizontal scale of the warming

event. More realistic initial wind profiles would help alleviate

this problem.

5.3. Vertical structure

a. Small scale dynamics

* In Chapter 4 the high latitude total ozone was well estimated,

but the polar buildup occurred higher than observed. This was

attributed to the lack of subplanetary scale dynamics in the lower

* stratosphere. Since ozone is nearly conservative in the lower

stratosphere, transport here would serve only to redistribute ozone

and not change the total amount. Planetary waves which are not

capable of propagating to very high altitudes (wavenumber 2-5) are
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often present in the lower stratosphere as are the remnants of

tropospheric weather systems. Also, it is well known that intense

baroclinic zones in the upper troposphere cause excursions of ozone

into the troposphere and may be instrumental in the downward

transport of ozone (Kida, 1977; Shapiro, 1980). Thus, it appears

that a variety of mechanisms exist which can redistribute ozone

downward, while maintaining the column density, and that the

* inability of the current model to properly simulate the vertical

distribution does not vitiate the importance of the observed

transport mechanisms.

* It might be possible to model the subplanetary processes in the

lower stratosphere related to the redistribution of ozone by

diffusion. However, for chemically active constituents other than

* ozone, many of the problems that appear when applying diffusion

models to ozone might become important. In order to evaluate that

effects of pollutants on ozone, the dynamics of the pollutants must

be accurately calculated; therefore, any diffusion model must be

used judiciously.

b. Photochemistry

Many aspects of the chemistry of ozone as used in this model

are inadequate and might contribute to incorrect results. The

chemistry was deliberately simplified so that attention could be

focused on the transport and interaction of the dynamics and

photochemistry. Rather than speculate on the particular effects of

the omission of certain chemical species, it is more pertinent to
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comment on the spatial variation of the simple chemistry included.

Garcia and Hartmann (1980) found that the latitudinal variation

of photochemistry (the effect of the polar night) was important in

enhancing the polar buildup of ozone. In Section 4.3 the

latitudinal variation of photochemistry was shown to have little

effect on transport by the diabatic circulation into the lover

stratosphere. When ozone is assumed to be conserved in the polar

night, a significant depletion develops over the course of the

winter above 40 km. Very weak chemistry, though, will significantly

moderate this depletion since the advection time scales are so long.

* As the planetery wave transport is modeled here for time

dependent waves, the latitudinal variation of photochemistry would

have relatively little effect at high latitudes. Host of the

transport occurs below the transition layer where ozone is nearly

conservative at all times. The reduction of chemistry wou.ld have a

more noticeable effect on transport during minor warmings when the

critical line does not descend very low.

5.4 Unstable waves

During the transient transport an unstable wave exists within
t

the critical level which causes the layered transport phenomemon

discussed in Section 4.6. For ozone this layering had little

effect, because it occurred in the photochemical region. For a

conservative tracer or a compound with its transition region located

in the unstable region, the unstable wave may have considerable

transport consequences.
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5.5 Summary and discussion

SDespite the simplifications discussed above, the transport as

calculated in this model reproduces many of the features of the

wintertime ozone distribution. Furthermore, due to the simplicity

of the model, specific mechanisms which are responsible for

transport can be identified.

a. Steady state waves

In Chapter 3, transport by steady state dissipative planetary

waves was examined from both an Eulerian and Lagrangian-mean

viewpoint. In the lower stratosphere these waves were found to

cause ozone depletion at low latitudes and an ozone enhancement

toward the pole. The increase in ozone in the northern region is

consistent with the observations; however, there is not an observed

decrease at low latitudes as is calculated here. The ozone

transport in the lower stratosphere was due to advection by the

Lagrangian-mean velocity associated with the planetary waves.

In the lower part of the transition region there is a increase

of mean ozone at high latitudes and a decrease at low latitudes (see

Figures 3.7 and 3.14). This behavior in the transition region was

0 shown to be due to the strong photochemical gradients in the region

(Sec. 3.3d). The particle trajectories associated with the

planetary waves are such that parcels move through a region of

0 widely varying photochemistry. As a result the parcels experience a

photochemical forcing different from the mean field chemistry at the

parcel-s equilibrium position. Thus the perturbation chemistry
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cannot be balanced by the mean field chemistry, and changes in the

mean ozone mixing ratio occur.

Where the photochemical gradients are small there is little or

no effect of the planetary waves on the mean field. The steady

state model indicates that transport by steady planetary waves might

be adequately represented by advection by the Lagrangian-mean

velocity in the lower stratosphere, and some scheme which includes

Uthe parcels orbiting through regions of strong photochemical

gradients. Indeed, a model based on observed trajectories has been

recently proposed by Garcia and Solomom (1982).

I An accurate estimate of the Lagrangian-mean velocity for a

realistic model of the stratosphere is difficult to calculate since

the Lagrangian-mean velocity is the residual between two large

terms. In atmospheric data since there are large uncertainties in

the estimates of the quantities needed to produce the Lagrangian-

mean displacement fields, it would be even more difficult to form

meaningful estimates of the Lagrangian-mean velocity from

observations.

In Section 3.3c the steady state ozone transport using the

Eulerian residual circulation was calculated. The results were

similar to those found using the lagrangian-mean velocity, but the

advection was consistently overestimated. The greatest differences

between the residual velocity and the Lagrangian-mean velocity occur

in the photochemical region so that the chemistry obscures the

errors in transport. For a constituent, with a different

photochemistry from ozone, there might be significant differences
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between the lagrangian-mean and residual transport. It appears that

the Eulerian formulation is best for carrying out transport

calculations in realistic models, and the other formulations are

useful for interpreting the results.

I, Over the course of the winter, the computed ozone increases in

the lower stratosphere at high latitudes show reasonable agreement

with observation. Using the "realistic" zonal wind profile of

Schoeberl (1981a) too much ozone was transported into the northern

region. The depletion of ozone in the southern lower stratosphere,

could be partially alleviated with the inclusion of the diabatic

circulation. The diabatic circulation would serve to transport

ozone into the lower stratosphere and help replenish the depleted

areas. However, even with the inclusion of the diabatic circulation

the steady state ozone model would not describe the winter ozone

transport and would exhibit many of the failures of the total ozone

field calculated with the diabatic circulation alone (Sec. 4.3).

The north-south transport associated with the planetary waves is
0

larger than that associated with the diabatic circulation but is

still not adequate to supply the required northward transport

observed in the winter.

P
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It is interesting to consider the results of Mahlman et al.

(1980) within the context of the simple transport models used

here. Figure 5.4 taken from Mahlman et al. shows their predicted

total ozone field. Comparison with Fig. 2.8 shows that they predict

a spring ozone maximum which occurs too far south, too late in the

year, and that is too large. There is an intrusion of ozone into

the polar region during the springtime reversal of the mean

* circulation. These errors are consistent WI the errors

associated with transport by the diabatic circulati alone or the

diabatic circulation with steady state planetary way The results

from this study suggest that it is the inability of - Mahlman et

al. model to simulate stratospheric warmings which is responsible

for much of the error in their total ozone field.

b. Time dependent waves

The transport by transient planetary waves (Chapter 4) was

found to be much different from steady state transport, but it is

conceptually quite simple. Intense poleward transport is associated

with the deceleration and reversal of the zonal mean flow during

warmings, and equatorward transport is associated with the
V

reacceleration of the flow after the warming. The transport by

highly transient planetary waves is largely confined to the

horizontal plane with only a small vertical component. More

realistic zonal wind profiles might generate critical lines which

have a larger vertical transport associated with them (Schoeberl

1981a, 1981b).
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With the transport being so much different for transient and

steady state waves, the question arises as to the consistency

between the two models. To compare the two models an experiment was

run in which the time dependent model was forced with a 200 m

mountain. Such forcing causes large wave-mean flow interaction

initially but there is never a reversal in the zonal mean wind

field, and an equilibrium state is reached with westerLies present

in the entire domain. At an altitude of 40 km the wave amplitude

assumes a near steady value of approximately 350 gpm.

The anomaly field is shown at 740 in Fig. 5.5. There is a

positive change in the lower part of the transition region and a

negative change just below the transition region which is in

qualitative aggreement with the steady state model (Fig 3.14). The

buildup found in the lower stratosphere at high latitudes is not

reproduced in this experiment. The changes in the mean field for

the 200 m waves are an order of magnitude or mo:e smaller than those

calculated with the 600 and 900 m waves and are also much smaller

than those calculated with the steady state model.

The difference in the lower stratosphere between the steady

state and time dependent models is due to wave-mean flow interaction

in the upper stratosphere. In the time dependent model the wave

induced mean velocity fields are strongest in the region of large

wave-mean flow interaction. These fields are active at a

significantly higher altitude than in the steady state model so that

the largest advection by the planetary waves does not occur in the

lower stratosphere. This implies that the assumption in the steady
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state model (Section 2.3a) that the changes in the mean field are

*small may significantly affect the results.

It is interesting to compare the eddy flux field from the 200 m

experiment with those actually observed by Gille at al. (1980) (Fig

*) 5.6). The model results agree well with the observations suggesting

that the 200 m experiment might be appropriate for the early winter.

The steady state model may be useful for modeling transport in

the late fall and early winter; however, the time dependent model

more accurately represents the atmospheric transport in late winter

and spring. Figure 5.7 schematically summarizes the different

transport mechanisms studied here. Both planetary wave models*
deplete ozone in the south and enhance it in the north. The effects

of the transition layer are not obvious for transport during

stratospheric warmings as is expected because the transport at the

critical line is so strong that it obscures this relatively weak

effect.

The different topographies used to generate the time dependent

dynamics in Chapter 4 allow for the study of transport during all

types of warming events: major (900 m), minor (600 a), and final.

The critical line remains above 32 km in the 600 m experiment and is

analogous to a minor warming while the 900 m critical line extends

below 32 km as it does during a major warming. The persistence of

the critical line for such a long period of time after the 900 m

warming allows for the study of transport during a final warming.
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Figure 5.7. Schematic summary of transport mechanisms.
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The transport for the 900 m topography is a factor of 3 or more

greater than that for the 600 m topography. The increased transport

associated with the 900 m topography arises because the critical

line descends through the transition region into the conservative

region where the transport is not countered by the chemistry. This

suggests that transport during major warmings should be more

pronounced than during minor warmings. This behavior is consistent

with the observations In Fig. 2.10 where in the tw years that major

warmings occur the ozone maximum at high latitudes is 6% greater

than the year in which no major warming occurs.

After both major and minor warmings there is a tendency for

westerlies to develop and the stratosphere to return to its

climatological state. In this event the critical line rises and

much of the ozone transported into the north is transferred back to

the south. This is clearly seen by the slight rise in the critical

line that occurs in the 900 m experiment on day 47 (Fig. 4.3). Such

behavior might be responsible for the oscillatory structure seen in

LiFig. 2.10.

The rise in the 900 m critical line (Fig 4.3) followed by the

descent and persistence of the critical line is representative of

* what happens in a winter when there is a nmajor warming followed by a

final warming. The descent of the critical line after Feb. 1 is

instrumental in the formation of the sharp high latitude total ozone

* maximum calculated with the combined circulation (Fig 4.9).

The suggestion is made from this model that transport during

major sudden warmings is large and may have significant effect on
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the zonal mean ozone distribution, but that the high latitude spring

( maximum is due largely to transport during the spring reversal.

Following the spring reversal the stratosphere remains in an

easterly state so that there is not a strong reverse flow. It might

also be suggested that the fall minimum is associated with the

reformation of weasterlies In the stratosphere.

q. c. A possible transport scenario

Using the transport mechanisms described in this dissertation,

and the observed behavior of ozone in both the stratosphere and

general circulation models; it is possible to derive a possible

scenario for large scale ozone transport in the stratosphere. First

it is necessary Co form an analogue of the dynamics in the different

models used here to the atmosphere.

Diabatic forcing determines the direction of the mean zonal

wind, which in turn controls the propagation of waves Into the

stratosphere; therefore, the planetary wave transport and the

diabatic transport are not completely independent as modeled here.

The changeover from winter westerlies to summer easterlies after the

final stratospheric warming is related the insolation at high

latitudes forcing the zonal mean wind in a easterly direction. It

is possible that major and minor warnings in the winter cause the

springtime reversal to occur somewhat earlier than if diabetic

forcing alone were responsible for the reversal. This possibility

is supported by the reversal of the zonal westerlies in the Southern

Hemisphere which occur somewhat later in the winter than in the
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Northern Hemisphere. Stratospheric warmings are not as a

predominate feature of the Southern Hemisphere circulation as of the

Northern Hemisphere circulation. Furthermore, the model of tahlman

et al. (1980) shows the intrusion of ozone into high latitudes

coincident with the spring reversal. This intrusion occurs later

than is actually observed. Since this general circulation model

does not simulate stratospheric warmings, the idea that planetary

wave activity is important in the formation of the summertime

easterlies is further supported.

During summer, with continual diabatic forcing at the pole,

easterlies dominant the stratospheric circulation and planetary

waves become unimportant. In the fall as the insolation decreases

at high latitudes westerlies reform and planetary wave activity once

again increases.

*In Figure 4.8 the diabatic circulation produced a fall minimum

in October in good agreement with observation. The minimum occurs

at the time that diabatic circulation is changing over from upward

*motion at high latitudes during the summer to the downward motion

present in the winter. This minimum is also coincident with the

change over from zonal mean easterlies to zonal mean westerlies in

the stratosphere.

After the ozone minimum in October, downward advection by the

diabatic circulation tends to build up ozone in the lower

stratosphere. As ozone is increasing, planetary wave activity is

becoming more vigorous and warming events begin to occur. "Steady"

waves constantly transport ozone poleward, but during major
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stratospheric warnings large amounts of ozone are transported

northward. Due to small scale "diffusive" processes, some of the

ozone transported to high latitudes during warmings remains there

leading to the enhanced extratropical total ozone evidenced in Fig.

2.10. Also, as ozone is being advected into the conservative

region, small scale dynamics conservatively redistribute it into the

lower stratosphere and troposphere. All of these features are

evident in Fig. 2.6 where there is first an increase of ozone at 30

mb and then downward propagation from mid-January through March.

At the time of the final warming, which is determined not only

by planetary wave forcing but also by insolation at high latitudes,

there is strong northward transport. The total ozone maximum is

coincident with the breakdown of the polar vortex; this maximum

occurs somewhat earlier than the maximum calaulated using the

diabatic circulation in Fig. 4.9. The transport during the final

warming is strong because of the interaction of the well developed

winter planetary waves with the critical line. During fall when the

westerlies reappear, such dramatic transport does not occur because

the wave-mean flow interaction is much smaller. After the spring

maximum, during summer, the diabatic circulation slowly reduces the

total ozone as it transports it upward into the photochemical region

where the ozone then assumes its equilibrium value.

In the Southern temisphere the intrusion of ozone into polar

S4 latitudes occurs during the reversal of the mean circulation

associated with the diabatic forcing. This indicates the reduced
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importance of major stratospheric warmings in Southern Hemisphere

dynamics.
0

Transport as described by this scenario suggests that the

diabatic circulation (Brewer-Dobson circulation) is responsible for

many of the large scale features of the observed ozone

distribution. However, the diabatic circulation cannot effectively

transport ozone into polar. regions, and transport to very high

latitudes is accomplished by planetary waves during sudden and final

* warmings. Subplanetary scale and evanescent planetary scales

redistribute ozone in the lower stratosphere and transport ozone

into the troposphere.

Finally, some comment must be made about the implications of

the modeled transport on diffusion models. The transport by the

diabatic circulation is advective and simple to model. The

0 advective transport by steady planetary waves does not seem to be

adequate to model the northward transport of ozone during winter.

The transport during sudden warmings is large, coherent, rapid, and

not diffusive.

The model results indicate that the large scale ozone transport

is dominated by vertical diabatic transport and rapid pulses of

horizontal transport during armings. The planetary waves are not

responsible for much vertical transport; though, subplanetary waves

in the lower stratosphere might cause significant vertical

transport.

The diffusion coefficients as calculated by Strobel (1981)

clearly indicate the complexities involved in accurately calculating
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diffusion coefficients. They are a strong function of source terms,

mean field gradients, and wave transience. The type of transport

calculated here is highly transient and indicates that rapidly

varying diffusion coefficients are required to properly simulace

transport processes. If these coefficients are to be calculated

from dynamic and chemical quantities then the entire purpose of

diffusion paraeterizations, computational simplicity, is defeated.

I

0
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Appendix A

NCKENCLATURE AND CONVENTIONS

a Newtonian cooling and Rayleigh friction coefficients

* f Coriolis parameter (1 x 10 "sec -1)

B scale height (7 im)

k zonal wave number (6.28 x 09-

N i 2  Brunt-viisl; frequency squared (4 x 10-gc2

p pressure; p0 reference pressure

q y horizontal derivative of the mean potential vorticIty

*Q photochemical source term

(uv,w) ' (ul, u2 , u3 ) - (zonal, meridional, viertical)

velocity
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* *

(v* w*) - (meridional, vertical) residual velocity

(Andrews and McIntyre, 1976)

t time

(xsy,z) - (xl, z2, x3) = (east-west, north-south,

z - -9in E- ) coordinates
PO

meridional variation of Coriolis parameter, f

X photochemical time constant

i ozone mixing ratio

,¢ ( 1, 2, 3) - (longitudinal, meridional,

vertical)

displacement fields

* geopotential

* CONVENTIONS:

For a given T

zonal average (Eulerian)

T - T - T S zonal deviation

TL - Lagrangian-mean (Andrews and McIntyre, 1978)

To T - Stokes correction (see Eq. (3.5))
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Appendix B

NMIICAL PROPERTIES OF THE ADVECTION-DIFFUSION EQUATION

The one dimensional advection-diffusion equation is

* aS as S(.)as + as= D az2

Using second order, centered time differences and generalized

*spatial differences (B.1) can be written in discrete form as

?+. n-- 2u at A(Sn~ u U~l 5 n 1

SAX A, i+1 1-1' + i(1+2- i -2))

+2D A A2(s a - 2Sn+ S 1 ) + B2(S' - 2SU+ a (B.2)

where Az is the spatial grid increment and At is the time step.

The superscipts are time indices and the subscripts are space

indices. Both second order and fourth order differences will be

* considered, and the values of the A and B coefficients in (3.2) are

given in table B.1.
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Table B. 1

Coefficients for Spatial Difference Scheme

2nd order 4th order

A1  1/2 2/3

BI  0 -1/12

A2  1 4/3

B2  0 -1/12

Assuming the solution can be written as

S - B nAt e m k x  (B.3)

where m is the spatial index, then (B.2) can be written following

Raltiner and Williams (1980, Chapter 5) as

P
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at -At 4u At
B = B I ± {Asin(kAx) + Blcos(2kAx))

(B.4)

+ 4D {A2 (cos(kAx)-I) + B2 (cos(2kAx)-1)1
SAx 

2

In the transport model there is no diffusion so first consider (B.4)

with D 0 0. It can then be shown that for second order differences

u at 1 for stability, and for fourth order differences
Ax

u Atu - r .73 for stabilty.Ax

Thus, for a given Ax, the fourth order scheme requires a smaller

time step than the second order scheme to assure numerical

* stability. However, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.1, the phase error

for the fourth order differences is considerably reduced (see

Haltiner and Williams, 1980, Table 5.1). Baltiner and Williams

* (1980) discuss in detail the numerical properties of the second

order and fourth order advection equation. Kreiss and Oliger (1972)

argue that, by comparing the error in the phase speed with the

4 number of computations, the fourth order scheme is "optimal."

Clancy (1981) suggests using forward time differences and

second order spatial differences to integrate the advection-

diffusion equation. Clancy derives a new stability criterion,
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rR -C 1

where (1.5)

uhx uihx
t Dand

Using this stabillity criterion tc can be Iuffinlt ly Iara if r is

small mough to keep the Inequality (1.5) trum. It bad bean shom

previously that Rc must be ls than or equal to 2, if thiLs schem

Is to be numerically stable. In the derivation of the stAbility

criterion (B.5), however, Clancy effectively divided by zero In te

formation of his equation (15), and the usefulness of (B.5) is

questionable.

If the first term on the right hand side of (B.4) is replaced

by 1 and the second and third term are divided by 2. then (1.4) is

the appropriate equation for formrd time differences inste d of

centered time differences. If D - 0, this finite difference ache

becomes the Euler scheme, and it can be shown that the Ruler schme

is unstable for almost all wavelengths (Raltiner and Williams 1980,

p.130). The addition of diffusion to this method serves to

stabilize an otherwise unstable numerical schem.

* This stabilizing effect is illustrated In Pig. B.1 where the

growth rate, C, is plotted against the diffusion parameter, D. If C

is greater than 1 then americal Instability exists. As D increases

* from 0, G decreases until it is less than I and the scheme is

stable. As D gets very large G once again Increases and the method

becomes unstable. So while it is possible to sake the Euler scheame
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stable by adding diffusion, the physical meaning of the diffusion is

obscure; because the diffusion coefficient must not only represent

physical processes, but must also coumteract the Inherent numerical

instability.

While it is possible to produce a finite difference formulation

that appears to be stable using Cl-ncys criterion 3.5, this is done

at great computational expense. For Clancy-s ocean case (the case

presented In Fig. 2.1) Rc - 60 and r- .022. with r of this

magnitude it takes almost 50 time steps for a parcel to propagate

through one grid increment. Using centered spatial differences the

time step can be increased by more than an order of magnitude and
0

better results are obtained than using the Clancy algorithm. Using

fourth order spatial differences, with a 10 times larger time step,

the numerical results and the analytic results are very nearly equal

(Fig. 1.2). AMy additional computations required by the fourth

order scheme are more than compensated for by the Increased accuracy

and the larger tme step.
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Figure B.1. Growth rate of the numerical solution for forward

time differences as a function of diffusion.

For G > 0, the solution is unstable.
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Figure B.2. Integration of Clancy's (1981) oceanic case with

At - 10 hours. Same as Figure 2.lc but with the

time step increased an order of magnitude.

* The numerical solution (+) is virtually

indistinguishable from the analytic solution
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CAbstract

Ozone transport is calculated for steady, dissipative planetary waves

using the Eulerian, Lagrangian-mean, and residual circulation. A

Lagrangian model of parcel dynamics is used to interpret planetary wave-

photochemistry interaction. In chemically active regions the mean field

ozone changes are found to be significant only where there are large

gradients in chemical sources and sinks along parcel trajectories. The

largest changes in the mean field are found in the lower stratosphere and

U are due to the Lagrangian-mean advection. When the Lagrangian-mean

advection is approximated by the residual circulation, errors in the

transport velocities as large as 30% may occur.
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1. Introduction

The atmospheric ozone distribution is maintained by a complex

* interaction of photochemical, dynamical, and radiational processes. In

order to make dynamical modeling of ozone tractable, it has been the

practice to severely parameterize either the photochemistry or the

dynamics. For instance, I-D chemistry models have used vertical diffusion

to model atmospheric dynamics (Hunten, 1975 and the references therein),

while 2-D models have involved a combination of a mean advective field with

parameterized eddy dynamics (Harwood and Pyle, 1977; Miller et al.,

1981). The wave transport by planetary waves in 2-D models has usually

0 been parameterized as a symmetric diffusion tensor. However, planetary

wave effects have been shown to be largely advective (Matsuno, 1980;

Dunkerton, 1980; Pyle and Rogers, 1980; Danielsen, 1981; Miller et al.,

1981; Strobel, 1981); therefore, the parameterized dynamics have often been

very unrealistic (NASA, 1979). Since the transport of ozonc away from

source regions is important in the maintenance of the ozone distribution it

is necessary to use realistic dynamic processes in ozone models.

In order to identify the mechanisms responsible for ozone transport,

• and therefore the proper dynamical processes to be included in chemical

models a series of studies involving simple dynamics and photochemistry has

been undertaken. In this paper the effects of steady, dissipating

planetary waves on the ozone distribution will be discussed. The problem

Cwill be formulated in both the Eulerian and Lagrangian-mean systems and the

relation of the Lagrangian-mean to the residual circulation will be

investigated. In a subsequent paper the effects of time dependent

planetary wave-mean flow fields on the ozone distribution will be examined.

In Section 2 the dynamical model is described. In Section 3 the

continuity equation is developed for small amplitude waves in both the

Eulerian and Lagrangian-mean formulations. Also the relation between the

residual circulation and the Lagrangian-mean velocity is derived. In

Section 4 model results are presented and a Lagrangian model based on

particle trajectories is given.
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2. Dynamic Model

The planetary waves are modeled by solving the steady, linear

quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equation on a midlatitude 0 plane.

The governing equation is

(a + u T {V20, + fp,

pN2 az z qy 0x

It is assumed that the mean flow is steady and governed by

a { +2-2
Y2  pN2

a2  f2  a a
f - uv -- g-z P -- 0_ (2)
ay2  pN2  y

* The mean meridional circulation (v and w) is forced by the wave field.

Nomenclature is given in the Appendix. It is assumed that wave effects on

the mean flow are not so large that the wave field needs to be recomputed

with the perturbed mean flow. This restricts the validity of the model to

small amplitude waves and is consistent with the transport approximations

to be made later. The model is essentially the Eulerian analogue to the

Lagrangian-mean model of Schoeberl (1981).

Damping (a in Eqs. (1) and (2)) is modeled by Newtonian cooling and

Rayleigh friction which are assumed to be equal. The damping is a slowly

varying function of height except in the uppermost regions where it is

assumed to increase at an exponential rate. This region of increase

provides a sponge layer to reduce reflections from the upper boundary. The

* tme scale of the damping below the sponge layer is approximately 10 days,

a number representative of the middle or upper stratosphere (Schoeberl and

Strobel, 1978; Dickinson, 1973).
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3. Constituent dynamics

The chemistry used in this study is extremely simple, namely:

O0 Q X- (11 -9 ) (X > 0)(3

where u 0 is the zonal mean basic state. This formulation requires that the

* perturbations relax back to zero, while changes in the mean field relax to

the mean equilibrium. The rate of relaxation is inversely proportional

to X, which is assumed to be a function of height only. The A values are

based on those of Hartmann and Garcia (1979).

The chemical reactions that the X values are based on are the oxygen

only equations with a modified ozone destruction rate constant to represent

catalytic destruction. The chemistry is temperature dependent; however, the

temperature dependence is small and will be neglected. Hartmann and Garcia

(1979) and Garcia and Hartmann (1980) found the temperature dependent

effects on ozone transport to be small.

In order to discuss the transport of ozone by stationary waves the

atmosphere is divided into three regions as shown in Fig. 1. The lower

region is the region in which ozone is assumed to be a conservative

tracer. In the upper region ozone photochemistry is so fast (X large) that

the transport is unimportant. The middle region is defined by the ratio .1

< X/uk < 10 and is called the transition region (Hartmann and Garcia,

1979).

Figure 2 shows the ozone mixing ratio used in this model which is

based on the ozone distribution used by Hartmann and Garcia (1979). The

use of Hartmann and Garcia ozone distribution and chemistry facilitates

comparison with their results.

The ozone continuity equation is formulated in both the Eulerian and

Lagrangian-mean systems. In general, the constituent continuity equation

* is

DW Q  (4)
Dt-
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where Q represents the source term. By decomposing the fields into zonal

averages and deviations and linearizing, the Eulerian formulation is

obtained:

T - u i -- i+ ui gx(

and

ap l - al-+ ui x~i + ui = Q, (6)
i i

where repeated indices indicate summation. It is pertinent to note that

the zonal mean equation contains eddy flux terms which represent the

effects of wave transport. The tendency for the eddy transport to be

counteracted by the advection by the mean flow has been discussed

* extensively, and represents a major difficulty of atmospheric transport

problems (Dunkerton, 1980; Mahlman and Moxim, 1978).

Using the Lagrangian-mean formulation (Andrews and McIntyre, 1978) it

is possible to redefine the averaging operator such that wave forcing does

not appear in the mean equation. Using this concept the mean continuity

equation is written as

(L +ULB UL  Q L(7

In tiis system the time rate of change of the Lagrangian-mean ozone

distribution is equal to the advection by the Lagrangian-mean velocity plus

a source term. Two features of the Lagrangian-mean velocity as defined by

* Andrews and McIntyre are:

1) For the premises of the non-interaction theorem (Boyd, 1976;

Dunkerton, 1980) the Lagrangian-mean velocity is zero.

• 2) The Lagrangian-mean velocity is the center of mass velocity of a

particular ensemble of fluid particles.

With the second feature above, it may seem natural to study tracer

transport in the Lagrangian-mean system. However, it turns out the

Lagrangian-mean transform is complicated and is easily formulated only for
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the most simple flows (McIntyre, 1980). Furthermore, dispersion of the

particles about their center of mass in nonlinear and time dependent

problems may render the location of the center of mass of little use in the

actual location of the tracer (Hsu, 1980).

The difference between the Lagrangian-mean and the Eulerian zonal

q mean, for an arbitrary quantity T, is defined as the Stokes correction

Ts = TL -

Relating the Lagrangian-mean transform to the Eulerian zonal mean by the

premise that the unperturbed fluid would be described by the Eulerian flow,

it is possible to define the Stokes correction to second order as

i---T- -___

IQ~~ - 2i ax ax
Ts  Y -i i 2

where &i - ( 1, 2, CD = (, n, ;) are the displacements from the

equilibrium position of the fluid.

* The displacement fields are related to the Eulerian perturbation

velocity fields by the following equation (Matsuno and Nakamura, 1979):

( + u a ) fi = u, + ", a-ui + .... (8)

The mean meridional circulation is forced by the waves and is assumed to be

second order in wave amplitude (0(a2 )). Therefore, the changes in the mean

ozone field are O(a 2 ) and the terms involving , w in (6) and (8) can be

* ignored. The perturbation continuity equation can now be written to 0(a
2)

as

- a - a"- ao+ u + v" + w" 9

Using the mass continuity equation, (5) may be written as

a+l (L + o

a- ay +7T +I _7 p (wTo') = - ) i (10)
at ay o p p 3 w P+
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where u represents changes in the mean field from the equilibrium
value uo

0

The relationship between the perturbation velocity fields and the

displacement fields can be rewritten as

ikUE - u" + nfLy + ;

ikun V , iku0; w

These are the equations used to calculate the Lagrangian-mean

displacements.

Under the assumptions above the following relationships between the

Eulerian and the Lagrangian-mean quantities can be written for steady

waves:

+ O(a4 ) (11a)at at

v v4

vS~ L- " i + °(a) (llb)
i

w S 2wx + O(a4 ) (llc)

iQL = (lid)

* Therefore (7) can be written to the same accuracy as (10) as

L o " _X1

i-

* The first term on the right hand side of (12) will be referred to as the

advective term; the second term is the "stirring" term; and the third term

is the same as the Eulerian mean chemistry. The stirring term represents

the effects of the planetary waves moving ozone parcels through a region of

(,J- I C
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varying photochemistry. This term will be discussed in detail later.

Equations (12), (10), and (9) are the ozone continuity equations used in

*this study.

A number of authors have suggested that the Lagrangian-mean velocity

may be a suitable quantity to approximate the large scale transport of

ozone in 2-D chemical models (Dunkerton, 1978; Miller et al., 1981;

McIntyre, 1980). However, since the Lagrangian-mean velocity can be

difficult to calculate, it has also been suggested that the residual

circulation defined by Andrews and McIntyre (1976) might be an adequate

approximation for the Lagrangian-mean velocity (Holton, 1981). Strobel

(1981) has derived a general linearized 2-D transport model using the

residual circulation for waves with complex frequencies. The relation

between the residual velocity and the Lagrangian-mean velocity for steady,

dissipating planetary wave is outlined below.

The eddy mass continuity equation can be written in terms of the

parcel displacement fields as

1 -L + P 0 (13)
- ay P TF

Using (13) and the definition of the Stokes corrections it is possible to

write

L - I(
v V+ pv (14)o a

and

4 L -

w - w - y (15)

The residual circulation for the current problem is

* - I Pv (6
v v - p v (16)

pN2

and
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* i (17)

N2 y z

Using the eddy thermodynamic equation

(a + ulk) € - fv + uikN2  - 0

and multiplying by v' and averaging it can be shown that

-(ku) N v + a[f-aj-v - N v w]

z 2 -2(8
a + (ku)

Uwhere it has been assumed that only the correlations of real parts are

considered. Using (18) and comparing (14) and (15) with (16) and (17) it

is clear that the Lagrangian-mean velocity and the residual velocity are

equal only when a - 0. When a - 0, however, both the Lagrangian-mean and

the residual circulation are zero and the transport by the waves and the

mean flow exactly counterbalance each other. Since a is an order of

magnitude or more smaller than ku below the sponge layer in this model, the

Lagrangian-mean and residual circulations should be similar. When

transience or external heating and cooling processes are allowed the

relationship between the two circulations becomes more complex. In

Holton's (1981) parameterization the difference between the Lagrangian-mean

and residual circulations is contained in the antisymmetric part of the

diffusion tensor and is assumed to be negligible.

In the next section the Eulerian velocities, the Lagrangian-mean

quantities, and the residual circulation will be presented for steady,

dissipating planetary waves. Zonal mean ozone changes can then be

* calculated and the various transport methods can be compared.
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4. Results

a. Dynamic quantities

4Equations (1) and (2) are solved for a wave number one perturbation

with forcing analogous to a mean zonal wind of 10 m/sec flowing over a 1 km

mountain. The mean zonal wind profile and the geopotential amplitude are

shown in Fig. 3. The mean zonal wind is presumed to approximate the polar

night jet. The geopotential reaches a maximum amplitude of about 1 km in

the mesosphere and does not exceed the steady state limit (Schoeberl,

1982). The magnitude of the geopotential is in rough agreement with

observation (van Loon et al., 1973). The eddy geopotential field is used

* to calculate the wave forced mean meridional and vertical velocity.

The v and w fields are shown in Fig. 4. These fields, as expected,

show rising motion in the northern regions of the 8 channel and sinking

motion in the southern regions. The meridional velocity is from north to

south. This flow is forced by the northward eddy heat transport of the

planetary waves.

The Stokes drifts as calculated with (lib) and (llc) are shown in Fig.

* 5. These drifts can be viewed as the effective velocity fields associated

with the wave. The Stokes drifts are directed in an opposite sense to the

Eulerian mean velocity and are of approximately the same magnitude. This

demonstrates the tendency for the wave fields to counterbalance the

Eulerian mean fields as has been discussed by Matsuno (1980).

The Lagrangian-mean velocity fields, which are the sums of the

Eulerian zonal mean and the Stokes drifts, are shown in Fig. 6. The sense

of the circulation is rising motion in the southern regions and sinking

* motion in the polar regions. This motion is the same as indicated by

Schoeberl (1981). Furthermore, this motion would tend to enhance the

diabatic circulation as calculated by Dunkerton (1978). The Lagrangian-

mean velocity is of much smaller magnitude than either the Stokes drifts or

the Eulerian mean velocities.

The residual circulation is shown in Fig. 7. It is geometrically

similar to the Lagrangian-mean velocity but the meridional component is

approximately 30% larger than the Lagrangian-mean meridional velocity. The
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largest differences between the two circulatons occur in the region where

6u/6z is largest (see Eq. 18). Similar increases are calculated in the

C vertical residual velocity field.

b. Eulerian transport

The continuity equations (9), (10) and (12) are solved using the

appropriate dynamic quantities. Since the mean chemistry appears in the

same form in both (10) and (12) it is ignored in order that it might not

obscure the differences between the two formulations. The effects of the

mean chemistry term will be considered separately.

The horizontal ( vp + vW' ) and vertical ( w +7 ) fluxes as

calculated by the Eulerian method are shown in Fig. 8. The vertical flux

is upward in the northern region of the model and downward in the southern

region. The vertical flux is confined primarily to the conservative region

* and reflects the Eulerian mean vertical velocity field.

The horizontal flux field is more complicated showing two regions of

northward transport separated by a region of southward transport. Once

again the flux is largest in the conservative region. The lower region of

northward flux is dominated by the eddy flux which is proportional to the

vertical derivative of the mean constituent distribution as described by

Clark and Rogers (1978). The region of southward flux, which occurs where

the vertical constituent density is small, is dominated by the mean

meridional velocity. The upper region of northward transport is once again

dominated by the eddy flux. In the upper most regions of the model both

the horizontal and vertical fluxes are very small due to rapid

photochemical relaxation.

The rate of change of the mean ozone field is calculated as the

divergence of the fluxes. This field is shown in Fig. 9. There is an

increase of ozone in the northern section and a decrease in the southern

section. Despite the fluxes being largest in the conservative region the

mean field tendency is concentrated almost entirely in the transition

region in agreement with the results of Hartmann and Garcia (1979).
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c. Lagrangian-mean transport

The Lagrangian-mean results are shown in Figures 10-12. The advective

term as defined in Eq. (12) is shown in Fig. 10. In the extreme polar

region there is a decrease of ozone above the ozone maximum and a build up

of ozone in the lower stratosphere. In the southern regions there is a

decrease in the lower stratosphere and an increase in the upper

stratosphere. These changes are primarily due to the vertical advection.

There is a strong transport of ozone northward by the meridional

Lagrangian-mean velocity in the midlatitudes. The Lagrangian-mean velocity

associated with planetary waves advects ozone poleward and downward.

The advective term calculated using the residual circulation shows

increases and decreases in the mean ozone field in the same regions as the

Lagrangian-mean calculations. In all regions the magnitude of advection by

the residual circulation is larger. Differences as large as 30% are

calculated reflecting the increased magnitude of the residual circulation.

Comparison of Figures 11 and 9 show that the mean field changes are

the same when calculated by the Eulerian or Lagrangian-mean methods. Since

* the advective term is much smaller than the stirring term, substituting the

residual circulation for the Lagrangian-mean velocity shows only minute

changes in the tendency field.

d. The "stirring" term

The magnitude of the stirring term is shown in Fig. 12. This field

quite accurately represents the ozone time rate of change shown in Fig.

11. The advection by the Lagrangian-mean velocity is less than 1% of the

stirring term in regions where ozone is photochemically active. The

stirring term is identically zero when the photochemistry is zero.

In order to understand the physical meaning of the stirring term and

its analogy to the Eulerian problem, it is helpful to compare the stirring

term to the eddy flux. Assuming that the wave is steady and stationary (9)

becomes

- A-iku 0 (19)
X2 + (ku)2 u x(
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The change in the zonal mean ozone field due to the divergence of the eddy

flux (DEF) .s

DEF P u..

X p{ Re(u-)Re(uj) 0 o ku Re(u-)Im(ui)

X2+(k)2  
X ) 2+(ku)2  xi

(20)

U The stirring term (ST) is

ST P - 3 Igxj xv P~ ax

___-__--_ oi ku -2 o 2

la PX X_ _ 0 ku Re(u')Re(u 0j u 2+ku 2 Im(u')Re(ui) -
2+ax )2 Xu X2+(ku)2  i

(21)

ST is functionally very similar to DEF. In order to investigate the

precise similarities it is useful to consider the limits of X relative to

the dynamic frequency ku.

For X/ku < 1,

; I (22)

and

D E FX Re(u)Re(') (23)
P ax (ku) i (ku i

ST p (k) 2 e ui) 1(24)
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Thus for small X the divergence of the eddy flux can be divided into a

purely chemical and purely conservative part. The conservative part, the

second term on the RHS of (23), is the conservative flux described by Clark

and Rogers (1978). The chemical part of DEF is ilentical to ST; therefore,

for small A it can be explicitly shown that the stirring term represents

the chemical contribution of the divergence of the eddy flux.

For large X DEF approaches zero, while ST approaches some finite

value. In fact, as X becomes large ST loses its explicit chemistry

dependence and becomes

ST = ui  -0 (25)
iax i

At this limit both the Eulerian mean, (10), and Lagrangian-mean, (12),

continuity equations become

a t i i(26)

Eq. (26) indicates that, when the photochemistry is strong, the wave

effects become diminishingly small so that the mean field changes are

governed by the mean chemistry and the advection by the Eulerian-mean

velocity.

e. Lagrangian model

While the analysis above reveals the relationship of the stirring term

to the divergence of the eddy flux, the physical nature of the stirring

term remains obscured in the mathematics. Hartmann (1981) showed how pure

oscillatory motion of a fluid parcel could produce changes in the mean

ozone density in a fluid tube. A similar Lagrangian approach can be used

here to investigate the effects of the planetary wave and to further

coalesce the Lagrangian-mean and Eulerian viewpoints.

The Lagrangian model is based on the particle trajectories as

determined by the Lagrangian-mean displacement fields. Using (1) and

assuming that u is constant then it can be shown that for harmonic

disturbances the horizontal displacement field, n, and the vertical

displacement field, C are given by
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n= n cos(az + kx) (27)

and

= 0 cos(az + kx) + Clsin(az + kx) (28)0

where a is the vertical wavenumber. The coefficients, not ,o, and ti, are

functions of height, meridional distance, and the dynamic parameters. For

a particular value of y and z, the projection of n and 4 on the y,z plane

is an ellipse (Fig. 13). These displacement fields are similar to those

calculated by Matsuno (1980) and Danielsen (1981).

The displacement fields provide a model of the parcel motion

associated with a planetary wave. The planetary wave displaces a

particular parcel from its equilibrium position and causes the parcel to

move in a helical trajectory around the globe. The Lagrangian-mean

* velocity is the velocity at which the axis of the helix moves. For the

small amplitude, steady state waves of this model the vertical extent of

the ellipse is on the order of one km and the horizontal extent is on the

order of hundreds of kilometers.

First consider a parcel in the absence of chemistry. The equilibrium

mixing ratio of the parcel, Ip p, is p 0o(0,0). If the parcel is displaced to

(n,4), then the perturbation mixing ratio p' is equal to the parcel

mixing ratio minus the background mixing ratio. If the displacements are

small then

* Assuming that Vo is a function of z only and that it increases with height,

then positive ozone perturbations are generally associated with northward

motion and negative ozone perturbations are associated with southward

motion (see Fig. 13). This is equivalent to northward eddy flux of

* ozone. Hence this is the Lagrangian description of the conservative flux

as defined by Clark and Rogers (1978). This conservative flux is largely

cancelled by the wave induced mean circulation.

In the case when ;I in (28) is zero, which corresponds to a trapped

(non-propagating) wave, the trajectories then become lines instead of
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ellipses. The perturbations are then equally correlated with both

northward and southward velocity and the conservative eddy flux is

identically zero. An evanescent wave has the same property.

When chemistry is present V still changes due to the varying

background field, but the chemistry tries to bring the parcel's ozone

mixing ratio towards the background value. The constituent density for the

parcel is determined by

-. S - XP, (29)

where S represents the effective scurce caused by the parcel moving through

the varying background density. For elliptical trajectories S is a

harmonic function in time, proportional to the magnitude of the velocity

and the background constituent gradients. In general, as the parcel orbits

the ellipse it goes through varying photochemistry so that X is also a

function of time. In a reference frame moving with the zonal velocity of

the parcel (29) can be rewritten as

W-- S Cos Wt - X(t)pV (30)
dt 0

where w - ku.

If X is constant then the solution to (30), for large t, can be

written as

S
0 (A cos wt + w sin wt) (31)

X2 + w2

4

For large X, p' approaches zero which is equivalent to the previous result

that the eddy fluxes disappear in the fast photochemical region.

For X - 0 the solution reduces to the ozone density appropriate to the

conservative problem. Note that the average of V' over one period is zero.

In the regions where A varies strongly over the extent of the ellipse

the perturbation can take on a different character. Such regions would be

expected to exist in the lower parts of the transition layer and at the

* polar night boundary where the chemistry is nearly discontinuous. Figure

14 shows an extreme example where the chemistry is discontinuous across an
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ellipse. As the parcel travels through the conservative region the

perturbation density varies as S. In the transition region (X/ku - 5) the

perturbation is decreased by - 80%. Assuming the background density

increases with height, this behavior means that the negative perturbations

are selectively damped while the positive perturbations are not.

Therefore, the average value of P' over one period, which was zero

when A did not vary, may become nonzero in the presence of extreme chemical

gradients. Such regions would be expected to have a great effect upon

transport calculations. This effect is analogous to mean density changes

in a fluid tube as calculated by Hartmann (1981).

UFigure 15 demonstrates this effect for a more realistic problem.

Figure 15a shows (31) the solution at large t to (30). This is a harmonic

function with zero average. Figure 15b shows the numerical solution to

(26) for an ellipse situated at the bottom of the transition layer with the

* model photochemistry. The steady state solution has a non-zero time

average, as expected.

f. The effects of eddy transport on the mean field

'i Since the changes in the mean field have been assumed to be O(a 2 ) the

calculation of the steady state forcing by the eddies on the mean field

tendency is independent of the mean constituent density. Therefore, at any

point in space it is possible to write the mean field equation (10) or (12)

as

__ - -p + F (32)

where F is the total forcing which represents the divergence of both the

horizontal and vertical fluxes. If F is assumed independent of time, the

solution to (32) can be written as

F -Xt((I-e (33)

where it has been assumed that 4, the change in the equilibrium field, is

zero at time zero. As t + - the change in the mean field is F/A.
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In the conservative region the mean continuity equation can be written

as - F which yields
at

= Ft (34)

In order to investigate the effect of the steady state waves on the mean

field the appropriate equation (33) or (34) was solved at t - 90 days.

This calculation would represent the effects of the waves if they persisted

for the entire winter. The forcing is taken from the line in Fig. 9

through the region of maximum ozone increase in the northern region of the

* domain.

Figure 16 shows the change in p. The large rates of change that are

calculated in the transition region are almost completely counterbalanced

by the mean c lemistry. At the altitude of maximum increase in Fig. 9 the

actual change in the mean field is only .5 ppm for 90 days.

The largest changes in the mean field (Fig. 16) are in the lower

stratosphere where changes of 1.4 ppm are seen at 90 days. These changes

are comparable to those observed in the northern hemisphere. Immediately

below the transition region is a region of depletion caused by the

advection. This vertical structure of the changes in the mean field is

unrealistic and due largely to the simplified representation of

photochemistry and dynamics in the lower stratosphere.

The relatively large positive changes in the mean field at the bottom

of the transition layer are in the region where the photochemistry

gradients are large. This is the region where a parcel takes on a non-zero

d average during a parcel orbit. The equilibrium values at this altitude are

reached after 5 days of integration. This region of large increase just

above a region of decrease demonstrates an important model sensitivity to

the chemical structure.

* Since the advection term is responsible for all of the change in the

mean field below the transition region it is worthy of further

investigation. Mean field tendencies for 90 day periods were calculated

400 km from both the northern and southern boundaries using both the
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residual and Lagrangian-mean advection (Fig. 17). The large changes in the

midlatitudes caused by meridional transport are largely negated by the

photochemistry.

In the southern region the change in the mean field by advection is

unlike that observed in the stratosphere. There is a depletion of nearly

4 ppm at 24 km and an enhancement of almost 2 ppm at 40 km. In the

northern region the changes in the lower stratosphere are not unreasonable

showing a 1.5 ppm increase at 24 km. However, at 36 km a 1 ppm depletion

occurs. It is obvious that the modeling of the lower stratosphere is

inadequate. Both small scale dynamics and photochemistry which may act to

counter the tendencies shown here have been neglected. The advection

calculated using the residual circulation produces larger changes in the

mean field than that calculated using the Lagrangian-mean velocity. This

means, that in this model, the antisymmetric part of Holton's (1981)

*diffusion tensor is not negligible.

0I

I
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5. Conclusions

The changes in zonal mean ozone as forced by steady state planetary

waves have been calculated using both a Lagrangian-mean and Eulerian

formulation. Although the calculated results from the two methods are the

same, the use of the two methods allow for increased interpretation of the

results.

In the Eulerian formulation the tendency for the eddy and mean fluxes

to cancel is well illustrated. Both the horizontal and vertical flux

fields are complex and largest in the conservative region. However, the

changes in the mean field in the absence of the mean photochemistry are

largest in the transition region as found by lartmann and Garcia (1979).

The problem of compensation by two large terms which appears in the

Eulerian framework also appears in the calculation of the Lagrangian-mean

velocity. If the Lagrangian-mean flow could be calculated directly then it

might be possible to avoid the numerical diffuculties of compensation;

however, the Lagrangian-mean quantities can be easily calculated only for

simple flows. There seems to be no computational advantage of the

Lagrangian-mean method to calculate planetary wave transport as it requires

the formulation of Eulerian quantities, their conversion to Lagrangian-mean

quantities, and then the calculation of the transport.

In the Lagrangian-mean formulation the stirring term is dominant in

the absence of mean chemistry. The stirring is equal to the chemical

contribution of the divergence of the eddy flux when X / uk < 1. When X is

large the stirring term is equivalent to the Stokes advection. Using

particle displacement fields it is possible to predict the type of eddy

transport that is to be expected in a certain region and it was found

that ij has a non-zero time average in the presence of strong chemical

gradients. Calculation of the mean field changes shows that the mean

chemistry is able to compensate for the eddy chemistry changes except where

the chemical gradients are large. This indicates that the interaction of

steady planetary waves and photochemistry need only be modeled in the

presence of large chemical gradients.

For seasonal integrations the largest changes in the mean field are

caused by advection by the Lagrangian-mean velocity in the conservative
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region. The advection is so weak that in the chemical regions its effects

are negligible. Using the residual circulation instead of the Lagrangian-

mean circulation overestimates the advection by the planetary wave. The

largest differences between the Lagrangian-mean and residual circulations

occur in chemically active regions; hence, the difference between the ozone

field changes calculated with the Lagrangian-mean and residual circulations

are small. This would not necessarily be true for constituents with

different chemistry.

The transport mechanisms investigated here are probably not adequate

to model planetary wave effects in the stratosphere. The use of time

independent forcing without changing the mean advective field is not

strictly correct. Sudden warmings, which are highly transient, will

certainly have a great effect upon the ozone distribution (Garcia and

Hartmann, 1980). Therefore, steady state planetary wave transport models

* are probably only relevant in the late fall and early winter. The

planetary wave transport would have to supplemented by transport due to the

diabatic circulation and small scale dynamics in the lower stratosphere.

Transport by planetary waves during sudden warmings, transport by the

diabatic circulation, and the relative importance of the two circulations

will be presented in a subsequent paper.
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Appendixe

NOMENCLATURE and CONVENTIONS

a Newtonian cooling and Rayleigh friction coefficients

f Coriolis parameter (1 x 10-4sec
- )

H scale height (7 km)

k zonal wave number (6.28 x 10-9cm
- )

N2  Brunt-Vaisala frequency squared (4 x 1O-4sec-2)

p pressure; p. reference pressure

qy horizontal derivative of the mean potential vorticity

Q photochemical source term

(u,v,w) (ul, u2 , u3 ) - (zonal, meridional, vertical) velocity

(v*, w ) - (meridional, vertical) residual velocity (Andrews and

McIntyre, 1976)

t time

(x,y,z) - (xl, x2 , x3 ) - (east-west, north-south, -H ln - ) coordinates
Po

meridional variation of Coriolis parameter, f

photochemical time constant

W ozone mixing ratio
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( ,rt) = ( 1, 2, 3) = (longitudinal, meridional, vertical)

displacement fields

geopotential

CONVENTIONS:

For a given T

H zonal average around latitude circles (Eulerian)

I
T= T - E zonal deviation

TL Lagrangian-mean (Andrews and McIntyre, 1978)

T = TL - T Stokes correction (see Eq. (8))

Q
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Figures

Figure 1. Ratio of dynamical to photochemical time scales, A/uk; showing

the atmosphere divided into conservative, transitional, andS
photochemical regions.

Figure 2. Zonal mean ozone distribution (ppm).

Figure 3. a) Mean zonal wind, u (m/seec).

b) Amplitude of wavenumber 1 geopotential (m)

Figure 4. Eulerian zonal mean velocities (cm/sec).

a)v

b) w

Figure 5. Stokes drifts (cm/sec).

q a) vs

b) w
s

Figure 6. Lagrangian-mean velocities (cm/sec).

• a) v L

b) wL

Figure 7. Residual velocities (cm/sec).

a) v

b) w

* Figure 8. Eulerian fluxes of ozone (ppm m/sec).

a) horizontal flux

b) vertical flux

* Figure 9. Mean ozone tendency, j as calculated with the Eulerian

formulation (ppm/sec).
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Figure 10. Mean ozone tendency caused by advection (ppm/sec).

a) Lagrangian-mean velocity

b) residual velocity

Figure 11. Total mean ozone tendency, - , as calculated with the

Lagrangian formulation (ppm/sec).

Figure 12. Mean ozone tendency caused by "stirring" (ppm/sec).

Figure 13. Projection of displacement fields n,4 on the y,z plane (km).

For 2-> 0 northward moving parcels are associatedaz
with positive perturbations.

Figure 14. Parcel orbiting through a region of discontinuous

photochemistry -l > 0.

Figure 15. Steady state solution of perturbation ozone density for an

elliptically orbiting parcel.

a) constant photochemistry

b) highly varying photochemistry at the bottom of the

transition layer.

Figure 16. 90 day zonal mean ozone change, with the mean ...;.emistry

included, at the latitude of maximum ozone increase (ppm).

Figure 17. 90 day zonal mean ozone c inge, with the mean chemistry

included, at northern and southern extremes, as determined by

Lagrangian-mean advection (LGM) and residual velocity

*advection (+) (ppm).

a) Southern

b) Northern
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Abstract

A 8-plane model is used to study the transport of ozone and a tracer

distributed like ozone. In the first experiment, ozone is transported with a

time dependent diabatic circulation in a a-channel. Increase in the ozone

column density occurs principally through downward advection from the high

altitude source region into the lower stratosphere. Compared with

observations, the maximum in the total ozone field occurs about one month too

late and is about 20% too large.

Transient planetary waves produce large temporary increases in total

ozone near the pole during sudden warming events, but permanent increases are

much smaller. Furthermore, only warmings which penetrate below the chemical

transition region are effective in changing the zonal mean ozone distribution.

Combining the sudden warming and diabatic circulation produces a quite

* realistic simulation of the changes in total ozone at high latitudes. The

diabatic circulation provides the major enhancement of the ozone column

density while the transient planetary waves move ozone to high latitudes.

This result suggests sudden warmings can play an important role in our

understanding of the fluctuations in total ozone, and the final warming may be

the key event which determines the date and magnitude of the spring maximum.

R
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consensus of the general circulation studies is that planetary waves and the

diabatic circulation (Dunkerton, 1978; Mahlman et al., 1980) are instrumental

in producing the observed annual variation of stratospheric ozone. In order

to investigate further the transport characteristics of these individual

processes, simplified or mechanistic models can be used. Such models are

easier to interpret than the complex chemical and general circulation models,

and their use may result in the implementation of more realistic dynamics in

chemical models. An example which shows the utility of the mechanistic model

approach is the study of Hartmann and Garcia (1979). Using a quasi-one-

dimensional model of planetary wave propagation and wave-mean flow

6 interaction, they were the first to show that planetary waves act to enhance

ozone transport in the region where there is a transition from photochemical

to dynamical control of the ozone distribution.

The research to be presented here involves the use of a highly simplified

ozone photochemical scheme and a time dependent 5-plane planetary wave

model. A circulation that approximates the radiatively driven (diabatic)

circulation is superimposed on the planetary wave circulation. Using this

model, the transport by both planetary waves and the diabatic circulation of

ozone and an ozone-distributed tracer will be studied.

In a previous paper (Rood and Schoeberl, 1982) the transport effects of

steady, stationary, dissipative planetary waves were investigated. Two major

mechanisms were found: The first was associated with the stirring of air

parcels in the region of highly variable photochemistry and is essentially the

transition region transport discussed by Hartmann and Garcia (1979). The

second mechanism was due to the advection of ozone by the wave induced

Lagrangian-mean velocity in the lower stratosphere (Schoeberl, 1981a). The

large eddy fluxes-produced by the transition region transport were found to be

largely counterbalanced by the zonal mean chemistry so that only small changes

in the zonal mean ozone field were the result of this effect. For 90 day

integrations, the advection by the wave forced Lagrangian-mean velocity was

found to cause an ozone buildup in the lower stratosphere at high, but

subpolar, latitudes on the order of 1.5 ppm. However, the steady planetary

waves did not transport enough ozone to high latitudes to simulate the spring

ozone maximum. Even more unrealistically, an ozone depletion appeared at low

latitudes which has no observational counterpart. Thus steady dissipative

R-6
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1. Introduction

As concern over anthropogenic destruction of the ozone layer has

increased, an intensive effort has been made to model and understand the

transport of ozone and other chemically active trace species in the

stratosphere. Numerical models, due largely to computational considerations,

have emphasized either an accurate representation of the photochemistry

(chemical models) or stratospheric dynamics (dynamic models) but not both.

Chemical models use a complex set of photochemical reactions and a one-

or two- dimensional diffusive parameterization of planetary and smaller scale

wave transport processes (Hidalgo and Crutzen, 1977; Harwood and Pyle, 1977;

Johnston and Podolske, 1978; Miller et al., 1981). The diffusion coefficients

are computed from the observed dispersion of neutral trace species such as

radioactive debris. However, the transport properties of large scale waves

have been recently shown to be largely advective rather than diffusive

(Matsuno, 1980; Dunkerton, 1980; Danielsen, 1981; Miller et al., 1981), and

both the diffusive and advective properties of these waves have been shown to

be a function of the constituent photochemistry (Pyle and Rogers, 1980;

Strobel, 1981) Therefore, diffusive transport models of the stratsophere are

inherently limted and their validity in approximating multi-species transport

is in doubt.

Dynamic modelers approach quantitative modeling of stratospheric

constituents by using general circulation models, which usually have limited

resolution in the stratosphere (Clark, 1970; Cunnold et al., 1975; Schlesinger

and Mintz, 1979; Cunnold et al., 1980; Mahlman et al., 1980, and references

therein), or by using models with severely truncated horizontal resolution but

with high vertical resolution in the middle and upper atmosphere (Holton,

1982; Hartmann and Garcia, 1979). Both types of models operate with a highly

simplified set of photochemical reactions to save computational cost.

The general circulation models have met with some success in reproducing

the observed ozone distribution but usually underestimate the Northern

Hemisphere spring maximum of total ozone at polar latitudes as well as placing

the maximum too far south. Because the general circulation models are so

complex, it is often difficult to isolate and separate the important phenomena

which generate the observed structure of the ozone layer. Nevertheless, the

R-5



planetary waves alone cannot be entirely responsible for the large scale

* transport of ozone. Furthermore, the steady state planetary wave assumption

is inappropriate for the entire winter stratosphere since potentially

important transient effects are neglected (Schoeberl, 1982b).

The planetary wave model used in this study is the same as used by

Schoeberl (1982a) to study vacillation and wave saturation. The diabatic

circulation superimposed on the a-channel is based on that calculated by

Dunkerton .(1978). It should be emphasized that the purpose of this study is

to isolate transport mechanisms, not to provide a quantitative simulation of

the dynamics of the stratosphere. However, to test the viability of

particular transport mechanisms it is necessary to compare the results to

observations. These comparisions are performed with the intent to verify

transport mechanisms.

q In the next section the planetary wave model, the model of the diabatic

circulation, the photochemistry, and the transport models are described and

discussed. In Section 3 the transport of ozone by the diabatic circulation is

presented. In Section 4 the transport of ozone and a tracer distributed like

*ozone is discussed for the planetary wave circulation in the absense of the

diabatic circulation. The transport of ozone by the combined diabatic and

planetary wave circulations is given in Section 5. Finally, the results are

summarized and discussed in Section 6.
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2. Models

7a. Planetary Waves

The planetary wave propagation and wave-mean flow interaction are

modeled using the quasilinear, quasiqeostrophic potential vorticity

- - equations. Newtonian cooling and Rayleigh friction are simulated using a

single potential vorticity dissipation coefficent which is taken to be a weak

function of height except at the top where a sponge layer exists. In the

stratosphere the dissipation time scale is 23.5 days a value typical of the

lower stratosphere. Since the model is the same as Schoeberl (1982a), but

with twice the horizontal resolution, the numerical methods and governing

equations will not be repeated here.

The waves are forced by zonal flow over a sinusoidal mountain with zonal

wavenumber one and a meridional half wavelength of 5000 km. The mountain is

brought up to its maximum height on a time scale of 10 days. Its height is a

model parameter and the behavior of the model varies depending on its value.

For small mountains (< 300 m), equilibrium is reached in which westerlies are

present everywhere. For mountains in an intermediate range (300-900 m) the

model produces at least one stratospheric warming and then is observed to

reach a steady state with a permanent layer of easterlies at some altitude.

For large topography (> 900 m) the model produces a series of warmings, i.e.,

it vacillates. The model dynamics are discussed extensively in Schoeberl

(1982a). The basic state mean zonal wind profile is shown in Fig. 1.

During winter it is common to see distinct planetary wave amplitude

pulses associated with either major or minor warmings (Labitzke and Goretzki,

1982). After a major or minor warming the stratosphere usually returns to its

winter climatological state. If the warming occurs late in the winter, then

the zonal mean circulation after the warming remains in the summertime regime

where easterlies are present throughout the entire summer stratosphere. This

type of warming is called a final warming. The dynamical model used here does

not attempt to represent all of the features of the winter stratosphere but is

used only to simulate warming events and their corresponding circulation

patterns.

Time series for the mean zonal wind field and the wave amplitude field

are shown in Figures 2 and 3 for the 900 m topography. The 900 m topography
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was chosen for most of experiments since forcing of this amplitude is in line

with the terrestial topography (Berkofsky and Bertoni, 1955), and the critical

line for this case descends below 32 km (a criterion for a major warming).

Transport experiments were run for forcing heights of 200 m, 600 m, and 900 m.

The wave amplitude (Fig. 3) increases rapidly until about day 20 when it

reaches a maximum of 1.6 gpkm and then decreases rapidly between days 20 and

30 and more slowly until day 50. There is another increase in wave amplitude

after day 50 which maximizes on day 65. The wave amplitude decrease following

this maximum is not as rapid as that following the initial warming event.

* Coincident with the first wave maximum is the deceleration of the mean

zonal wind and the formation of easterlies which reach a maximum velocity on

day 26 of 57 m sec - I (Fig. 2). The second wave maximum on day 65 is not

immediately associated with the onset of high level easterlies. The wave

forcing of the mean flow from days 55-65 decelerates the mean zonal wind,

restoring the low level easterlies which then prohibit propagation of the wave

into the stratosphere. The low level easterlies ultimately disappea- about

day 100 which allows the wave to once again propagate vertically. The zonal

* mean westerlies are so weak at this time that even the relatively weak forcing

associated with the wave pulse at day 100 is capable of producing easterlies

throughout a deep portion of the atmosphere.

The zero wind line (critical line for stationary waves) descends to 26 km

on day 37 and 24 km on day 76. Between days 45 and 55 the critical line rises

and the wave propagates and rebuilds the low level easterlies. The low level

critical line is absent for a brief period beginning at day 100.

b. The Diabatic Circulation

Early theories of stratospheric circulation postulated a direct cell

with rising motion in the equatorial region and sinking motion in the polar

region in order to explain the dryness of the stratosphere and the buildup of

ozone at high latitudes (Brewer, 1949; Dobson, 1956). Observations during the

1960's showed, however, that the Northern Hemisphere, lower stratospheric

zonal mean circulation consisted of two cells with rising motion at high
e

latitudes and at the equator. Dunkerton (1978) pointed out that in the

absence of strong wave transience and dissipation the diabatically driven
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zonal mean field is a good approximation to the Lagrangian-mean velocity field

and is consistent with the Brewer-Dobson circulation. Hence, the large scale

mass transport associated with radiative forcing is described by a one cell

circulation as originally postulated.

The diabatic circulation used here is derived from Dunkerton (1978) whose

calculations were based on those of Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961). The

circulation appropriate for the winter solstice is shown in Fig. 4, and is

derived by estimating the meridional component of the velocity and then using

the continuity equation to compute the vertical component. Due to the lack of

sphericity on the B-plane, the polar maximum calculated in the vertical

velocity field by Dunkerton (1978) is not reproduced. The time variation of

the diabatic circulation is assumed to be harmonic with a one year period such

that the intensity of the flow reaches a maximum shortly after the winter

solstice and then decreases and reaches a minimum in the spring near the

equinox and is reversed during summer.

The stratospheric heating used by Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961)

circulation is based on observed temperature fields. These fields include the

redistribution of heat by the stratospheric standing eddies; so, the diabatic

circulation computed by Dunkerton partially incorporates the effects of the

eddies. Dunkerton's (1978) calculation assumes that wave transience and

dissipation is small. To test the sensitivity of the ozone transport to the

diabatic circulation, the circulation calculated by Apruzese et al. (1982) is

also used. This circulation is based on a calculated radiative equilibrium

temperature which only includes eddy effects parameterized as Rayleigh

friction.

c. Chemistry Model

The chemistry used in this study is the same as used in Rood and

Schoeberl (1982), namely:

Q = -X(W - 0o) (X > 0) (1)

where Q is the photochemical source term, X is the photochemical relaxation
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rate, j is the ozone mixing ratio, and Uo is the zonally averaged basic state

* of ozone. This formulation requires that the wave perturbations relax back to

zero, while changes in the mean field relax to the mean equilibrium. The rate

of relaxation is inversely proportional to X, which is assumed to be a

function of height only.

• The X values are based on those of Hartmann and Garcia (1979) and are

derived from the oxygen-only reactions (Chapman reactions) with a modified

ozone destruction rate to represent catalytic destruction. Ozone chemistry is

temperature dependent; however, several model experiments indicate that the

* effect of the temperature dependence is small and does not change the

character of the transport. Therefore, the temperature dependence will be

neglected here.

It is convenient to divide the atmosphere into three regions in order to

discuss ozone transport (Figure 5). The lower region is the region in which

ozone is assumed to be a conservative tracer (X << ku , k is the zonal

wavenumber and U is the mean zonal wind). In the upper region ozone

photochemistry is so fast (X >> k) that the transport is unimportant. The

* middle region is defined such that X and Uk are of comparable magnitude and is

called the transition region (Hartmann and Garcia, 1979). The interaction of

the photochemistry with the dynamics is expected to be greatest in the

transition region. There are nonzero values of X below 40 km, but they are so

* small that the resolution in Fig. 5 does not accurately represent them.

The chemistry used here contains many inadequacies, most notably the

assumption of a purely conservative tracer in the lower regions of the

model. However, the chemistry does approximate to first order an ozone-like

constituent, and should be adequate for the identification of important

transport mechanisms.

d. Transport model

The transport model runs in an off-line fashion; that is, the constituent

disLuibution does not affect the dynamics. Since ozone is radiatively active,

with the use of an off-line model it has been tacitly assumed that the change
'S

in radiative forcing associated with the changes in the ozone field can be

neglected. This assumption is valid as most of the transport in this model
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takes place during winter when insolation is weak. Mahlman and Moxim (1978)

discuss in detail the differences between on-line and off-line models.

The constituent continuity equation is divided into zonal means and

perturbations and appears as:

+ a 2 u + (2)

and

at 1 ax I i ax -

where bars and primes represent zonal averages and deviations, a peated

indices indicate summation. u= (ul,u2,u 3 ) = (u,v,w) are the velocities in

* the (xl,x 2 ,x 3 ) = (x,y,z) directions where x is longitude, y is the $-plane

analogue to latitude, and z is height. The linear perturbation equation is

solved at each time step and is used to update the mean field for subsequent

time steps.

For the transport model, the constituent continuity equation is written

in discrete form using fourth order centered finite differences in the

meridional and vertical directions. The longitudinal dependence is

represented by zonal harmonics, and the time derivatives are estimated with

second order centered differences (leapfrog). The spatial differences are

written in the general form

ap C1()Ii+i- Pi-i ) +C 2(1i+2- Pi-2 ) (4

ap Ap +p

where C 1 = 2/3 and C 2 = - 1/12 for fourth order accuracy (Ames, 1977; Haltiner

and Williams, 1980) and p is either the vertical or horizontal coordinate. No

diffusion other than that inherent in the finite difference scheme is used,

and filling (Mahlman and Moxim, 1978) has not been necessary.

The transport and dynamic models are centered at 600 N and have a

horizontal extent of 5000 km. This corresponds to a latitudinal extent from

37.50 to 82.50. The domain extends from the ground to 10n km. There are 20

* interior grid points in the horizontal and 40 grid points in the vertical.

Equations (2) and (3) are solved In flux form, and the constituent flux
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is set equal to zero at the top and bottom of the model. This boundary

* condition is accurate at the top since the ozone is in photochemical

equilibrium. At the northern and southern boundaries the flux associated with

the planetary waves is zero since the wave amplitude is zero. At the southern

boundary, where ozone is observed to have relatively little annual variation,

*the flux by the diabatic circulation is calculated assuming that ozone mixing

ratio is a constant function of time. The horizontal flux associated with the

diabatic circulation at the northern boundary is assumed to be zero.

The closure of the finite difference scheme directly involves the

• prescribed boundary point and the first interior point. The second and third

interior point are directly associated with the first interior point at each

time step. Because of this possible direct contamination by the closure

system, results will be presented at horizontal grid Doints 4 (460) and 17

(720) as representative of the northern and southern regions of the model.

e. Initialization

The zonal mean ozone field used to initialize the transport model is

* shown in Fig. 6. This field is derived from the data of Dutsch (196r) and is

representative of the mid-November zonally averaged ozone mixing ratio. Data

north of 700 and above 45 km are scarce and of low quality. In these regions

the prescribed ozone field is based on the vertical profile derived by Kreuger

and Minzner (1976) and the ozone field used by Fels et al., (1980). The eddy

ozone field is initially assumed to be zero.

A review of stratospheric warming data indicates that there is often a

major or minor warming during the first or second week of January. Since the
,S

model warmings occur about three weeks after the planetary waves are turned

on, December 15 has been chosen as the initialization data. In order to

properly correlate the ozone field with the planetary wave dynamics the

initial ozone field is advected with the diabatic circulation until Dec 15.
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3. Transport by the diabatic circulation

u The results will be reported as the change from the initial mean ozone

field which is defined as the anomaly. The anomaly due solely to the diabatic

circulation is presented as a one year time series for two latitudes in

Figures 7 and 8. In general there is a positive anomaly in the lower

stratosphere (20-30 km) for much of the year and a negative anomaly in the

autumn. Since the ozone is in near equilibrium above 35 km, a positive

(negative) anomaly is associated with an increase (decrease) in total ozone.

Using this correlation it is seen that the total ozone reaches a maximum in

early April and a minimum in October as is evident in Fig. 9. The October

minimum is observationally consistent, but the April maximum appears too late.

As is apparent in the figures there is a strong latitudinal dependence of

the anomaly. The high latitude wintertime increase is larger and reaches

* lower altitudes. In Fig. 8 (740) a maximum increase of 3.5 ppm is centered

around 26 km, and changes greater than I ppm are seen as low as 15 km while in

Fig. 7 (600) an increase of 3 ppm is centered at 30 km. In the southern

region (not shown) a maximum increase of 0.5 ppm is centered around 32 km.

The largest increase in the entire domain, 4.25 ppm, occurs at 700 N.

The changes in ozone above 45 km in Figures 7 and 8 are negligible due to

the fast photochemistry. Therefore, where the diabatic circulation (Fig. 4)

is strongest no changes in the ozone field are found. The transport effects

by the diabatic circulation are most notable in the transition and

conservative regions and are due primarily to the vertical velocity which is

downward at all latitudes and constantly advecting ozone into the lower

stratosphere during winter. The maximum anomaly occurs about 500 km north of

* the maximum vertical velocity indicating the relative ineffectiveness of the

meridional velocity (<.3 m sec - 1) at transporting ozone northward.

The total ozone time series from Dec 15-April 15 shown in Fig. 9 better

illustrates the overall effects of transport by the diabatic circulation. A

0 maximum of 538 DU is reached about April 1 at 700. Total ozone climatology

(Fig. 10) shows a maximum of 450 DU near the pole about March 1.

Because insolation is weak during the winter the ozone photochemistry is

much slower than modeled here at high latitudes. Since the increase of ozone

colunn density by vertical motions requires the existence of a source region,

the overestimation of the photochemical relaxation may be responsible for the
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unrealistic buildup in the northern region evident in Fig. 9. The results

*from two additional experiments where latitudinal variation of the chemistry

is included are shown in Fig. 11. In the first experiment (Fig. lla) the

photochemistry is given a cosine of latitude dependence such that the chemical

relaxation coefficient decreases to zero at the northern boundary. This is

* the same latitudinal dependence as used by Garcia and Hartmann (1980). It is

apparent comparing Figures 8 and lla that there is no significant difference

in the results from the case with no latitudinal variation of the chemistry.

The vertical transport is so slow that even with much slower photochemistry

* the ozone never varies much from its photochemical equilibrium value.

In the second experiment (Fig. llb) the photochemistry is set exactly

equal to zero north of 67.50 for the entire time integration which is an

exaggerated representation of the polar night. The positive anomaly in the

0 lower stratosphere remains the same as in the other experiments, but there is

a negative anomaly around 50 km of more than 1 ppm. This region of depletion

exists because there is no chemical relaxation to restore the ozone

transported downward, and the ozone is not significantly replenished by

meridional transport from the southern source region. The ozone increase in

the lower stratosphere is roughly the same as in the other experiments, but

there is no increase in total ozone at high latitudes due to the lack of the

high altitude source region. Therefore, incorporation of the polar night into

*the calculation of the ozone transport does not rectify the inability of the

diabatic circulation to simulate the ozone distribution.

To check the sensitivity of the ozone distribution to the specification

of the diabatic velocity field an experiment was run using the diabatic

velocity calculated by Apruseze et al. (1982). This diabatic circulation is

qualitatively similar to the circulation found by Dunkerton (1978) but is

based on a calculated temperature field that does not include the

redistribution of heat by planetary waves. To preserve the polar maximum, the

vertical velocity field was estimated and the meridional component was then

calculated by continuity.

With the Apruzese et al. (1982) circulation, the meridional component of

the velocity was still found to be too small to produce significant poleward

transport of ozone. An ozone maximum of greater than 550 DU occurred in April

at high latitudes (>800). The size of this maximum is strongly related to the
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magnitude of the vertical component of the diabatic velocity between 30 and 50

km. The Apruzese et al. (1982) vertical velocity is larger and does not show

the distinct midlatitude maximum at these altitudes that the Dunkerton (1978)

circulation shows. The variation between estimations of the diabatic

circulation depends on differences between atmospheric radiation models, and

this experiment demonstrates the sensitivity of transport experiments to these

differences.

In summary, the diabatic circulation during winter is directed such that

transport is poleward and downward. The northward component of the velocity

is too small to effectively transport ozone to polar regions; however, the

vertical component acts over a considerable depth of the stratosphere and

transports significant amounts of ozone into the lower stratosphere from high

altitude source regions. If there is no photochemistry, then the vertical

oI velocity only moves ozone up and down and does not change the column density;

however, the diabatic velocity is so small that even very weak photochemistry

at high altitudes causes significant increases in the ozone column density.

The spring maximum in total ozone calculated using the diabatic circulation

c alone is too large in magnitude and occurs about one month too late. In

addition, for the diabatic circulation based on Dunkerton (1978), the maximum

in total ozone occurs too far south.

I
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4. Planetary Wave Transport

In this section the transport of ozone and an ozone-distributed passive

tracer (conservative transport) by planetary waves and the wave induced mean

circulation forced with 900 m topography is discussed (see Figures 2 and 3).

Superimposed on the time height cross sections discussed in this and later

sections is the location of the critical line at the latitude of the figure

and in the center of the channel. The transport of the planetary waves and

the diabatic circulation together is discussed in Section 5.

a. Conservative transport

The changes in the mean ozone field for conservative transport by

planetary waves forced with the 900 m orography is shown at 740 in Fig. 12.

There is a zone of ozone enhancement centered at 35 km and a zone of depletion

centered at 50 km. At the southern end of the channel (not shown) similar

structure is seen, but with depletion at 35 km and enhancement at 50 km. The

maximum positive change at the northern point for the 900 m case is 2.2 ppm

and occurs on day 32. With 600 m topography a maximum change of slightly more

than 1 ppm occurs on day 35. For both cases there is relatively little change

in ji at the center of the channel. Figure 12 clearly shows that the largest

changes in ozone are coincident with the descent of the critical line.

The transport of constituents along a critical line (CL) has been

* investigated using analytical models by Matsuno and Nakamura (1979) and

Schoeberl (1981b). In these studies, the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux is modeled

as a step function across the CL. This gives rise to a singular, poleward

Lagrangian-mean flow at the CL with weaker return flow outside the region of

the critical line. The Lagrangian-mean mass stream function computed by

Matsuno and Nakamura for such an idealized CL interaction is illustrated in

Fig. 13a.

In the analytic models the singular convergence of the EP flux at the CL

1A imbeds all of the wave transience, which is proportional to the eddy potential

vorticity flux, in the singularity. Since the wave is not propagating above

the CL, the return Lagrangian-mean flow in that region is due entirely to the

induced Eulerian mean circulation which is shown in Fig. 13b. Schoeberl

(1981b) showed that where the CL shifts its orientation with respect to the

horizontal, the strength of the a1grangian-mean flow chan'e and a constituent

flux convergence will occur at the cusps.
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In this numerical model, the CL shows many of the properties predicted by

the analytical studies. For example, the strongest eddy constituent flux

centers on the CL as predicted by the analytic models (Fig. 14). However, the

EP flux is not absorbed precisely at the CL because of dissipation, time

dependence, and numerical approximations. Therefore both the wave forcing of

the mean flow and the wave induced flux of constituents are smeared out around

the CL. The eddy flux constituent convergence/divergence is largest at the

poleward/equatorward side of the channel where the CL has turned upward and

the wave forcing of the mean flow is weaker (the mountain height falls off

qtowards the edges of the channel and there is not very much lateral

propagation of the wave (Schoeberl, 1982a)).

Above the CL in Fig. 12, a moderate equatorward eddy flux of the

constituent occurs. This reverse flux is not predicted by the steady state CL

* theories because it is due to the collapse of the wave field in the easterly

wind zone as the CL moves downward. This collapse produces negative wave

transience and equatorward flux of constituent. The reverse flux in this

region is responsible for the weak negative anamoly at 50 km in Fig. 12. The

negative wave transience is also partially responsible for the reacceleration

of the mean zonal flow after day 25 (see Fig. 2).

The Eulerian mean constituent flux shown in Fig. 15 compares quite well

with the Eulerian circulation above the CL predicted in Fig. 13b. This

indicates that the forcing of the mean flow by the negative wave transience

above the CL is overshadowed by the forcing at the CL.

The positive ozone anamoly shown in Fig. 12 at high latitudes

disintegrates rapidly after day 42. This effect is almost entirely due to the

reversal of the ozone flux associated with the reacceleration of the mean flow

and the wave amplitude decrease. Fig. 16 shows that the eddy flux of ozone

center around the critical line on day 47 is equatorward and located around

the region of maximum mean zonal flow acceleration which is, in this case, the

CL.

To summarize, the ozone transport associated with the sudden warming from

day 20 to 45 is highly transient with a strong poleward eddy flux during the

mean flow deceleration phase. This results in an increase in ozone at high

latitudes and a depletion in ozone at lower latitudes. The reacceleration of

the mean flow after day 35 which ends the warming produces a reversal of the
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poleward eddy flux and a disappearence of the anamoly at high latitudes. The

* net increase in ozone over the warming cycle is only 0.5 ppm, about 20% of the

maximum buildup just after the peak of the warming. The net accumulation of

ozone is due to the irreversible transport associated with wave dissipation.

At this point it should be clear that the wave transport of potential

vorticity and the wave transport of the tracer are closely linked. The

differences in the sign of the transport at the CL (potential vorticity is

transported southward during the warming while the constituent is transported

northward) is due to the fact that their background gradients with respect to

latitude have opposite signs. However, one important difference between the

potential vorticity transport and tracer transport is that while the vertical

flux of potential vorticity is ignored in quasigeostrophic theory it is

retained in the constituent transport equations and could be very important.

b. Chemical transport

The transport of ozone with the 900 m orography and photochemistry is

presented in Fig. 17. With the addition of photochemistry there is a general

tendency for changes in U in the upper regions to be significantly reduced.

Transport is confined to a thin layer in the conservative region and at the

bottom of the transition region.

As with the conservative results discussed above, the buildup of ozone is

* closely correlated with the CL position in the middle of the channel. The

presence of chemistry supresses the buildup of ozone in and above the

transition region. These effects are more clearly exhibited in Fig. 18 which

shows the horizontal eddy flux at day 25. The net effect of the poleward eddy

*transport at the CL is greater because the weaker equatorial return transport

is largely countered by the photochemistry (compare with Fig. 14). The

photochemistry limits transport largely to the conservative region and the

lower part of the transition region. The importance of the CL descending

below the transition region is illustrated by noting that the 600 m topography

produces only a third of the ozone buildup associated with the 900 m

topography.

The total ozone field for the planetary wave circulation alone (Fig. 19)

reveals a rapid poleward buildup of ozone coincident with the descent of the

CL from high altitudes and depletion of high latitude ozone as the mean flow

returns to the prewarming state. Comparision of this total ozone field with
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the observations in Fig. 10 shows that the planetary wave transport cannot

accurately reproduce the total ozone field. While there is significant change

in the total ozone field, the total ozone at high latitudes is much smaller

than is observea. This is because the planetary waves are largely

redistributing ozone already present within the lower stratosphere and not

transporting ozone out of the high altitude source region.

U

0
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5. Transport by both waves and the diabatic circulation.

The change in the zonal mean ozone field associated with the diabatic

circulation added to the 900 m topography dynamics is shown in Figures 20-

22. The transport by the combined circulations is much different from the

transport by each individual type of circulation indicating that both the wave

and diabatic regimes are important in the lower stratosphere.

At the center of the channel (Fig. 20) there is a maximum increase

in between 25 and 30 km of 1.25 ppm in late March. There is a series of

short term decreases around 40 km with the most intense decrease of 1.25 ppm

also occurring in late March. The region of steady increase is due to the

downward transport by the diabatic circulation. The intermittent nature of

the ozone depletion at 40 km is associated with the wave transport. With the

combined circulation the increase in ozone at the channel center is reduced by

more than 50% when compared to the changes caused by the diabatic circulation

alone (Fig. 7).

At the northern latitude (Fig. 21) there is a uniform increase of ozone

* at all levels with the maximum increase of 3.12 ppm occurring close to 30 km,

about 4 km lower than the maximum associated with the planetary waves alone

(Fig. 17) and 4 km higher than that associated with the diabatic circulation

alone (Fig. 8). An anomaly of 1 ppm is evident at 25 km, which is 10 km

higher than a similar anomaly calculated using only the diabatic circulation

(compare to Fig. 8). The largest anomaly occurs in early March and is

coincident with the lowest altitude of the CL. Following the maximum in early

March the positive anomaly remains relatively stable at a maximum value

somewhat greater than 2 ppm.

At the southern latitude (Fig. 22) there is a region of relatively strong

poleward transport between 35 and 40 km and below this layer is a region of

increase. As at the center of the channel, the region of increase is

* associated with the diabatic circulation and the decrease is associated with

the planetary wave. Such large depletions are not observed at this latitude

(460) in the stratosphere, but in the stratosphere easterlies will not

generally extend this far south; therefore, such vigorous transport is

* unrealistic.

The total ozone time series (Fig. 23) shows much better igreement with
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observation (Fig. 10) at high latitudes than the total ozone field calculated

with the diabatic circulation (Fig. 9). A late winter maximum of almost 440

DU occurs during early March at the most northern latitudes. There is an

earlier maximum of slightly more than 420 DU coincident with the initial

descent of the CL. Both maxima are associated with the CL descent after the

first warming event (Fig. 2). In the southernmost section of the model there

is too little ozone from the beginning of the combined planetary wave-diabatic

integration (Dec. 15). Furthermore, during the initial descent of the CL

there is excessive poleward transport. This excessive transport occurs at the

time that the CL descends to low altitudes at the northern and southern

points.

The vertical structure of the winter ozone field is not as well simulated

as the total ozone distribution. The computed increase of more than 3 ppm at

high latitudes is concentrated at 30 km which is larger than observed at this

altitude. The increase between 20 and 25 km is significantly smaller than is

observed. The increase in ozone at high latitudes is due largely to the

downward transport of ozone out of the photochemical region by the diabatic

circulation at 700 and the subsequent northward transport of this ozone to

high latitudes by the planetary waves.

In the southern region of the channel and to a lesser degree in the

middle of the channel the vertical structure is more poorly represented.

There is excessive transport out of the south by the planetary waves between

'5 and 40 km which leads to unrealistic vertica profiles. This excessive

transport is also evidenced by the underestimation of total ozone at low

latitudes during mid-January. The excessive poleward transport of ozone is

* largely caused by the unrealistic descent of the CL at these latitudes, and

may also be due to an inadequate representation of chemistry at low

altitudes; the underestimation of the transport by the diabatic circulation

into the south from either high altitudes or lower latitudes; geometric

* effects of the a-plane transport; and/or to the neglect of small scale

dynamics.

The transports associated with the diabatic and planetary wave

circulations while fundamentally different from each other are of equal

4 importance. In the combined circulation study the diabatic circulation is

primarily responsible for transport of ozone dowTiward from the photochemical
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* source region while the planetary wave circulation is responsible for north-

south transport. Enough ozone is moved out of the source region to high

latitudes to reproduce the total ozone maximum; however, redistribution of

ozone within the conservative region is required to accurately reproduce the

morphology of ozone. Synoptic scale disturbances are probably instrumental in

determining the vertical structure of ozone within the lower stratosphere.

R
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6. Summary and Discussion

At all times during the winter at extratropical latitudes the zonal mean

ozone flux due to the diabatic circulation is northward and downward. The

diabatic vertical velocity transports ozone from the photochemical and

transition regions downward into the upper part of the conservative region.

This is the primary mechanism through which the ozone column density increases

at high latitudes during winter.. Reverse transport takes place during summer

and the column density decreases as ozone is brought upward into the

photochemical region and destroyed. Meridional advection of ozone by the

diabatic circulation appears to be unimportant for the two models studied

here.

While the diabatic circulation does produce a high latitude build up of

ozone it is not consistent with the climatology of ozone in that the total

ozone maximum produced by the diabatic field is too large and occurs too late

in the spring. Thus the Brewer-Dobson circulation, as quantitatively computed

by Dunkerton (1978), is not a complete explanation of ozone transport.

However, much different Brewer-Dobson type circulations than those

investigated here could probably be concocted to explain the ozone

distribution, but these circulations would be at odds with the radiative -

dynamic structure of the winter stratosphere from which the Dunkerton (1978)

and Apruzese et al. (1982) circulationg are derived.

The effects of planetary waves during sudden warmings is to transport

ozone northward during the first half of the warming when wave transience is

positivc and the CL descends. Ozone is transported southward during the last

* half of the warming when the wave transience is negative and the mean flow

reaccelerates. This transport mechanism is consistent with the idealized CL

models of Matsuno and Nakamura (1979) and Schoeberl (1981b).

The transport by strongly transient waves is much more vigorous, confined

• to a smaller vertical region (mostly around the CL), and is conceptually more

complex than the steady-state transport presented in Rood and Schoeberl

(1982). For example Fig. 12 shows that the wave transport is highly time

dependent and confined to a narrow altitude region. Transport associated with

* wave transience (in this case the growth and decay of a sudden warming) is

completely reversible (Plumb, 1979) which is why the anamoly field shown in

Fig. 12 shows distinct pulses. The irreversible ozone transport by waves is

*• R-24



* proportional to either dynamical or photochemical "dissipation". Therefore,

the amount of ozone which remains at high latitudes after a warming event must

be related to the dissipation rate. If the sudden warming cycle is short

compared to the dissipation time scale then relatively little ozone will

remain at high latitudes. If the other hand there is a high degree of wave

variance over the same period then a significant amount of ozone might build

up at high latitudes.

As a final point, the transport of ozone by sudden warmings must take

* place in the conservative region to be effective. Transport by warmings which

occur at higher altitudes (minor warmings) is nearly nullified by the zonal

mean photochemistry. For example, in the warming with 600 m orography the CL

does not descend below 38 km and the polar ozone anamoly is less than one half

* of that calculated for 900 m forcing.

The effects of midwinter sudden warmings on the ozone distribution

suggested above have been observed. For example, Zullig (1973, Fig. 24) shows

total ozone north of 400 for three winters. During the year which mid winter

* major warmings occurred there is almost 10% more ozone than in the winter when

no warming occurred. These data, though limited, do indicate a role for

midwinter warmings in the formation of the high latitude ozone distribution.

Furthermore, the results presented here suggest that the spring maximum in

* early March is not associated with a midwinter stratospheric warming but with

the final warming when there is a reversal of the circulation from winter

westerlies to summer easterlies. After this reversal easterlies are present

in the stratosphere until autumm so that the reverse transport through

* negative wave transience would not occur.

To summarize, the model results indicate that both the vertical motion

field associated with the diabatic circulation and planetary wave transport

during sudden warmings are instrumental in the formation of the polar spring

ozone maximum. The diabatic circulation transports ozone out of the high

altitude source regions while the planetary waves transport the ozone

poleward. Neither circulation appears sufficent by itself to produce the

observed structure of the ozone distriution.
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* Figure Captions

Figure 1. Initial mean zonal wind profile for the time
dependent 8-plane model.

Figure 2. Zonal mean wind for 900 m topography at the channel center
(m sec-1).

Figure 3. Geopotential amplitude for 900 m topography at the channel center
(gpdm).

Figure 4. Diabatic circulation at the winter solstice (cm sec )
a. meridional component
b. vertical component

9

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the atmosphere divided into
photochemical, transitional, and conservative regions based on the
ratio of the dynamical to the photochemical time scale.

*Figure 6. Initial ozone profile (ppm)

Figure 7. Change in ozone at the center of the channel (600) for transport
by the diabatic circulation alone (ppm).

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7 but at 740.

Figure 9. Latitude-time cross section of total ozone as calculated with the
diabatic circulation (DU).

Figure 10. 10 year average latitude-time cross section of total ozone in
Dobson Units (DU) (from London et al., 1976).

*Figure 11. Change in ozone (anomaly) at 740 with horizontally varying
chemistry (ppm)
a. cosine of latitude dependence
b. X = 0 north of 670

Figure 12. Ozone anomaly for 900 m topography at 740 with no chemistry (ppm)
(bold solid line is the critical line at the latitude of the
figure)
(bold dashed line is the critical line at the channel center)
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Figure 13. Stream functions for a horizontal critical line
(from Matsuno and Nakamura, 1979).

a. Lagrangian-mean

b. Eulerian mean

Figure 14. Horizontal eddy flux at day 25
for conservative transport (ppm m sec-l).

(bold solid line is the critical line)

Figure 15. Eulerian mean flux at day 25 (ppm m sec - )

a. horizontal

b. vertical

Figure 16. Same as Fig. 14 but at day 47.

Figure 17. Same as Fig. 12 but with chemistry.

Figure 18. Same as Fig. 14 but for chemical transport.

Figure 19. Time-latitude cross section of total ozone
using 900 m topography planetary waves alone (DU).

Figure 20. Ozone anomaly for the combined planetary wave
and diabatic circulations with chemistry at 600 (ppm).

Figure 21. Same as Fig. 20 but at 740 .

* Figure 22. Same as Fig. 20 but at 460.

Figure 23. Time-latitude cross section of total ozone

as calculated with the combined planetary wave
and diabatic circulations (DU).

4

Figure 24. Mean total ozone north of 400 (from Zullig, 1973).
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Abstract
1.

Clancy (1981) derives stability criteria for forward-in-time, centered-in-

*space finite difference integration of the advection-diffusion equation. It

is shown here that it is more efficient and physically realistic to use a time

scheme centered with respect to the advective term and forward with respect to

the diffusive term. The time scheme proposed by Clancy is inherently

unstable, and the stability criterion derived in Clancy (1981) locates theU
smallest value of diffusion that stabilizes the scheme.

I
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Clancy (1981) derives stability criteria for the forward-in-time,

* centered-in-space, finite difference solution to the advection-diffusion

equation. These stability criteria are "less restrictive" than those given

earlier by From (1964) and Roache (1976) and would allow for the use of this

finite difference scheme in a broad range of problems. In this note it will

be shown that for the values of the parameters considered by Clancy (1981) it

is more efficient to integrate the advection-diffusion equation with centered

time differences.

The advection-diffusion equation for a quantity S is

as + S D S2  (1)

-t ax 2x 2ax2

where t is time, x is a spatial coordinate, u is velocity in the x direction,

and D i a diffusion coefficient. Using second order, centered time

differences and generalized spatial differences (1) can be written in discrete

form as

sn+1 sn-i 2u At n n n nS. = - x {A(Si+- Si-) + B (Si2 -2)

x i Ax 1+1 i-i 1 i+2 5i- 1

2D At n-i n-1+ n-i n-I n-1 n-I
+ 2 {A2 (Si+ 1  2i i-l ) + B2(s i+2 i -4 Ax2 i ~ B(. 2  S

where Ax is the spatial grid increment and at is the time step. For

stability, the diffusive term is written so that it appears to be forward in

time with a time step of 2At (Haltiner and Williams, 1980). The superscripts

are time indices and the subscripts are space indices. Both second order and

fourth order differences will be considered, and the values of the A and R

coefficients in (2) are given in Table 1.
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The solution to (2) for the "oceanic case" of Clancy (1981) is presented

5 -3in Fig. 1. In this case Ax = m, At = 3600 sec, u = .6 ms , and D = 1

m 2s -. The advection-diffusion equation is solved on the domain x-0 to x =

108 m with S = sin (kx) at t=0 and the boundary conditions S = -exp(k 2Dt)

sin(ukt). For these assumptions the analytic solution to (1) is written as

2
S = exp(-k Dt) sin(kx-ukt).

I
(Note that Clancy's S0 has been set to 1 and that the boundary conditions are

negative to those of Clancy's since there is a sign error in Clancy's Eq.

(22).)0

Figure la is the same as Clancy (1981) Fig. 2; that is, the forward in

time, second order centered in space finite difference solution to (1). There

are both phase and amplitude errors as discussed by Clancy. Figure lb shows

the forward in time, fourth order spatial finite difference solution to (1).

The phase error in this case is reduced nearly to zero. In Fig. Ic fourth

order spatial differences and time differences centered with respect to the

advective term are used and both the phase and amplitude errors are small.

The analytic and numerical solutions are coincident in Fig. Ic. Clearly,-with

fourth order spatial differences and centered time differences with respect to

the advective term and forward time differences with respect to the diffusive

term, a much better estimate of the analytic solution is produced than with

the Clancy scheme.

Calculating the CFL condition, uAt/Ax, for the above parameters yields

uAt/Lx = .0216

S-6
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With these values it takes almost 50 time steps for a disturbance to propagate

through one spatial grid. Figure 2 shows the solution to (1) using centered

time differences and fourth order spatial differences with At increased by a

factor of 10 to 36000 s. Once again the analytic and numerical solutions are

* indistinguishable. This increase in time step and increased accuracy of the

solution compared to the forward time scheme more than compensates for any

computational advantage the forward time scheme might possess.

In order to analyze the problems of the forward time scheme consider

equation (1) written in finite difference form for second order spatial

differences and forward time differences:

n+1 n uAt n n
S. S. - (S S

DAt (Si+l - Sn + S-n (3)
I Ax 2

If D=0 then this is the Euler scheme and is known to be unstable (Haltiner and

Williams, 1980, page 130). If D is nonzero then the "old" stability criteria

presented in Clancy (1981) are:

ax <2 and DLt 1/2 (4)
A D 2

and the "new" stability criteria derived by Clancy (1981) are:

-- - 1/2 and At.4 1 (5)
22

Ax 22D
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Both sets of stability criteria are derived from Clancy's Eq.(6):

2 2
! D A_.V2

-4 (1 - cosa) + 4 D -At- (1 - cosa) 2+
Ax Ax

22
u2At- (1 - cosO) (1 + cos8) 0 (6)

Ax

where 8 is the grid size, Ax, multiplied by the wave number. The first set of

stability conditions (Eq. 4) is derived by assuming that e * 0, dividing

by (I - cos6), and solving the resulting inequality. The second set of

stability criteria (Eq. (5)) are derived by dividing (6) by (1 - cosa) and

then considering the limit of the resultant equation as a approaches zero

(Clancy, 1981; Eq.(15)). The stability criterion obtained by such

manipulation namely:

2
u At u At u Ax

2D Ax 2D

has the somewhat dubious quality that D may be quite small, thereby violating

the first inequality in Eq. (4); nevertheless, the equation is still

integrable if At is reduced or Ax is increased such that (7) is satisfied.

For the parameter values considered above, this procedure generates a

numerical scheme where many time steps are required for a disturbance to

propagate across one grid increment.

It is useful to reconsider the derivation of Clancy (1981) in order to

understand the dubious nature of the "new" stability criteria.

Assuming 6 * 0, (6) can be rewritten as

D _t u At D At u At9+ - + cos (- 2 At(

6x 4D Ax 4D
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If it is then assumed that the coefficient multiplying the cose term is

negative, then:

2 2
D2  4 which yields 2 (9)

Under the condition of (9), (8) reaches a maximum if cosb = -1;

* therefore, (8) is always satisfied if:

D t t 1/2 (10)

Equations (9) and (10) do not constitute two stability criteria, but should be

read as: given the conditions that make (9) true, (10) must be true if the

* growth is to be less than 1.

To derive the "new" stability criteria Clancy assumes that the

coefficient of the cose term in Eq. (8) is > 0. This requires that

2 2 2t2
u t > DAt which implies I AX > 2

Ax
2  Ax

Given that (11) is true then (8) is a maximum when cose = 1; therefore, Clancy

investigates Eq. (8) as 6 * 0. This step must be carefully considered since

(6) was divided by (1-cose) to yield (8). In any event, letting e approach

zero in (8) yields Clancy's new stability criterion

u 1 (12)
2D

Therefore, the conditions (11) and (12) can he read: Given that (11) is true,

S-9



then (12) must be true if the growth is to be less than 1.

The statement by Clancy that if both conditions in Eq. (4), the "old"

stability criteria, are true then (12) is necessarily satisfied is a false

statement. In fact, (12) is derived under the assumption that (11) iq true

which directly contradicts (4). It is important to note that neither (9) or

(11) (the same as Clancy's (9) and (17)) are stability criteria, but are in

fact assumptions made during the derivation.

The stability characteristics of the forward in time, centered in space

finite difference scheme can be better investigated by considering the

magnitude of the function (G) on the left hand side of (8). A graph of G

versus diffusion (D) is given in Figure (3). For G>1 the scheme is6

unstable. It is seen that when using forward time differences, diffusion acts

to stabilize the otherwise unstable Euler scheme. For small D the scheme is

unstable; as D increases the scheme becomes stable; and as D further increases

the scheme once again becomes unstable.

It is useful to consider the curve in Fig. (3) in light of the derivation

of the stability criteria. This curve is drawn for a value of 8 such

that cos6 is neither maximum or minimum. With At = 36000 s and all other

parameters as before, the bold line in Fig. 3 is where the sign of the

coefficient multiplying the cos6 term in (8) changes. What Clancy's (1981)

stability criterion (15) does is locate the minimum value of diffusion for

which the numerical scheme is always stable. The stability criteria, in fact,

are Eqs. (10) and (12), with these equations in general defining the upper and

lower values of diffusion that stabilize the scheme for all 6.

Despite the fact that the forward in time, centered in space advection-

diffusion equation can he made numerically stable by a judicious choice of the

diffusion coefficient, its use is not advisable for transport problems. A
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certain amount of the diffusion is always serving to stabilize the advective

portion of the problem; therefore, it is difficult to incorporate physically

derived diffusion coefficients into the model in a meaningful fashion.

Finally, for the parameters considered here, the time step can be increased by

more than a order of magnitude and greatly improved results are obtained when

using fourth order spatial differences, with the time derivative centered with

respect to the advective term and forward with respect to the diffusion term.
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Table 1

hC~Coefficients for Spatial Difference Scheme

2nd order 4th order

Al 1/2 2/3

B 1  0 -1/12

A2  1 4/3

B 2  0 -1/12
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Figure 1. *A comparison of the analytic and numerical solution of the
advection-diffusion equation using different numerical schemes.

(+ on the numerical solution)
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Figure 2. Integration of Clancy's (1981) oceanic case with At = 10 hours.
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time differences as a function of diffusion. For G>1 the solution
is unstable. -
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Abstract

A theory has recently been developed for the generation of turbulence

by unstable tides and gravity waves (Lindzen, 1981). Omitted from this

theory was consideration of the possibility that turbulence could be

generated by gravity waves which were not convectively unstable (i.e.,

breaking). The possibility of such generation was suggested by a result

of McComas and Bretherton (1976) showing that internal gravity waves are

indeed unstable to other gravity waves with shorter wavelengths. The

present paper estimates the maximum turbulence which might be generated

0by such a process and shows that even this turbulence would not greatly

alter earlier results.

0
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1. Introduction

It is generally recognized that as internal gravity waves reach amplitudes

for which they are unstable, they will break down -- generating turbulence

sufficient to inhibit further growth (Hodges, 1969; Lindzen, 1981). The

question arises as to whether smaller amplitude waves might generate turbu-

lence as well. The analysis of Weinstock (1974) appears to suggest that this

might be possible.1 Apart from Weinstock's analysis, several studies suggest

* that the fields of gravity waves will cascade to higher wavenumbers

(Dewan, 1979; McComas and Bretherton, 1977). In connection with this possi-

bility, McComas and Bretherton (1977) showed that internal gravity waves were
2

unstable to higher wavenumber gravity waves. This strongly suggests that

there will be some cascade to smaller scales. However, we have little

further theory on this matter. Nevertheless such cascade might lead to

* turbulence by generating waves whose vertical wavelengths are short enough

to permit breaking. The resulting turbulence might prove important for both

mixing and for attenuating the original sub-breaking gravity wave.

1Weinstock (1974) has a criterion for saturation which does not appear
to require breaking. We do not understand Weinstock's analysis
suffficiently to comment further on it.

2McComas and Bretherton (1977) study resonant triad interactions among
gravity waves. However, one of their results concerning parametric
subharmonic instability amounts to a proof that an internal gravity
is unstable to a pair of internal gravity waves -- each having 1/2
the vertical wavelength of the original wave -- one travelling upward,

* the other downward.
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At present, we do not actually know whether convectively stable gravity

(waves cascade so as to form waves at scales where breaking can occur.

Despite this ignorance, we will attempt to show, in the present brief paper,

that such cascades, if they do exist, will not significantly modify earlier

results which omitted such cascades (Lindzen, 1981). The additional eddy

diffusion attributable to such cascade will be shown to be small -- compatible

with current observations. Our approach is to assume the existence of a

q cascade and to specifically consider a cascade wherein smaller scales have

the same amplitudes as larger scales (i.e., cascade without loss of amplitude).

Such a cascade is intuitively more effective than any real cascade is likely

to be. The fact that the eddy diffusion resulting from even this cascade

model is still of very limited importance allows us to reach the above

conclusions despite our ignorance.

2. Cascade Model

Dimensionally, we expect vertical eddy diffusion coefficients to be of the

form

D - W'.h (1)

where W' is a characteristic eddy vertical velocity and h is a characteristic

vertical scale. Of course, internal gravity waves have vertical velocity

amplitudes which are simply related, at least approximately, to more readily

measured temperature amplitudes through the relation

I' LL- (2)

where w = frequency (doppler shifted when mean flow is present), V'

temperature amplitude, and r = + g where mean temperature (see Lindzen, 19.
dz c

"I-_
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In addition, in the absence of shear in the mean flow, gravity waves are

associated with two vertical scales: X (where X = vertical wavenumber) and

2H (where H, here, refers to the pressure scale height), associated with

growth of amplitude with height. For simplicity we will, in this note,

ignore effects due to shear in the basic flow. Now one might conceivably

use the above magnitudes in eq. (1), to obtain

SD - f(XH)W'X-l (3)

but in general we do not expect a gravity wave (or even the superpositon

of many gravity waves) to stir the environment (Andrews and McIntyre, 1976).

*An exception to this is a breaking gravity wave where

AT' - r . (4)

In this case Hodges (1969) and more recently Lindzen (1981) have shown that

4
1 T 2

D 1 . (5)
2HA 2

In the absence of breaking one might expect D = 0. However, if due to nonlinear

cascade vertical scales smaller than A are generated, then it is conceivable

that despite smaller amplitudes, X might be suffuciently large to cause

breaking at the smaller scale -- and, therefore, diffusion.

Unfortunately, at present, there is limited direct observational theoretical

evidence for such a cascade (van Zandt, 1982) though some theoretical arguments

31 1 1f

3(4) assumes X >> 2 if X <-L, then X should be replaced by

4In the limit of no mean flow Lindzen (1981) actually obtains

SD = - -2H ,  2

at breaking. Substitution of (4) leads to (5).
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have been put forth (Dewan, 1979). However, some interesting insights can be

obtained by hypothesizing a cascade and investigating 'the consequences.

Assuming our basic wave is sub-breaking with amplitudes T, W -i-, and

vertical wavelength X. We will assume that at some larger A',

TA, ~ T (6)

and

W ~() (7)
where a, and 6 are for the moment assumed cascade laws. If a < 1, then there

will exist a convectively unstable (breaking) A' where

i.e.,

(8)

For the breaking scale we might expect

1
D d f(XH) WX, 1

2 1--- L
f (XH) 'T \XT (9)

r2

If we further require that when A' = A, (9) reduces to (5) then we take

T-8
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* f(XH) = 2H (10)

and

D sw I wT2  (AT (11)
2HX r..2 T)

The maximum value of D does correspond to XT r, in which case

D = D = (12)
max 2H X 2

(ii) can be rewritten

D ft D (.Tn. (13)max \4)

where

2-a+Bn (14)
1-a

The choice of a and 6 is of course our major problem. Indeed, as already

mentioned, the existence of a's and B's is even in question. However, it

seems reasonable to assume that even if there is cascade, a and 6 are

unlikely to be less than zero. Otherwise cascade products would dominate

the original waves and flow fields would always be dominated by breaking waves.

This is certainly contrary to observations. Thus results for a = = 0

should provide an upper bound on the turbulence resultii 4rom the cascade of

1
5A priori, it might seem more reasonable to use . However, this form
assumes that D is exactly sufficient to prevent growth with height -- the
cause of breaking for the primary wave. For X' < X the direct cause of
breaking is cascade instead. Moreover, at small scales we expect depen-
dence on H' to become asymptotically unimportant. Thus the choice in
(10) seems more appropriate.
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sub-breaking waves. For a = 8 = 0, n =2. Thus, even in this case D < Db max

for JXTJ <r. This is because the "mixing length" associated with breaking

is markedly reduced.

It is interesting to note that a X-5 / 3 power spectrum would lead to

a = 1/3 and n = 3. As we shall see, the consequences of such a choice

do not differ very much from the results for n = 2.

3. Some Estimates

Before proceeding to our main question (namely, whether turbulence

generated via cascade could significantly attenuate the original wave --

perhaps even preventing its breaking), it may prove interesting to use

* our for-mulae in order to check some orders of magnitude.

3a. Turbulent Diffusion in the Tropical Stratosphere

Short period wave motions in the tropical lower stratosphere appear to

be dominated by mixed gravity-Rossby waves and by Kelvin waves (Lindzen and

Tsay, 1975). Typical values associated with these waves and with the lower

stratosphere are
3°C

F - 110 /km

w - 2r/lD days

and H- 7 km.

Substituting these values in (13) and taking n = 2 we get

21 . m
• D 2.1 -max 2H) 2

aind 2n
D f D f 6.15 x 102 cm2/s (/sm a x --
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* (15), given our cascade assumption (a 0 = B), is almost certainly an

overestimate. It is interesting, therefore, to note that the value given

2 2.in (16) is quite modest. Current estimates are that D ' 1-5 x 10 cm /sec --

* not far from (16) (Lilly et al., 1974). Note that

. 17

so that the observations are compatible with a choice of n between 2 and 3.

It has been argued that sources of turbulence other than wave cascade

exist in the lower stratosphere. A f-requently cited example is wave

breaking due to wave amplification in the neighborhood of critical layers

(Geller et al., 1975). Such a mechanism is likely to occur in only limited

regions and is likely to generate only weak diffusion (Lindzen, 1981).

It is, therefore, far from obvious that cascade is not a competitive

possibility.

3b. Relative importance of diurnal and semidiurnal tides in the generation
of turbulence.

A major part of the ambient wave field in the tropical mesosphere is due

to tides: diurnal ( =2r. and semidiurnal W=- (viz Chapman & Lindzen,

1970; Lindzen, 1979). From (12) we see that D is proportional to
max

and inversely proportional to A 3, and thus strongly favors the semidiurnal mode.

6A X 1/3.5 km for the main propagating diurnal tidal mode; for the main

semidiurnal mode A is so small that it is replaced by 1/2H. As an
aside, (12) implies that the maximum D producable by any internal wave will be
limited to D fL - , where w- = Brunt-Vaisala frequency.supermax 2H i/(2H)n 
D m 4.7 x 106 m2/s . These results are, of course, independent of
supermax

assumed cascades.
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However, near 80 km the diurnal mode is believed to be unstable, whileC
the seinidiurnal is not. From (4) we see that this is associated with

T'. -30 K,
diur

and

_________ 2- 2 m2

D f$D ft ft00 2 x 10
max ( \3 8640.sec

2H k

consistent with the results of Lindzen (1981).

The semidiurnal tide at this height is generally believed to be

associated with T' 100 K and from (13) we get (taking n = 2)
semidiur

22/s

DO1.2 x 102 m 2

Despite our assumption of unrealistically efficient cascade, this is still

less than diffusion fum the breaking diurnal tide. However, above 95 km, it

is possible that the semidiurnal mode might be the major source of diffusion

and might, in fact, significantly attenuate the propagating diurnal mode.

4. Self-Consistent Wave Breaking Calculations

* Once one considers the possibility that stable, non-breaking internal

waves can generate turbulence, the question arises as to whether this

turbulence might actually prevent the breaking of the primary wave. We have

chosen to study this question in the context of the main propagating diurnal

mode. Using the EGM (equivalent gravity mode) formalism of Lindzen (1970),

one may calculate the vertical structure of the main propagating mode forced

by daily variations in insolation absorption by 03 and H 20 in the presence

molecular viscosity (indicated by the - - line in fig. 2). The resu1t.?
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vertical structure is shown by the solid line in fig. 1. The solid line

indicates breaking above about 82 km. For the following calculations we9
have taken n = 3. (13) gives an eddy diffusion coefficient associated

with the solid curve as shown by the solid curve in figure 2. One may

next recompute the vertical structure using the sum of this eddy diffusion
9

and molecular diffusion; recompute the eddy diffusion; and keep on repeating

this whole procedure until convergence is obtained. The result is shown

by the dashed curve in fig. 1. Below 80 km there is little difference

between the initial and the converged solutions. Above 80 km the converged

solution is, of course smaller, but breaking still occurs -- albeit at a

somewhat greater altitude. Consistent with the above is the fact that
*

converged eddy diffusions are about the same as the initial determination

below 80 km, but somewhat less between 80 km and the final breaking level

(viz fig. 2). Interestingly, the converged eddy diffusion above 80 km is

very insensitive to the choice of cascade law (viz fig. 3). Thus, the particular

choice of n in figures 1 and 2 is not important. Below 80 km, eddy diffusion

depends strongly on the assumed cascade law; however, at these levels, the

eddy diffusion has little effect on the tide itself. Note that eddy diffusion

above 110 km is irrelevant insofar as molecular diffusion is much larger.

A5. Observational Possibilities

The above calculations are able to bound the r~le of cascade to shorter

vertical wavelengths without in any way demonstrating that such a process

actually exists. However, as observational methods with high vertical

resolution become available, the possibility of observational confirmation

or rejection becomes possible. Assuming a > 0 and 6 > 0, eq. (4) tells us

T-13



0r
X' > -r •(16)

-T

Evaluation of (16) allows some estimate of the amount of resolution which

would be necessary.

For the parameters in section 3a, we get

X, >1 3.7 km-i30

or vertical wavelength k. k = 1.7 km. Thus, in the tropical stratosphere,

resolution better than 1.7 km/2r A 270 m would be needed.

Table 1 gives similar estimates for the main propagating diurnal mode.

It is evident that breaking due to cascade of this mode will be very difficult
0

to observe below 50 km.

The remaining question is how one distinguishes turbulence from waves.

Two characteristics may be amenable to observation:

i) Internal waves are characterized by horizontal scales which are

much larger than vertical scales, whereas for convective instabi-

lities horizontal and vertical scales are comparable. Thus, as

one observes smaller and sn.aller vertica scales, one should begin

to see a breakdown in horizontal coherence as ) exceeds '

ii) Similarly, convective elements are generally associated with shorter

time scales than are internal waves. Presumably a time-vertical

space spectral analysis could reveal such a transition.

0
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Finally, if independent estimates of D are available, measurements of

* temperature variance, characteristic frequency, and vertical scales should

permit the determination of whether a cascade parameter exists and if so what

its value is.

7. Concluding Remarks

Underlying the present conjectural work is the notion introduced in

Lindzen et al. (1980) that turbulent mixing can only arise from mass redis-

tributing instabilities such as convective and/or inertial instability.

Thus, for stable internal waves to generate turbulence there must first

be a transfer of energy into convectively unstable scales. In this paper

we have put forth a simple parameterization for such a cascade. Despite the

ad hoc nature of the parameterization, it permits one particular concrete

result to be developed: namely, that turbulence due to stable waves does not

diminish the amplitude of waves below the level at which they would have

broken in the absence of turbulence. It should be noted that our "worst case"

cascade (a = 6 = 0) would itself strongly modify the basic wave regardless

of ultimate breaking. Observations of most internal gravity waves do not

have sufficient time and height resolution to unambiguously discount this

possibility. However, observations of tides (summarized in Chapman and

Lindzen (1970) and Lindzen (1979)) do display the characteristics of the

main modes including the anticipated growth with height -- at least below

80 km. Thus, cascade for these modes is almost certain to be less effective

than our "worst case".
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In addition to a variety of speculative estimates, we suggest some

ways by which observations can help make our ideas of how internal waves

generate turbulence more concrete. Finally, it should be noted that the

sudden onset of diffusion at the breaking level as proposed in Lindzen (1961)

can cause difficulties when incorporated into numerical models of the large

scale mesospheric circulation. Eq. (13) provides a plausible expression

for smoothing the onset, and section 4 suggests that this smoothing will

not greatly affect the primary wave. The deposition of momentum will,

however, be spread somewhat.
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Table 1. Maximum wavelengths associated with characteristic
amplitudes of the main propagating diurnal tide at different
altitudes, Z (assuming n = 2).

lower bound upper bound

for for

Z (km) 6T (OC) X' (kin) 2/X' (km)

30 .5 22 .28

* 40 1 11 .57

50 2 5.5 1.1

65 5 2.2 2.9

* 75 10 1.1 5.7

0
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Equatorial diurnal temperature amplitudes for zeroth iteration

(-) and converged solution (-- -) corresponding to n=3

power law.

Figure 2. Profiles of eddy diffusion coefficient for zeroth iteration (-)

and converged solution ( ) corresponding to n=3 power law,

profile of molecular diffusion coefficient (- -), and sum of

molecular and converged eddy diffusion coefficient profiles (...).

Figure 3. Stability function (r) and converged eddy diffusion coefficient

profiles corresponding to n=2 ( ) and n=6 (-) power laws.
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